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presents in this Review highlights of the

unclassified research and development programs for
calendar Year 1986. This book fulfills a dual purpose: it provides an icthnge of" information
among scientists,
engineers,
scholars,
and
managers; and it is used in recruiting science and
engineering professionals.
As you read this
Review, you will become even more aware that the
jlaboratorv
is a dnamic team working together to
promote the programs, progress, and innovations
that will continue to foster discoveries, inventive{;, ness, and scientific advances for the NavN of the
future.

PREFACE

i.

=
The most precious resource that NRL has to accomplish its research is its people whose
diligence and devotion to science and engineering over the past 64 years have made NRL a
respected leboratory possessing an enviable reputation. NRL is people engaged in creative
enterprise. The Laboratory's success begins with a single scientist or a small group of
researchers with ideas and goals fostered by the diverse scientific interactions that occur
among our divisions. These ideas flourish with the backing of a well-managed scientific
and support organization whose personnel put a premium on excellence and create a climate
for inventiveness.
The NRL Review highlights this inventiveness. Published in its present form since
1967, the Reviews annually report NRL's unclassified research. Although not
comprehensive in scope, the selected works described here demonstrate the broad base of
research conducted at NRL.
As you read this Review, you will become even more aware that the laboratory is a
dynamic family working together to promote the programs, progress, and innovations that 1 For
will continue to foster discoveries, inventiveness, and scientific advances for the Navy of '&i
the future.
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stablished more

than

sixty

years ago at the suggestion of
Thomas A. Edison, the Naval
Research

Laboratory

has

exhibited through the years a
firmly

rooted

contributions
technology.

tradition
to

of

science

and

The scientists and

engineers at the Laboratory are
committed to the future in the
interest of their country

and

mankind with ongoing research
in physics, chemistry,
electronics and mechanical
engineering, computer
sciences/mathematics,

and

materials sciences/engineering.
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THE NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

Our Heritage

TodaN. when government and science seem
ine\tricablN linked, when virtually no one questions the dependence of national defense on the excellence of national technical capabilities, it is note\%orth\ that in-house defense research is relatively
ne\% in our Nation's history. The Naval Research
Laborator\ (NRL). the first modern research institution created iihin the United States Navy, began
operations in 1923. just 64 years ago.

*

Thomas Edison's Vision: The first step came
in Ma\ 1915. a time \,hen Americans were deeply
worried about the great European war. Thomas
Edison. asked b, aNe York Times correspondent
to comment on the conflict, argued that the Nation
should look to science. "'The Government," he
proposed in a published interview, "should maintain a great research laboratory.... In this could be
developed... all the technique of military and naval
progression without any vast expense." Secretary
of the Navy Josephus Daniels seized the opportunit,, created by Edison's public comments to enlist
Edison's supp ort. He agreed to serve as the head of

-

0%
Y%

,

a ~ne'.hod of civilian experts-the Naval Consultink Board-to ad\ ise the Navy on science and technnhogi. The Board's most ambitious plan was the
the Nav3.
creation of a modern research facility
c('ongrss
allocated S1.5 million for the institution
in 1916. but Aartime delays and disagreements
x',
thin the Na, al Consulting Board postponed construction until 1920.

The Laboratory's two original divisions. Radio and Sound, pioneered in the fields of high-frequency radio and underwater sound propagation.
They produced communications equipment. direction-finding devices, sonar sets, and, perhaps most
significant of all, the first practical radar equipment
built in this country. They also performed basic research, participating, for example, in the discovery
and early exploration of the ionosphere. Moreover. the Laboratory was able to work gradually
toward its goal of becoming a broad-based research facility. By the beginning of World War I1.
five new divisions had been added: Physical Optics. Chemistry, Metallurgy, Mechanics and Electricity. and Internal Communications.
The War Years and Growth: Total employment at the Laboratory jumped from 396 in 1941 to
4400 in 1946, expenditures from $1.7 million to
$13.7 million, the number of buildings from 23 to
67, and the number of projects from 200 to about
900. During the war, scientific activities necessarily were concentrated almost entirely on applied research. New electronics equipment-radio. radar,
sonar-was developed. Countermeasures were devised. New lubricants were produced. as were antur
tilouling
paints, luminous identification tapes, and
a sea marker to help save survivors of disasters at
sea. A thermal diffusion process was conceived
and used to supply some of the 111U isotope needed
for one of the first atornic bombs. Also, a host of
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tne\ de\ ices that de\ eloped from booming wartime
r
pdu,,tr,
c-tested and then certified as rCliable for the Fleet.

-

NRL Reorganizes for Peace: After the war,
scientific research ,,as widely recognized as a vital
national resource, and the Laboratory had a major
and continuing role to pla' in providing such re,search. When the Office of Naval Research was
created in 1946, NRL was transferred to this ofrice: NRL thus became the corporate re.l'Ch'
laboratorv of the Navv.
The demands of this new position required
,ubstantial reorganization. Rapid expansion had
met \vartime demands but had left NRL improperly.
e y
stuctredeadessb
.structured to address !onletmNavy
-term Navy requirereu re
ments. One major task-neither easily nor rapidly
accomplished-was that of reshaping research. This
+as achieved by transforming a group of largely
autonomous scientific divisions into a unified institution with a clear mission and a fully coordinated
' Looruna~
research program. The first attempt at reorganization vested power in an executive committee composed of all the division superintendents. This committee was impracticably large, so in 1949 a civilian director of research was named and given
full
L ar842

,,

-

authority over the program. Positions for associate
directors were added in 1954.
The Breadth of NRL: During the 41 years
since the war, the areas of study at the Laboratory
have included basic research concerning the Navy's environment of sea, sky, and space. fnvestigations have ranged widely from monitoring the

0

sun's behavior, to analyzing marine atmospheric
conditions, to measuring parameters of the deep
oceans. Detection and communication capabilities
have benefited by rc,,carch that has exploited new
portions of the electromagnetic spectrum, extended ranges to outer space. and provided means
of transferring information reliably and securely.
Seven through massive jamming. Submarine habitability, lubricants, shipbuilding materials, fire
figihting. along with the study of sound in the sea.
have also been steadfast concerns,

-

"
*

.

The Laboratory has pioneered naval research
into space, from atmospheric probes, x ith captured
V-2 rockets. throu,,h direction of the Vaniuard
project-America's first satellite program-up to invol,,ement in such projects as the Navy Global Positioning System. Today. NRL is the Nav', *, lead
laboratory in space research, fire research, tactical
electronic warfare, microelectronic devices, and
artificial intelligence. NRL has also evaluated ne,,
issues, such as the effects of intense radiation and
various forms of shock and vibration on aircraft.
ships, and satellites. In 1977. NRL studied and
identified the source of the mysterious sonic boom
heard along the east coast of the United States. And

";

in 1983. NRL helped identify the reason for the
failure of the first artificial heart and then improved
its design. NRL has made and continues to make
important nonmilitary contributions to science and
tec
hnloy evelmento bt ercompsitew
a ta
proved microelectronic devices, and high-energv
sources.
Space science continues as an important part
of NRL research. In 1984, NRL scientists usedp in-ir
oNresear In 18.r
l stite
nstrumients aboard an astronomical satellite to map
celestial X-ray sources. Since then. researchers also made use of NASA's "get-away specials"
program for space shuttle flights, sending aloft detectors that brought in an avalanche of data for
analysis and use. Investigating new materials.
NRL has produced new nonskid deck coatings for
aircraft carriers. A free electron laser developed at
NRL in 1985 produced radiation pulses 50 to 100
times longer than other models of similar power.
In 1986, investigations in material science
helped produce new techniques for obtaining twodimensional nuclear magnetic resonance inlages of
solid specimens and for profiling the elemental
composition in the near surface region of solid materials. NRL-designed erbium lasers and zirconium fluoride glass fibers were tested for potential
use in microsurgery. On Earth. NRL researchers
helped conduct a major geophysical study of'an uncharted region of the Antarctic, and in space.
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launched

1986 came from the Chief of Naval Research. the

aboard a NASA Sounding rocket captured new and
more detailed inaaes of Halley's Comet.
One goal has guided NRL's diverse activities

Naval Systems Commands. and other government
agencies, such as the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency. the Department of Energy, and

through the years-to conduct pioneering scientific
research and development that will provide imaproved materials, equipment. techniques. systems.
and operations for the Navy, for the Department of
Defense (DoD). and for the U.S. Government.

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. NRL's relationship to its sponsoring agencies. both inside and outside DoD. is defined by a
comprehensive policy on interagency support
agreements.
Besides funding for scientific work. NRL receives Navy monies for general construction,
maintenance, and operations. In fiscal year 1986,
the Laboratory's total actual funds amounted to
$348.2 million.

NRL-deelopECd

ultraviolet cameras

NRL Today
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION
The position of NRL within the Navy, illustrated on the organizational chart that appears on
page 284 of this Review, is that of a field command
under the Chief of Naval Research.
Heading the Laboratory with joint responsibilities are the naval commanding officer, Capt.
William C. Miller. and the civilian director of research. Dr. Timothy Coffey. Line authority passes
from the commanding officer and the director of

*

.

research to five associate directors of research in
the following areas:

*Technical services

A ',

*General science and technology
sWarfare systems and sensors research
*Material science and component
,technohv

iry
officer to head NRL in a change-of-command ceremony : Eld
CAPT William C. Miller, USN (right), became the 27th mi

October 30, 1986. He relieved CAPT James P. O'Donov

USN, who served as Commanding Officer from October, E
1984. Here they join in cutting the cake at the change-of-cor
mand celebration that followed the ceremony.

*Naval center for space technology.

M,'

PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT
?,2.support:

Szation

The first of these provides centralized technical
the other four arc the research directorates
responsible for executing NRL's research andire
rob
o
ei
N
re
a d
xelopment program. Further details of the organiof the Laboratory are given on the organizational chart that appears on page 284 of this Review.
Financially. NRL operates as a Navy Industrial Fund activity. This requires that all costs, in-

76pr
A h n f18,NLepoe
sonnel-30 military officers. 61 enlisted men and
women, and 3705 civilians. In the research staff
there are 759 employees with doctorate degrees,
338 with masters degrees, and 662 with bachelors
degrees. The support staff provides to the research
staff administrative, computer-aided designing,
machining, fabrication, electronic construction.
publication, personnel development, information

cluding overhead costs, be charged to various research projects,. Funding for scientific projects in

retrieval, large mainframe computer services, and
contracting and supply management services.
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Opportunities for higher education and other
professional training for NRL employees are available through several programs offered by the Emplo. ee Development Branch. These programs provide for graduate work leadintg to advanced degzrees, advanced training, college course work,
z
short courses, continuing education,
and careerNR
counseling. GraduateZ,students, in certain cases,
may use their NRL research for thesis material.

A community outreach program at NRL provides tutoring for local students, science fair judging. participation in high school and college career
day programs, an art and essay contest during
Black History Month, and a Christmas party with
donated gifts for disadvantaged children.
NRL has an active, growing Credit Union
with assets haanctvgoigCetUin
of $107 million. Public transportation

to NRL is provided by Metrobus.
More information on these programs can be
found in the Review chapter entitled -Programs
for Professional Development," page 223.

toral research programs exist. There are also coopseveral univererative education agreements with
sities, summer and part-time employment programs. and various summer and interchange programs for college faculty members. professional
consultants, and employees of other government

,

agencies.
NRL has active chapters of Women In Science
and Engineering. Sigma Xi. Toastmaster's International. and tht Federal Executive and Professional Association. Three personal computer clubs
meet regularly-Edison Atari. NRL IBM-PC. and
Edison Commodore. An amateur radio club, a
wives' club, a musical drama group-the Showboaters, and several sports clubs are also active.
NRL has a recreation club which provides swimming, sauna, whirlpool bath, gymnasium, and
weight-room facilities. The recreation club also offers classes in karate, aerobics, swimming, and
cardiopulmonary resuscitation.

-

0

The Mall at NRL, with the Administration building in the back-

ground. The 50-ft dish of the radio telescope was identified by
scientists as the first "accurately figured" radio telescope in
the world.
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Building 207 houses the Chemistry Division
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John Davis transfers a substrate within the molecular beam
epitaxy machine in preparation for growing a quantum well
structure of gallium arsenide and aluminum gallium arsenide.
Dr. Davis' research involves preparing novel device structures
for use within the Electronics Technology Division and studies

___Dr.

Looking from Building 207 toward Building 209, which
houses the Space Science Division
%.

of the epitaxial growth process.

%

, .,
--.,

._.nomical

space sciences. The Space Science Division has a
number of commitments for space experiments in
the areas of upper atmospheric, solar, and astroresearch aboard NASA, DoD, and foreign
space projects. Division scientists are involved in
major research thrusts that include remote sensing
of the upper atmosphere by using ultraviolet sensing, studies of the solar atmosphere by using spectrographic techniques, and studies of astronomical
radiation ranging from the ultraviolet through the
cosmic rays. The Division maintains facilities to

I
Building 222 houses the Technical Information Division that
prcvides centralized technical support to the Laooratory
-~.

construct, assemble, and calibrate space experiments. A network of VAX computers, an array
processor, image processing hardware, a PDS

SE
F
F
I
Imicrodensitometer.
FACILITIES
SCIENTIFIC

",.'

t

and CRAY access are used to

In addition to its main campus of about 130
acres and 152 buildings. NRL maintains 12 other
research sites and a Flight Support Detachment.
The mian diverse scientific and technological research and support facilities are described in the
follo\,ing paragraphs.

[

analyze and interpret space data. The Division also
includes the Radio Astronomy Branch, which uses
its radio telescope at the laboratory's Maryland
Point site and its computational capability as represented by the Washington DC Correlator Facility.
and the national radio astronony facilities to conduct a broad program of radio astronomy.

Research Facilities

*Space Systems
its role as a center of excellence for space

SSaeSineIn

NRL is the Navy's main laboratory for conducting basic research and development in the

8
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Exterior view of the thermal vacuum chamber in the Assembly and Test facility
of the Naval Center for Space Technology

*

ganic defensive and offensive resources now present in the Fleet.
iInformation

Information Technology Division, which
includes the Navy Center for Applied Research in
Artificial Intelligence, is at the forefront of DoD research and development in telecommunication,
computer science, and artificial intelligence. The
Division maintains a local area computer network

:The

S

,

'

-,

Technology

to support its research.

*

Fu Peng. Tactical Electronic Warfare Division, positions an antenna on an aircraft tail section in the isolation chamber for con-

trolled testing and measurements of antennas

The network comprises VAX 11/750s. 780s.
a Gould 9005 UNIX machine, Symbolics, LMI and
Xerox Dolphin LISP machines, SUN and ISI work
stations, laser printers, network gateways, and terminal servers. A Butterfly 64-node parallel

essor will become part of the computer's resources
in the near future. The network is connected to

purpose. NRL has extensive research and development laboratories, anechoic chambers, and modeling and simulation facilities. NRL is also in the
process of adding extensive new facilities where
scientists can focus on the coordinated use of all or-

NRL's Central Computing Facility and to the MILNET. ARPANET, and other university networks.
The network will become part of the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) Battle Management Technology validation facility.
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*Eiectronic Sciences
tosupprtin
diidual
toeciiequi
prramfcits n
tosupportindividualtechnology-baseprograms in
electronics. NRL operates two major central facilities that provide services to electronics programs
throughout the Laboratory and to external organizations. The latter two facilities are the
microelectronics processing facility and the high
magnetic field facility.

0

.

*

High Magnetic Field Facilit"-This facility is
used to suppoit research projects throughout NRL.
DoD, and, to a limited extent, the local scientific
community. The facility provides the capability to
determine the response of materials and devices to
high magnetic fields up to 17 tesla with a variety of
hec
electrical, optical, and magnetic probes.
*Chemistry

Microelectronics Processing Facility-This facilitv provides support for NRL programs in electronics R&D design and process technology that
require microelectronics processing skills and
equipment. The facility supplies NRL programs
with a range of items from discrete structures and
devices to complete integrated circuits with very
large scale integration (VLSI) complexity based on
silicon metal oxide semiconductors (MOS) submicrometer technology.

NRL has been a major center for chemical research in support of Navy operational requirements since the late 1920s. The Chemistry Division
continues its tradition with a broad spectrum of basic and applied research programs concerned with
fuels and combustion, corrosion, advanced polymeric materials, ultrasensitive detection methods
for chemical agents, special materials for electronic warfare applications, and biomolecular engineering research. Modern facilities for research
include a wide range of the most modern optical,
magnetic, and ion-based spectroscopic devices, a
325 m3 (11,400 ft3 ) fire research chamber (Fire I),
multiple facilities for materials synthesis and physi-cal/chemical
characterization, high- and low-tem.,.
perature equipment, and extensive surface-analytical instrumentation.

Dr. Edward J. Cukauskas (background) and Dr. Clifford M.
Krowne (seated), Electronic Technology Division, measure the
a low-temperature behavior of a microwave slow-wave phase
shifter, as Dr. Martin Nisenoff looks on.

Ms. Elizabeth Twitchell, a laboratory technician from the University of Virginia, adds a chemical bonding agent to a "rusty
bolt" in the testing device to monitor the agent's effects on reducing signal noise caused by the oxide on the metal surface.
Looking on are Richard Steele (left), electronics engineer on
contract from Locust Corporation and Drs. Ramanathan
Panayappan, research chemist, and John C. Cooper, principal
investigator, both of the Chemistry Division.
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Nearfield acoustic hologram processed from a broadband
hologram taken in the AARF (Advanced Acoustic
Research Facility) at NRL. The different color shades
represent the levels of pressure in the extreme nearfield,
frozen at an instant in time, radiated from a point-driven
submarinelike hull structure. The two colors represent
opposite phases of the standing wave-like pressure field.
The hull is vibrating at the frequency of this hologram with
one-half wavelength axially and one wavelength circumferentiaily. (E. Williams)

Numerical simulation of X-ray laser gain in the Defense
Nuclear Agency "Double Eagle" pulsed power facility.
Gain in the 172 A line of neonlike krypton for a doublepuff experiment is given as a function of radius (horizontal) and time (vertical). Gains in excess of 10 cm are calculated (pink) as the inward-propagating shock wave
reaches the central axis, and several nanoseconds later
as hot krypton, which has "bounced," stagnates with
imploding material. (J. Davis)

1

.}
Three different aspects are shown of the complex wake of
a fluid flowing rapidly over a square-edged bluff body.
This simulation of sound waves resonating with vortex
shedding is typical of the fluid dynamics and other
research simulations performed with the Cray X-MP and
other advanced parallel processing computers at NRL,
such as the Connection Machine, the Butterfly, and

GAPS. The flow (from left to right in each panel) is con-

12
• "

strained by rigid walls at the top and bottom of each
panel, making a sort of organ pipe. The confined air is
caused to vibrate in resonance with the vortex shedding,
the recirculation zone behind obstacle flapping like the
reed in musical instruments. (J. Boris, E. Oran, Code
4400)
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Mirror assembly used to produce a train of laser pulses. A single laser pulse of 40-ps duration enters from the left is reflected and
delayed by beamsplitters and mirrors to produce a set of four equal intensity pulses, each spaced by 200 ps. (M. Duncan, Code

9*

- "6540)

e....,

Raman emission patterns produced by an intense green laser beam propagating in hydrogen gas. In the two figures on the left, the
emitted light is downshifted from the laser frequency by the vibrational and rotational frequencies characteristic of hydrogen. In the
third figure, the light is upshifted by the vibrational frequency. The ring structures visible in the patterns yield information about the
angular dependence of the Raman process with the dark rings and dark central regions corresponding to angles with suppressed or
reduced Raman emission
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Density field produced by a strong shock colliding wvith a missile launcher. Zones of high density are shown in blue, whereas zones of low
density are shown in red. (R. Lohner, Code
4410)

Surface triangulation (blue) and background grid
used to construct a mesh of tetrahedrons for a
missile launcher (R. Ldhner, Code 4410)

The Remote Atmospheric and Ionospheric Detection System (RAIDS) will image the ionosphere and provide the first comprehensive
look at ionospheric weather. The two figures represent cross sections through Earth's ionosphere as seen in the light of O ions.
The figure at the left shows the southern lights or aurora australis, the other figure shows the northern lights, or aurora borealis.
The large, bright features near the equator arise from the motion of 0 ' ions along Earth's magnetic field as theyare transported
hundreds of miles up into the atmosphere by winds. This feature, visible for the first time in the extreme ultraviolet, is called the
Appleton anomaly. (Dr. L. Paxton and Mr. S. Bailey)
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Thomas Cosden, now retired from NRL, stands in front of the Optical Sciences Division's Large Optic, High-Precision Tracker. Mr .Cosden was instrumental in the creation of this multipurpose optical tracking system. With a 80-cm input aperture and TV
correlation tracking capability, one task for this mobile system is to track and obtain infrared signatures of moving targets.

*

urements are performed on modulation and image-

*Optics

~ ~.

based seekers.

Ultra-lbw-lbss Fiber-Optic WaveguidesNRL has developed record-setting ultrahigh transparency infrared waveguides. These fluoride glass
materials offer the promise of long-distance cornmunications without the need of signal amplification.

Large Optic. High-Precision Tracker-NRL
has developed a tracker system with an 80-cm primary for atmospheric transmission and target signature measurements. By using a quadrant detector, the servo system has demonstrated a 12-irad
tracking accuracy. An optical correlation tracker
system has been added to facilitate tracking of objetwihuabacn
jects without a beacon.

Evaluation Facilit-The facility
Focal Plane
apailitistom
.aieitThe
has exteln
~~~~~has
extensive ecapabilities
to measure
the optily
optical
and electrical characteristics of infrared fcal plane
arrays being developed for advanced Navy sensors. The facility includes electronics for clocking,

High-Energy Excimer Laser-NRL has constructed an X-ray preionized discharge excimer laser that has reliably produced 80 J of laser radiation
at 308 nm in a 200-ns-long pulse. This represents
the highest output energy achieved to date by any
discharge-pumped excimer laser device. This facility is used to investigate a variety of research areas including Raman beam cleanup and combining
nonlinear optical phase conjugation and high-en-

video signal processing and digitization. and computer data reduction for arrays that use chargecoupled device (CCD). charge-injection device
(CID). and chaige-image matrix (C/M) technologies.

9

.R Missile Seeker Evaluation Facilitv-This facility performs open-loop measurements of the
susceptibilities of infrared tracking sensors to op-

Fiber Optics Sensors-The development and
fabrication of fiber-optic sensor concepts, including acoustic, magnetic. and rate-of-rotation

countermeasures. The operation of the
sources and rate table, as well as the data acquisition and reduction, is computer-controlled. Meas-

•"tical
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spae plasma studies related to communications'
eftectiveness and in prograns with experimental
counterparts. These experimental programs indude development of pulsed sources to generate
electron and ion beamns. powerful discharge,.. and
various types of radiation. The largest of these pulsers. GAMBLE I!. is used to stud\ the production
of megampere electron beams and for producing
very hot. high-density plasmas. Other generators
are used to produce particle beams that are injected
into magnetic fields and/or cavities to generate intense microwave pulses. A new facility will soon
be established to test advanced, charged particle

NRL's novel. htgn-power. free-electron laser oscillator is powcree by a unique. long-pulse. induction linear accelerator Dr.

beam propagation concepts. An extremely high
power laser. PHAROS III. is used in inertial fusion

John Pasour Plasma Physics Division. is the principal investicator and readies the tunable laser for a laboratory test.

research and in high-altitude nuclear explosion ef-

e,

%

'N

fects studies.
,ci,,ors. are conducted in se\eral facilities xxithin
the L.ahorator\ 's ()ptical Sciences arid Acoustics
I)t\i,,ions. Equipinent used for this research inLIltde, an anti,)l atCd ,,. te,, for faliricating fiberoptic cUpler,.
.acilitie,
for 0c,aluating optical fiber
Loatngs. fiber ,plicer,,. an acoustic test cell, a
three a\i, naunetic ,cnsor test cell. and a cornpeter to nmodel alternatic ,sensor concepts.

Aw.

v

1%,

A

l),.d al Pt+i(' '.in ! 1' wi/it\-This facility is

Used to collect, process, ana,/e. and manipulate
infrarcd data and ilmagerx from several sources.
[)igital [£qu pnent Corporat ion VAX 11 7X0) and
I 75l Ciilptter,, are the heart of the ,xstem. Attached to the Central Processine Unit ICPU) are it
F.loating Point Sx sten',, AP- I 2)B arra, processor.
('CSPI m1ini- IAP array processor. and a Gould

'

-open

Dr. Leon Esterowitz (right), Optical Sciences Division. and

Mark Strom. research physicist on contract from Sachs Freeman Associates, demonstrate an NRL-designed erbium laser
that emits short . infrared light pulses through zirconium fluoride glass fibers. The unique laser holds great promise as a
scalpel and for removing plaque from heart arteries without

heart surgery

)ean/ a threecolor 2S6 intensity level image displa, . The I)ean/a sNten allows access to standard
sIetlnals. E-xtensive imace processing soft[ii
xxare is installed and a high-speed interface to the
NRI. CRAY supcrconiputer is planned.
ePlasnia Ph', sics
The Plasma Ph, sics Division is the major center tor in house Nax %and DoD plasma phy sics research. The Division is involved in theoretical

eComputational Physics and Fluid
Dynamics
The Laborator\ for Computational Physics
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aod Fluid Dynamics (LCP&FD) has been developinc a Graphical and Array Processor System. The
system centers around an Aptec 1/0 Computer that
provides the necessary conmunications bandwidth
and common memory for performing large simula17
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Or pIce-,Ine craphical data [rom c\tcrnal

,,urcC, On multiple integrated arra' pr,s,,,r,
Anid to inluicdiat.clx displa, the results fron one or
110re sour'e,, on a hi _h- reCsol Ution. high-speed

oRadar

ended h\ a 'AX 11 780 that pro\ ides executixe
t,ide conmu nication capahidit to
eLntrol and
other site, at NRI. and outside laboratories: a 1.4
s incorporated fr
gLa h%te high- speed this d

NRL. has gained Aorldwidc rcnov n as the
"'Birthplace of Radar" and has naintained it, reputation as a leadine center 1ar radar-related research
and devclopient fr a half century. AnimpressixC
arra, of facilities managed by NRL's Radar DivIsion continues to contribute to this reputation.
These include land-based, airborne, and labora-

,imulation storage and repla\ or re\ iev. the conputational en.cinles are tx~oo Nurneri\ 4325 arra,,
each and one floating
pro ,,ors at 30) nega

tory radar cross section measurement systems: an
airborne APS' 116 radar with ISAR image processin,,: and an airborne adaptive array laborator3.

megaoinlt .,,en,, irra\ proce,,sor rated at
tiops: the current graphics device is a Tektronix
415B that has, sixteen colors. 1024 x 1280 raster

Also, the division manages and maintains a radar
display test bed. an IFF ground station, a digital
signal processing facility, a digital image processing laboratory, and a radar cross section prediction
i
as
and development
activity
A radar
Chesapeake
Bay Detachment
is loc.ated
at theresearch

graphic,, monitor. Specificall.

the s stem Is front

-flops

resolution, and high-speed block data transfer capfacility.
has plans to add a Much
pahi1i10 . T[he [('P&FI)
tater graphics de% ice. A general-purpose reactive
,
eR
h
n(CBD).
applied
ond to a number of wluid
d
enarics
prob-

The I.CP&FD also maintains fluid dynamic
lahoratorx facilities that include a 30-m wind/wave
tank to stud\ nonlinear ocean wave processes and
fluid structure interactions: a 20-m stratified tow
channel to Stud, geophysical flows jets and wakes:
and
bhlo -dowvn
\ater tunnels to study
boundary layers, and
turbulent
hdroacoustics,
non-New\tonion loAs. Experimental efforts using
these facilities are supported by flow measurement
laser
nmulticomponent
",.stens including
digital image procand anemometers:
clocimeters
es,,in
of flow
visualization and
of two-phase
lows,: hdrophones: imainc infrared radiometers aind in collaboration \kith other NRL orcani,/atimn,. i, \,,ariet, oficrov, ave radar measurement
s,,stems, for remote sensing studies of hydrodynanlic pro.csses. On-line experimient control, (data

,, ,,
ON

i
Randle Cliff. Ma viand. It has separate facilities for specific types of systems that range from
high-frequency. over-the-horizon systems to millimeter wave radars. The SENRAD radar test bed.
a flexible and versatile system for demonstrating
new developments in radar, is also IocateJ at CBD.

0

-Acoustics

.

NRL's facilities in support of acoustical
investigations are located at the main Laboratory
site and in Orlando, Florida at the Underwater
Sound Reference Detachment (USRD). At the
main Laboratory site. there are three research
tanks instrumented to study echo characteristics
and to develop devices: the largest tank is 9 in
deep. 12 i long, and 8 i wide. There is also
an underwater acoustic holography facility fo)r research in acoustic fields, and a water tunnel ha\ ing a large blow-down channel with a 15-rn tst
section used for acoustic and flow-induced vibra-

.

0

0

6

,.qruisitron and processing are achieved with a central HP1 )!X
sx stcm or one of a number of'smaller,
portable unit',. Off-line data processing and analy-

tion studies of towed line arrays and flexible ca,bles. For acoustic surveillance array processing
and acoustic data processing, researchers have access to the multichannel. programmable, digital

"
%

a 3-('PU HP9X)O, system or
am other L.Ct&FI) or NRI. system.

data processing system-asystenofDEC computers, high-speed array processors. and peripherals

41
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Briar. Houston of the Acoustics Division is conducting research on
scaled targets in the Target Acoustics Facility

0
to 256 channels. T he LSRD facilities are described %%
ith NR[,* field stations.

d

forup

*

9.10aterikl
NRI. has capabilities for X-ray and electron

%

diffraction ajnakxsis. and for electron and Auger

*~*.

It has a high-perfamace s1odarN toni mass spectrometer fo(r s~irtace analysis
and sI ni llcantl\ extends the diagnostic capability
of the technliqueW. A high-resolution, highperformance. rex erse-georrletrv mass spectrometetr is used to probe reactions betvxcen tons and
1niolecules. The Laboratory has fracture and fatigue
testing miachi nes " ith capacities to 272 .000)kg al
Ultrasontc, gas atonli/ation sx stein that has a miolten
111AIi
) 10capaciup to 5 kgl. atgas inlet pressure capacs,[ectrocop\.

%."6
V

'.

Dr Kuntimaddi Sadananda. Materials Science and Technology Division. who is the principal investigator in the development of a technique to rework scrapped turbine blades from let
aircraft engines, adjusts the control board for a universal hightemperature machine that is used to test blade specimens

it%oft uip to 27.6 M11a. and hot isostatic press facili-

acteristics and workpiece transducer outputs are

ties.

av'a ila hie.

I hle laser- Materials Application Center has a
hieh -enerL . continuou1.s xxax e (CW t). M0.6 jtil
CO electrical discharge laser that cant out1put 12

~-

kd

*o~es~

atradRdainSine

ian, Intlantatitn Facility-Trhe facil itv con-

kWk o r on(re (I )ptical
piNer. Both highly
foculsable and spatial lo un i fori optics are available
alonLe xxth assoicated xxorkpiece optics and fix tures. Facilities [or recordinu the laser output char-

21)0-keV ion implanfer x ith special ized
Ultrahigh vacuum.11 chambers and associated in vitu
spCle inetlakl, insisttuentaf ion. The facility is
Used to develop advanced surface treatmencit of
s;sts of a

-
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Dr. Richard A Kant (left) and Bruce Sartwell, Condensed Matter and Radiation Sciences Division, are shown using an ion-assisted deposition system
in a research experiment to produce adherent thin films

materials to modify their properties and improve
corrosion and wear resistance.
3-Mel' Tandem Vant de Graaff-This facility
is used to study charged particle radiation damage
such as occurs in space, and to perform Rutherford
omot
analysisatrg pro scopysniivt
hg -e stviy c m oi
ainalysistha pro es
ioped
d
i
-..
-

Linear Accelerator
Electron
65-MeV
intense electron
produces
(LINAC)-The LINAC
beams with 10 to 65 MeV energies. Pulse rates
from Ito 360/s and widths from 0.05 to 1.4 s are
.".'.selectable.
This facility is used to study radiation
effects on microelectronics and materials. Single
beam pulses can be triggered on command, and the
data from the target can be analyzed and stored in a
,, .
fast multichannel digitizer system.

*

Hypervelocity Impact Facilities-Three facilities are used for ballistics research at speeds exceeding 9 km/s with toxic or explosive targets. The
projectile velocity, orientation, and dynamic projectile-target interaction can be measured.
SYnchrotron Radiation Facilitv-An intense
monochromatic X-ray photon source, tunable
from 4 to 12 keV, is available on the NRL-develbeam line at the National Synchrotron Light
Source at Brookhaven National Laboratory. Environmental target chambers can span a pressure
range from ambient to several hundred kbar and
temperatures from 10 to 1500 K. A six-circle composition
targets, goniometer is used to control and
puter controlled
Research Support Facilities
oCentral Computing Facility

Epita vial Growth of Metallic Filns-NRL has
two epitaxy facilities used to grow ultrathin, crystalline. metallic films for integrated circuit and basic quantum research. One uses a molecular beam.

Recently NRL installed a Cray X-MP/24
Class VI supercomputer with VAX 11/785 frontend computer systems. This system provides balanced vector and very high-speed scalar processing. The Cray's peak processing speed is 2 10 mil-

and the second uses an electron beam. Both have
diagnostics to monitor the films while growing,
and they both operate at 10
torr.

lion floating point operations per second
(MFLOPS) with a sustainable speed of 105
MFLOPS. It has a central memory capacity of 4

20
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The Satellite Communication Facility, Waldorf,
Maryland, is used as a transmit/receive site in the 2 to
20 GHz range

The Chesapeake Bay Detachment (CBD) overlooks the Chesapeake Bay
*'

from a 50-m cliff. An over-the-horizon radar is located there.

%

•
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~Maryland
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This 85-ft radio telescope
one of two antennas
located at Maryland Point,
that is used for
high-precision radio
astronomy measurements
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ESD personnel work with the researchers on
freehand sketches or detailed drawings according
to MILSTD requirements and NASA standards.
ESD's personnel perform a broad spectrum of
tasks such as engineering analysis: fabrication of
heavy structures: design and fabrication of original

*USRD

electronic devices and instruments: the computer-

Located at Orlando, Florida, USRD functions

ized production of dense, printed circuit boards:
and conventional/numerically controlled machini n,.
ESD has extensive shop capabilities for sheet

*

larger I I m deep and nearly circular) are distinct

has a plastics shop where devices and forms are
fabricated or molded from laminates, polymers,

assets to its research and development on sonar
transducers and underwater reference standards

fiberglass. and plastics. ESD also operates a foundry where heat treating of metals, castings, and

and to its improvement of techniques to calibrate,
test, and evaluate underwater acoustic devices.

sand blasting jobs are performed.

USRD has an anechoic tank for simulating ocean

FIELD STATIONS

depths to 700 m and smaller pressure tanks for
simulating depths to 7000 m. A spring-fed lake lo-

NRL has acquired or made arrangements over
the years to use a number of field sites or auxiliary
facilities for research that cannot be conducted in
Washington. DC. They are located in Maryland,
Virginia, California. and Florida. The two largest
s a re th e C h e sa pe aktprovided
f c ilitiesC
k e Ba y D e tach me nt

. .fa

(CBD) and the Underwater Sound Reference Detachment (USRD).

-CBD
CBD occupies 68.1 hectares near Chesapeake
Beach. Maryland. and provides facilities and serv
ices for research in radar, electronic warfare, fire
iefrreerhnraaeetoiwafri
r
research, optical devices, materials, communications. and other subjects. Because of its location
the west shore of the Chesapeake Bay, unique experiments can be performed. Radar antennas 50 to
60 in above the water overlook the bay. Another
site. Tilghman Island. is 16 km across the bay from
CBD
and in a direct line of sight from CBD. This
.creates a unique environment for low clutter and

""
i

*

§1.
J

gencrall

cated in a remote area about 40 miles north of
USRD. at the Leesburg Facility, provides a natural
tank for water depths to 52 m with ambient noise
level 10 dB below that for sea state zero: larger objects can be calibrated here. The detachment has
i e o acoustic
n y t equipment
u d e s oand acalibration
y a t v t eserv-n
ices not only to hundreds of Navy activities and
their contractors but also to private firms and universities not engaged in DoD contracts.
*Marine Corrosion Test Facilities
Located on Fleming Key at Key West, Florida. these facilities offer clear, unpolluted quies
onen oastuesesaltesopher
weanoteig quescent of flowing seawater, and atmospheric environment to study salt atmosphere weathering: general corrosion and fouling resistance of metallic
and nonmetallic materials and coatings: cathodic
protection and other corrosion protection systems:
and electrochemical corrosion.

*Other Sites

low background radar measurements.

Some field sites have been chosen primarily

Experiments involving chaff dispensing over
water and radar target characterizations of aircraft
and ships are examples of military-oriented re-

because they provide favorable conditions to operate specific antennas and electronic subsystems and
are close to NRL's main site. Maryland Point,

24
*
,.

in many ways like a standards bureau of underwater sound and also performs R&D for sonar
transducers and related acoustic materials. Its
semitropical climate and two clear, quiet lakes (the

metal fabrication, machining, and electroplating. It

*

*

search. Basic research is also conducted in radar
antenna properties. testing of radar remote sensing
concepts. use of radar to sense ocean waves, and
laser propagation.
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The skyline of NRL, viewed from the Potomac River, is changing
as new buildings are added

south of NRL, operates two radio telescopes (25.6
and 26 m in diameter) for radio astronomy research. NRL's Waldorf Facility. south of NRL,
operates 18.3 m, X-band and S-band antennas for
space and communications research. Pomonkey, a
field site south of NRL. has a free-space antenna
range to develop and test a variety of antennas. The
antenna model measurement range in Brandywine.
Maryland. has a 4.6 m diameter turntable in the
center of a 305-m diameter ground plane for conducting measurements on scale-model shipboard
and other antenna designs. Blossom Point. Maryland is another NRL installation.

NRL in the Future
To continue its growth and provide
preeminent research for tomorrow's Navy, NRL
must maintain and upgrade its scientific and technological facilities at the forefront. Its physical
plant to house these facilities must also be adequate. NRL recently embarked on a Corporate Facilities Investment Plan (CFIP) to renew its physical plant. This plan and future facility plans are described below.

THE CFIP - NEW SCIENTIFIC
FACILITIES

*Research Platforms
NRL uses ships and aircraft to conduct some
of its research. Oceangoing research ships are obtained from a pool of vessels maintained by the Naval Oceanographic Office, Mississippi. For airborne research. NRL uses three four-engine turboprop P-3A Orions and one four-engine turbopiop P-3B Orion. These airplanes annually log
about 2000 hours of flying time on projects ranging from magnetic bathymetry and electronic countermeasure research to studies of radar signal reflections.

*

*

The NRL Corporate Facilities Investment
Plan (CFIP) is a 10-year program aimed at providing modern research facilities for advanced naval
research by 1995. Phase I construction of the new
Electro-Optics building is under way. When it is
completed, the project will provide approximately
2323 m (25.000 ft2 ) of useable, isolated. optics
space, and related office and computational areas.
The final phase of the Tactical Electronic
Warfare Facility is under construction and is
scheduled for completion in April 1989. This phase
25
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will yield 13,828 m' (148,841 ft2 ) of space. The
new building \will provide a centrally managed systern designed to fully assess the operational effec-

ing the interaction of the intense electron beams
with the atmosphere and their propagation properties will be completed during FY 87. A 5-MV gen-

tiveness of a wide variety of EW responses to various challenges.
The final design for the rehabilitation of

erator will inject pulses of electron current into preheated ionization channel to study the effectiveness
of propagation under various conditions. During
the same year a KrF-laser facility will be initiated
to provide intense radiation for studying the inertial
confinement fusion target heating at short wave-

Building 30 is under way. If approved, construction should begin by January 1988. The design for
the renovation of Building 28 Auditorium has been
completed: its construction is scheduled for cornpletion b\ 21 September 1987. Moreover, Buildin,,s 3. 28. 35, 46, 48. A52, and 56 will be completely or partially remodeled and reconfigured to
meet today's research standards,

,,

is,.,

lengths.
eGeneral-Purpose Laboratory
This environmentally controlled facility will
provide stringently clean laboratories with carefully controllable temperature, humidity, ambient
dust, and power for investigations in the rapidly
evolving fields of electronic technology and composite materials synthesis and exploitation.

B

isi

-

NRL's new electro-optics laboratory.
The building is near completion.

Electro-Optics Laboratory
Construction of a new electro-optics laboracom-

.4

been
tory building (Phase 1),has recently

_

-' -tory

pleted. The new building provides 3359 m2 (37,000
tt2),
of prime space tor NRL. It includes structurvibration-free
ally isolated
fiber
suites: a 7.32-inlabora100 clean electro-optics
rooms: class
draw tower: electromagnetic shielding; vaults and

•
computational facilities: and 24-h temperature, hu-"midit, and pressure control.
*Plasma Physics Facilities

-4.

The future EW laboratory (to be completed in 1989) will permit
the surveillance and
study attack
resources
use ofphases
coordinated
ot antoenemy
coordination
force

*Electronic Warfare Laboratory
includes
program
electronic
simuof the CFIP,
a major
to develop.
as partwarfare
plans The
lation capability-the coordinated electronic warfare simulation laboratory (CEWSL)-to explore
electronic countermeasure applications in all stages
of naval combat.
*EW Optical Integration Laboratory

Two major facilities will be established in the
Plasma Physics Division. A laboratory tor study-

An optical integration laboratory facility will
be incorporated into expanded Tactical Electronic
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Warfare Division spaces. This facility will accommodate experimental optical and electronic capabilities that will enable the integration of critical
technologies essential to enhanced electronic warfare capability. These spaces and the specialized
optical assembly and electronic warfare evaluation
equipment will be used as a staging facility providing for effective realistic evaluation early in the development cycle,

*Central Computing Facilities
An NRL integrated communications network
(NICENET) is being installed that provides access
to the central site facilities from both terminals and
other computers at NRL, other potential
NICENET uses (for example video training and a
campus-wide television network) are also under
consideration. The ultimate goal of this network is
to continue to expand and to provide universal ac-

*Coordinated EW Simulation (CEWS) Laboratory

cess to common-shared computer resources, gateways to other networks (including satellite links)
and graphics peripherals, and other noncomputer
communications services.
*Other Facilities

The CEWS Laboratory construction project
(MILCON P- 380) began in FY-1986. It will provide the Navy with significant new force level
simulation capabilities to assess and optimize the
coordinated use of distributed U.S. EW systems in
battle group engagement situations to oppose threat
activities coupled across all combat stages, i.e.,
force coordination, surveillance, targeting, and
terminal homing of missiles. EW decision nodes
and EW system operators will be key elements in
real-time closedloop simulations. The new R&D
complex will permit simulated operational evaluation of new cooperative EW concepts, techniques,
tactics, strategies. and the quantitative assessment
of the contributions of individual EW systems' upgrades and improvement programs.
This new facility will also eliminate the need
for much of the very expensive at-sea and in-air
/
'
EW system tests and evaluations and will provide
better focus and understanding for those that are
conducted. It will support and expedite R&D by
permitting evaluation of system concepts and techniques before actual hardware R&D is begun, as to
optimize performance during development.

.

Specialized facilities are being installed or upgraded in several of the research and support divisions.
Information Technology-An expanded computer network is being planned to provide each researcher in the division access to a computer from
the office. Special test facilities are also being
planned along with test-beds in support of specific
R&D tasks.
Plasma Physics-Facilities, where established
technology will be combined with new concepts,
are under construction. The study methods for accelerating electrons to high energy at very high current levels will be facilitated, thus providing the
technology needed to develop very compact and
economical accelerators. A large inductive store is
also being designed to provide a driver for an advanced plasma implosion facility to serve in a
variaty of applications, including X-ray laqer development.

REHABILITATION OF SCIENTIFIC
FACILITIES

Computational Physics-Work is continuing
on the Graphical and Array Processing System,
which the Laboratory for Computational Physics
and Fluid Dynamics is developing on its VAX

Several of the research facilities at NRL will
be upgraded in the near future. These are highlighted below.

11/780 computer. This facility couples multiple inexpensive array processors working asynchronously in parallel. Although the basic system is
now in place and low-cost near-supercomputer

•
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performance has been demonstrated, scheduled
upgrade to the graphics and computational engines
Sill enhance its capabilities. This facility can be
used for applied research on nuclear and environmental airblast effects- turbulence modeling for
ets. wakes, and reactive flows- and for atmospheric turbulence predictions.

ence Detachment (USRD) in Orlando. Florida,
will be used for underwater acoustic-materials research. development, and test and evaluation of

Ftigbv~ering Services-An advanced technolog and fabrication
Z71. facility is being planned. It will
be used to study fabrication methods by using new
and/or unusual materials. processes, and techniiie,, (such as powdered-metal mixtures, ion implantations, various composites, and laser machining of composites) developed by NRL research divisions or other Navy laboratories. Longer range
plans call for new machines: both computer-controlled drives by our new computer-aided device/
computer-aided manufacture (CAD/CAM) system. and human-controlled drives with enhanced
precision capability using new and unusual material fabrication,

much larger objects at significantly increased pressures and lower frequencies. This new tank is patterned after the smaller, lower pressure anechoic
tene at he
ser
lo prue
ehoi
tank that has been used to develop virtually every
submarine and torpedo transducer in the fleet today. It will be operational in 1989.
Evplosive Shock Test Facility for Sonar
Transducers-Currently, some sonar transducers
undergo explosive shock testing in open-water facilities and are often calibrated in USRD's
Anechoic Tank Facility before and after undergoing shock tests. These will reduce the development
time of transducers up to 12 months, substantially
reduce the cost of shock tests, and provide basic re-

Radar-The Radar Division is installing a
Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) facility to
aid in digital system design. The system has five
full-color graphics workstations to provide capabilities for circuit designing and simulation, timing
verification, and automated printed circuit board
layout and gate array design.

0

is planned to contain a water volume of approximately 30,000 mr.
High-Pressure Acoustic Tes Facility-A new
tank facility at NRLs Underwater Sound Refer-

The CAE facility will be used to design systems based on commercially available components
as well as advanced systems incorporating VHSIC
and gate array technologies. The CAE facility will
become a valuable tool in evaluating new technologies for radar signal processing requirements.
Acoulstics-Target Research Tank-Tank facilities for acoustic target research in the Acoustics
Division wi!l be significantly expanded to extend
the range of target sizes. The expanded model tank

28

search tools.
Further Information: The NRL Fact Book
gives more details about the Laboratory and its operations. It lists major equipment, current fields of
research, field sites, and outlying facilities, and it
also presents information about the responsibilities, organization, key personnel, and funding of
the divisions, detachments, and other major organization units.
Information on the research described in this
Review may be obtained by contacting Mr. Richard
Fulper, Jr.. Head, Technology Transfer and Special Programs, Code 1005.4, (202) 767-3744.
General information about NRL may be obtained
from Information Services, Code 2610, (202)
767-2541. The sources of information on the various nonresearch programs at NRL are listed in the
Review chapter entitled "Programs for Professional Development."

A!

HIGHLIGHTS OF NRL RESEARCH IN 1986
Antimalarial Drugs
Structures
, c identified for a novel class of antimalarial drugs having a new type of
silver coordination. This was a collaborative effort with the Walter Reed Army Research
Institute. wvhere the drug was synthesized.

Ultralow-Loss Optical Fiber
Glass fibers having an optical loss of 0.9 dB/km at 2.5 tim. with a potential for 0.01
dB/km. were produced from zirconium, barium, lanthanum, aluminum, and sodium fluorides as a replacement for silica glass in long-length glass communication links.

*

Tracking Algorithm
A new monotonic Lagrangian grid algorithm was developed to provide rapid access
of computerized data on the near neighbors of any object in many-body systems ranging
from battlefield scenarios to molecular dynamics simulations of biological arrays.

Radar Backscatter
of the sea-air temperature differential and wind stress on radar backscatter
were determined through both airborne and sea-surface measurements- the findings are

,, iEffects

important in radar imagery surveillance.

Aerogeophysical Sensing
NRL's airborne geophysical sensor suite, in collaboration with Columbia University
and the governments of Chile and Argentina. was used in the remote detection of anomalies
in magnetic and gravity fields caused by the earth's crustal variations beneath the ice-covered Weddell Sea in the Antarctic.
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Star Tracker

A radiation-hardened star tracker has been developed. It uses a silicon charge injection device under microprocessor control to achieve a tracking accuracy of one part in ten
thousand within its field of view.

Radiation Effects Satellite
A system was designed and tested for the measurement of radiation effects on integrated circuits. It will be flown on the Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite,
where it will measure in-orbit total dose and single-event upset performance of devices
planned for satellites of the 1990s.

Wideband Radar Modules
Power transistors and solid-state transmitter architectures for wideband high-power
shipboard radars were developed. These highly reliable modules provide unprecedented
flexibility in radar waveform selection in meeting specific operational needs.

Chemical Microsensor
Surface acoustic wave chemical microsensors were shown to discriminate between
CW agents and benign species. Specific chemical selectivity is provided by arrays of the
devices that have sensitivities exceeding 10 ppb and response times of seconds.

Diode-Pumped Holmium Laser
For the first time, a diode-pumped nonneodymium rare-earth laser based on the
2. 1-/Am holmium transition was demonstrated. Highly scalable infrared laser sources will
have profound implications in a wide range of naval applications.

*

0

Pulsed-Power Generation
A high-energy density pulser (PAWN) was developed. It uses inductive (magnetic)
energy storage with pulse compression by staged opening switches to drive loads at
megaampere current levels. System size reduction by two orders of magnitude over conventional generators is anticipated.

-':
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Radiation-Hardened GaAs Devices
Undoped p-A lGaAs buffer layers grown by molecular-beam epitaxy were shown
to reduce, by one order of magnitude, the long-term transient response resulting from 40
NeV electron and flash X-ray irradiation of GaAs field effect transistors.

Ultraviolet and X-Ray Charge-Coupled Imager
A charge-coupled device imager sensitive to short-wave radiation was designed and
tested. Optimized backside layers resulted in an ultraviolet quantum efficiency of 20%;
lightly doped silicon produced a ten-fold improvement in X-ray sensitivity.

Acoustic Propagation Scattering Model

*

The ocean-refraction bathymetric scattering (ORBS) model was developed as the
first three-dimensional acoustic model that incorporates scattering caused by statistically
described ocean bathymetry and refraction in the water column. The model has been used
successfully to explain angular spreading in the mid-Atlantic Ridge area.

Electronic Ceramics with Ordered Voids
Techniques were developed to add to solids voids as small as 50 jm in a highly organized way. Both strength and toughness of PZT hydrophone materials were improved by
the process. Finite difference modelling was used to explain the experimental results.
I.I

S.
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RL maintains a strong interest
in the regions far above the
natural habitat of the Navy
through research carried out by
the Space Science Division in
the fields of astrophysics and
astronomy, atmospheric science,
and solar-terrestrial physics.
are

Results
to

radio

weather

important

communications,
prediction,

and

understanding natural radiation
and

phenomena.

geophysical

Spacecraft eaginecring, spacecraft
systems development, and ground
command and control stations
are among the concerns of the
Naval Center for Space Technology.
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Far Ultraviolet Imagery of Comet Halley from Sounding Rockets
Robert P. McCoy and George R. Carruthers

38

XLA-The X-ray Large Array for the Space Station
Kent Wood and Herbert Gursky

41

Detection of Anti-Matter in the Galaxy
Gerald H. Share and Robert L. Kinzer
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The Coronae of Giant Stars
Spiro K. Antiochos
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Holograms Made with Laser Diodes for Use in a Satellite
Communications Link
G.C. Gilbreath and Anne E. Clement
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Far Ultraviolet Imagery of Comet

original "parent"

atomic constituents.
Observations of these "daughter" atoms can
be used to infer the composition and production

Halley from Sounding Rockets
R. P. McCov and G. R. Carruthers
Science Division

NoSpace

No other comet in history has been more
thoroughly studied than comet Halley. During its
1986 apparition, comet Halley was the focus of an
unprecedented array of scientific investigations
spearheaded
, . by an international flotilla of six flyby-The
spacecraft and supported by a multitude of
observations from Earth-orbiting satellites,
sounding rockets, aircraft, and mountaintop
observatories. While undoubtedly most of this
intense scientific activity was due to the notoriety
oi this most popular of all comets, it nonetheless
provided a unique opportunity to study a rare
phenomena exhibitingLnatural
a wide range o
chemical physical processes. Cometary nuclei,
described
as "dirty snowballs" by"Both
Fred Whipple,
"",,'"
are believed to consist of frozen volatile materials
(mainly water ice) and dust particles. Presumably,
they reoresent leftover material from the formation
of the solar system. Therefore, the study of comets

:;-::'d

I

Rocket Observations: On February 24
and March 13, 1986 we launched a sounding
rocket from White Sands Missile Range, New
Mexico, to obtain far-UV spectral images of comet
Halley. The February flight occurred at the first
opportunity to observe the comet after perihelion,
and the second flight was timed to match the flyby
of the European Giotto spacecraft. The NRL
rockets represented two of four rockets launched to
observe the comet.

launches occurred before dawn to allow
observations of the comet before sunrise. The
rockets carried the far-UV imaging instrumentation to an apogee of 312 kmin well above the

Instrumentation: The instrument payload
shown in Fig. I consisted of two electrographic
Schmidt cameras. Figure 2 shows the scientific
payload. Similar versions of these cameras were on
board the Apollo 16 mission, Skylab, and several
DIRECT
IMAGING
ELECTROGRAPHIC
SCHMIDT CAMERA

DOOR

I

_I

/MCP

-

*

i

NTENSIFIED
ELECTROGRAPHIC
SCHMIDT
CAMERA
)j.NP

Fig 1

characteristics of the parent molecules. Most of the
major daughter atoms in comets (H. C. 0, and S)
have strong resonance lines in the far ultraviolet
(UV) and can be observed from above Earth's
atmosphere with a satellite or sounding rocket.

ultraviolet absorbing layers of Earth's atmosphere.
The science payload was recovered by parachute.

provides an opportunity to examine the
compositional and physical .. e of the material
from which Earth and its planets were formed. As a
comet nears the Sun, its frozen oases are warmed
and sublimate to form an atmosphere, or coma.
about the nucleus. A complex set of photochemical
and plasma Ieactions take place that break down the

PAYLOAD

molecules into their elemental

EVACUATION

OBJECTIVE
GRATING
PORT

Optical layout of the comet Halley far-UV sounding rocket payload
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Fig, 3 -Gray scale images of comet Halley at the hydrogen
Lyman-alpha wavelength obtained with the direct imaging
camera on March 13. Three different exposure times help
reveal the structure of the emitting hydrogen cloud around the
comet. A visible photograph (to the same scale) is included for
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Fig. 4 - A false-color computer enhancement of the March 13 hydrogen Lyman-alpha image of comet
Halley. This image is a composite of a 30-s exposure (outer regions) and a 10-s exposure (central
region). The circle to the left shows the direction of the Sun relative to the comet and has been drawn to
scale to show the enormous size of the hydrogen cloud surrounding the comet.
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Fig. 5 - False-color computer enhancements of far-UV spectrograms
of comet Halley obtained with
the rocket flight on February 24. The three panels show a 9-s, 30-s, and sum of nine 30-s
exposures. The spectrograms show images of the oxygen, carbon, and sulfur clouds surrounding
the comet. The horizontal streaks are spectra of bright UV stars in the field.
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Table 1 -

Atomic and Molecular

Production Rates Inferred from
Sounding Rocket Observations on
February 24 and March 13, 1987
Species
H (Feb 24)

Production Rate
(atoms/s)
1.9 x 10"u
4.2 x 1029

O
C

8.4 X 1028
2.4 X 1027
9.5 X 1029

S
WATER
H

1.4 x 1030

(Mar 13)

1.0 X 1030
1.0 X 1029

O
C
WATER

,

*

symmetry is due to the strong influence of solar
radiation pressure on the hydrogen atoms.
Samples of false-color computer enhancements of the objective spectra obtained on the
February 24 flight are shown in Fig. 5. Three sets
of exposure times are displayed, and the images of
the coma of comet Halley at 0, C, and S resonance
lines are apparent. Because these atoms are more
massive and therefore slower moving than the H
atoms, their comas are not as extensive as that
observed at Lyman-alpha. The horizontal streaks
in the image are objective spectra of bright UV

measurements made during the Giotto flyby.
Analyses of these data sets will lead to a much
greater understanding of comets in general and of
comet Halley in particular.
[Sponsored by ONR and NASA]
N

stars, and the individual spots are star images in
zero order from the grating.

Since the first V2 rockets were used for
research purposes in the United States, the Naval
Research Laboratory has been a leader in
exploiting new space capabilities as they emerge.
Now that the nation has committed itself to a space
station, this tradition is likely to continue. This
article describes the XLA (Fig.6), a large facility
proposed for the space station by NRL scientists
and scientists from Stanford University and the
University of Washington. Engineering design
studies are currently under way at NASA's
Marshall Space Flight Center.
XLA will comprise an array of proportional
counters designed to record X-ray photons from
distant cosmic sources (Fig. 7). The use of such
detectors was pioneered by Herbert Friedman at
NRL, initially on sounding rockets, culminating in
counters comprising I m2 on NASA's HEAO-1

Interpretation: These images have been
interpreted with a simple radial outflow model to
calculate the production rates and outflow
characteristics of each atomic species. More
complex models will be used to analyze in detail the
intensity distribution within each image. Table 1
gives the results of the analysis for the production
rates of H, 0, C, and S for the two flights. Since the
major source of atomic hydrogen is water, these
results can be used to infer water production rates
of comet Halley for the two observation dates.
These results are in general agreement with
measurements obtained by other investigations,
including rocket flights (by Johns Hopkins
the Pioneer Venus Orbiting
University),
Ultraviolet
Spectrometer,
and
in
situ

*

7.0 x 1029

XLA-The X-ray Large Array
for the Space Station
S. Scienc Diviso
Space Science Division
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Fig. 6 - XLA mounted to double-keel version of NASA Space Station, courtesy NASAIMSFC

Fig. 7 - Time profile of an X-ray burst, from HEAO A-i. This phenomenon is a
thermonuclear explosion on the surface of a neutron star. XLA would obtain many
spectra during the rapid rise of the burst, which occurs in a few milliseconds.

-

•

*
,,z*

spacecraft launched in 1977. XLA is intended to
carry 1() n2 of counters,

of their intensity-down to milliseconds-the study
of which requires the large detection area of XLA

The discovery of cosmic X-ray sources
occurred just 25 years ago. One of the authors
(Herbert Gursky) was a member of the discovery
team. The study of these objects has proven to be
among the most fruitful of the space sciences and
has led to the discovery of entirely novel objects in
the sky. among which are neutron stars and black
holes, ultrahigh density objects that test the limits
ot our understanding of the laws of physics. A key
feature of these objects is the rapid time variability

(Fig.8).
Such variability is virtually the only
information we have regarding the conditions near
and even within these exotic objects. For example.
the periodic emission seen from rotating neutron
stars exhibits both short-term and long-term
variations in periods that relate to the equation of
state of the nuclear material in their interior and
may even indicate the occurrence of earthquakelike phenomena on their surfaces.
39
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An example is the millisecond binary X-ray
so far undetected. that are predicted as
of' millisecond pulsars seen at radio
,avelengths. Such pulsars provide some of the best

I
~Information we have on the general theory of
.relativity
for example. they have provided positive
[eidence
r gravitational
the
".aitational toanal
ofS electromagnetic
a
o radiation,
radiation
SouSeveral

I.

ratios, and new data reduction techniques, all of
which mandate a large-area instrument such as
XLA. The general principle is to search a large
number of trial binary orbits that span the range of,"
possible orbits. Computational cost becomes
critical, and two strategies to minimize it were
devised in 1986. One of these is to paratiz the
orbit in such a manner that the dimensionality of the

'

search is reduced from three orbit parameters to
one. Another is to implement the search on an
optical computer. These
incorporating
efficient
parametrization.
methodsthe improve

,,

dozen candidate,, are in our galaxy but
detection
f
of
expected bmillisecond
pusations
ist hampered
the high coherent
level of

sensitivity by as much as a factor of ten.
oflo
XLA created
reesents
an Space
ideal Station.
use of Itthewillnew
capability
by the
oe

eunpulsed flux from the source and by Doppler

N..
assembled at the station,
its data will be gathered
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there, and it will benefit from local, routine
maintenance. One maintenance activity is data
collection. The large aperture leads to photon rates
exceeding several million counts per second that
will result in data rates greater than 100 MB/s. Data
will be accumulated on optical mass storage units
that periodically are returned to Earth. Optical
computations can also be used to preprocess data in
orbit. XLA is a prime example of the kind of
scientific payload that only becomes possible with
the advent of the Space Station. The individual
counters in the array are not the main novelty, since
they are similar to and derive from those flown
earlier by NRL on HEAO-1 and SPARTAN-I.
XLA has roughly 500 such units. The new

-5
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orbits. There can be other navigational benefits. If
fast X-ray pulsars indeed have the expected
characteristics, they will themselves become
ultraprecise clocks. More generally, use of the
Space Station opens an entirely novel capability
that can be exploited for the benefit of the Navy's
space R&D effort.
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[Sponsored by ONR]
Detection of Anti-Matter

in the Galaxy
G. Share and R. Kinzer
Space Science Division

SChallenges
replication of space hardware, inertial space
pointing and control of a large structure attached to
the Space
!, . , Station. and optical data-handling in
orbit.
The use of XLA is not restricted to fast timing
applications. For example, whenever an X-ray
source can be detected with good signal-to-noise
in a millisecond, an orbiting occulting edge at a
the XLA can be used to
from
large
large distance
da
fvariety
measure diameters of X-ray sources to
milliarcseconds. comparable to the best resolution
generally achievable in astronomy. The limb of the
moon itself is a suitable edge. although it suffers
from being fairly rough and from not accessing the
full sky. In 1986. K. Wood of NRL and J.
Breakwell of Stanford University proposed the
creation of an artificial, steerable occulting edge
with an orbiting satellite to provide occultations at
any desired point on the sky.
The improvement in sensor capability
represented by XLA and the engineering issues
involved in it impact a variety of Navy interests.
XLA type arrays provide for a qualitative
improvement in space surveillance of radioactive
material. Engineering concepts explored in the
process of developing the XLA concept include

high-energy emissions from the sun has recently
been used to show that our Milky Way Galaxy
emits a diffuse glow of gamma radiation with an
energy of 511 keV. This is the characteristic
energy of gamma rays emitted when electrons and
their antimatter counterparts, known as positrons,
annihilate one another (Fig. 9). The presence of a
significant number of positrons distributed
throughout the Galaxy has been suspected for a
of reasons; this is the first definitive
evidence of their existence.

511 keV

1

511 keV

e
Fig. 9 - Interstellar electrons and positrons (antimatter
electrons) annihilate each other and produce two 511 keV
gamma rays. At least 90% of the time, the positron and
electron first form a hydrogenlike atom called positronium
before annihilating.

optical computation and data handling in orbit,
control and pointing of large structures in space,
and high-precision satellite navigation in high

*
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The instrument used in this analysis is a
gamma-ray spectrometer on NASA's Solar
Maximum Mission (SMM) satellite that has been in
41
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almost continuous operation since February 1980.
A team of scientists at NRL, the University of New
Hampshire, and the Max Planck Institute in
Garching. Federal Republic of Germany (FRG),
has been analyzing data contained on more than
2500 magnetic tapes thus far received from NASA.
With this analysis significant advances have been
4
made in !h,: :rA
erstanding of solar flares, cosmic
gamma ray bursts, and production of radioactive
materials in exploding stars. A description of the
instrument and summaries of some of these
discoveries can be found in earlier issues of the
NRL Review [1-4].
The use of the SMM spectrometer as a tool for
detecting antimatter in the interstellar medium
results trom a DoD need to determine the

the field of radio astronomy, which has provided
the means for viewing the universe.
In December, each year. the sun passes within
a few degrees of the center of our Galaxy. As the
plane of the Galaxy traverses the aperture, the
solar-oriented gamma-ray spectrometer can
search for a coincident increase in the intensity of
511 keV annihilation radiation. This increase has,
in fact, been observed in each of the years that the
spectrometer was in operation, as illustrated in
the lower plot of Fig. 10. The plot presents data
obtained with the spectrometer pointed toward the
sky. This annual increase is not observed when the
spectrometer's aperture is blocked by Earth, as it is
for the upper set of data. The gradual rise exhibited
in both sets of data is due to the production in the

radioactive background in space. Unveiling the
various sources of background has led to an
improved understanding of the environment in
which sensitive gamma-ray observations must be
made. Detection of weak signals similar to the kind
that are described here can be significant to our
national security 151.

instrument of the positron-emitting radioactive
nucleus 22Na (half-life 2.6 yr).

1980

5.5

1981

1982

1

1

1983

1984

1 1985

1986

1.5)

Earth vie.wing

4.5

".,9

eaddresses

Galactic Emission: The galactic 511 keV
gamma ray line is buried beneath an intense glow of
radiation produced locally in the instrument, the
spacecraft. and the atmosphere by bombardment of
particles stored in Earth's radiation belts and
energetic nuclei in cosmic radiation. A limiting
feature of the SMM spectrometer is its broad field
of view, about 1200 at half maximum. This makes
the task of separating the source from background
quite difficult. The next generation of satellite

Z
.5
Sky vie

g

2.5

1.5

0

1000

500
Das

Since

1500

2000

2500

0 January 190

Fig. 10 - Time variation of the intensity of 511 keV gamma
radiation measured by the gamma-ray spectrometer on SMM
from the
launch until 1986. The lower plots show data accumulated
astronomyd ewith
instrumentation for gamma-ray
spectrometer viewing the sky, and the upper plot is
for
this problem; it is being developed by
data accumulated with Earth blocking
the aperture. The annuall

NRL for NASA's Gamma Ray Observatory
(GRO). The GRO is currently scheduled for launch

in early 1990.
Without the sophisticated systems soon to be
available on the GRO, it has been necessary to
understand the background in orbit to reveal the
galactic emission. This has been done in very much
the same way as was the discovery of galactic radio
waves in the 1940's. That early discovery spawned
42
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increase in intensity in the sky-viewing data in December is
due to emission from galactic 511 keV radiation entering the

spectrometer's aperture.

One of the remarkable features of this galactic
5 11 keV radiation is that the variation is less than
30% over the 6 years during which the
measurements have been made. This fact has been
used along with measurements made with
balloon-borne
instruments
having
much

I
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Fig. 11 - Galactic positrons can be produced in a variety of celestial objects,
including supernovae, novae, pulsars, black holes, and massive stars. The
positrons can live for over 10 years before capturing an electron and annihilating to
form 511 keV radiation. This produces a diffuse glow of 511 keV radiation from the
Galaxy.

*
*

.

narrower fields of view to infer that the radiation is
broadly distributed in the Galaxy.

The Coronae of Giant Stars

Emission Sources: We estimate that the mass
of interstellar positrons responsible for the
observed flux of annihilation line gamma rays is
equivalent to about 8 times the mass of our planet
Earth. Where these positrons come from is not
known. Various sources have been suggested.
knw.,-iossucs
aebe sgetd
including the most spectacular objects in the sky
such as supernovae, novae, pulsars, and black
as red
objects such asred
. -as well
hoesas
ell ass more
mre quiescent
uiecen objctssuc
holes,
Present
11).
(Fig.
stars
massive
giant and other
theory suggests that supernovae may provide the
bulk of the galactic positrons. Detailed
measurements of the spatial distribution of these
annihilation photons will assist in revealing their
and may, like the early measurements of
true origin
L gdthe
galactic radio waves, mark the maturing of the
fledgling field of gamma-ray astronomy.
[Sponsored by NASA]

Space Science Division
One of the most interesting results of recent
astronomical
surveys
with satellite-borne
ultraviolet (UV) and X-ray telescopes is the
discovery of a
'dividing line" in the
icvr
fa
"iiig
ln"
i
h
Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. In 1979, Linsky

Spiro K. Antiochos

and Haisch [1] were the first to find that cool
giant
less than
(photospheric
and
supergianttemperatures
stars separate
into 7000
two K)
distinct
groups: (a) a solar-type group to the left of the
dividing line, manifesting both a chromosphere
(plasma in the temperature range 5000 to 20,000
K) and a corona (plasma with temperatures greater
than 100,000 K); and (b) a nonsolar-type group to
right of the dividing line, showing
chromosphere. Stars in the first group are only
stronga
X-ray sources, like the Sun; whereas those in the
second group have no detectable X-ray emission.
This result is puzzling because stars in the

References

second group are believed to have all the necessary

1. G.H. Share, 1981 NRL Review, p. 106.

ingredients for producing a hot corona. The Sun's
corona is due to the interaction of the solar
magnetic field with the convective motions of the
dense photospheric plasma. The bulk of the Sun's
X-ray emission originates in small active regions
that cover only about 3 % of the solar surface and
that have the strongest magnetic fields. The cool
giants and supergiants also have convective
motions and are expected to have strong magnetic
fields as well. We propose that the explanation for
the dividing line is that the giant stars have a much
lower surface gravity g than the Sun.

2. G.H. Share and P.L. Nolan, 1983 NRL
Review. p. 117.
3. G.H. Share, 1984 NRL Review, p. 135.
4.
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G.H. Share, R.L. Kinzer, and ID. Kurfess
1985 NRL Review, p. 114.

5. G.H. Share et al., "Detection of Artificial
Sources of Nuclear Radiation in Space," NRL
Memorandum Report 4596 (1981).
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The Theoretical Model: The fundamental
structure of coronal plasma is known to be that of a
loop: each loop corresponds to a magnetic flux tube

The important conclusion of our work on the
cool solutions is that a coronal active region divides
naturally into two types of loops 12). Those flux

that confines the hot plasma. The state of the
plasma is determined by force balance between
thermal pressure, magnetic pressure, and gravity,
and by energy balance between radiation.
conduction, and coronal heating. Recentiy we ii,. c

tubes, with heights greater than a critical height
(5000 km in the case of the Sun). must be filled with
hot, X-ray-emitting plasma. while those with
lower heights will be filled with cool material, too
coot to produce X ray,,.

found that under certain conditions, new cool
solutions to the equilibrium equations appear in
addition to the usua! hot solutions 121. The cool
solutions are characterized oy a maximum plasma

Comparison with Observations: Let us now
consider the implications of the cool solutions on
observations. Figure 12 is a Hertzsprung-Russell
(H-R) diagram showing all cool giant stars that
have been detected in X rays and that are not known
to be members of a binary or otherwise peculiar;
also shown are some representative main sequence
stars like the Sun. The size of each solid circle
indicates the ratio of X ray to bolometric luminosity
for that star; each broken circle indicates that no X
rays were detected. The dividing line proposed by
Linsky and Haisch I l I is shown as a straight dashed
line. Contours of constant 0 are shown by f'Mlid
lines. Note that the main sequence runs along the
bottom of the diagram.

temperature less than 100.000 K. wheicas in the
usual models the maximum temperature must be
greater than 100.000 K. The reason for this critical
temperature is that the radiative loss rate of
solarlike plasma has a maximum at 100.000 K. For
a particular loop, the physical parameter that
determines whether the cool solution exists is the
ratio of the gravitational scalic height (- 108/g kin)
of plasma at a temperature of 100.000 K to the loop
height. If this ratio is less than unity, only the hot
solution is possible, but if it is of order or greater
than unity, the cool solution is possible.
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Fig. 12 - A Herlzsprung-Russell diagram showing the presence (solid circles) or absence
(broken circles) of X-ray emission for all the cool, single stars observed by the EINSTEIN
X-ray telescope. The ordinate indicates luminosity class (the stars' sizes increase upward),
the abscissa indicates surface color (the stars' temperatures decrease to the right).
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Also plotted in the figure is the theoretical
dividing line predicted by our model, o= 108/gR.
This assumes that the sizes of stellar magnetic
regions scale linearly with stellar radius R, so that
the height of a typical active region is given by OR.
The Sun has a value of o = 0.1. There is a fair
amount of uncertainty in the values for g and R,
.fr
±e supcrgan: :ars. Also, variations
in stellar evolution and abundances can result in
differences Ing and R at any given point on the H-R
diagram. Hence we no longer expect a sharp
dividing line based solely on spectral type or color,
Because of these uncertainties. it is striking how
well the curve o = 0. 1 agrees with the obherved
separation of stars into those with and those without
X-ray emission. It parallels the Linsky-Haisch
dividing line in the giant and supergiant region of

G.C. Gilbreath and A. E. Clement
Naval Centerfr Space Technology
Holographic optical elements offer a
compelling alternative to heavy and massive
conventional optical solutions required to direct
and correct a laser diode or diode array's
beacfront
for
satellite
communications
applications. A hologram is compact, has low
mass, and can enable solutions that cannot be
achieved by using conventional optics. At present,
however, no holographic recording medium is
both sensitive at the wavelengths of interest (750 to
900 nm) and diffracts efficiently. A two-step
construction, three-step reconstruction approach

the dia.ram. and it also turns over at the main
sequence in agreement with the observation that
main-sequence stars of all types exhibit X-ray
emission. We conclude from this result that the
coronal dWv~ding line can be understood simply in
the terms of the static loop models once the effects
of gravity, are tully understood. This indicates that

is being investigated whereby a "master" is made
with the laser diode and an infrared (IR)-sensitive
emulsion. This interference pattern is then
transferred to a second hologram, which is a phase
volume device made in a material that offers very
high diffraction efficiencies ill.
A technique has been developed that enables

the fundamental processes of coronal heating and
magnetic activity are likely to be the same in all
cool stars and thereby emphasize the importance of
understanding the solar corona.
ISponsored by NASA and ONRI

construction of holograms made with laser diodes
in IR-sensitive material that produces consistently
good holographic recordings of a given
interference pattern [21.
Modal instability resulting in radiation at
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Holograms Made with Laser Diodes for
Use in a Satellite Communications Link

different frequencies characterizes laser diode
behavior. This precludes holographic recording
and can cause unpredictable reconstruction.
is
stabilization
temperature
Consequently,
required for a given current density to achieve
radiation at a specific frequency. However, active
mode-stabilization can cause environmental noise
that would also preclude holographic construction.
tcchnique exploits the high power of the diode
in combination with the extreme sensitivity of
IR-sensitive material to circumvent the tendency
of the laser to "mode-hop" when not actively
A 30-mW Sharp single-mode diode was
initially characterized as wavefront quality and
modal
stability
for
a
specific
current
45
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indow. The diode was
dens6it\-temperature
mode-stabilized through active cooling by uSinv a

meaningful holographic
thereby preventing
recording. This investigation enabled us to learn

thermoelectric cooler.
A Michelson interferometer determined the
coherence length. With this type of interferometer.
one of the mirrors is displaced and fringe visibility.
t'r)i, is monitored. I"(r) is defined by Michelson as:

the time window for the exposure period when the
diode was not actively cooled.
The resolution of the IR- sensitive emulsion is
low (on the order of 100 to 200 line pairs/mini).
Consequently. the angle of construction defined by

(I)

Bragg's law must be small, and the relationship is
defined as:

=

((m.'r I

) / (Inmj

+ /min)

where / and
n are the irradiances measured
at maximum and adjacent minimum fringes.
The limit to path displacement is V(r)
degraded ,k) that it precludes meaningful
holographic recording. Figure 13 illustrates the
bench configzuration used. This approach enabled
us to monitor niodal stability by using a Candela
LS- 1spectrometer. beam quality by using a CCD
field array camera. and fringe contrast by using a
CCD linescan camera.

S

Ls-1
%

.of
I 'NESCAN CAMERA

q),

.1- *._.D.CAMERA

A

A
,

I

0

=

sin

(2)

JX/2(/

where Xis the wavelength, and d is the grating
spacing that isthe inverse of the resolution. Good
control of small angles of construction can be
achieved with a Mach-Zehnder interferometer.
This type of interferometer was employed to
construct the holograms. Part of the light was split
off to allow monitoring of modal stability
throughout the recording procedure. Figure 14
shows the optical bench configuration used to
construct absorption plane wave gratings with the
Sharp diode that was actively cooled with a TEC.
Spectroscopic plates are typically used for infrared
astronomy and are very sensitive. Energy densities
the plates were found experimentally to be on the
order of 56 nJ/cm 2 at 842.4 nm. The high
sensitivity in combination with the high power
available from the laser diode allowed extremely
short exposure times. Consequently, the cooler
could be turned off during exposure periods. The
modal stability was monitored by checking the
output of the LS-1 spectrometer immediately prior
to and just after exposure.

ACTIVELY

I

:COOLED
DIODE

C

E

PLATE

DIR

Fig 13 - IR diode characterization using a
Michelson Interferometer

ANA MOPPH IC
PRISM PAIR

The thermoelectric cooler (TEC) used to Lool
the laser was turned off, and the mode behavior
was monitored as the diode warmed. The mode at
which the diode had stabilized during active
cooling began to lose amplitude in about 20 s and
a "'mode-hop"' in little more than a
.suffered
minute. This resulted in fringe "washout,"
.
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Fig. 14
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Table I-IR Master Visibility and Diffraction
Efficiency* Measured with 632.8 nm
SAMPLE

.11

)/(%) ql(%)

O.D.t

d(i)

V(r)

3
5
8

8.0
16.2
71.6

0.296
0.673
0.930

66.0
70.1
69.7

0.81
3.36
14.60

0.324
0.398
0,194

10
15

11.4
7.2

0.549
0.097

82.1
68.8

1.90
0.54

0.287
0.375

is diffraction cfficicnc\ out of zero order
is diffraction cfficiencs, into first order

'Specular

S

This procedure enhanced environmental
stability during recording and ensured modal
stability. Exposed plates were developed using
standard D-19 processing techniques.
Diffraction efficiencies out of the zero
order and into the first order were measured with
a 632.8 nm helium neon source and a
photodetector. Recorded fringe quality and
visibility were examined and measured. Table I

Selected masters are now being incorporated
into the larger experiment wherein their recorded
beamfronts are being transferred to a highly
diffractive medium. At present, experimentation
includes investigation with dichromated gelatin
and photoresist.

lists fringe spacing. d. diffraction efficiencies,
optical densities, and visibility for selected
samples. Gratings made by using smaller values
for d yielded significantly lower diffraction
efficiencies.

1. C. Gilbreath-Frandsen. W.H. Carter, and
J.W. Wagner, SPIE Proc. 600, 81(1985).
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2. G.C. Gilbreath, A.E. Clement, and J.W.
U
Wagner, SPIE Proc. 747 (1987).
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ound, sea, and the Navy are
inextricably entwined. Sonar is
seeing undersea. Acoustic and
water waves are the signatures
of ships. All of this and much
more are the subjects of basic
and applied research in the
Acoustic Division and in NRL's
Underwater Sound Reference
Detachment in Orlando,
Florida. Both depth and range
are provided by their study of
the ocean environment, target
tracking, acoustically active
materials, and physical
acoustics. The vital technology
of underwater sound
measurement is one of the
signal concerns of the Orlando
facility.
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SOUND AND THE SEA

Active/Adaptive Noise Cancellation
in a Liquid-Filled Pipe
E. W. Hendricks

.'noise" generated by a sound source at one end of
the liquid-filled pipe. with a second sound source
located partway down the pipe serving as the
cancellation source. We examined the extent to

Liboratorvfr Computational Physics

which this source could reduce the sound pressure

and Fluid DYnamics

level at the pipe outlet and in the liquid reservoir
which the pipe emptied. In all cases the
cancellation source was driven by the output of a
digital adaptive filter that continuously sampled the
output of hydrophones located in the duct and
reservoir.

e rinto
The reduction of low-frequency sound in
pipes and piping systems is a problem of great
practical importance. At NRL we are examining
the potential utility of active sound cancellation in a
liquid-filled pipe. Active sound cancellation
("anti-sound") has been recently applied to noise
in air-filled pipes [1.21. The "'antisound"
,-

.

,

technique uses an acoustic signal generated by one

Noise Reduction Apparatus: Figure 1
shows the experimental arrangement used in this
work. It was composed of a long duct; two sound

or more sound sources placed in a system that

sources; three hydrophones; a large, water-filled

destructively interferes with the unwanted noise
field. Experiments conducted in air-filled pipes
and ducts have shown the utility of active control
for reducing noise consisting of pure tones,
bandwidth-limited white noise, and transient
pulses 13.41.
In our experiments with liquid-filled pipes,
the dimensions and physical properties of the pipe
employed were chosen to highlight the primary
difference between typical air-filled and
liquid-filled pipe applications. In the former the
pipe wall acts as a rigid or nearly rigid structural
element, whereas in the latter the finite loop
stiffness of the pipe exerts a major influence on the
propagation velocity of an acoustic disturbance in
the pipe 151. Our experiments were performed with

reservoir: and a digital, adaptive electronic filter.
Sound generated by the noise source propagated
down the duct, past the detector hydrophone, the
cancellation sound source, the performance (or
error) hydrophone located at the pipe exit, and into
the large water-filled reservoir.
The duct was an 8-in. (203.2 mm) diameter
PVC pipe. as was the tee fitting used with the
cancellation source. The duct wall was 0.5 in.
(12.7 mm) thick. This duct rested on concrete
blocks and wooden shims as shown in Fig. 1.
Wooden cradles were constructed with rubber
isolators to hold the brass-encased sound sources
and to prevent noise from propagating through the
concrete blocks and into the floor because of
vibration of the sound sources. The pipe and

CANCELLATION
SOURCE

*

_

•

NOISE
SOURCE

_

_

_

_

_

-2475'

DETECTOR
HYDROPHONE

CANCELLATION
SOURCE

/

14.29
______

--

------

RESERVOIR

_______________TRAVERSING

-IT

i

'I .

-1

HYDROPHONE

Fig. 1 - Experimental setup
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reservoir were mechanically isolated by a flexible

Experiments were conducted in the duct

gasket to prevent transmission of vibrational

system with the adaptive filter to determine the

energy between the two structures. The reservoir
was 60 in. ( 1.52 m) in height. 20 ft. (6.1 m) in
length. and 10 ft. (3.05 m1) in width. The water
level was 52 in. (1.32 mi).

maximum possible attenuation of unwanted noise
at the pipe exit duct and in the water reservoir, as
well as the time required for adaptation to this
condition. Figure 2 shows the coordinate system

The digital. adaptive filter employed in the

employed for hydrophone traverses in the liquid

experiments was an implementation of the
Wiener-Hopf least-mean-squares algorithm 161.
The filter was modified to allow external

reservoir. These measurements were made on the
horizontal plane through which the pipe centerline
passes. The sound pressure level measurements

measurement of the difference between the
performance and input signals. since the resulting
error signal is formed in the duct itself by the linear
superposition of the original unwanted noise and
the output of the cancellation sound source. During
our experiments it was determined that the filter
performance was particularly sensitive to a time
delam settinE that accounted for the 'time of flightof an acoustic wave from the detector hydrophone
cancellation source. We determined that the
approximate value of this delay could be computed
from a priori measurements of sound propagation
velocity in the pipe.
01

were referenced to the ambient noise level in the
tank with the sound sources turned off. (The
ambient noise level was designated as 0 dB).

24 4-

24

Results:
Experimental results obtained at
100 Hz and 00 are shown in Fig. 3. At the open end
of the pipe (X = 0.5), the uncancelled noise level
was about 23 dB above the cancelled level. This
differential decreases with increasing X because
the sound pressure level in the tank, caused by the
upstream noise source, decreases with X in the
absence of cancellation, while the cancelled level at
100 Hz and 00 is essentially equal to the ambient
noise level at all values of X. Filter adaptation times
in the experiments were typically 0.33 to 0.38 s.
Qualitatively similar results were obtained for sine
waves of other frequencies and combinations of
other frequencies along the 24.4' and 42.2' lines.

S42 23

20
15i
LU
uJ

X

*r 0
Luj

D
TANK WJALL

DZ0

0

-"

Fg 2 - Coordinate system for measurements in the water
reservoir (all coordinate lines lie in the horizontal plane passing
through the pipe centerline)

2

4 X (n))

6

8

1

Fig. 3 - Measured sound pressure level in ihe water reservoir
0
along the 0 coordinate line at 100 Hz (0. cancellation source
off, x. cancellation source on)
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Conclusions: Low-frequency noise at and
emanating from the exit of a liquid-filled pipe is
effectively reduced by active noise control.
Reductions in the 20 dB range were observed.
Moreover, the adaptation time of the digital,
adaptive filter employed to control the active
sound source was small. While improvements to
the iniplementation employed herein can be
incorporated, such as adaptive control of the
time-delay setting for the adaptive filter, it is
clear that active noise control is the only
effective means of low-frequency noise control
in liquid-filled pipes and piping systems.
This work was performed at NRL in
collaboration with Robert J. Hansen, ONR Code
1215: and William G. Culbreth, American
Society of Engineering Education Summer
Faculty Member.
[Sponsored by ONRI
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The breaking processes associated with wave
motions in deep water are poorly understood but
have important naval applications. The interaction
between waves (ship-generated and/or ambient)
and surface currents often results in the production
of waves that steepen !n the point of breaking.
Other applications include accurate descriptions of
ocean surface dynamics, mixed layer dynamics,
and remote sensing signatures obtained by a variety
of both active and passivc systems. These
applications require a further basic understanding
of the wave hydrodynamics up to and beyond the
onset of breaking, and of the energy and
momentum transfer processes during and after
breaking.
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Steep and Breaking Deep Water Waves

B. Widrow, J.R. Glover, Jr., et al., "Adaptive
Noise
Cancelling:
Principles
and
Applications," Proc. IEEE 63, 1692-1716
(1975).
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processes are important. Breaking waves at sea
also are three-dimensional, but many fundamental
features can be determined by using simpler,
two-dimensional approaches.
A computational and experimental study of
deep-water wave-breaking is being made by the
authors in collaboration with Professor William W.
Schultz of the Department of Mechanical
Engineering and Applied Mechanics at the
University of Michigan. A numerical technique
has been developed for the computation of steep
asymmetric wave motions up to the incipient or
onset stages of wave breaking [I], and it will be
briefly described here. The computations are
compared with recent measurements made at NRL
and elsewhere of the limiting heights of deep-water
waves [2].
Computational Model: Although formal
analytical techniques have been developed for
symmetric steep-gravity waves, unsteady and
asymmetric steep-wave motions must be solved
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numerically. The most efficient of these algorithms
are based on some form of boundary integral
technique that has the advantage of requiring a
solution only on the boundary of the computational
domain instead of over the full domain. Thus the
physical dimensions of the problem are reduced by
one, which consequently reduces the complexity of
the governing equations and reduces the computer
resources required for an accurate solution. The

X

-

profile results of two previous studies and the
present one. The solved example problem had been
given by Mclver and Peregrine [31 in 1981. The
results obtained in the NRL study have the
advantages of being up to 50 times faster than one
early approach [4] and of requiring a time step that

is a factor of 10 to 20 larger than the time steps
required by earlier methods. These reduced
computing requirements will permit more
extensive and realistic studies to be conducted. The
initial wave amplitude of a = 0.544 in the example
is sufficiently large to cause the forward face of the
wave to form a jet, overturn, and to produce a
plunging breaker. The three results are shown at a
time just prior to the onset of breaking for this

[
m

extreme condition. The onset of breaking in the
computations is taken as that time when the implicit
time integration fails to converge and the computed
surface wave form becomes unstable.
The initial wave amplitude in Fig. 4 is always
large enough to cause the wave to break. Two
additional computations are shown in Figs. 5 and 6
for initial amplitudes of a = 0.27 and 0.28,
respectively. A wave with initial amplitude a =
0.27 evolved in time and never broke, but a wave
with an amplitude of a = 0.28 always broke after
approximately 150 time steps. This represents the
incipient stage of the breaking process.

-

_-_

x,,

_

__

-

y

0.0

--

method is valid for two-dimensional, steep,
asymmetric waves in water of arbitrary depth. The
complete formulation of the method and the
assumptions on which it is based are described by
Schultz et al. I 1.
Wave Amplitude: Figure 4 shows a
comparison between the computed wave crest

-

+*

0.5

3.5

4.0

Fig. 4 - A comparison of recent NRL/U. of Michigan
computations of a deep water plunging breaker profile (+) with
the earlier computations of Longuet-Higgins and Cokelet 14] (.)
and of Vinje and Brevig, 1981 (x). The initial wave amplitude

wasa = 0.544, and the profiles are shown at the time t= 3.655
just prior to breaking.

Limiting Wave Steepness: The limiting
steepness or height of a progressive wave in
deep water can be given simply by the relation
H = agT2 , where H is the peak-to-trough wave
height, T is the wave period, and g is the
gravitational acceleration. The proportionality
factor a is 0.27, based upon classical wave
theory, and 0.21, based upon extensive recent
experiments [2]. Thus the measured limiting
wave height H is consistently less than the
comparable prediction from classical wave
theory by approximately 20%.
The value of a can also be estimated from the
computations, with the result a = 0.020, which is
well within the experimental scatter shown by
Ramberg and Griffin [2]. It needs to be emphasized
that the concept of a limiting wave height or
steepness applies to only the onset conditions for a
wave breaking event. A breaking wave still can
exist at a lower steepness after it has begun to
break.
The results of these NRL computations and
previous experiments conducted at NRL and
elsewhere 121 have provided valuable guidance for
future basic research on wave breaking while at the
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INITIAL AMPLITUDE, a = 0.27
NUMBER OF SURFACE NODES, N - 60

K,

NO WAVE BREAKING

TIME INCREASING

z
Xx
Fig. 5 - Computed time evolution of an asymmetric steep wave in deep
water (NRL/U. of Michigan computations). The initial amplitude a =
0.27 was insufficient to cause wave breaking.
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INITIAL AMPLITUDE, a = 0.28
NUMBER OF SURFACE NODES, N = 60
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Fig. 6 - Computed time evolution of an asymmetric steep wave in deep
water (NRL/U. of Michigan computations). The initial amplitude a =
0.28 caused wave breaking to occur after approximately 150 time steps.
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same time yielding results for steep and breaking
waves of immediate use to the Navy and to others.
ISponsored by ONRI
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Acoustic modeling of the ocean can be broken down into two domains: ray theory and
wave theory. Ray theory, though rapid, does
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not include diffraction and the other wave effects
that are required for an accurate frequencydependent description of sound channeling in the
ocean and subbottom. The most accurate wavetheory models for range-dependent environments
on numerical marching methods that must
be repeated for any propagation computation in
which part of the input information changes.
For example, a new source/receiver configuration or a sound speed change over a limited portion of the propagation domain requires an
entirely new computation.
Hence, areawide
acoustic propagation computations in a threedimensional wave theoretic context has, until
now, been computationally intractable.
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Rapid Three-Dimensional Ocean
Acoustic Computations
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this acoustic picture is an extremely intensive
computational problem. It involves the solution of
a nonseparable. three-dimensional acoustic wave
equation whose parameters, coefficients, and
boundary conditions are descriptive of the real
ocean environment. In a future application, these
parameters would be supplied by remote sensing
devices. A composite of the resulting computation
will provide a display of the coverage that a suite of
acoustic sensors could provide over a large volume
of ocean.

Future sonar systems will use signal
processing techniques that require rapid and
accurate prediction of acoustic fields. These fields
are finely gridded over large geographic areas and
are range and time dependent. The resulting ocean
acoustic description will basically be an
acoustically illuminated picture of the ocean,
analogous to a tomographic image. It will include

Theoretical Model: A wave-theory model
based on a precalculated boundary value, normal
mode algorithm, combined with a horizontally
gridded interpolation scheme, has been developed.
A key feature of the model is that it takes advantage
of the fact that most of the ocean below a certain
depth is stable and that a significant portion of the
local acoustic mode computation can be
pre-calculated and stored. The final computation is
only performed after the latest updated
near-surface ocean environment is included. It is

mesoscale phenomena such as local ocean water
masses and eddies drifting over the irregular
ocean-hottorn terrain. The terrain is layered and

precisely this type of near-surface environmental
input that lends itself to determination by satellite
or other remote-sensing procedures. With the

complex in shape and material. The production of
56

update of environmental data, the local mode
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tcalculation is performed and tabulated on a
horizontal grid associated with the particular
-geographical location. The field resulting from
acoustic transmission from a source to a receiver
plane covering the gridded region can then be
calculated by an 'adiabatic' mode algorithm that
assumes thai the modes adapt to the slowly

i

A specially
chanuinu ocean environment.
developed numerical scheme enables rapid field
calclatio thaticlusheme efes
ri
l
calculation that includes the effects of horizontal
refraction.
This
three-dimensional
model
includes, therefore, ocean inhomogeneities
in
both
Z!
the vertical and horizontal. Comparisons with
previous
wave
theoretic
methods
for

Results: Figures 7 and 8 display two acoustic
images of a generic ocean. The ocean is
constructed to encompass an extremely complex
environment. The plot in Fig. 7 shows a plan view
of the acoustic field (horizontal tomographic slice)
at a receiver plane located at a depth of 160 i
owing to a source located in the :enter of the plot
and at a depth of 100 m. Looking first to the right
(or east), we have a constant, range-independent
ocean of 5000-m depth with a typical deep-water
sound speed profile that acts as the acoustic index
of refraction. The result is the well-known
convergence-zone sound paths that periodically
focus, as shown by the rings of high intensity in the
eastern sector. The range depth slice shown in Fig.

two-dimensional radial slices show excellent
agreement. However, the computational speedup
of the new model is so large that we now have the

8 displays this convergence-zone structure with
the near surface refocusing about every 60 km. To
the north in Fig. 7 there is an oceanic eddy, a

ability to produce fully three-dimensional acoustic
tomographic slices of the ocean in any plane.

mesoscale feature on the ocean that alters the sound
speed because of its local temperature and density
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Fig 7 - Contours of acoustic propagation loss over a large area of a complex generic ocean
for a surface in the center at 100-m depth and a receiver plane at 160-m depth. The 5000-m
deep region is range independent to the east, contains an oceanographic eddy due north, a
seamount northwest. and a continental slope rising to a continental shelf of depth 1000 m to
the southwest.
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Fig. 8 - A vertical slice due to east shows the typical convergence-zone propagation
emphasizing the vertical structure associated with the dark red rings at the 160-m receiver
plane displayed in Fig. 7, The high intensity regions near the surface for ranges less than 50
km in both figures represent bottom-bounce returns.
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One of the objectives of the Advanced
Research Initiative "Finescale Variability" is to
the reasons for the geographical
variation in the magnitude of temperature
fluctuations with length scales of a centimeter to
several meters. One of the working hypotheses is
that energy put into the ocean by wind stress at the
surface is propagated downward by near-inertial
waves where it is dissipated into small-scale
temperature fluctuations. An understanding of the
dynamics of these waves in the ocean is thus
essential for predicting the variability of the
temperature
fluctuations
that
influence
high-frequency
acoustics
and
nonacoustic
antisubmarine warfare (ASW) phenomena. The
restoring force for these waves is the local vertical

regions.
ISponsored by NOP and ONRi

component of the Coriolis force, although the
waves are also affected by the background density

p

structure. To the west of the eddy is a seamount
rising 2000 m from the 5000-m deep ocean. This
region of oceanographic
and topographic
complexity is highly visible in the acoustic picture
of Fig. 7, str3ngly disturbing the regular
convergence-zone ring structure existing to the
east. Finally, to the southwest there is a continental
slope at wbhich the depth changes from 5000 to 1000
slope a
iunderstand
m in depth at the continental shelf. The
convergence-zone structure disappears upslope
because of the increasing sound interaction with the
lossv ocean bottom.
Summary: The ability to perform threedimensional sound propagation computations in a
complex oceanic region permits us to examine for
the first time the global physical processes
occurring in large scale oceanographic acoustics.
This new modeling capability will be an important
tool to simulate and design future sonar systems
incorporating new-generation. remote-sensing
technology for optimal coverage of large oceanic

*
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Inertial Wave Dynamics
R. P. Mied, G. J. Lindemann,
and C.L. Trump
Acoustics Division
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Velocities to the north (v) and east (u), The phase of the velocity vector with
respect to north is shown. Increasing positive phase is clockwise.

stratification. Together, these forces yield a
class of nearly horizontal rotary motions with
periods near a half pendulum day (12 h/sin
(latitude)).
In an attempt to determine the wavenumber,
frequency, and spatial extent of a wave packet
and to understand its physics, we performed an
experiment in the North Atlantic Ocean with an
acoustic doppler current profiler. In this experiment, the device yielded profiles of water velocity relative to the ship down to a depth of 115
m. Combining this information with LORANC navigation data, we obtain profiles of absolute velocity. A vertical profile of the horizontal velocity at one point within the ocean is
shown in Fig. 9. The mean flow has been
removed from the east-west (u) and north-south
(v) components. The u component "leads" the
v component with increasing depth, suggesting
that the velocity vector twists clockwise with
(u / v), also plotted,
depth. The phase tan
shows that the phase does increase with depth,
indicating the wave is carrying energy downward into the ocean. In Fig. 10(a), we show
the ship track and the velocity vectors at a
depth of 43.5 m. The peculiar sawtooth pattern
results from an attempt to obtain many realizations of the wave motion by zigzagging across
the path of a drogue that was deployed at the
extreme western part of the frame and subsequently swept toward the east by the mean
current.

Because the measurements took a day
(about one wave period at this latitude) to perform, the observations of horizontal wave phase
are severely contaminated by the passage of
time. Since the current is strong, the locations
where the measurements are made are continually advected downstream, giving a badly distored spatial picture of the wave train as well.
Together, these two effects mix the waves temporal and spatial characters, which we must
separate to understand the physics.
The velocity vectors indicate that the water
follows a curved trajectory, being directed
southeast where it enters in the west, and exiting in the east in a northeasterly direction.
This average flow may be mapped by an objective analysis technique to obtain a smoothed
streamline field. Figure 10(a) shows the track
of the shipr with respect to the Earth, but the
point of the drogue-following experiment was to
characterize an inertial wave by moving the
ship relative to a specific parcel of water. By
using the mean current stream function, the
ship's motion can be reduced to a track relative
to this piece of water at an arbitrarily selected
reference time. For those portions of the ship
track before time tr, we advance the ship track
to where it would have been at t,. For times
after tr, we retard the track to where it was at
tr. This correction for the flow field produces
the ship track that is shown in Fig. 10(b)
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for the time t, A number of legs in the zigzag
pattern collapse to a single north-south section, so
that the same body of fluid is repeatedly sampled.
The results of this process are shown in Fig. 10(b).
They indicate that several of the legs of the zigzag
pattern do collapse to repeated north-south
sections over the same body of fluid.
These overlying tracks are shown separately
in Fig. 11. The vertical shear (the vertical

derivative of the velocity vector) is shown along
each track. Notice that at constant latitude the shear
rotates clockwise in time, as we go from left to
right. This clockwise rotation is a feature of all
inertial oscillations in the northern hemisphere and
the rate of rotation is the intrinsic frequency. or
that following the mean flow. As we move from
north to south along any of the seven tracks, the
vector rotates anticlockwise, indicating energy
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propaation to the south. Moreover. the northsouth a\elenoth (20 ki) is measured from the
rate of this phase variation. The east-west
\\a\elength can be estimated from similar tracks
that have an easterly component: it is found to be 60
ki.
components of the wavenumber at various times in

The condition described above tor salt
finoering is found in the upper part of'the ocean in
temperate regions. Presence of salt fingers in these
regions has been detected. Salt fingers are of
interest to both the Navy and ocean scientists
because the vertical heat, and salt that fluxes from
ambient ocean environment. The scientific interest

the experiment allows comparison with the
prediction, of these quantities by using elementary
ray-tracing methods. These calculations qualitatively reproduce the wave/mean flow interaction as
it was observed,
ISponsored by ONRI

in the salt fingers and similar double diffusive
processes, however, is not strictly limited to the
ocean. The study of salt fingers is currently finding
application in a wide variety of fluid systems.
including liquid metals as well as magmas, all of
which contain multiple density components with
different molecular diffusivities [I] conducive to
salt-finger formation.
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Nonlinear Salt-Finger Simulation

A fluid stratified in both heat and salt can
evolve to become gravitationally unstable under
certain conditions even though its initial overall
density stratification is a stable one. One such
condition is when both the temperature and the salt
concentration in the fluid increase with height. In
this case. the stable density stratification is
maintained by the temperature, and the system
evolves toward instability as the more rapidly
diffusing heat weakens the stabilizing temperature
stratification, causing the fluid to become topheavy with salt. The ensuing unstable convection
that occurs under this condition is commonly
referred to as salt fingers. This name is given
because the physical torm of this convection is that
of narrow columns of alternate upgoing and
downgoing fluid: the width of the columns is on the
order of a centimeter.

%

phenomenon. Through the present

imulation

work, detailed information is obtained for the first
time on the advanced stages of the evolution,
including the transition of fingers to stratified
turbulence 12].

C. Y. Shen
A1-,coustics Division

V..

Salt-finger convection involves complicated
turbulent processes. The complexity of the
has severely limited present theoretical
understanding of the evolution of the finger
convection. Direct numerical simulation provides
an cffective means for studying this complex

Simulation: The model used for the
simulation is a two-layer fluid system in which the
upper warmer and salty layer is separated from the
lower, colder and fresher layer by a sharp
interface. This is a commonly used configuration in
laboratory salt-finger experiments, with which the
simulation can be compared. Salt fingers are
simulated on a two-dimensional vertical plane to
maximize the spatial resolution and are performed
with the spatially accurate pseudospectral
technique. Results are shown in Figs. 12 to 14 for
the salt field. The temperature field has a similar
structure, except for weaker fluctuations caused by
its greater diffusivity. Fingers form at the
interface, as observed in the laboratory
experiments. Their initial structure has a smooth
sinusoidal form that is described well by a small
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Fig 12 - Finite amplitude salt finger before the onset ot
turbulent plumes. The time unit is given in terms of BVP.
tne fundamental oscillation period of the simulated fluid
system. The simulation domain is approximately 1 m2
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Fig. 14 - The final state of salt-finger convection where the
fingerirna interface is bounded above and below by turbulent
motions

amplitude linear theory. Finite amplitude fingers
after the initial growth stage develop a nonuniform
vertical structure, as shown in Fig. 12. The finger
structure becomes increasingly irregular at a still

FIELD
S
TOTAL
(Time - 1.92 BVP.)

en^

larger amplitude, until finally the tips of the fingers
break away from the fingering structure to form
turbulent plumes (Fig. 13). The final state consists
of a fingering interface and convecting motions
above and below the interface (Fig. 14). A
fingering interface is distinguished from the
convection by its greater concentration of
small-scale fluctuations.

'n--

Results: The final state shown in Fig. 14 is
consistent with the laboratory observation II. The
that it between
permits
here is region
the simulation
value ofanalys
detailed
Isof the transition
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Fig 13
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the fingers and the bounding turbulent motion.
Analysis reveals that the transition to turbulence is
a manifestation of another form of gravitational
sta b ility a k in to th at in th e R ay le ig h con v ec tio n . It
is also found that the transition determines the final
buoyancy flux through the fingecs. The thickness

The onset of turbulent p:umes as the
salt-finger tips break away

o the fingering interface is also determined by the
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Fig. 15 - Photograph taken by Scully-Power !rom Challenger of the Mediterranean Sea surface shot
into the reflected sun (glint) pattern. This photograph reveals eddylike circulations. but even more
intriguing are the persistent ship wakes (at A, B. and C) that show up. The longest one (B) is at least
200 kmn
long and may be 5 hnold.
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remarkable series of photographs of the
ocean surface wvas taken frotn the Space Shuttle
by Paul Scully-Power in 1984. Figure
one ot the photographs, shows a very comnplex
circulation pattern in the Mediterranean Sea. but
even tuore fascinating are the 'surface ship wAakes,
( A. B. aind C) that are visible fromi 100 kmi and
Iat
persist for hours,. Wake B is 200) kmi long, and at
leas 5 h old].
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SOUND AND THE SEA
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Quc,,tion, that arise are (a) what cause the
I[ Cicased reflecti\ it\ that produces the bright

Cessna 172 and a Cessna 180). Scientists in the
aircraft identified and photographed interesting

feature,.) (b) what aspects of surface ship wakes
cause them to persist for so long? The increased
reflecti\ it\ is caused by chemical films on the water
Sut'face that are compacted by flow patterns in the
.- ater. These are particularly prevalent in light
-'inds ( 18 km h) and may appear as slicks. But the

phenomena, observed the operations, and directed
the small surface boats by two-way radio. (We also
deployed artificial films and drove the small boats
through them to observe the wake/film
interaction.) The small boats crossed the wakes of
the two commercial ships and measured the surface

high persistence of the wakes is somewhat of a
m ster\. In September 1986. ve conducted a
,,urface ship film and wake experiment to explore
this further,

tension distribution: this allows us to determine the
relative surface film distribution across the wake.
We also distributed drifters in the wakes of the
small boats and commercial ships and

Wake Processes: Compacted filns increase
the retlectivit\ of the ocean surface by damping the
capillary and short gravitv waves ( I mm to 10 cm
wa\elengths) I 11. One mechanism to produce this
compaction in ship wakes has been proposed by
Garrett and Smith 12]. and has been further
.
elaborated by S\xanson 131. They propose a
- .
vortexlike flow in the
Fig.
t
a e16.
) ro
mnh l in
ac illustrated
i p as
-o t cs-f r awake
-..
These vortices (tor a displacement hull) rotate to
~*produce a velocity field Vx that prdcsa
th
at producesia
convprouce and ait fd wakeede
convergence band at the wake edge from Vx being
blocked by the quiescent water outside the wake.
However, our experiment in September suggested
thtteAv-srcueadbubeadfa
th-at
arute
and bub an foam
'
formation around the ship's bow may produce
wake bands in the convergence zone as shown in
Fi,. 16.
,:. and '"that the vortices maintain the bands.

photographed them from the air with a 9-1/2-in.
mapping camera to determine surface flow
patterns.
During the experiment, the winds were less
than 10 km/h, and the weather was mostly sunny to
partly cloudy.

The Experiment: We used two small boats,
several commercial ships of opportunity (about
7(0) ft long), and two small high-wing aircraft (a
•

Results: Most ofthe major conclusions from
which
c
1,Ch
F g . 17.
in Fig.
ra e in
o u r experim ent are illust rated
shows the wake ofa45-ft boat at 10knots. Thetwo
dark bands trailing behind the boat appear to be
compacted surfactant material that has damped the
shorter waves. As we follow these bands up to the
boat, they appear to originate from the foam
generated in the bow wave. This suggests the bow
wave rather than the trailing vortex pair may form
these edge bands. In fact, the foam and bubbles
created below the bow wave probably scavenge
dissolved surfactant material from the water
column and, as they rise to the surface, bring this
film-forming material into these bands.

CONVERGENCE ZONE

-4_..

HULL VORTICES

,,* -.

4"

FOAM
CURRENT BLOCKAGE
(CONVERGENCE)

-

I

Vx-O
WAKE BAND

Fig 16 - A displacement hull shedding a pair of vortices in the wake and
also creating a bow wave and foam. The horizontal velocity fields at the
water surface of the bow wave and the vortices can compact surface
films in the convergence zone or region of current blockage.
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foreground because the compacted film has "smoothed" the small waves.
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Figure 18 shows the surface tension (y)

enhanced artistically. Notice how the drifters have

distribution in the wake of a 750-ft tanker traveling
at 12-1/2 knots. In the core of the wake, -y is
greater than 72.5 mN/M; this high 3y-value
indicates a clean surface produced by water being
brought up from below. In the bands, -y was about
68 mN/M and away from the wake 'y varied from
69 to 71 mN/M. The lower y-values in the bands
indicate a compaction of the surface film and
indeed these bands were visible as slicks. This

aligned themselves into lines; these are near the
edges of the wake. This shows that there is a
divergent transverse velocity field in the wake at
NNNN

70.
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.7-distribution is consistent with the wake vortex
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were evenly distributed across the wake of a 700-ft
container ship 12 min earlier. To make the drifters

they were

more visible in the printed copy,
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Fig. 18 -

Oak

The transverse distribution of surface tension, -y,

measured in the wake of a 750-ft tanker. The two regions of
reduced -ycorrespond to the visible edge bands where the
ambient surface film is compacted by transverse flows in the

wake.
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SOUND AND THE SEA

Fig. 19 - A slant photograph of surface markers that were evenly distributed in the wake of a large container ship 12 min
earlier (the drifters were artistically enhanced). The markers have collected into bands near the wake edge because of the
cross-wake flow at the water surface.

the water surface consistent with the vortex model
illustrated in Fig. 16.
A more comprehensive description of all
aspects of the experiment, data reduction,
techniques, and results is given in Ref. 4.
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Preliminary Conclusions: These simple
experiments suggest that if film-forming material
is present on the water surface, it can be compacted
into bands to form the persistent pattern observed
in ship wakes by Scully-Power. Two mechanisms
may cause this. The bow wave initially organizes
the film material into the bands, with the foam and
bubbles generated in this bow wave contributing
film material to these bands by scavenging in the
water. A vortex pair is generated behind the hull,
and its surface flow keeps the edge bands separated
and compacted.
We have also demonstrated that a simple,
inexpensive experiment such as this one can be a
. crv cost-effective way to explore various
mechanisms and phenomena. and also can be a test
bed for new ideas and techniques. We found the
high maneuverability of light aircraft and having

scientists aboard them as observers generated a
flexibility in operations that allowed rapid response
to unexpected observations. Exercises like this can
serve as an efficient trail for a more elaborate and
expensive experiment.
[Sponsored by ONRI
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hemistry is one of the central

sciences, and it plays a key
role in a wide variety of NRL
programs. A major focus is in
the Chemistry Division itself,
where emphasis is placed in
broad areas of research ranging
from polymeric materials, fuels

0

and combustion, chemical
diagnostics, surface and
interface chemistry, synthesis of
organic and inorganic materials
to the burgeoning area of
biomolecular engineering.
Dr. Jerome Karle, Head of the
Laboratory for Structure of
Matter, was winner of the
Nobel Prize in Chemistry for
195
1985.
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Quantum Chemical Calculations of
Chemical Reaction Pathways:
The Methoxy Radical
M. Page
Ldboratortvfor Computational Physics
and Fluid Dwvamics
The atoms in a molecule are perpetually
ibrating and twisting about. When a molecule
acquires a substantial amount of energy through
collisions with other molecules, these internal
twists, bends, and vibrations become so dramatic
that the molecule either breaks apart into smaller
fragments or permanently changes its shape in
some %kay.If the original molecule or the fragments
are short-lived transient species. experimental
elucidation of the detailed sequence of these
chemical reactions may not be feasible. However.
understandina the detailed sequence of reactions is
crucial for the prospect of predicting. and perhaps
controlling, energy release from energetic materials for use in fuels, propellants. and explosives.

-7

%

We describe here the theoretical prediction of
chemical-reaction pathways. These are firstprinciple predictions. Beginning with the known
laws of physics for the constituent particles, they
are determined through a series of well-defined
approximations and mathematical manipulations.
There is no recourse or fitting to experimental data.
Potential Energy Surfaces: Central to the
theoretical description of chemical phenomena is
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.This is the
assertion that the rapid motion of the electrons in a
molecule can instantaneously adjust to the
changing position (motion) of the much heavier
nuclei. The Born-Oppenheimer approximation
leads to the concept of a potential energy surface
(PES). For each set of positions of the nuclei in a
molecule, a potential energy can be determined by
solving the quantum mechanical equations of
motion for the electrons. The PES is the function
that describes how this potential energy changes as
the nuclei rmwoc relative to one another. The PES is

*

*
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the multidimensional generalization of the familiar
potential--energy curve for diatomic molecules.
enormous
has
PES
molecular
The
significance in chemical physics. The stable
configurations of a molecule are represented by
local valleys or wells on this surface. Vibrational
properties of a molecule are determined by the
steepness of the walls in the vicinity of the local
minimum, and the probability of chemical reaction
is related to the energy of the highest point on the
lowest energy pathway connecting two valleys.
i.e.. the saddle point. The most crucial step in the
theoretical prediction of chemical reaction
mechanisms is the location of the appropriate
minima and saddle points on the PES and the
reliable determination of their potential energy.
Two major developments in the last several
years have significantly broadened our capabilities
for exploring molecular PESs for reacting
chemical systems. We have been involved, along
with many others, in the development and
implementation of both of these areas.
The first such area is the calculation of the
electronic wavefunction. We solve the quantum
mechanical equations of motion for the electrons in
a molecule within a multiconfiguration selfconsistent field (MCSCF) approximation. This
variational principle-based technique significantly
broadens our capabilities because unlike the
Hartree-Fock method, the approximations are as
valid for a molecule that is in the midst of breaking
apart as they are for a molecule at its usual stable
shape or configuration. The MCSCF wavefunction
includes, in a consistent and well-defined manner,
the instantaneous correlation in time of the motion
of the electrons most involved in electronic
structure changes during a chemical reaction. This
wavefunction also provides a reference point for
more accurate large-scale configuration interaction calculations.
The second recent advance is the analytical
calculation of potential energy derivatives. The
first derivatives, for example. are the slope on the
many dimensional PES and represent the forces on
the atoms in a molecule. They also make possible
71
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ISOMERIZATION
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/

34 Kcal/mole

cm

FORMALDEHYDE.

TO
HYDROXYMETHYL
RADICAL

METHOXY
RADICAL

),..

Fig. 1

-

.1

Potential energy profile for methoxy radical decomposition. The fragmentation pathway leading

to formaldehyde has a lower activation energy and is the preferred mechanism of decomposition.

the evaluation of a model PES based on a local
quadratic expansion of the potential energy about a
reference reaction path [21. These derivatives
allov us to efficiently search the PES to locate the
critical points,

*

%
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points representing the transition states for the two
reaction channels were located by using a
high-quality
basis
set
(triple-zeta
plus
polarization). Figure 1 shows the resultant
structures.
Complete
harmonic
vibrational
structhese
of
for
each
performed
were
analyses
lMethoxy Radical Decomposition: An
S"tures, enabling the computation of the vibrational
zzero-point energies.
of the utility of these techniques is found in
',"
example
Best estimates for the energies
our recent calculations on the mcthoxy radical
of these critical points were found by performing
(CH 3O). This prototype alkoxy radical is of
multireference configuration interaction calculaconsiderable importance both in atmospheric
tions with a triple-zeta plus polarization basis set.
chemistry and in the combustion of hydrocarbons.
Our best estimates of the activation energies
It is well established that this radical will not
for the fragmentation and isomerization processes
survive for long at reasonably high temperatures.
are 24.5 and 33.7 kcal/mole respectively.
A key qucs1V,1n that has not been satisfactorily
Isomerization thus has an activation energy 9.2
answered, howe\r. is "What is the mechanism of
kcal/mole higher than fragmentation. This result,
decomposition?" 'Frtgrnentation
leading to a
further bolstered by the qualitative conjecture that
hydrogen atom and he stable formaldehyde
the isomerization process
is entropically
molecule (CH 2O) is expected to be an important
unfavorable, leads us to conclude that the preferred
path. Several recent theoretical and experimental
mode of decomposition of the methoxy radical is
studies indicate that there may be an alternative
fragmentation leading directly to formaldehyde.
[Sponsored by ONR]
hydrogen
one:
this
route that is competitive with
[
atom migration to the oxygen yielding the
hydrox,,methyl radical (CH 2OH).
To address this alleged competition, we
explored the PES for the methoxy system by using
a MCSCF wavefunction capable of properly
describing the CH bond breaking in methoxy and
siniultaneouslv, either the OH bond forming in
hydroxymethyl or the pi-type bond forming in
formaldehvde. The local minimum on the PES
2representing the methoxy radical and the saddle

72
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IR-Diode Laser Spectroscopy
in the Study of the
Vapor Phase Epitaxy Process
N. Bottka, R. S. Sillmon. and D. K. Gaskill
Electronics Technology Division
J. E. Butler
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Organometallic
vapor
phase
epitaxy
{OM-VPE) is an emerging crystal growth
IO
technology that has promise in the future to
mass-produce complex artificial microelectronic
structures that are essential to the electronics needs
of the Navy and the nation [ 11. NRL has been active
in this field for the past four y'ears and is a leader in
area of new organometal synthesis and in the
area of diaonostic studies of the OM-VPE process.
Because of the unique research facilities and talents
available at NRL. an orchestrated effort has been
made to address specific technological problems in
ONI-VPE. one of which is described here.
Recent experiments at NRL indicate that

(IR)-diode laser spectroscopy [2] is a
powerful tool to study the reaction kinetics in the
(OMVPE)
organometal vapor phase epitaxy (OM-VPE)
process [31. These real-time, in-situ measurements were able to identify for the first time the
presence of metastable methyl radicals formed
during the decomposition of metal alkyls such as
trimethvl-aluminum. -gallium. and -indium.
These findings have important implication to the
growth of GaAs and related compounds by the
OM-VPE process (Fig. 2).
The absorption IR-diode laser emission was
used to monitor the vibrational frequencies of hot
ggaseous species within an OM-VPE reactor.
Absorption lines associated with the metastable
methyl radical were observed during the
decomposition of trimethyl-aluminum, -gallium,
and
-indium.
Results
indicate
that the
decomposition of the metal alkyls proceeds by the
removal of individual methyl radicals. and that
there is a maximum methyl production at a

Fig. 2

- The NRL organometallic vapor phase epitaxy reactor
chamber during crystal growth. The RF-heated graphite susceptor holds the GaAs substrate upon which the thin epitaxial
layers are grown. For the IR laser diode diagnostic experiments, a modified cell was used (not shown) that allowed for
optical access to the volume immediate!y above the growth sur-

face

temperature that increases with Group III
metal-carbon bond strength, i.e., In-, Ga-, Al-C.
It is also observed that the CH 3 radicals play a
significant role in the decomposition of arsine and
the formation of GaAs in OM-VPE. These results
are important to the OM-VPE working community
since it elucidates for the first time the importance
of metastable radicals in the synthesis of new
electronic materials.
In addition, the IR-diode laser system tuned to
a methyl alkyl line can also serve as an on-line
monitor of flow dynamics in a OM-VPE reactor.
The effects of gas velocity, diffusion into or out of
dead spaces, pressure variations, etc. can readily
be identified and measured. This led to significant
improvement of the NRL OM-VPE reactor. We
73
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abruptness

changes

hcterojunction and superlattice structures that are

A Potential Blood Surrogate

on the order of one atomic layer. This is a
breakthrough tor the OM-VPE technology.

A.S. Rudolph and M. C. Farmer
Chemistn Division

Successful in-situ real-time monitoring in
ON-VPE opens up a new area of research to study
chemical reactions of new and unknown precursors
and their usefulness as potential source materials in
O1-VPE. This will be of particular importance in

Blood surrogate research at NRL has led to the
development of liposome-encapsulated hemoglobin (LEH) I11. We have demonstrated that the
biophysical criteria required for efficacy.
including rapid gas exchange and appropriate

the future when OM-VPE enters largze-scale

oxygen-binding characteristics of the hemoglobin.
could be attained with LEH. We have recently
ofLH:
acopihdtefrtsl-u
production. Recent efforts have been aimed at
increasing the useful circulation lifetime of the
pe
liposomes,
decreasing the cost of materials, and

S

devising a means of scaled-up sterile production to
support the extensive animal trials required before
clinical trials can be considered.
The lipid formulations used successfully for
production of LEH include roughly equivalent

5

comelectronic
and electrooptic
production
of and
safer OM-sources
are highly
ponents. New
areig
Gs n
e cheican eafe
pdesb.
desirable. The chemical reaction pathways leading
solids will
from starting precursors to crystalline
to ineed
be pdetermined.Thecabove-mentioned
understandin.. Real-time monitoring of events has
a!so a practical significance in anticipating and
.solving potential problems associated with reactor
component failure. This can save time and money
for the Navy and industry,

*

These monitoring aspects can be transferred
to industrial facilities responsible for large-scale
materials,
L
production of OM-VPE grown
Chemical reaction studies will be pursued in Navy
and university laboratories and other institutions
that have interest in OM-VPE related research.

.
*,
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method we have developed takes advantage of the
difference in density between LEH and red blood
cells (RBCs). After injecting a mouse with LEH.

M
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quantities of cholesterol and phosphatidylcholine.
with 5 to 10% negatively charged lipid (such as
dicetyl phosphate. or
phosphatidic acid,
dimyristoyl phosphatidyl glycerol (DMPG)). Our
of
uses a mixture
specific formulation
hydrogenated soy phosphatidylcholine (HSPC).
cholesterol, DMPG, and alpha tocopherol in a
molar ratio of 5:4:1:0.2.
The lipid/aqueous multilamellar vesicle

.
.S.roughly
2. R.S. Eng and R.T. Ku. Spectrosc. Lett. 15,
803 (1982).
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(MLV) dispersion resulting from hydration of the
mixture of dry lipid is pressure extruded through an
emulsification apparatus. This causes shearing of
the MLVs and forms large unilamellar vesicles
Two liters of dispersion in less than I h are
sufficient to provide a final liposome suspension
equivalent to 2 units of blood.
Small volumes of LEH have been tested in
animals to determine circulation half-life. The
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Liposome-Encapsulated Hemoglobin:
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Fig. 3

-

Scanning electron micrographs of a mixture of RBCs and LEH. Panels are of increasing
magnification. RBCs average 8 urn in diameter compared to 0.2 1 m for LEH.

TITRATION OF P-S-P EFFECT ON P50
*

50

V45

-:
40

WHOLE BLOOD

S.--.MOLAR

*

RATIO OF P-5-P:Hlb
organic phosphates can be coencapsul ited to
the oxygen affinity iexpressed as the part~al pressure of 0. at
which hemoglobin is half saturated. or P50 The P50 of LEH containing
2 3-diohosphoqlycerate lOPGl. encapsulated with increasing molar
ratio of DPG. gradually decreases
4

SFig
.modulate

-Impermeant

5f Idhlood samjples \\ crc xithdrax~ n at intcrral
fri l
the c~ c sinws and cent r, ued in
ll~e~'hllitctt uhs.Thc LEN f'orms a la\ cr that
paicks aNhO c the Rl3(* la\ er. The si/c of the
e Ie
a\ cr Idcc.rcascs as thc LN
Hik rctnovcd
h%~ thc rctoilocndothllial s\seand
the
I rl tilat Ii
half-life can he calculatcd fro m the
The suec relationshi p hctm\ en
thetENanda
RC i sh~n
iH.3fomuh

dl.apaance rate.

LEH can be physiologically altered by the
addition of* coencapsuldated solutes. The partial
pressure of' 0, at wkhich the henmoglobin i
haltI- satu rated
( P50)
can
be
raised
by
cocnicapsulation of' organic phosphates. thuIs
lo\~ erine- the ox%een aff'tinityr to that o't'resh RBCs.
As seen in Fig. 4. P-5-P (pyridoxal-5-phosphate)
wAill actualk
lv aintain the high P50) ot' stored LEH
longer than can he achieved with stored
75
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RBCs. An increase in the concentration of P-5-P
further shifts the P50. resulting in a significantlv
greater 0, deliver,,,
The search for an inexpensive source of
lipids for scale-up development led to the use of a
so\ lecithin that is comprised mainly (85%) of
distearvl phosphatidvlcholine (DSPC). Studies
of liposome circulation half-life as a function of
phospholipid indicate that synthetic DSPC. when
mixed 1:1 with cholesterol, gives a circulation
half-life several times that of synthetic dimyristyl
phosphatidvlcholine (DMPC). The soy lecithin
gave identical results to DSPC. both in
encapsulation efficiency and in circulation
half-life. Since half-life is dose dependent. a
constant dose equivalent to 25% of blood volume
was injected in mice: all of the mice survived. The
increase in LEH circulation half-life in mice, from
4 ,hours
.- , with DMPC to at least 15 hours with
HSPC. is shown in Fig. 5. this is a significant
improvement over previously reported half-lives

Vi

These results demonstrate that we have made
significant improvements in two areas: extended
half-life compared to DMPC and cost reduction.
HSPC is approximately three orders of magnitude
less expensive than the synthetic DMPC or DSPC.
This allowed us to proceed with the scale-up
feasibility study, that required kilograms of the
lipid. The scale-up capabilities will allow NRL to
support extensive animal trials with LEH material.
The practical question of long-term stability is also
being addressed. We have initiated a study of
natural cryoprotective agents to evaluate their
efficacy in preserving LEH integrity and function
during freeze/thaw and lyophilization events 13].
Long-term preservation of any blood substitute
will be required for the stockpiling envisioned to be
cost-effective, and for the vision of universal
availability to become a reality.
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organic matrix composites such

TIME (hours)

as graphite-reinforced epoxies are introduced into
naval service, the demands for nondestructive
evaluation of these polymeric materials also

Fig 5 - The time required for disappearance from circulaon of half of the LEH. designated T 1 2. is estimated from

.

the curves

The liposomal formulation that incorporates

HSPC, the major component of soy lecithin,
increases the Ti 2 of LEH

markedly

increase. Many of today's methods are designed
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for metals that. on a coarse scale, are honogeneous
and iotropic. B\ contrast these organic matrix

6-

composites, are inhotiioCeneous and anisotropic.
To make matters \ orse. even the failure
mechanisms in these polmer composites are
presently poorly understood. New approaches to
the nondestructive evaluation of organic matrix
composites are sought. As a step towards this goal.
we are exploring imaging polymers by nuclear
,magnetic resonance
(NMR)
and
have
demonstrated, for the first time, the twodimensional (2D) imaging of a solid specimen.

4
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~
0,I
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(a)

mm
6

Imaging in Liquids: Up to now, most NMR
imaging has been restricted primarily to liquidlike
specimens rather than the solids that are of direct
interest to the Navy. The explosive development of
magnmetic resonance imiaging in the medical field is
altering, possibly revolutionizing, the way soft
tissues and blood flow are visualized in the human
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the nagnetlic field is made to vary across the
,,ample. and so the resonance frequencies will also
, ar\ acos,, the sample. with the resultant spectrum
of frequencies creating, an image of the specimen.
l1Himce\er. in a ,olid. the nuclei respond no,
n()I\ to the external magnetic field but also to the
b, neighborin, nuclei.
magnetic
field,
caused
""
"
"
through their mutual iagnetic dipolar couplings.
nlc, special step,, are taken, this strong dipolar
coiupling create,, local random fluctuations in the
,iic ()I the total magnetic field. These variations
an het hrce orders of magniatlde lar_,cr than the

".

2

4-

Imaging in Solids: To appreciate why
inaging a solid is iore difficult, consider how the
NMR imaging process works. As is well known.
nuclei in a magnetic field absorb and emit radio
rcquenc,
signals precisely at a frequency
(resonance condition) determined by the strength
of the magnetic field. In imaging, the strength of

j

4

6

bod\. Fortunately, the body is primarily water.
The magnetic reson'tnce images represent NMR
i signal,,
ate r.of the hydrogen nuclei in this very mobile

[

-

_
-4
-6 .
mm

(c)
6

Fig 6 - Hydrogen NMR images of a solid 1he specirr

, is an

inner sylinder of adamantane and outer annulus of noprene

rubber The intensity plots in (a)represent essentially the hydrogen density while in (b) nd (c)the pulse sequence has been
altered to emphasize the mobile component (b) or the rigid
component (c)

Itmaging,
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hopclc~l blurrin, he NMR imae. Of course, in
iiqaUl, the correspondimn. d ipolar interactions are
al read\ a,.eraded to zero b\ rapid randon
molecular nmotions.
To o,ercome this hroadenin, in the NNIR
.'i..nal ve have incorporated into the imnaoing
rocedure a special sequence of intense radio
trequenc\ pulses that
'uces the hydrogen dipolar
coupling
b\
about
t\I
,rders
of nagnitude. Over
an indi idual 8-pulel cycle of50-/is
duration, the

e.
Wk,

,,.image

I
V'.
*"

radio frequenc, pulses cause the dipolar coupling
to s, itch from positive to negative values in such a
v\a\ as to average to zero. Thousands of these
Sc\ ces are used in practice.
b.'.advance
B\ means of this technique. Fig.6 shows a 2D
of the hydrogen nuclei in a solid sample
of'
'composedof an inner cylinder of the plastic crystal
adamantane within an outer annulus of neoprene
rubber. The ke\ to useful imaging is to exploit a
physical nvhanism that produces image contrast.
Molecular mobility is one such means of contrast
for NMR. Bv"a straightforward modification of the
~ima,inprocess.
one can produce an inmage
i
pon
,ei,,hted by the laboratory frame spin-lattice
\Aeihte
aboatoy
bythe fame pinlatice
relaxation time T i (Fig. 6(b)) or the rotating frame
relaxation time T, (Fig. 6(c)). Because the
r
r iequilibrium
n
n
neoprene

,

rubber

is

more

mobile

than

the,

adamantane (neoprene has shorter relaxation times
T, and T, ,than adamantane). the NMR image can
m
m
l or less
l
m lwhere
e
emphasizenmore
a
mnobile
mobile
regions of
the specimen. as in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c).
respcctivel".
The inain., method as described uses
hundreds of watts of radio frequency power to
image a Is-mm specimen. Larger specimens
require proportionately more power, representing
a limitation of the present technique. Work is in
progress on other methods not restricted to
,,intimcter-sized samples.
ISpnsored by ONRI
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Laser Studies of Flame Chemistry

J. W. Fleming, L. R. Pasternack.
and H.H. Nelson
ChelnistrY Division

Flame
ttion

chemistry

continues

receive

from numerous re,.e-arh crmi

flit

-

beause of the emphasis on controlled burning and
the direct correlation to fuel consumption.
Diainostic techniques including laser-induced
h u
i
d
ae
u
fluorescence, multiphoton ionization, and coherent
anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy, continue to
the data base for numerous flame

%

environments. Our efforts have concentrated on
two areas: examination of laser-assisted ignition
studies and gas-phase kinetic measurements.
Ignition Studies: Understanding pathways to
equilibrium is a key concern in combustion
Results from other laboratories working,
research.
rorr
the perturbation of equilibrium flames (by weak
focusing of near-ultraviolet laser sources) and

,,,
.
,:

monitoring key species as the flame reestablishes
have indicated that nonequilibrium
conditions need further investigation. The area of
ignition involves nonequilibrium flame conditions
the data base and theoretical models are at
best qualitative. Ignition parameters are important
in flammability studies, in flame propagation (since
propagation is determined by the -ignition" of
adjacent fuel/oxidizer regions), and stability
requirements.
We have incorporated laser preignition
techniques to reproducibly ignite fuel/oxidizer
mixtures
that
cannot
support
sustained
combustion. Flowing mixtures of methane and air
have been irradiated with the 193-nm output ofan
ArF laser. lnition resulted in those systems where
the fuelI'xidizer ratio and flow rate were sufficient
to sustain combustion. The presence of excited
radicals was evidenced from the characteristic
emission of C, and OH in these studies. In these
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experiments. ignition is probably by means of

areas in combustion including ignition thresholds,

laser-induced breakdown, where a plasma is
created and the system is not that sensitive to the

probabilities for ignition, and important reactive
pathways. Our studies should provide critical data

choice of laser wavelength. However, total
absorption of the incident laser radiation is
important,
"- and here the choice of laser wavelength
will alter the ignition requirements. Note that these
results are in contrast to thermal ignition schemes.
These differences point out the importance of the
buildup of certain critical radicals. Direct probing
of these'7.'
key"Advanced
radicals ' such as C2 and CH during
ignition will be performed to determine their roles.

for modelling different flame conditions.
[Sponsored by ONRI

Kinetics Studies: We have developed
"R. monitor reactions of radicals in
techniques'- to

References
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ed Fluorinated Polymers
Meeting Navy Needs

"
,'

J. R. Griffith,
L.and
Soulen,
Jr.
R.F. Brady,

Chemistry Division

systems where individual reaction can be isolated.
We produce the radicals by laser photolysis.
Absorption of ultraviolet radiation provides a clean
source for many radicals such as C , . CN, and CH.
We can then monitor the disappearance of these
by reaction with various
radicals caused
combustion species by using laser-induced

Fluorinated polymers have unique properties
that can be used to advantage in the marine
environment. Previous synthetic efforts at NRL
produced fluorinated epoxy resins that can be
converted into polyurethane resins. The resins

fluorescence or infrared absorption with a diode

have the low surface energy and nonstick features

laser. The latter method is also used to monitor the
growth of reaction products. By using the infrared
absorption techniques, reactions of CN with H2,
),. and CH, have been studied by monitoring the
diappearance of CN and the rise of HCN (Fig. 7).
",'.'ships.
Conclusion: Information about the role of

of poly(tetrafluoroethylene) combined with the
easy handling and processability of conventional
epoxy and polyol resins. These polymers are now
being used successfully as coatings for tanks,
bilges, and underwater hulls of surface combatant

certain kc, radicals such as C2, CH, CN, and CH
w ill pro ide important information for many key

of Los Angeles-class submarines has now been
produced from the fluorinated polyol resin. The

A new polyurethane coating for the radomes
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Fig. 8 - USS Ohio (SSN-726). The radome
is the antenna structure.

radome. shown in Fig. 8. is the uppermost
structure on the USS Ohio (SSN-726). A film of
water on the antenna interferes with the strength
and stability of communications, and a coating that
facilitates fast draining of water reduces the time
needed to achieve a stable signal. The NRL
fluorinated coating offers low surface energy and
resultant beading and fast runoff of water,
resistance to weathering and seawater immersion,
and a surface that resists abrasion from the bearings
supporting the radome.
The NRL coating was first applied to one
radome on the USS Atlanta (SSN-712) in
December 1984. The coating received a highly
favorable evaluation in November 1985 and was
then applied to both radomes on the USS
Minneapolis-St. Paul (SSN-708) and on the USS
Baltimore. In June 1986, the coating was approved
by the Naval Ship Systems Engineering Station for
general use on Los Angeles-class fast-attack
submarines and on Ohio-class ballistic missile
submarines,
A new class of resins that also possess both
Slow surface energy and easy processability has
now been prepared. These resins are based on a
tluoroarl acrylate monomer containing four
tritluoromcthyl groups that can be synthesized in

%.
0
%

two steps in high yield. Previous NRL research has
established that the trifluoromethyl group confers
low surface energy and effective water barrier
properties to many materials. The goal of this new
work, therefore, was to create new acrylate
polymer systems that maximized the number of
trifluoromethyl groups in the monom,!r without
compromising the mechanical, thermal, or optical
properties of polymers made from it. The synthesis
of the monomer relies on well-established
laboratory and industrial procedures, Figure 9
shows the entire process through which the
polymer is obtained.
Bulk polymerized castings of the fluoroaryl
acrylate polymer have good optical clarity,
improved nonwetting surface characteristics, and a
thermal stability that is superior to industrial
poly(methyl methacrylate). The thermogravimetric analysis curve in Fig. 10 shows the loss in
weight with increasing temperature of a laboratory
sample of the fluoroaryl acrylate and a commercial
product based on poly(met-yl methacrylate), and
shows that the temperature at which rapid weight
loss begins is higher for the fluoroaryl acrylate.
The
fluoroaryl
acrylate
and methyl
methacrylate monomers are miscible and may be
copolymerized to achieve a range of surface
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Fig. 9 - Synthesis and polymerization of a fluoroaryl acrylate
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Fig.10 - Thermogravimetric analysis

*

chemical resistance, mechanical, optical, and
thermal properties. Some of the copolymers may
well provide the weather resistance and thermal

processability, and optical clarity. However, these
materials lack the resistance to chemicals and the
nonwetting surface properties of the NRL

and mechanical strength required for aircraft

fluoropolymers, and they develop surface crazing

canopies. Many canopies in use today are made
from polyacrylate or polymethacrylate materials
that are chosen for their mechanical strength,

and a resultant loss of optical clarity during
weathering.
[Sponsored by ONR and NAVSEA]
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etals, alloys, composites, and
ceramics-the basic building
blocks of the Navy-are at the
heart of much of the research
effort at NRL. The Material
Science and Technology
Division directs fundamental
and applied research to
materials behavior, properties,
and processing, to materials
composition and modification,
and to materials performance
and reliability in structures and
devices. Fields of emphasis
encompass mechanics and
metallurgy, environmental
effects, and the microstructure
details that control successful
materials use by the Navy.
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BEHAVIOR AND PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS

Constrained-Layer Damping of
Structure-Borne Sound

-A

Pieter S. Dubbelday
UderwaterSound Rejerence Detachment

,

Constrained-Layer Concept: Figure 1
shows two definitions of the term "constrained
layer." The present study concentrates on the
second meaning. It is an everyday experience that

I

,
'- ' " - 7 ,
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/
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and sound for extended periods of time. This points
out that sound is not well absorbed by metals. The

Fig. 2 - (a) Shape of flexural wave. (b) Shape of extensional
wave. (c) Mechanism of constrained-layer damping of flexural
waves.
layer(1)(2)
is forced
into shear by
the
motion The
of theelastomer
base plate
and
near-quiescence
of the

eventual decay of such structure-borne sound is

constraining layer (3).

mostlh due to radiation into the surrounding

turn. by attaching a thin layer of a stiff metal to the

medium, generally air or water. To dampen such
sounds tor the sake of human comfort or to reduce
detection by an inimical party, one turns to
materials that strongly absorb sound. Again by
daily experience, one knows that rubberlike

surface of the elastomer layer.
Figure 2 explains the mechanism of this
constrained-layer damping (CLD). There are two
types of waves that can propagate in an infinite
plate distinguished by the appearance of the surface

materials, collectively called elastomers. qualify

flexural (or bending) waves (Fig. 2(a)) and

for this purpose. They are said to possess the
property of viscoelasticity: in addition to being
elastic. they absorb mechanical or acoustical
energy by internal friction (viscosity).

extensional waves (Fig. 2(b)). The sketches in Fig.
2 greatly exaggerate the displacements occurring
in the plate. For both types of waves, the surface
moves perpendicularly to the plate but also back

One would expect that attaching a layer of

and forth in the direction of the plate. The stiff

elastomer to a metal structure would improve the
damping. and such "extensional damping" does

overlying layer (3) in Fig. 2(c) is practically
motionless: as a result the elastomer layer (2) is

give positive results. This damping is enhanced in

forced into shear. This increased shear enhances

,
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most metal structures are able to sustain vibrationsI
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'(a)

(b)

0,

Fig 1 - Constrained-layer concept (a) Idea and artwork courtesy of Mr. T. A. Henriquez, Code 5971.
(b) Schematic diagram of concept.
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BEHAVIOR AND PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS

the damping because damping in elastomers is
predominantly connected to shearing motion.
Notice that in Fig. 2(c) the motion perpendicular to
the plate is ignored.
As in most practical applications of ideas, one
needs a model of the process to arrive at design
criteria before scale-model or prototype testing.
An early predictive model for CLD was given by
E.M. Kerwin in 1959 [11. By a careful choice of
simplifying assumptions, Kerwin obtained an

(a)
10
10'3
-

z
.
:D

10

<

explicit expression for the damping effect as a

0-6

function of the experimental quantities involved:
frequency of the acoustic wave thickness of each of
the three layers and elastic moduli of the materials.
especially the shear modulus of the elastomer.

10-3

.
. ..
(b)

.

. ..

.

..

Z
D

Extension and Comparison of CLD
Models: Kerwin's model does not include
extensional waves and is limited to plates that are
thin,,0compared with the wavelength of the sound.

1 0

Therefore, a study was undertaken to extend this
model and to verify its validity by comparison with

•"

(kHz)

3 - Comparison of constrained-layer models. (a) Flexural

First, Kerwin's model was extended to also
cover the case of extensional waves. For
comparison, a hybrid model was developed
whereby the base plate is described by
exact-elasticity theory, while the elastomer and
constraining layers follow Kerwin's treatment [21.
Figure 3 shows the results for propagation of
straight-crested waves in an infinite brass plate of
10-cm thickness, with a 1.2-mm-thick elastomer
layer and a 2.5-mm-thick aluminum constraining
layer. The attenuation is given in dimensionless
form by the expression a/ik, where otis the
attenuation coefficient in the amplitude reduction
factor exp (-ulx) (x is the distance along the plate).
The quantity k is 27r divided by the wavelength of
the acoustic wave. The attenuation is presented as a
function of the frequency in kilohertz.
Figure 3(a) gives the results for flexural
waves. It compares the extended Kerwin model,
curve 3, with the results of the hybrid model,
curve 1. Apparently, up to about I kHz there
is very good correspondence, but above this

,

100

10 0

FREQUENCY

model aFig.

models based on exact-elasticity theory.

wave. Curve 1 - Hybrid model. Curve 2 - Extended Kerwin
model with exact wave speed. Curve 3 - Extended Kerwin
model with thin-plate wave speed. (b) Extensional wave.

frequency the discrepancy increases. One might
surmise that the discrepancy is due to the
peculiarity of thin-plate theory to predict a
propagation speed that differs from the value in
exact-elasticity theory for increasing frequency. In
confirmation of this suggestion, it was found that
Kerwin's model with a wave speed derived from
exact-elasticity theory results in a much better
prediction of attenuation, as shown in Fig. 3(a),
curve 1.
Figure 3(b) shows the results of extensional
waves. Curve 2 gives the result of the extended
Kerwin model, and curve I gives that of the hybrid
model. One sees that there is a dip in the hybrid
curve near 20 kHz. This dip is due to a specific
wave motion in the plate. As a result, the surface
does not move and there is a corresponding lack of
damping used by shear that is not predicted by
thin-platetheory. In thecaseofextensionalwaves,
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BEHAVIOR AND PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS

there is no obvious advantage to using the correct
wave speed instead of the wave speed from
thin-plate theory. unlike the case of flexural
waves,
%,
The investigation iscontinuing by comparing
results from the hybrid model with those from a
model in which all three layers are described by
exact-elasticity theory. Since the major purpose of
constrained layer damping is to increase the
viscoelastic damping over the energy radiated out
into the medium, the relative contributions of these
two effects to the total damping are being studied.
[Sponsored by ONRI
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Computer-Controlled Emissivity
Measurement System

•

*
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temperatures have received greater interest in
recent years because of technological advances in
material fabrication and the search for alternate
energy sources. Experimental data characterizing
the high-temperature optical properties of
materials is sparse, and hence a need exists for the
measurement of the thermal radiative properties of
such materials especially in the infrared region of
the spectrum at both low and high temperatures. To
meet this need, we designed, fabricated, and tested
an automated apparatus for the measurement of the
spectral emissivity of materials in the wavelength
range 2 to 15 tm and in the temperature range
300'C to incandescence. This represents a rare

constructed
from
stainless steel
vacuum
components that allow the system to be evacuated
to ultrahigh vacuum. This eliminates any surface
contamination of the sample. The sample holder is
water-cooled to prevent its deformation when the
sample is heated to high temperatures. Solid-state
infrared detectors are used to maximize the
sensitivity of the system that allows emissivity to be
measured as low as 300*C. A lock-in amplifier
processes the chopped signals, and the Hewlett
Packard 9836 computer records the blackbody
hole and wall
voltages. The
computer
automatically controls the wavelength counter as
well as the sample wall and blackbody positions.
87
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The optical properties of materials at elevated

++.

p

to take the ratio of the radiation from the sample
surface and the blackbody to determine the spectral

System Description: The present system
(Fig. 4) consists of the sample, sample chamber
(Fig. 5), sample positioner, optical system, and the
data processing system. The sample chamber is

J. A. LaFemina and W. E. Howell
Tactical Electronic Warfare Division

*

measurement capability since only a few facilities
in the country can cover this range on a wide class
" materials. To determine the performance of the
system, tungsten, an emissivity standard, was
chosen to establish a calibration for the system.
Results demonstrate that the present system
functions properly. Recently, we have used the
system to characterize the enissivity properties of
candidate infrared decoy materials and have found
that it provides us with a valuable tool for rapidly
assessing the emissive properties of such materials.
Emissivity is defined as the ratio of the
radiation from the surface of a material to the
radiation from a blackbody at the same
temperature. In the present setup, the integral
blackbody method [11 was chosen whereby a
metallic foil or ribbon isformed into a tube shape
and is heated by the passage of direct current. This
method involves the comparison of the radiant
intensity from a sample tube surface to the radiant
intensity from a blackbody hole in the tube wall.
Since the blackbody and the sample tube are
essentially at the same temperature, one only needs
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CONTRLLERThe
CONTROLLER

COPUE

COMPUTER

INTERFACE

temperature of the sample is determined bya
thermocouple inserted inside the sample tube for
temperatures below incandescence and by a
precision microoptical pyrometer for temperatures
above incandescence. In the region of
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Fig. 4 - Emissivity apparatus
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THERMOCOUPLE

FEEDTHROUGHS

incandescence, the two methods agree. Allowing
for the sources of error (quality of the blackbody
cavity, temperature gradients in the vicinity of the
blackbody cavity, and effects of scattered flux), the
overall accuracy of the emissivity system is
estimated to be +5%.

Results: A tungsten emissivity standard was
fabricated from a 50-,am-thick unannealed
tungsten foil supplied by the A.D. Mackay
with a purity content of 99.95%. The
cleaned tungsten ribbon was formed into a circular
tube whose diameter was 0.635 cm with a
0.152-cm-diameter hole drilled in the center.
Surface roughness measurements made at NRL I ]
on the tungsten foil indicated an average roughness
of one /tm and waviness amplitude of 15 /m.
Therefore, the "as is" tungsten surface was
virtually contaminant-free but not optically
smooth. Figure 6(a) shows the results from the
measurement of the noimal spectral emissivity of

the tungsten sample from 2 to 15 Aim at 1273 K.
The present data compare well with literature
values 121 on annealed tungsten samples, which
demonstrates that the emissivity system functions
properly.
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we have used the emissivity system
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to characterize the spectral emissivity of activated
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process that renders the 1010 steel surface
masureLE
as-to
extremely rough. The system was used to measure

resultant spectral emission from both surfaces
at 1073 K. Figure 6(b) shows the increase in the
spectral emissivity for the activated surface that
demonstrated a uniform (0.8) graybody emission
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TO I0N
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Fig 5 - Sample chamber

2 to 15 pm. These results show that
modifications to the surface morphology can lead
to drastic changes in the optical properties of
materials.
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selective-emitter material. This approach allows
us to choose any selective-emitter material
of heat source constraints, but it
introduces complexities that require an extension to
existing theory of emissivity. The extension,
which is an accounting of the radiation ensuing
a back-heated selective-emitter film 131,
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1. J.A. LaFemina and W.E. Howell, "Computer
Apparatus for the Measurement of
the Normal Spectral Emissivity of Materials,"
NRL Memorandum Report 4972, Nov. 1982.
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Fig. 6 - (a) Comparison of the spectral emissivity of NRLmeasured tungsten standard with literature values and (b)

activated vs unactivated 1010 steel measured at normal
incidence to the samples
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supported

along with the acquisition of emissivity data on
previously unreported new and unusual materials
will continue to be the principal function of the
Computer Controlled Emissivity Measurement
System.
[Sponsored by ONT and ONRI
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that test or validate new additions to
the theory. These tests and validation experiments
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Future: Future use of the Computer
Controlled Emissivity Measurement System will
be in the basic research area supporting the
evolution of next-generation infrared decoy
technology. In that generation of technology, the
requirement for high-heat output is expected to be
accompanied with equal weight by a requirement
for specific spectrum quality. Evident growth of
sophistication in heat-seeking weapons is already
leading decoy designers to search for a new class of
heat source materials that emit infrared radiation
only in selected wavelength intervals.
The common observation that good selective
emitter materials tend to be poor heat sources,
while good heat sources tend to have poor selective
emitter properties has led us to pursue a
dual-material approach for hot-surface type
decoys. The composite includes a heat source
substrate mated to and used to energize a film of a

2.

W.K. Askwyth, R.J. Yahes, R.D. House, and
MC5
G. Mikk, NASA-CR-56496, 56497, 56498,
1-277, 1962.

3. J.A. LaFemina and H.D. Ladouceur,
Heat Transfer and Selective
"Radiative
Emission in Planar Slab Coatings on Hot
Emissive Substrates," NRL Memorandum
Report (in press).
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Measurement of Undercooling Effects in

Gas-Atomized Metal Powders
I.E. Anderson, J. D. Ayers, M.P.
Kamppainen, and W. P.Robey
Material Science and Technology Division
Rapid solidification processing :RSP),
especially by a powder metallurgy route, has
emerged as an attr-ctive approach to the generation
of advanced alloys with unique crystalline or
amorphous microstructures that can exhibit
desirable properties. These properties can include
89
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enhanced corrosion resistance, improved magnetic
performance.
and increased strength vith
significant ductility. The enhanced properties of
such alloys arise from a number ofmicrostructural
effects of the process including a decrease in
microsegregation spacing, an increase in the
population density of dispersion strengthening
agents, and the generation of metastable phases.
The formation of these beneficial microstructures

undertaken. the relative importance of the roles of
cooling rate and undercooling in determining
gas-atomized powder microstructures had not
been characterized, especially over a range of
powder sizes that includes ultrafine (< 10 Am)
particles.
Procedures:
Direct
determination
of
atomized particle cooling ratcs would require a
difficult
procedure,
probably
involving

ings-atomized alloy powders arises from the
rapid solidification process that transforms the
droplets in the atomized spray into powder
particles,
A high paricle-solidification rate is often
attributed to the high convective cooling rate ( 10' to
106 C. s) of the gas atomization process that

high-resolution photoemission pyrometry. Heat

particle cooling rates based on specific models of
the heat transfer mechanism. With a reasonable
heat transfer model, calculations show that helium
should have 10 times the cooling effect of argon in
atomization. This quenching effect difference,
which is independent of particle size, was used in
two levels of particle cooling rate !n our
atomization experiments.
The
measurement
of the nucleation
temperature of atomized droplets during flight is
the only direct way to determine undercoolings for
gas atomized powders, but this also remains an
elusive measurement. However, a differential
thermal analysis (DTA) technique was developed
to provide a useful indirect measurement of the
undercooling capability of gas-atomized powders
as a function of particle size. The DTA
measurements were performed on powder samples
from the argon-atomized yield separated into size
fractions of 15-20 mm 5-10 Am, and <5 Am.
Figure 7(a) shows each DTA sample dispersed in a
ceramic medium, heated above its melting
temperature. and slowly cooled (20*C/min) in a
controlled atmosphere of purified argon. Powders
of the same size from either the argon- or the

provides a high thermal gradient to drive the
solidification front. The cooling rate should

*

increase as particle size is reduced, an effect of an
increasing particle surface area to volume ratio.
Alternatively. the cooling rate should also increase
as the quenching effect. i.e., heat capacity and
thermal conductivity, of the atomization gas is
increased.
Results of studies using other particulate
production methods with slow cooling rates
(10C/min) have demonstrated that high liquid
undercooling levels achieved before solidification
starts also have a profound influence on the ability
to obtain rapid solidification conditions. In fact. ifa
hypercoold level is achieved in a molten particle,
the total heat evolved during '.olidification can be
absorbed adiabatically without any external
cooling of the particle. Such high undercooling
levels are promoted by disintegrating a melt into
fine droplets, preferably less than 10 Ini in

-

*
A

"-"-'"helium-atomized

-

undercooling behavior in the DTA because the

samples are remelted and cooled at a slow rate.

Results: Scanning electron microscopy and

In other words, rapid solidification would be
promoted by producing finer particles with a gas
atomizer because of both increased cooling rate
and increased undercooling. Until this study was

pr

r

batches should exhibit equivalent

diameter. This isolates potent nucleation catalysts
,' to
.- "a small fraction of the droplets and permits high
undercooling in most of the nucleant-free droplet
population.

.

,

transfer calculations are often used to estimate

X-ray diffraction analysis revealed that the
microstructure of the gas-atomized Cu-8.3 wt. %
Al alloy powders appears to be independent of the
choice of atomization gas and dependent on
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Fig. 7 - (a) Powder sample preparation technique for DTA. (b) Summary of DTA results for size fractioned Cu-8.3wt. % A;
powders. Solidification exotherms on cooling presented for each size fraction sample. Dashed lines indicate cooling
baseline. One melting endotherm shown for direct comparison of undercooling.
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Fig. 8 - Measurements of Bragg peak ratio of 0', (2010) to a - CU]
(200) for various size fractions of Cu-8.3wt. % Al powders. Open
squares are argon-atomized and solid squares are helium-atomized
powder results. Each particle diameter value represents the midpoint of a size fraction.

r.

particle size over a size range that includes ultrafine

diffraction measurements, summarized in Fig. 8,

powders. Powder particles larger than about 20

revealed the presence of a Cu(fcc) majority phase

generally exhibited a multiple cell-like
•morphology
with a lamellar or platelike

and
oma/3 martensite minority phase, as judged by a
comparison of characteristic peak heights. A

intracellular phase that occasionally appeared to
extend from the cell boundary phase. X-ray

single-phase particle morphology, devoid of cells,
appeared in a significant fraction of the particle
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population smaller than about 10 um. In these
the
X-ray
diffraction
ultrafine
powders
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measurements of Fig. 8 also showed a marked
increase in the martensite phase content ot the
powders relative to the Cu(fcc) phase. Both the
%',,and helium-atomized powders exhibited
argonequivalent morphologies and product phase
contents in the same size classes. These results
indicate that the difference in cooling rate between
argon- and helium-atomized powders did not
affect the particle microstructures.
The DTA results summarized in Fig. 7(b)
indicate that ultrafine particles have an increased
capability to sustain high levels of undercooling
The exothermic
prior to solidification.
solidification of particles from the larger powder
size class, 15 to 20 pjm, began immediately after
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Surface Modification for
Improved Corrosion Resistance
E. McCafferty, P. M. Natishan,
and P. G. Moore

cooling below the eutectic temperature essentially

MaterialScience and Technology Division

without any undercooling. In the 5-10 pm and the
< 5 plm particle samples, the DTA revealed that a
large fraction of the total solidification exotherm is
shifted to lower temperatures, i.e., greater
undercooling. These results suggest that enhanced
particle size refinement, i.e., increased melt
subdivision, promotes the onset of high
undercooling conditions.

G. K. Hubler
Condensed Matter and Radiation
Sciences Division
Jn recent years there has been much interest in
improving the corrosion behavior of metals and
alloys by modification of their surfaces using
directed energy beams 11-31. Two active areas of
research involve the processing of metal surfaces
by ion beams or by high-energy lasers.
Thtse surface modification techniques
provide a method of conserving scarce, expensive,
or critical materials by concentrating them in the
surface where they are required for applications
such as corrosion protection, wear resistance, or
catalytic performance. Other advantages are
alteration of the surface without sacrifice of bulk
properties, production of novel surface alloys
metallurgical
unattainable by conventional
techniques, and avoidance of coating adhesion
problems.

Summary: The combined results indicate
that the undercooling rather than the cooling rate
appears to control the particle solidification
morphology in gas-atomized powders, especially
in the fine particle size range [1]. Thus further
development of powder production techniques
should concentrate less on increased cooling
efficiency and more on particle size refinement,
The high pressure gas atomization approach [2]
using inexpensive gases such as argon or nitrogen
rather than helium, appears to offer a
technologically attractive solution to the
production of high yields of premium, rapidly
solidified powders. This work has broad
implications for the general application of RSP
solutions to the needs of the Navy for advanced
alloys and structures, particularly for those
fabricated by powder metallurgy processing.
ISponsored by ONRI
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Ion Implantation:
Novel solid solution
alloys have been prepared by ion implanting
aluminum with selected chemical species (Si, Zr,
Nb, Mo, Cr, Zn, or Al) at concentrations of 12
atomic percent (at.-%).
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Table I -

0.1M NaCi

E

Al

S102

Effect of Various Implanted

Ions on the Pitting Potential of Pure
Al umiinurn

Zn (12) Al

Implanted Ion

12 at.-%

Mo

-0.545

1.95

Si

-0.340

2.10

.,

Nb

-0.585

*2.80

10-3

Zr

-0.410

6.00

Cr

-0.565

6.2

Al

-0.700

Zn

-0.950

101
10,
zw

z"

"-3

-1 1

-0.9

-07

-0.5

-0.3

POTENTIAL (Vsce)

Fig. 9 - Anodic polarization curves for Zn (12at.-%) Al, Al,
and Si (12at.-%) Al in 0.1 M NaCI

Figure 9 shows anodic polarization curves for

"

Oxide

100

-

*

pH,,

**

Znt 12at.-%)AI, Si( 12at.-%)AI, and unimplanted

*The pHp.,, ot niobium oxide is similar to that

aluminum. The important characteristic of each

of tantalum oxide.

curve is the pitting potential, i.e., the electrode

**Unimplanted Al: -0.700V

potential at which there is a sudden increase in
current density caused by the initiation of corrosion
pits. At potentials below (less positive than) the
pitting potential, pits do not initiate; above the
pitting potential, pits initiate and grow. A higher
(more positive) pitting potential represents an
increased
'-" resistance to pitting corrosion. Thus ion
implantation with Si increases the pitting potential
of Al by 450 mV, whereas implantation with Zn
decreases the pitting potential by 250 mV.
To cause pitting, a chloride ion must first
adsorb at the oxide/solution interface. Ion
implantation offers the possibility of inhibiting this
first step by modifying the surface charge. An
important parameter controlling the surface
adsorption
the
therefore
and
charge,
characteristics of an oxide-covered surface, is the
pH of zero charge of the oxide. The pH of the point
of zero charge of an oxide, pHpzc, is the pH at
which the surface oxide has a net zero charge. At
pHs lower than the pHpzc, the surface has a net
positive character, and anions such as Cl- are
electrostatically attracted to the surface and can
adsorb. When the pH is higher than the pHpzc, the
surface has a net negative charge, and anion
adsorption is inhibited. Table I shows that

9.10

6.2

(see)

implanted elements chosen because of the low
pHpzc of their oxides (Si, Cr, Zr, Nb, and Mo)
produced binary surface alloys that had higher
(more positive) pitting potentials than aluminum.
chosen because of the high pHpzc of
implant
The
its oxide
(Zn) produced a binary surface alloy with
ai a t f allyith
proe
it in
a pitting potential lower than that of aluminum.
Additional work is in progress to determine the
b
r
bability, and the breakdown of passive films on
aluminum.
Laser Surface Alloying: Laser surface
alloying consists of melting the surface of a metal,
adding known amounts of other metals, mixing
these components, and allowing them to rapidly
resolidify. Molybdenum has been laser alloyed into
a 304 stainless steel substrate at surface
concentrations of 3% and 9% to produce
The 3%
alloys.
surface
Fe-Cr-Ni-Mo
Mo-laser-surface-alloyed 304 stainless steel is
within the specifications of the more corrosion
resistant type 316 stainless steel. Figure 10 shows
electron microprobe traces taken across the 3%
It can be seen that Mo is
Mo-surface alloy.
93
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Fig. 10 - Microprobe traces across the 3% Mo surface alloy shown
in Fig. 2. The inset to the right shows the outline of the melt.
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Fig. 11 - Anodic polarization curves for Fe-Cr-Ni-Mo alloys
in 0.1 M NaCl

distributed evenly throughout the surface alloy,
except at the bottom ofthe laser melted region. The
9% Mo-surface alloy was similar to the 3%
Mo-surface alloy both in its microstructure and in
the effectiveness of mixing and dispersion of the
alloying additions.
The anodic behavior of the two Mo-surface
alloys in 0.1
NaCI is seen in Fig. 11, which
*

shows that the pitting potential of a 3% Mo-surface
alloy is similar to that of bulk 316 stainless steel.
The 9% Mo-surface alloy did not undergo pitting
up to potentials of oxygen evolution.
94

Thus the 3% Mo-surface alloy prepared by
laser-surface alloying exhibits both a surface
composition and a pitting resistance equivalent to
type 316 stainless steel, but it conserves the amount
of Mo required by restricting its presence to the
near-surface region. The rapid solidification
rodfeature of the laser alloying process enables
production of a 300-series type surface stainless
steel contining 9% Ma, an amount in excess of
that possible by conventional alloying techniques.
[Sponsored by ONRI
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Processing of High Critical Temperature
Ceramic Superconductors
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*

D. Lewis. Ill, D. Schrodt, J. S. Wallace,
and L. Toth*
. "Materials
Science andt Technology Division
Recently a new family of superconducting
MaeilsSinc",c TcnloyDviinfrysa
materials has been discovered that is based on a
mixed ceramic oxide. The initial discovery, first
presepted in November 1986, was a lanthanum
barium copper oxide with the approximate molar
composition of I.9La:0. I Ba: l.OCu. This oxide is
superconducting at about 37 K (zero resistance at
this temperature). This is a significant improvement over the best previous material that is
superconducting at 23 K, discovered over a decade
ago. Following the report on the mixed oxide
superconductor and the critical confirmation of the
full Meissner effect (expulsion of magnetic flux),
intensive work was begun at NRL (and at many
other research institutions). The work at NRL has
been directed toward exploiting and extending the
initial discovery and toward providing a strong
basis for future work in this area. Naval Research
Laboratory research has been devoted to two areas:
processing the family of mixed oxide ceramic
superconductors and determining the details of the
crystal structure of the superconductor. The first
effort involves working out the detailed parameters
conductorrcnduand
of the procedures necessary to produce useful
or test specimens of the super,',indications
components

various processing steps with each other and with,.%
compositional changes in the material. The second
thrust, precisely determining the crystal
structure
of
the
various
mixed
oxide
superconductors, relates directly to the need I'or
fundamental understanding of the mechanism of,
superconductivity in this new class of materials.
Some key experiments ha ve been performed: these
suggest that previous thek ttical explanations for
superconductivity in metallic materials may not be
applicable to the ceramic materials.

4.

Current research at NRL and elsewhere to
optimize the material, e.g., by maximiLing the
temperature of superconductivity, has been largely
empirical or semiempirical. This is because of the
lack of theoretical understanding of the mechanism
for superconductivity in the mixed ceramic oxides.
One indication, from very recent results for the

I
X

suprnuctivit in th meqiedetfrai oxids.a
crystal structure, is a requirement for a crystal
structure and copper valence states such that
copper-oxygen chains are present in the structure
and isolated from each other. Superconductivity
appears also to require the presence of excess
oxygen, equivalent to having approximately 50%
of the copper in the 3 + valence, although the actual
presence of Cu (3+) is still a matter of conjecture.
Figure 12 shows the crystal structure obtained by
using both X-ray diffraction and neutron
diffraction techniques as developed by the National
Bureau of Standards, in conjunction with NRL,
and by other groups. The copper-oxygen chains
thought to be responsible for the superconductivity
are those at the top and bottom of the unit cell, with
copper in a square planar coordination. This

conductor and all the detailed interactions of the

configuration would provide isolation of the
copper-oxygen chains from each other as is
thought to be required for superconductivity. The
composition shown, yttrium barium copper oxide
in the cation ratio, 1:23. is currently the best
superconductor known and has a critical
nownteractiocriics
temperature in excess of 90K. There are some
e
m
maTera
indicat in thte s
that
this
material
may
be
superconductive at approximately 100 to 110 K.

'Natiunal Scicnce Foundation

The large amount of free space n the crysta!
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Fig. 13 - Magnetic susceptibility for the 1:2:3 compound,
showing the Meissner effect expulsion of magnetic flux,
complete at approximately 20 K.
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Fig. 12 - Crystal structure, unit cell, for yttrium barium copper
oxide superconductor, as determined by X-ray diffraction
(cation lattice) and neutron diffraction (anion lattice)

coordination

structure, called a modified perovskite, permits
substitution of agreat variety of different cations in
the structure, as well as large variations in the
oxygen content (and thus the effective oxidation
state of copper). However, no substitutions have
been found that improve the results obtained with
the 1:2:3 composition shown. Systematic studies at
NRL, which substitute most of the lanthanides for
the yttrium and the other alkaline earths for the
barium and vary the oxidation state through
various processing atmospheres, have been quite
definite in this regard; most of the substitutions
produce no increase in the critical temperature.
The key ingredient appears to be the copper, which
exhibits the Jahn-Teller effect, i.e., copper has an
affinity for bonding atoms (e.g., oxygen) in a
nonoctahedral fashion: square pyramidal for Cu
( +2) and square planar for Cu (+ 1). Substituting
other metals in the same column of the periodic
table (silver and gold) that lack the nonoctahedral

superconductors.
Work at NRL is now devoted primarily to
improving the processing of the 1:2:3 compound
through various advanced ceramic processing
techniques to produce test materials of high density
and to provide capabilities for production of useful
components (e.g., films, conductors, and dense,
smooth finish plates). The materials produced by
earlier conventional ceramic powder processing
techniques show the Meissner effect (see Fig. 13)
and zero resistance at a temperature of about 93 K
(see Fig. 14(a)), but these materials are far from
fully dense and may not be homogeneous. The lack
of dense materials prevents accurate determination
of the critical current density, which controls the
current-carrying capacity of superconductors and
precludes certain uses. The lack of homogeneity is
suggested by a feature that can be noted in Fig.
14(a), which indicates an onset of superconductivity at about 110 K. This suggests that the
material has subtle variations from point to

produces
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K
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present. These 'glitches' that occur at temperatures
as high as 290 K have been tht- cause of several
unfortunate news conferences and press releases,
now recanted. The glitches could also be merely
result of some other phase transition in the base
material and have no real consequence. A
significant amount of processing improvement (to

TG

•
i

30

nthe

20

improve the homogeneity and refine the
microstructure of the ceramic superconductor and
to examine the details of the microstructure) is
necessary to resolve these questions. Such research
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Fig. 14 - (a) Resistance vs absolute temperature for the 1:2:3
compound, showing onset of the superconducting transition at
approximately 110 K, and zero resistance at approximately 93
K. (b) Upper temperature regime of resistance temperature
curve, showing 'glitch' at approximately 190 K that may
indicate a high-temperature phase transition or the presence
of a higher critical temperature superconducting phase.

utilization of ceramic materials arise from the
anisotropic nature of the physical properties of
these materials. Anisotropy implies a directionality
of properties-a dependence of physical properties
on orientation. Most of the common engineering

materials are isotropic (or nearly so) on a
macroscopic

scale.

These

isotropic

materials

pcnt that produce the range of transition
temperatures, rather than a sharp transition at a

include most polymers, metals, glasses, and
common ceramic materials. The lack of
directionality in properties permits easy Litilization
of such materials. Anisotropy, on a macroscale as

particular critical temperature. The inhomogeneity
must be a subtle effect, such as ordering of the
oxygen vacancies in the lattice, since X-ray and
neutron diffraction as well as microstructural
analysis seem to indicate that the material has a
single phase. Another possible indication of
heterogeneity is seen in Fig. 14(b), where the
resistance vs temperature curve shows a 'glitch' at
approximately 190 K. This could be evidence of a
superconducting transition in another phase

found in composites and single crystal materials,
greatly complicates material development and
utilization. The orientation dependence of
properties must be characterized, and more
complex and difficult analytical techniques must be
employed for design calculations.
The anisotropy in materials such as
composites and single crystal ceramics extends to a
wide range of macroscopic material properties;
however, even for macroscopically isotropic
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materials, there is a subtle dependence of the

anisotropy

macroscopic properties on the microscopic
anisotropy that is typically present. The optical
loscs in a polycrystalline cerazmic (translucency or
opacity) result in part from variations in refractive
index trom grain to grai, and between the grains
and grain boundary phases. These variations result
from the random orientation of individual grains,
which are single crystals, and the orientation
dependence of the refractive index. The elastic
modulus (stiffness) of a polycrystalline material is
an orientational average over the elastic moduli of
aPZT5A,
the individual grains. The elastic constants in the
individual single crystal grains can vary greatly
with
direction, especially for some ceramic
wmaterial-cubic
materials. The macroscopic fracture toughness or
fracture energy of material also is determined
ultimately by the microscopic properties and their
anisotropy. The fracture process on a microscale
involves the fracture energy of individual,
randomly oriented, single crystal grains and grain
boundaries. This process is also affected strongly
by the microscopic residual stresses resulting from
elastic and thermal expansion anisotropy.
Calculations related to determination of the
effects of material anisotropy are most simple for
those physical properties, electrical, thermal,
optical, which are governed by second-rank
tensors and second-order partial differential
equations. Some of the more difficult problems lie
with the mechanical properties and piezoelectric
properties. Here the problems involve third-rank
(piezoelectric) and fourth-rank (elastic moduli)
tensors, and fourth-order partial differential
equations. For these types of problems, there are
few closed-form analytical solutions. The great
majority of solutions to problems are obtained by
various approximations or by numerical
techniques of various types. At NRL. extensive

properties in ceramics. Recently extensive
computer analysis (3-D finite element and finite
difference) has been devoted to predicting and
optimizing the piezoelectric response and strength
of novel ceramics developed at NRL. The novel
materials incorporate ordered arrays of regular
voids produced by a patented NRL process.

analytical modelling has been performed that
incorporates the anisotropic nature of the
mechanical properties of ceramics. Computer
analysis has also been used extensively to provide
graphic two-dimensional (2-D) and threedimensional (3-D) representations of the

of various

mechanical and other

P
e
Rs
C u
:
show some examples of the calculations of
piezoelectric response for a current sonar material,
lead zirconate titanate, elastic modulus vs
orientation for the same material, and elastic
modulus vs orientation for a more anisotropic
yttria-stabilized zirconia. Figures
15 and 16 show the piezoelectric response that
gives the electrical response produced by a uniaxial
stress of arbitrary direction. Figure 15(a) is a 2-D
plot of this response, and Fig. 15(b) is a 3-D plot;
the response here is always measured in the
Z-direction. The maximum response is for stress
applied in the Z-direction (the conventional
loading for these materials). The negative response
in the x-v plane tends to limit the use of PZT5A in
hydrostatic loading, with pressure applied in all
directions. The effective response, cf. Fig. 15, is
nearly zero. There is also a direction, about 550
from the Z axis, for which no electrical response
will result from a stress applied in this direction.
This particular result has been verified
experimentally.
Figure 16 shows contours of effective
Young's modulus vs orientation for the same
PZT5A, derived from the elastic constant tensor
for the material. Here this bulk ceramic, which is
characterized as transversely isotropic when poled
(one of the tetragonal crystal classes), shows only
about a 50% difference in modulus between the
most and least stiff directions. Note the lack of
orientation dependence for planes normal to Z (cf.
also Fig. 15(b)), resulting from the transverse
isotropy of the material. Some other ceramic
materials show both a greater degree of anisotropy
and more variation with orientation. Figure 17
shows similar modulus plots for cubic zirconia
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Two-dimensional representation of the
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sin,,le cr,,stals. Zirconia is currently seeine wide
application in various typesofheat engines. and the
single crystals themselves have potential use as
infrared window materials. For this single crystal
material, the modulus variations are more
pronounced. and there are now three extreme
values for modulus vs two for PZT5A. In the
zirconia crystal. the modulus reaches extreme
values at the 1I1001. 11101. and IllII directions as
seen in Fig. 17(b).
Results presented here are intended primarily
as examples of applications of computer modelling
and computer graphics. and the utility of such
graphic presentation in visualizing material
response. The human brain has been optimized as a
visual iniage processor. and such graphic
presentations, as shown here. are far more
effective in providing descriptions of material
behavior than purely analytical or numerical
results.
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protection fall into two general categories: o\erlay
%ICrAIY (NI stands for nickel, cobalt, or iron)
coatings that are applied to the substrate alloy either
by physical vapor deposition or by plasma
spraying: and diffusion aluminides, for which
aluminum is diffused into the surface of the
substrate alloy to produce a layer of nickel
aluminide at the surface.
The overlay MCrAIY coatings have the
advantage over the aluminide coatings because
their composition can be selected to provide
maximum protection to the hot-end gas turbine
components without regard to the composition of
the underlying substrate alloy. However. as the
engine operating temperature is raised for
increased efficiency and for better performance,
this advantage can be compromised severely by the
phenomenon of interdiffusion between substrate
and the coating. This interdiffusion, in extreme
cases, degrades both the oxidation and
hot-corrosion resistance of the coating and the
high-temperature mechanical properties of the
Because coating development has
to solve the interdiffusion problem along
lines,

the

basic

mechanisms

-

-

W

of

V. Provenzano and J.R. Reed
RDio
y
and
Prcenzaand
Material

interdiffusion on an atomic scale are poorly
understood. The objective of the present study is to
investigate the fundamental mechanisms of

Blades and vanes (often referred to as hot-end
Components)used inhigh-performance gas turbine

interdiffusion on simplified (model) coating/
substrate combinations. The understanding

engines for Navy ships and aircraft are made of
nickel-ba-.d alloys. Because of their elevatedtemperature mechanical properties, these alloys
are Usually referred to as superalloys. These
mechanical properties include high-temperature
strength and resistance to high-temperature creep.
Although alloy designs attempt to combine

obtained from the study of model systems will be
used to gain deeper insight on the mechanisms of
interdiffusion of more complex coating/substrate
systems. This deeper insight will provide a rational
framework for high-temperature coating/substrate
alloy designs used in high-performance gas turbine
engines.

high-temperature properties with good resistance
to environmental degradation. the alloys still
require coatings to provide the necessary
protection from high-temperature oxidation and
from hot-corrosion attack. Hot corrosion attack is
an oxidation-sulfation reaction caused primarily
by sulfur present in the fuel as an impurity. The
coatings
oat
normally used for environmental

Experimental: The binary nickel-aluminum
alloys used for the interdiffusion experiments were
prepared by arc melting. The resultant buttons
were cold-rolled to about 2.5-mm-thick sections.
The rolled sections were then annealed in vacuum
for I hour at 900°C. Specimens were cut from the
annealed sections to coupons approximately 2 x
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10 x 10 ram. Matching specimen coupons were
sectioned from a commercially prepared nickel bar
(9J9.99-%%t. , pure). Two different binary alloys
-wereprepared. These alloys were: Ni-5 wt. 1 Al
and Ni-8 wt. f1(Al. The binary alloys were
designed to simlate the coatings. while pure nickel
was used to simulate the superalloy substrate. One
surface of each specimen was metallographically
polished with diamond powder to 0.5-pm finish,
Diffusion couples with or without an intervening
diffusion barrier layer were prepared by pressure
welding two specimen coupons with the polished
faces in contact" one specimen coupon was from
the binary alloys, and the other was from the nickel
coupons. Pressure welding was achieved by using
specially built niobium clamips. Figure 18
Z.D.is a
schematic diagram of a diffusion couple and the
niobium clamp. The diffusion couples were placed
in alumina boats, sealed in tantalum foil, and then
annealed in a vacuum furnace for 4 days at
I11(X)C. After the 4 days of vacuum annealing, the
diffusion couples were removed from the niobium
clamps and cut into approximately equal halves
along a plane parallel to the diffusion direction.
The cut sections were prepared by standard
T
u
c
w
p a
y
ntwo
metallographic techniques. Concentration profiles
of aluminum across the diffusion couples were
measured with a JEOL model 35CF scanning
electron microscope that is equipped with a Tracor
Northern T20X) energy-dispersive X-ray analysis
system. Two or more sets of X-ray measurements
were made for each diffusion couple to ensure
reproducibility,
•
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where D., is the diffusion coefficient. NA+ and
NAt are the atomic fractions of aluminum at the
ends of the diffusion couple, t is the annealIng time. Y, is the value of Y at position coordinate x* and the variable Y is defined by
N 4 1 _ N7
Y A
NA
4-- N j

where N4, is the atomic fraction of aluminum at
position coordinate x along the diffusion direcLion.
Results:

DIFFUSIO

The composition profile presented

in Fig. 19 illustrates the type of interdiffusion data
obtained from the interdiffusion experiments.

NOBIUM

"_______diffusion,
Fig
18 - Schematic diagram of a diffusion couple and the
idiprevious

n-.
iobium clamp used in the diffusion experiments

Figure 19 shows a composition profile of
aluminum obtained from an Ni5AI/pure nickel
diffusion couple. Using the theoretical model
previously outlined (Eq. (i)) for multicomponent
it was determined that contrary to
experimental results, an intervening layer
of platinum does not significantly reduce the

- "103
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As previously mentioned, some diffusion
couples contained an intervening diffusion barrier
layer. Ion implantation was used to produce an
intervening layer of either yttrium, tungsten. or
tantalum, whereas a physical vapor deposition
procedure was used to produce an intervening
layer of platinum.
The diffusion coefficients of aluminum nickel
with or without an intervening diffusion barrier
layer were determined from the concentration
profiles by using a modified form of the
Boltzman-Matano method, first suggested by
Sauer and Friese I II and later elaborated by
Wagner 121. The relevant equation is:
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Fig. 19 - Concentration profile of aluminum along the diffusion direction
in Ni5AI/pure nickel diffusion couple after 96 h annealing in vacuum at
1100 0 C

•*

diffusion rate of aluminum in nickel at I 100 0 C,
whereas an ion-implanted layer of yttrium reduced
the diffusion rate of the same element by a factor of
two in the same I 100 0 C. Also, it was found that
neither an intervening layer of tungsten nor a layer
of tantalum had any significant effect on the
aluminum diffusion in nickel,
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A scanning transmission electron microscope
(STEM) scans or steps an electron beam of small
diameter across the specimen to be studied. The
electrons passing through the sample are scattered
h
the atoms in the irradiated volume,
Conventionally. a portion of the resultant
104

diffraction pattern is detected to provide a signal
that is displayed as a function of beam position to
form a magnified image of the object. The
resolution of the image formed in this way is
approximately the beam size, which can be as small
as 3 A in diameter with the use of a field emission
electron source. However, each diffraction pattern
contains extensive information that is not fully
utilized by the conventional technique. Interatomic
distance distribution information with a resolution
of better than I A is contained in these patterns. If
this information could be extracted from the
experimental data, it would be possible to
determine the atomic structure within small
volumes associated with defects in crystals,
interfaces, and amorphous and catalytic materials.
Interpretation, however, is complicated by the
complexity of the incident electron wave function.
Microscope

Simulation: As part of a
effort to interpret such data. the Cray
computer at NRL has been used to simulate
microdiffraction patterns that may be obtained with
a modern STEM. The Cray facilitates the rapid
computations of patterns associated with known
arrangements of atoms and specific instrumental conditions that determine the detailed
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(a) Imaginary part of beam wave function for 3.8

,kA-beam wave function. (b) Imaginary part of the scattering potential for silicon viewed along [11.

characteristics of the incident electron wave.. This

imaginary

effort has led to the devlopment at NRL of an
atomic resolution image reconstruction technique

representing the beam for a set of microscope
conditions. It illustrates the complex oscillatory

I 1I that uses microdiffraction patterns from
overlapping regions of a specimen.
The diffraction patterns are calculated by
interacting the electron wave function of the
incident beam with the scattering potential of the
atoms in the sample. Figure 20(a) shows the

character of a beam for which most of the intensity
falls within a diameter of 3.8 A. Figure 20(b)
illustrates the imaginary part of the scattering
potential for a 3.8 A-thick slice of crystalline Si
viewed in the IlIl direction. The total effect of a
sample on the incident wave is calculated by

part

of

the

complex

function
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Fig. 21- (a) Diffraction pattern for beam in Fig. 20(a) centered
on atoms in Fig. 20(b). (b) Real part of the autocorrelation
function or Fourier transform of the pattern in Fig. 21(a).
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dividing the sample into a series of thin slices 121.
The beam is interacted with the scattering potential
of the first slice, propagated to the second slice,
interacted with the scattering potential of the
second slice, etc. The diffraction pattern
corresponding to what can be obtained
experimentally is the amplitude squared of the
106

Fourier transform of the wave function at the exit
surface of the sample.
Figure 21(a) displays the diffraction pattern
obtained with the beam in Fig. 20(a) centered on
the atoms in Fig. 20(b). The zeroed disc at the
center represents the size of the main beam
resulting from the beam convergence necessary to
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Experiments are being carried out on a

.

modified
STEM State
at theUniversity
Nationalto determine
Microscopeif
Facility at Arizona
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interatomic

diffraction patterns and their Fourier transforms
(autocorrelation functions) as a function of beam
position. The autocorrelation position is calculated
an array of beam positions surrounding the
sample area of interest, and the beam positions that
maximize the value for each vector are identified.
Such maxima occur when the beam is centered
between the related atoms. As a result, each
resolved maximum serves to identify the positions
of two atoms. Figure 22(a) displays the amplitude
to the scattering potential for an extended region of
Si. Microdiffraction patterns were calculated for a
square array of 225 beam positions separated by
0.75 A within the 10.5 x 10.5-A region indicated.

reconstructed image.

,,,,'i'i-5
0

-5

contains

advantage of the changes that occur in the
_

!',,,

It

information modified by the electron beam.
Positive peaks (solid contours) indicate interatomic
vectors between atom pairs, both of which are in
central portion of the beam. Thus the vectors of
+1.36 A relating the two central atoms are
positive. Atom pairs separated by crossovers in the
(Fig. 20(a)) result in negative (dashed
contours) peaks.
The image reconstruction technique takes

(a) Amplitude of scattering potential for Si

viewed in 11 direction; inner box defines limits of beam
centers for array of 225 beam positions separated by 0.75
A for which microdiffraction patterns were calculated. (b)
Image reconstructed from diffraction patterns.

experimental patterns can be obtained with
accuracy sufficient to form atomic resolution
images.
[Sponsored by ONRI
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RL has been at the forefront of
radar research and development
since its discovery over six
decades ago. Today, NRL
carries out a broad program
centered in the Tactical
Electronic Warfare Division and
in the Radar Division. Their
projects emphasize electronic
countermeasures, the simulation
of signals, jamming, decoys,
and the development of novel
electronic warfare device and
system technologies. Radar
research focuses on advanced
sensor concepts and technology
and system feasibility,
evaluation, and analysis that

S!

form a significant part of the
Division's mission.
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Radar Target
DetectionClutter
in Non-Gaussian,
Correlated

clutter
that density
can be ismeasured
After the
multivariate
found, a easily.
Neyman-Pearson

B. H. Cantrell
Radar Division

test can be obtained. In this test, the unknown
parameters are the covariance matrix and the
complex signal. The covariance matrix is usually

The optimum filter for detecting radar targets
in Gaussian amplitude, distributed, correlated
noise, referred to in the radar community as clutter,

estimated from reference cells. The unknown
complex signal is eliminated by using an
approximation to the test. This approximation also

has been known for many years. This detector is
the Wiener or matched filter followed by a
threshold. It is obtained by using the
Neyman-Pearson procedure that maximizes the
probability of detection for a given probability of

allowed the complicated test to be reduced to a
simple form. Figure 1 shows the functional flow of
the test. In essence, mapping is used to transform
the random variable to a Gaussian distribution, and
then a matched filter is applied to the signal after the

false alarm for a binary hypothesis. In applying
this procedure to non-Gaussian, correlated noise,
three problems are encountered. First. the required
multivariate probability density of the noise is
seldom known or cannot be easily measured;
second, often there are unknown parameters that
must be accounted for in some way; and third, the
likelihood ratio obtained in the test sometimes is
difficult to simplify. All three of these problems

nonlinear mapping and after the prewhitening
process.

were addressed.
The most difficult problem encountered is
obtaining the multivariate probability density ofthe
noise. The ncw procedure constructs the desired
multivariate density from one that can be
analytically represented, such as a Gaussian one,
by using a nonlinear transform to map the one into
the other. The mapping is adjusted so that the
marginal distributions and the first two moments of
the constructed multivariate distributions are
correct. Often these are the only properties of the

square law detector X,1, matched filter Xmf, and
new detector X,, for a probability of false alarm
(pf,) of 10- 7 and a log-normal parameter I =

CORRELATED
NON GAUSSIAN
RANDOM VARIABLES

The mapping relationships required for the
new detector were derived for both Weibull and
log-normal clutter. The performance of these
detectOrs was evaluated bY using Monte-Carlo
simulations for a number of cases. Figure 2
sosatypical reut
hnrobabilityf,,
tc
tions is shown vs signal-to-clutter ratio for a

0.8. Two pulses are used with a correlation
coefficient on the clutter of 0.98 and a 900 phase
rotation between the pulses that occur for the
target. Figure 2 shows that the new detector
outperforms both the matched filter and squarelaw detector. In general, it was found that the
new detector performs better than the matchedfilter detector as long as the clutter was spikey

MAPPING

OPTIMAL

FUNCTION

DETECTOR
- I FOR CORREL
GAUSSIAN
RANDO
VARIABLES

Ia-Y
glly
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and non-Gaussian and approached the matchedfilter performance as the clutter approached
Gaussian clutter.
GsactrStatistical

A radar application of increasing importance
is the high-resolution imaging of various natural
and man-made targets. Some types of imaging
radars, e.g. synthetic aperture radars (SAR). are
capable of producing photographic- like images
whose resolution rivals that of the images in the
visual spectral region. This fact, coupled with an
all-weather, day and night operation. large
standoff distances, and great geographic coverage,
provides an extremely powerful remote sensing
instrument. Such instruments are suitable for both
airborne and spaceborne applications Ill. Typical
of the latter class are SEASAT SAR (1978), and
Shuttle Imaging Radars A and B (SIR-A-1981.
SIR-B-1984). High-resolution radars take on
various forms depending on the intended mission.
However, regardless of the application, all forms
are coherent radars that generate images
characterized by a "salt and pepper" appearance,
the effect commonly referred to as "speckle." This
effect, caused by the coherent interference between
scatterers contained within a resolution cell,

turns out to be the standard deviation in the noise
model. One way to reduce the speckle effect in a
SAR image is through multilook azimuth
processing in which one divides the synthetic array
length into N sections (each section is processed
independently), then the corresponding images are

*

Speckle in Space-Based Radar Images
ong-Sen Lee
Radar Division

*

112
4•,

several years.
Model: Since the speckle pattern
appears chaotic and random, the best way to
describe it quantitatively is by the methods of
probability and statistics. It is assumed that the
reflectances of the elementary scatterers and their
phases are statistically independent and the phases
are uniformly distributed. Furthermore, one can
assume with reasonable confidence that the
in-phase (real) and quadrature (imaginary)
components are random variables having a
Gaussian distribution. The intensity of a SAR
image is the sum of squares of these components.
Consequently, the probability density function of
pixel intensities will have the form of a negative
exponential distribution while their amplitudes,
which are the square root of the intensities, are
Rayleigh distributed. The ratio of the standard
deviation to the mean for both the intensity and the
amplitude are constant, This indicates that speckle
acts like multiplicative noise in the sense that the
higher the average intensity, the noisier the area
appears. A multiplicative noise model has been
developed during the studies 121. The ratio that
represents the strength of the multiplicative noise

ISponsored by ONRI

'

su

lines. The subsequent discussion is
concerned with the studies of speckle effect in
spaceborne SAR images conducted at NRL's
Digital Image Processing Laboratory in the past
coast

SIGNAL TOCLUTTER RATIO PER PULSE (S C) dB)

log-normal clutter and ,

represents real-target signature as opposed to
instrumental noise. Nevertheless, it acts like
clutter, and therefore the effect presents a major
difficulty to the image interpreter since it hampers
such typical activities as segmentation and the
associated target classification. Consequently, it is
desirable to remove speckle's degrading effects
without, at the same time, affecting the
detectability of subtle detail such as bridges and

0

0.
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a,eraged incoherently. The noise model deeloped
in our x,ork applies to images generated in this
manner. The statistical mlodelI was verified
experimentall with both SEASAT and SIR-B
images. As shown in Fig. 3. the multiplicative
nature of the effect is evident from the linear
dependence of the standard deviation on the mean.
Furthermore. their ratio agrees with the values
predicted by theoretical model.

'

The local statistics algorithm regulates the local
averaging process according to the local mean and
local variance ofa small 5 pixel x 5 pixel or 7 pixel
x 7 pixel window. The other algorithm, based on
the signma probability of Gaussian distribution, also
operating in a small window, selectively averages
only those pixels within the two-sigma range while
excluding
significantly
different
pixels.
Consequently, edges and linear features are
preserved.
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Fig 3 - SIR-B speckle noise characteristics
(NRL SAR processing)
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Speckle Smoothing: Based on the previous
noise model, two algorithms have been developed
to suppress the speckling effect in SAR images in
the postprocessing phase. The attractive feature of
these algorithms is that they preserve sharp edges
and distinctive subtle features. The common
approach to noise filtering is the application of
t),low-pass filters. This procedure, however, fails to
preserve the image sharpness. The images will
become blurred because the spatial high-frequency

-.

(b)
Fig. 4 - Speckle smoothing of SEASAT SAR image. Image has

components of sharp features become attenuated.

256 x 256 picture elements; (a) SEASAT SAR original
(Baltimore Harbor) and (b) Sigma filter (7 x 7 twice 5x 5 twice)

The more sophisticated Wiener and Kalman filters
also fail because of the spatially variant
characteristics of most SAR images. Two
algorithms developed in our studies adaptively
smooth the speckle by using different smoothing
actions for slowly varying areas and the edge areas.

•

Experimental Results: The two algorithms
were treated with SEASAT SAR and SIR-B
images. Figure 4 shows the SEASAT SAR image
of the Baltimore Harbor and the corresponding
113
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Open Ocean Shipboard Radar
Sea Clutter Experiments

D. B. Trizna
Radar Division

(a)

Radar sea scatter experiments have been
conducted aboard ships at sea to acquire data for
use
in
development
of
models
for
low-grazing-angle sea scatter statistics. Such
models are necessary for the prediction of
probability of detection of targets in sea clutter.
Locations of experiments include the North
Atlantic. the Pacific, and the Sargasso Sea during
the ONR-sponsored FASINEX experiment.
The low-grazing-angie surface illumination
geometry imposed by a shipboard radar presents
several difficulties not encountered for airborne or
satellite radars, as is indicated in Fig. 6. First, most
shipboard radars designed for marine surveillance
or navigation use horizontal polarization.
Large-amplitude horizontally polarized radar

*

(b)
Fig.

5 - Speckle smoothing of SIR-B image.

returns from crest regions, known as radar "sea
spikes," are more prevalent than vertical
polarization. Because pulse lengths of the order of
10 m are much less than the dominant wavelengths

Image has 512 x 512 picture elements; (a)SIR-B
original (Albermarle Sound, North Carolina) and
(b) Sigma filtered twice with 5 x 5 window

,

S/

*

*highway

filtered image. The quality of the image has been
improved significantly by suppressing speckle
while preserving the sharpness of the bridge and
shorelines. Figure 5 shows another example of
applying the sigma filter. Figure 5(a) shows the
four-look processed SIR-B image of Albermarle
sound. North Carolina while Fig. 5(b) shows the
sigma filtered image. The sigma filtering
significantly suppresses the speckle without
blurring sharp edges and linear features such as the
over the Roanoke River.
ISponsored by ONRI

on the sea surface, individual surface features can
be imaged with such radars. Sea spike scattering
models include wedge scattering and double scatter
from spilling breaker features seen in the bottom
example near the left end. Second, applying the
two-scale Bragg scatter model to the
low-grazing-angle case predicts a wider range of
radar echo amplitudes from surface tilt modulation
than for intermediate angles used by airborne
radars. Finally, as seen in Fig. 6. shadowing of
portions of the sea surface occurs because of the
high crests of the large waves, so that a large
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*

600

fr

AIR/SPACE BORNE ILLUMINATION

20'

SHIPBOARD ILLUMINATION

100

Fig 6 - The geometry of illumination of the surface for a space or airborne radar is shown in the top figure, with no
shadowing occurring and returns from wave crests of no major significance. The lower two figures show the
effects of surface shadowing by wave crests, and indicate that scatter from regions near the wave crest become
important, contributing the so-called 'sea spike' radar return.

*

%
,
-

fraction of the sea surface is not illuminated. For
these shadowed regions. receiver noise is sampled,
presenting the lowest level amplitudes of the
receiver radar echo distribution. Thus the problem
can be summarized as one of determining the
characteristics of the trimodal echo amplitude
distribution (sea spikes. Bragg scatter, and receiver
noise) over an 80 dB dynamic range. as a function
of environmental conditions such as wind speed
and the ocean wave-height variance spectrum.
Figure 7 shows an image of normalized radar
cross section (NRCS) as a function of range and
azimuth extending to roughly I km from the ship.
The maximum brightness in azimuth corresponds
to the wind direction, which was very light on this
occasion. Under stronger winds, wave patterns
emerge in the image. The ship's wake is very
apparent as a region of suppressed radar scatter.

clutter displayed in such an image using automatic
detection algorithms requires knowledge of the
NRCS amplitude statistics within a given
range-azimuth portion of such an image. These
statistics can be expected to vary with angle to
wind,
depression
angle
or
range.
and
environmental conditions.
To analyze the NRCS behavior, ten range bins
were chosen, each within a 600 sector azimuthally

except ftr the upwind edge that appears quite
bright. The problem of taret detection in sea

cumulative distribution is nearly a straight line on
the Rayleigh coordinate system. With increasing

centered about the NRCS-naximum azimuth.
With several rotations of the antenna, a sufficient
number of NRCS values in an azimuthal sector
were obtained to allow cumulative distribution
functions to he calculated and displayed as in Fig.
8. Data for three different wind speeds are shown
here.
For the mildest wind conditions, the
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lhc median backscatter level. generally the
Intercept of the distributed scatter Weibull
fih. has been further correlated \%ith %ind speed.
ThI, measurc can be considered as the analogue
to scalteronmeters operating at higher grazing
angle, roin aircraft and spacecraft. The median
NRC'S
ariation with
ind speed. U. and
depression anle. 0,
can be characterized as

3. Jin Wu. "Oceanic Whitecaps and Sea State."
J. of Phys. Oceanogr.. 9, 1064-1068 (1979).
U
Mark XV IFF Radar Mode

lu,,: tNC,,have
log I NRCSl.d/NRCS III .)

been used since World War If to distinguish
friends among platforms detected by radar or other

50',

."

L. M. Leibowitz
Rahar Division
Identification Friend or Foe (IFF) systems

log (U / 101/5) "means.

,=Tt0)
,,\hcrc

(RF)

respond with an appropriate RF signal reply. The
current Mark XII IFF, used on platforms of all
three military services, transmits on-off keyed

10 og N RCS 1 , ,)
=31.8 dB
10
.467 lo (0. (deg)).

signal pulses at fixed L-band interrogation and
reply frequencies.
The United States and its NATO allies are
currently involved in the development of the
improved Mark XV IFF system as defined in
Standard NATO Agreement (STANAG) 4162.
U.S. Tri-Service Development Program is

.Rnd
,.
m•01
_" .',

(0&r(deg)
2. S 1.O 5 log
Zfor
4.5
575
or 4.5 < 0< 8.0.
fr45<.8..The

The slopes of the Weibull fits increase with
increasing Aind speed. as seen in Fi,. 8. and this
%ariatlon is, interpreted as being clue to tilt
modulation b, lon, -wxave slope. The higher the
wind. the steeper the front face of waves, and the
-ider range in dB over which the NRCS can be
expected to var,. Details of this behavior can be
.found in Ref I. Further experiments are planned to
determine
,"
the effects of the lone,-wave slope by
conducting experiments using directional buoys to
measure wave spectra as a surface truth
comparison.

S

S

J.P. Hansen and V.F. Cavaleri. "'High
Reso!ution Radar Sea Scatter: Experimental
Obser ations and Djiscriminants.''
NRL
Report 8557. March 1982.

.d ,

0

'

incorporates
interrogation
RM
The
and
error
detection
self-synchronization,
communications
and
coding.
(EDAC)
correction
security (COMSEC) coding. Replies to RM
interrogations will be transmitted by available
Mark XV L-band transponders. Although the
United States plans to include RM reply in its Mark
XV IFF transponders. there are no present plans

Measurement and InterD.-.. Tri/na.
protation of North Atlantic Ocean Marine
Radar Sea Scatter," NRL Report (in press).

2

w

directed by the Combat Identification Systems
Program Office. Wright Patterson AFB. Ohio.
NRL. under Naval Air Systemns Command
sponsorship, is a leader in the technical analysis,
management, development, and evaluation of the
Mark XV IFF system.
The Mark XV uses modern communications
technology at L-band to provide improved
interrogation/reply performance over the present
Mark XII systems. Also included in the new system
is a radar mode (RM), providing interrogations at
radar frequencies using available platform
weapons system radar resources. IFF RM provides
increased angular resolution, reduced interference
with other systems, and other advantages.

"Sponsored by ONRI
,efern.I.

In response to an encoded radio-frequency
interrogation signal, friendly platlorms
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RADAR MODE

~DECODER
ENCRYPTED
MESSAGE
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COMSEC
COMPUTER

[ RADAR-

INTERROGATION

RADAR MODE
RECEIVER/
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MESSAGE

RADAR

REPLY

L-BAND
EPYIHII
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L-BAND REPLY

RECEIVER

-AI..
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EDAC/
SREPLY

TRANSMITTER

_OMPUTERI

L-BAND TRANSPONDER

Fig. 9 - IFF radar mode system

*
%

X.

Li
*

for U.S. RM interrogation. However, the use of
RM interrogation in some U.S. weapons system

a radar, such as proposed for the man portable air
defense system (MANPADS), is also feasible.

radars is being studied as it is particularly attractive
for platforms without a current interrogation
capability.
IFF Radar Mode Concept: Figure 9 shows
the generalized Mark XV IFF system. The RM
interrogationmessage with EDAC and COMSEC

Several techniques for receiving and
processing the RM interrogations have been
developed. These techniques involve both
synchronous and asynchronous techniques. As in
the present Mark XII IFF, the RM transponder
uses a top- and bottom-diversity antenna system to
prevent blocking of the RM interrogationsignal by

coding is provided by the interrogator
EDAC/COMSEC computer. The message is

aircraft structures. A multiband omnidirectional
antenna is required to receive L-band as well as

properly

RM interrogations.

formed and modulated by the RM

interrogator and transmitted at radar frequencies
through an available radar and associated antenna.
The RM interrogation is received at the
transponder platform by a combined RM/L-band
omnidirectional antenna and demodulated by the
RM receiver. The demodulated message is
presented to the transponder EDAC/COMSEC
computer for error correction and decryption
processing. Verified interrogations initiate L-band
replies. These replies are received by the L-band
reply receiver and compared to acceptable replies
provided by the COMSEC computer for

History and Status: RM was first used in the
earliest IFF systems of World War II by
transmission of reply pulses in the radar band in
response to friendly radar signals. Frequency
proliferation with rapid radar developments led to
the use of dedicated uplink/downlink frequencies.
RM was proposed by the Federal Republic of
Germany in 1977, and it was subsequently
accepted as part of the NATO Mark XV IFF. At
that time, the UK began developing an IFF RM
approach that led toa STANAG RM waveform and

authentication.

specification

A number of approaches are used to integrate
RM into available radar systems. The
appropriateness of each is dependent on the radar
system. These approaches vary from maximum
sharing of radar resources to the sharing of only the
radar antenna. A separate RM interrogator without

transponders.
In the late 1970s, NRL began looking into the
feasibility of an IFF RM for shipboard radar.
Several studies and analyses showed that despite
problems relative to signal design and integration
with available radars, such a mode was feasible.
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The NRL efforts led to the successful development
and testing of an experimental 1FF RM for the Lband Senrad developmental shipboard radar
located at the NRL Chesapeake Bay Detachment
test facility,
Late in 1983. NRL began to investigate the
suitability of the STANAG-proposed IFF RM and
the feasibility of associated hardware. This
of RM
investigation led to the development

'

transponder hardware using the basic synchronous
approach proposed by the United Kingdom. NRL
performed extensive performance and jamming
tests and developed several transponder design
improvements. This included an alternative
asynchronous approach that uses multiphase
processing with increased use of digital circuitry.

.d.

This approach has been implemented and has
undergone successful laboratory testing at NRL.
Under an amendment to the Defense
Appropriations Act of 1986, the Navy has
established a cooperative IFF RM effort with the
United Kingdom. In this effort, under NRL
technical direction. UK IFF RM equipment is
being acquired by the Navy for laboratory and field
testing. The equipment will be laboratory tested at
NRL by using a radar mode test system (RMTS)
specified by NRL. The UK RM equipment will
then be integrated with U.S. equipment and
field-tested at the Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent
River, MD.
[Sponsored by NAVAIRSYSCOM]
U
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asic electronic properties of
semiconductors and other solids
are coupled to the development
and fabrication of devices and
the systems that use them. The
research program centers
around microstructure
electronics and components and
circuits, and it may involve the
diverse fields of surface
physics, microwave and
millimeter wave technology,
superconductors, molecular
beam epitaxy, optical sensors,
and organometallic chemical
vapor deposition. Projects in
all of these areas are emphasized in the Electronics
Technology Division.
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Designing Systems with VHSIC

test-bed to meet the unique requirements of these
chips. At the time the testing was initiated, no
reasonably priced commercial tester was available
that could accommodate the high (100+) pin
counts of these chips. To fill the testing

Components
Michael F. Walder
Radar Division
As integrated circuit (IC) technology has
advanced over the past several decades, there has
been an ever-increasing delay in fielding military
s .tems that use modern IC technology. Part of the
reason is that commercial parts must be militarized,
that is. certified to operate under the extreme
environmental conditions that military systems are
likely to encounter once deployed. A second
reason is that commercial needs differ from
vmilitarN needs and therefore few parts are,€
manufactured that can be directly inserted into

requirements, a test-bed was constructed that
consisted of a device fixture that was custom wired
coniedc o adevicefixtuehawas cus
owr
for each chip, a programmable read only memory
(PROM) emulator/logic analyzer (emulyzer), and
a controlling computer. The emulyzer is
(stimulus) to the chip from its program memory
and to store the outputs from the chip (response) in
ato tre heour
The chri (repe
its trace memory. The controlling computer
communicates with the emulyzer by the IEEE 488
General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB). Software

military systems (Table ). The Very High-Speed
* Inegrted
Ciruit
(VHIC)proram
was
Integrated
Circuits
(VHSIC)
program was
conceived by the Department of Defense to
''coceve
bytthe Departmrnt
Defmory
to produce
manufacturers
commercial
influence
components with the most up-to-date technology
that meet the processing needs and operational
requirements of military systems.
Over the past several years, the Radar
Division has been a participant in the VHSIC
program. One effort has been to test several of the
VHSIC devices and to confirm their functionality,
An ongoing task involves designing a prototype
signal processing system based on VHSIC
technology. Many o the lessons learned in the
testing of the devices have been applied to the
design of the system.

was written to control the operation of the emulyzer
as well as to generate the stimulus signals for each
VHSIC device. These stimulus signals are loaded
prora
attettrto
into the emulyzer's program memory at the start of
the test routine. After the emulyzer has captured

•

.

response
fromlhe
ded une
ter for
response signals are uploaded to the computer for
comparison to the expected results. Any
differences between the device outputs and the
expected outputs are reported to the computer
scThree devices have been tested and confirmed
a
as functional. The first device to be tested was the
IBM complex multiplier/accumulator (CMAC).
This chip performs the mathematical operations
that are necessary to implement digital signal
processing
algorithms
requiring
complex
arithmetic operations. The second device tested
was the TRW matrix switch. This device is, as its

Device Testing: The involvement in the
testing has required the assembling of a custom

Table I - Integrated Circuit Market Drivers

'.Commercial
Data processing
Microprocessors
Memory

_-

Military_

High-speed signal processing
Military qualification
Radiation tolerant
Built-in-test
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Fig. 1 - TRW multiplier/accumulator (MAC) device
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name implies, little more than a switch. But it is a
switch with eight input ports and eight output ports
that can be configured to relay data from any of the
input ports to any of the output ports. The most
recently
tested device
was the TRW
multiplier/accumulator (MAC) (Fig. 1). This
device is similar to the CMAC in function, but it
performs real arithmetic operations and has
random access memory (RAM) on chip.

development of a hardware model for the MAC.
The hardware model allows the chip itself to be
used in the simulation of the system.Combining the
software models of the gate-array with the
hardware model of the MAC allowed for the
simulation of the processor design. To allow the
MAC to be used with the hardware modeler
required a software shell to be written to associate
the channels available from the workstation with

Prototype Design: To demonstrate the
advantages of VHSIC technology, the Radar
Division is developing a signal processor with
VHSIC components. The design incorporates
off-the-shelf VHSIC devices (MACs) and
involves the customization of two Motorola
-VHSIC
gate-arrays.
Because of the complexity of these devices,
traditional design procedures (generate schematic,
breadboard, and debug) would be stressed to their

pin numbers on the chip. This shell also contains
timing information on the MAC for the workstation
to use for the simulation.
All VHSIC devices are required to have
self-test capability. This includes the VHSIC
gate-arrays; therefore, included in the design for
the gate-arrays was the maintenance node. The
maintenance node is an implementation of the
set/scan test methodology that allows a normally
parallel design incorporating several levels of

limit.

Therefore,

the

VHSIC

program

has

pipelining to be converted to a sequential circuit.

encouraged the concurrent development of design
aids for these devices and also has encouraged the

This is done by connecting all registers in the
design into a serial string. When the maintenance

application of existing design tools to VHSIC.
Chief among these tools is the computer-aided
engineering (CAE) workstation.
The system was designed on CAE
workstations. These computers are specifically
made to accelerate the design and simulation of
electronic circuits and systems and allow the
system function to be confirmed before a
commitment is made to hardware. The gate-array
designs required the development of software
models for the components of the gate-array.
These models allow the designer to do complete
simulation and verification of the design to be
implemented
the gate-array
using the
workstations. onSince
gate-arrays by cannot
be

node is enabled, these registers, normally in the
parallel mode, are changed to the serial mode and
the scan path is now available to load data (Fig. 2).
After the data are loaded into these registers, one
parallel clock is sent to the registers to capture the
output from the combinational logic, and the data
now residing in the scan path are shifted out for
comparison to known good values.

modified after they are manufactured, these models
,'
must
accurately simulate the device performance
une
,,.'-'Z
under v'various of
operating conditions to ensure a

Results: Because of the involvement in the
VHSIC program, the Radar Division has gained
much experience in designing VHSIC systems and
has developed many necessary tools to permit
efficient design work. The developed tools include
the software model library that was developed
for
the MAC. Experience was gained in the
implementation of the self-test features required of
the VHSIC devices and in the proper design of

functional device.
Not only were the CAE workstations used for
the gate-array design, but they were also used to
simulate the system design. To do so required the

gate-arrays. Through this effort, NRL has
developed the tools and expertise to aid future users
of this technology.
[Sponsored by ONT]
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Surface Chemistrv in Semiconductor

thermal etching of silicon and the decomposition of

Processing Using Laser Ionization

group II metal alkyls on heated substrates under

M. C. Lin and D. W. Squire*
Chenisirv Division

single collision conditions. The combined
selectivity and sensitivity of both laser and mass
spectrometry allow us to unambiguously identify

chemistry
complex
the
inderstandin
involved in the synthesis and etching of advanced
semiconductors is essential to the improvement of
both the quality and quantity of new

atomic and free radical species desorbing from
solid surfaces, as well as their formation, as a
substrate
pressure,
reactant
of
function
additives.
and
temperature,

microelectronic components. Under practical,
investigation of the thermal
conditions, direct
high-pressure
obh-scured byfodnmis
(suech gas/surface
as/boundryaiapoutcX( In our recent
1-)
Teol
etching of Si(I 10) by F2 ,NF 3, and XeF, 11,21
reactions occurring in these processes are totally

*

obscured by flow dynamics "(such as boundary

free
exhaustive search was made to detect
an
The only
radical products, SiF, (X = 1 -3).

layers). No information on the mechanisms of
gas/surface reactions could be obtained under
practical opeiational conditions. We have recently
employed the technique of multiphoton ionization/mass spectrometry (MPI/MS) to elucidate the
mechanisms of gas/surface reactions during the

radical product detected was SiFt, which was
probed by three-photon laser ionization with
two-photon resonant enhancement by the blB,
state at 160.6 nm. The apparent activation energies for SiF 2 and SiF 4 production were measured
over the temperature range of 300 to 1200 K 1' 2

Table I - Apparent Activation Energies Ea for Total Etch Rate
SiF, and SiF 4 Production in the Etching of Silicon

I

Product/Method
Electron Depth
',
,"",
,.-3.6

F atom

F2

NF 3

XeF 2

2.10 0O.1a)
3

(b

T(K)

220-400
)

-41.8'c)

-l8.7

(b)

20.01 1.2

---

5.6±0.8e)

(d).
SiF,/Chemiluminescence

2.2±0.3a

---

300-1200
300-470
220-400

8.0 -40. 1
SiF,iLaser Ionization

450-630
330-470

8 (d)

SiF 4 /Electron Ionization

"

337-473
5 .7

[

270-360

8.9E0.3

337-460
22.1 + 1.7

6.7+0.5(e)

300-1200

(hi Ret.
Re). 4
,(,),
dThese %aiuc, are o

approximate because of the presence of break% that limit the number

of data points available for the least-square',
analysis.

,

%;%;

*NRC NR. Postdhoctoral
Rcsdent Associate (1904 1986: present address GFO-C-NTERS. INC., Suitland. MD 20746
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by usinu MPI/MS and electron impact (El) IMS.

TRIMETHYLGALLUM

respectively. These results are summarized in
Table I for comparison with other related data
obtained by Donnelly. Flamm. and coworkers
[3-5]. The production of both SiF and SiF 3 radicals is believed to be thermochenically not

ffavored

3

TMG)

CVD

-

c
26_.3

[1.,2.

I

0GA
34 34±

Earlier we applied the MPI/MS technique to
study the mechanism of (CH 3 )3 M (M = Al and Ga)
decomposition on heated substrates (Cu, Al,
GaAs, and SiO 2 ) [6-9]. In these deposition
reactions. CH, radicals, which can be detected by
2-photon-enhanced resonance ionization at 333.4
nm. were detected to be generated with apparent
activation energies several times lower than the
first and strongest M-CH 3 bond dissociation

KCALIMOL
2

D
C
-2
0

/

energies. This finding was attributed to the surface
enhanced decomposition 16-8]:
(CH 3 )3 M + (s)

-

(CH 3 ) 3 M

M(s)

,

-

700

500

900

110

T/K

(CH3) 3 _-xM - M(S) + XCH3(g).

The apparent activation energies for methyl radical
production were determined to be 13 + 2 [6,7] and
26 + 3 [8] kcal/mole for the decomposition of
(CH 3 )3 A

and

(CH 3) 3

Ga,

Fig. 3 - Ga ion signal as a function of substrate temperature for
(CH 3) 3 Ga striking a copper surface. A least squares fit to an
Arrhenium form gives an activation energy of 34 kal)mole (solid
line). The dashed line is the similar line found for methy radical
from (CH3)3 Ga.

respectively.

Additionally, for (CH3 )3 Ga, Ga atoms were also

(CH3 )3 GA + N2 H4 CVD

detected by MPI/MS to desorb from the hot
substrates above 900 K, with an apparent
desorption energy of 34 + 3 kcal/mole (see Fig. 3)

[91.
*

*

Our ability to detect these key reactive
intermediates allows us to study for the first time
the effect of group V hydrides [9] (such as N 2H,,
which we have employed recently as an efficient
a.
N-source in the preparation of GaN) on their
formation under varying experimental conditions
(see Fig. 4).
It was found that N2 H did not affect the
production of methyl radicals, but inhibited the
production of gas-phase Ga. This result suggests

that the NH, is not involved in the initial
_

decomposition of (CH,), Ga, but serves to bind the
Ga atom into the lattice.

j

I

1

3

OCH
UNAFFECTED
3

I
+
-

BY N2HA

2-

I

0

I

GA DECREASE CAUSED
BY GAN FORMATION

,___ ,___ ,______
N2 H./(CH 3)3GA

12

16

Fig. 4 - The effect of added N2 H4 on methyl
radical signal (A) and on Ga atom signal (o)
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Ga Interstitials in AIGaAs

If these results hold true for GaAs and other

T. A. Kennedy and M. G. Spencer
Electronics Technology Division
Semiconductor microstructures, such as
multiquantum wells or superlattices consisting of
alternating layers of epitaxially grown GaAs and
AIGaAs, are forming the basis for a new
generation of microelectronic and optoelectronic
devices. A critical issue in the successful
development of novel or high-performance
microstructural devices is the identification and

References

control of deleterious defects in the epitaxial
AIGaAs layers. Traditional techniques for defect
identification, such as electron paramagnetic
resonance, require relatively large sample volumes
and are not readily applicable to these thin film
materials. However, we have shown that
optically-detected magnetic resonance, in which
small changes in luminescence intensity are caused
by the electron paramagnetic resonance of defects,
can be applied successfully to the study of epitaxial
layers. Optically detected magnetic resonance
spectra of AIGaAs layers grown by molecular
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Defects and Optically Detected Magnetic
Resonance: Any imperfection in the crystalline
lattice of AIGaAs causes changes in the optical and
magnetic properties. When pure material is excited
by laser light, it emits light at a characteristic
wavelength. This effect is called photoluminescence
and
is
similar
to
the
of light-emitting diodes and
lasers. Defects destroy this emission and either
it to heat or produce emission at longer

8. D.W. Squire, CS. Dulcey, and M.C. Lin,
Mater. Res. Soc. Proc. 54, 709 (1986).

(typically infrared) wavelengths. Because they do
not match the lattice bonding well, defects often
have unpaired spins and magnetic moments. The

5.

6. D.W. Squire, C.S. Dulcey, and M.C. Lin,
Chem. Phys. Lett. 116, 525 (1985).
7.
7.

N

Epitaxial Layers

III-V compounds, it should establish the first
consistent surface mechanism for chemical vapor
deposition processes, explaining the known
surface catalytic effect of deposition enhanced by
the presence of the surface itself. The knowledge of
the surface chemistry of deposition and etching is
essential for controlling the rates of these processes
through realistic theoretical modelling.
[Sponsored by ONR]
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spins can reveal the symmetry and chemical
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identity of the defects; however, direct absorption
by the spins is difficult to detect in the AIGaAs
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layers that are typically only l-Am thick. There is
an interaction between the spin and optical
properties of a defect-the intensity of the deep

Ga Interstitial Identification: To grow
AIGaAs of high quality by using molecular beam
epitaxy, substrate temperatures of at least 670*C

luminescence depends weakly on the magnetic spin
state. Thus an induced spin flip at the defect
(electron paramagnetic resonance) produces a
small change in the intensity of the photoluminescence
(optically
detected
magnetic
resonance). Since the entire luminescence process
takes place within 1 Am of the surface, optically

are required;
however,
at these higher
temperatures, dopants, such as Si tend to diffuse
and thus sharp doping profiles cannot be obtained.
We have applied the optically detected magnetic
resonance technique to AIGaAs grown at lower
substrate temperatures and identified one of the
residual defects that limit the material's quality.

detected magnetic resonance is ideally suited to the
study of thin epitaxial layers.
The experiment is performed by placing a 2 x

I

1 I

5 mm sample of AlGaAs grown on a GaAs
substrate into a microwave cavity in an optical
dewar (see Fig. 5). The sample is
liquid helium
~~~~~~FROM

,

100

excited by blue light from a Kr ion laser, and the

j

[001]

"

I

1 t

I

t

I

I

I

t

deep luminescence is detected by a cooled Ge
photovoltaic detector. Changes in emission that are
coherent with the chopped microwave power are
detected as 'a function of magnetic tield. The

z
o

-

magnet can either be an external electromagnet or a
superconducting
magnet that is an integral part of
II0.6

0

I

I

[
1

I

0I
0.8

0
0.7

the optical cryostat.

69

GA

71GA
1.0.

0.9

1.1
I.A

MAGNETIC FIELD (T)

Fig. 6 - ODMR data and simulation for molecular beam
epitaxy-grown AIGaAs. The resonances are decreases in
emitted light. The four-line spectrum can be attributed
uniquely to a gallium-centered defect through simulation with
the known isotopes and their abundances.

MICROWAVE
POWE

OPTICAL

MICROWAVE

CAVITY

The response (see Fig. 6) is negative,

DEWAR

Irange
LAE

H

EXCITATION
LASE

I

indicating that the defects responsible are
decreasing the photoluminescence in the spectral
detected. The spectrum is split into four
partially resolved lines. Little angular dependence

is observed, indicating that the splitting is caused

)LUMINESCENCE

MAGNETICby

magnetic

hyperfine

interaction,

that

is

interaction between the electron-spin magnetic

FIELD

moment and the magnetic moment of the nucleus at
the center of tihe defect. Since there are four lines,
the nuclear spir is 3/2. On closer inspection, the
outer lines rev d a further broadening, which

SAMPLE

Fig. 5 - Experimental setup. The sample is placed in a

indicates the element at the center of the defect has

microwave cavity immersed in liquid He in an optical dewar.
Luminescence (shown red) is excited by blue laser light and

two

detected by a Ge detector (not shown). Changes in the
luminescence coherent with the chopped microwave power

spin 3/2 isotopes with slightly different nuclear
moments. Of the elements that have two spin 3/2
nuclei, only gallium fits the spectrum. Figure 6 also

are measured as a function of magnetic field.
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shows a simulation using the proper ratio of

nuclear moments and natural abundances.
Although there are discrepancies in the amplitudes.
Thus
the lineshape of each component i.k well fit.
gallium, a major,Lonstituent of AIGaAs. is the core
of the defect that reduces the luminescence
efficiency.
The exact position of this gallium detect can
be deduced by comparison with current theory.
Only an interstitial, that is a gallium atom not on a
regular lattice site, would produce such a large
hyperfine interaction. Thus the atomic structure of
the defect consists of an extra Ga atom probably
surroundedthey

Secin

*

I

Fig. 7 - The Ga interstitial in AIGaAs. The central
atom has four (shaded) As nearest neighbors.
The six (open) second nearest neighbors are Al
and Ga atoms.

%/
,Ga

,,P,,

'

S,,

,..

0..*.
F.
Summary: The identification of Ga
interstitials in AIGaAs by optically detected
magnetic resonance is very exciting for several
reasons. This work is the first identification of an
intrinsic defect in AIGaAs and provides
information that should lead to the improved
growth of AIGaAs by molecular beam epitaxy. it
also demonstrates the importance of the technique
as a tool for defect investigations in thin films and
opens up the possibility of defect studies in
microstructures and at interfaces,
U
[Sponsored by ONRI
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Phase-Controlled Gyrotron Oscillators
Electronics Technology Division
lconis

T

nl

Diicien

high-power sources of electromagnetic radiation
the microwave and millimeter wavelength
range for such applications as plasma fusion
heating and as sources for advanced radiofrequency (RF) accelerators and radar. Gyrotron
devices using the electron cyclotron resonance
maser (ECRM) instability are particularly attracc
inse fre
ra
tasrEs
tive as sources inthese frequency ranges because
have the potential of providing high average
power density and good electronic efficiency.
Gyrotron oscillators are the most advanced of
the ECRM devices, having demonstrated efficiencies in excess of 35% with peak output
powers of 175 kW at 140 GHz 1]. For
narrow-band applications requiring phase coherence such as for radar and RF accelerators,
phase-synchronized gyrotron oscillators are
attractive since they could combine the highefficiency characteristic of oscillators with the
ecphase control provided by amplifiers.
Gyrotron Phase Locking: The gyrotron
interaction mechanism involves a natural
resonance between a relativistic gyrating electron
beam and an electromagnetic cavity mode.
Electrons originating from a thermionic source are
injected along a strong magnetic guide field into a
resonant RF structure. The electrons spiral around
the local magnetic field lines at the relativistic
cyclotron frequency. Coupling of the electron
beam to a transverse electric cavity mode occurs as
a result of the cyclotron resonance maser
instability. The cyclotron resonance instability
uses the energy dependence of the relativistic
electron cyclotron frequency to phase-bunch the
electrons in their cyclotron orbits. The resultant
coherent interaction then results in a net transfer of
beam energy to electromagnetic field energy.
One method for controlling the phase of a
free-running oscillator is phase locking. Injection
phase locking is the synchronization of the phase
and hence the frequency of a free oscillation to a

0
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stable external dri\e ,ignal. It occurs when a
nonlinear oscillator is driven strongly enough near
its natural resonant frequency. The frequency band
o\ er \,hich an oscillation can be locked for a given
dri\ e poki er can he expressed in a straightforrward
\aN. This relationship, first derived bv R. Adler, is
applicable to a broad class of oscillators including
micro,,ae cax it\ oscillators and lasers. In a
inicro axe s\stei. Adler's equation is written as
'Q,

.t,

..

-

P / PJ

,.v"
.,I"
where the sbscripts d and o refer to the drive
signal and oscillator, respectively. f is the frequenc\. P is the power. and Q,. is the external
quality factor of th, oscillating cavity.
There are two straightforward methods for
phase locking a gyrotron oscillator. One is to
directly inject the RF radiation drive signal into the
cav it\ oscillator and the other is by premodulating
the electron beam at the drive frequency before it
reaches

,

the

the

With

cavity.

three-cavity

gyroklystron device at NRL [21, a thorough
experimental study has been performed comparing
these two phase-locking methods [3]. This work
has been performed in collaboration with Mr. Alan
McCurdy of Omega P Inc. and the Applied Physics
Section at Yale University, New Haven, CT. It
represents the first experimental demonstration of
gyrotron phase locking using electron-beam
modulation.
Experiment: Figure 8 shows the three-cavity
gyroklystron used in this study. Figure 9 shows the
device schematically. A magnetron injection gun is
used to produce a thick annular-rotating electron
beam. The electron beam parameters are 6.2 A at
28 keV with a perpendicular-to-axial velocity
ratio of about 1.0. The experiment is pulsed with a
pulse duration of 4 is and a repetition rate of 60
Hz. The RF circuit consists of three mechanically
tunable rectangular cavities operating in the
fundamental transverse electric 101 electromagnetic mode at a frequency of around 4.5 GHz.

!
Fig 8 - NRL 4.5 GHz gyroklystron device. The electron gun is at the right, followed by the RF circuit, the beam
collector, and a vacuum pu'mp for evacuating the device. During operation, the tube is immersed in a strong
magnetic field producec u, iine water-cooled solenoidal magnet coils.
CAVITY 1
C0=650

CAVITY 2
C =650

CAVITY 3
QO=650

,.Bz.

16 K

":

t

CATHODE

IN PUT
Fig 9

OUTPUT
-

Three-cavity gyroklystron configuration
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10 - Gyrotron oscillator phase-locking bandwidths for (a) direct RF injectiont
(cavity No. 1) and (b) beam modulation using two prebunching cavities (cavity No.
Note that the experimental locking bandwidth (solid dots) exceeds the
theoretical prediction (solid curves) in the premodulation case.

cavities are separated by cylindrical drift
that are cut off to the generated RF
*
' .'w~q'
radiation. The RF drive signal is applied to cavity
No. I to begin electron beam modulation by
electron cyclotron resonance absorption. The
beam is then further modulated by ballistic

.

unstable by tuning the natural cavity 0 resonance
very close to the beam relativistic cyclotron
resonance. Output power is extracted by means of a
waveguide coupled through the side wall of the
cavity.

bunching in the drift regions and interaction in

Results: It is found, by use of the three-

oscillation in the last cavity. The last cavity is made

locking can be obtained at drive power levels
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more than an order of magnitude below that
predicted by Adler's equation.
Figure 10(a)
shows the phase-locking bandwidth as a function
ofdrive power as calculated from Adler's equation
and as measured experimentally for a single-cavity
gyrotron oscillator (cavity No. 1). The
phase-locking bandwidth for direct RF injection
into the cavity oscillator agrees closely with
Adler's equation as long as Pi / P, < < 1. The
exciting new result, shown in Fig. 10(b), is that
phase locking of an oscillation in cavity No. 3 by
electron beam modulation with the gyroklystron
requires, that the drive power needed to lock the
gyrotron be reduced by more than an order of
magnitude over Adler's prediction. This reduction
in the drive power can be explained in part as
caused by the natural amplification of the beam
modulation occurring between the input and output

a.

SN-

cavities of the gyroklystron.
Phase locking by means of electron beam
premodulation has many advantages over the
direct-injection method. By using the gain of the
extended gyroklystron configuration, the drive
power required for locking is significantly
reduced. The configuration also provides a natural
separation between the driving section and the
high-power cavity oscillator. The input section can
then be tuned for efficient absorption without
degrading the oscillator performance. Furthermore, the high degree of isolation between the
cavities in the configuration results in little
oscillator power feeding back into the drive circuit.
Another advantage of phase locking is that it results
in a reduction in the fluctuations in the gyrotron
oscillator amplitude and frequency. The noise
reduction caused by phase locking is important to
applications requiring extremely stable sources
such as radar and RF accelerators. Finally,
although the possibility has not yet been
investigated. premodulation may also prove useful
as a method for exerting mode control in an
overmoded gyrotron oscillator and as a means for
accessing the high-efficiency regimes of gyrotron
operation desirable for plasma fusion heating.
[Sponsored by ONR and ONT]
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3-SiC Transistor Development
G

n P. E. RNor
Electronics Technology Division

Cubic or beta-silicon carbide (03-SiC) is
emerging as an important electronic device
material to be used in applications requiring
high-power
microwave
devices,
hightemperature electronic devices, and harshenvironment-tolerant devices. With a variety of
useful physical properties such as large bandgap,
chemical inertness, and high theoretical saturated
drift velocity, for many years O-SiC has been
thought as capable of surpassing the power,
microwave frequency, and radiation tolerance
limitations of the current silicon and gallium
arsenide electronic device technologies. NRL has
taken a substantial step toward realizing this
thought through the fabrication of the first O-SiC
metal-semiconductor
field-effect
transistor
(MESFET) in the United States. The MESFET
effort is part of a larger SiC project supported by
ONR. It includes epitaxial growth of thin SiC
films, characterization of these films, and
development of the process technology required to
fabricate the MESFET.
Materials' growth and characterization studies have supported the device development.
Both n- and p-type SiC layers are grown on
(100) p-type (boron doped) silicon substrates at
1623 K with silane and propane as reactants.
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The n-type dopant is believed to be nitrogen,
while aluminum doping produces p-type layers.
During growth, silane and propane, as 1% mixtures in hydrogen, pass over the inductively
heated susceptor in a carrier gas of palladiumdiffused hydrogen (Figure 1). Epitaxial layers
up to 20 Am thick have been grown. Layer
characterization is by infrared reflection nec-

density) Il], photoluminescence (Fig. 2). Raman
spectroscopy, and Hall effect measurement. Typical unintentionally doped SiC layers are specular, n-type, have Hall mobilities of 250 cm 2 1V-s
with carrier concentrations between 3 and 5 x
1017 cm - 3 , and their quality is sufficient for
device studies. P-type layers have typical dop- 3
ing densities in the I x 1017 to 5 x 1017 cm

troscopy (for thickness and estimation of carrier

range.

Si SUBSTRATE
GRAPHITE SUSCEPTOR

,-EXHAUST

PROPANE

...........

E SHYDROGEN
I'SIILANE

WATER JACKE
QUARTZ LINER
Fig. 11 - Reactor for vapor phase epitaxial growth
of 3- silicon carbide
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ENERGY (eV)
Fig. 12 - Photoluminescence (arbitrary units) spectrum of
Al-doped /3-SiC showing fine structure arising from donor
acceptor pair recombination involving the Al acceptor and a
donor with a binding energy of 53 meV identified as nitrogen.
The observation of donor acceptor pair structure demonstrates the very high quality of this NRL-grown a-SiC film.
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MESA

pn-TYPE 4-Sic

HORIZONTAL SCALE 1 V/div
VERTICAL SCALE 0.5 mA/div
1 V/STEP
(a)
(b)
Fig. 13 - (a) FET I-V characteristics. The voltage on the gate controls the current flowing from drain to source,
(b) Schematic view of fabricated device.

4.
*
"

*

*

Using characterized epitaxial layers of SiC,
NRL has developed a MESFET technology,
Both ohmic (nonrectifying) and Schottky (rectifying) metal contacts, necessary for the MESFET. have been developed for SiC epitaxial
layers. WSi', MoSi 2, TaSi-, and Cr/Ni have
been used for ohmic contacts while Au, PtW,
and TiW have been deposited for Schottky barrier contacts. The best Schottky diodes are
obtained by using resistive evaporation of Au on
chemically prepared or on oxidized and stripped
surfaces. This type of Au Schottky barrier
remains rectifying to at least 500'C while its
sputtered Au counterpart is ohmic up to 700'C.
TaSi, and Cr/Ni provide the most satisfactory
room-temperature ohmic contacts with specific
contact resistances between 5 x 10- 5 and 4 x
10-4 ohm-cml, respectively. The first -SiC
MESFETs used a large area buried p layer as
illustrated in Fig. 13(b) [21. This design is one
of the three being investigated.
They all
require some form of SiC isolation to insulate
the gate from the substrate. Inherently insulating
or semi-insulating substrates for epitaxial SiC do
not yet exist. Such substrates may be critical to
MESFET microwave performance; therefore
they need to be developed.

layer grown by chemical vapor deposition on a
p-type Si(100) substrate. Electrical isolation of
the topside n -type channel is accomplished by
using SF6 plasma etching. The source and drain
contacts to the n -type material were thermally
evaporated Cr/Ni/Au; alloying was not required
to produce ohmic contacts. Gold was used as
the Schottky barrier gate metallization with an
8-Im spacing between the source and drain and
a gate length of 5 um. The gate bonding pads
rest on a polyimide layer to avoid contacting the
buried p-layer. MESFET I-V characteristics of
a fabricated device are shown in Fig. 13(a).
The transconductance or change in drain current
with applied gate voltage is about 2 to 2.5
mS/mm of drain width. Work is under way to
fully explain these I-V characteristics and to
improve them by using innovative MESFET
designs and improved epitaxial growth procedures.
[Sponsored by ONRI
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The fabrication process starts
taxial SiC structure 3000-A thick
layer on a p-type SiC layer grown
vapor deposition on a 7-ttm thick

with an epin-type SiC
by chemical
p-type SiC
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Device Fabrication:

Kinetic Inductance Microstrip Lines

A 150-A

niobium

nitride (NbN) ground plane was deposited on a
quartz substrate, followed by 250 A of hydro-

J. M. Pond and W. L. Carter

genated silicon (Si:H). After processing, 150 A

Electronics Technooy Division

of Si:H was deposited followed by a second
NbN layer of 140 A. A 25-Am wide 20.1-cm

Requirements for the processing of radar and
communications signals are expected to place
increaing demands on devices and circuits as
frequencies become higher and algorithms become

end, was then patterned in the second NbN film.
The contact pads were covered by 100 A of Cr,
1000 A of Au. and indium solder dots to have
repeatable contacts.

long microstrip line, with contact pads at each

more sophisticated. In addition, the size of these
systems must be kept small. The approach we are
pursuing uses a superconducting microstrip

,

transmission line in the kinetic inductance regime

I

,

as the building block. Kinetic inductance is due to

the inertial mass of the current carriers in a
0

4

_

conductor, It is possible to fabricate microstrip
where the inductance is primarily kinetic rather
than magnetic (caused by the energy of the
magnetic field in the dielectric). The solution to the

I

electromagnetic boundary value problem of a layer
two
sandwiched
between
of
dielectric
superconducting films is well known [11. The
microstrip lines that we have fabricated have low

_

Fig. 14 - The magnitude of the transmission response of the
microstrip at 4.2 K from 50 to 150 MHz

loss, low dispersion, and phase velocities of less

.

than one hundredth the speed of light. This is about
five times slower than has been reported

Experimental Results: Frequency responses
were measured with Hewlett Packard automatic

previously. This slow velocity can be exploited to
fabricate small filters.
We have shown that, if thin identical
superconducting films are used, the phase velocity
i, accurately predicted by

network analyzers. Figure 14 shows the magnitude
of the forward transmission coefficient for the
microstrip at 4.2 K. The microstrip has a
repeatable resonance signature indicating relatively low loss within the microstrip. The peaks of
the curve in Fig. 14 correspond to frequencies
where the microstrip is an integral number of
half-wavelengths long. This is due to the large

, (

/2)1/2

(./X)

impedance mismatch and discontinuity that causes
the microstrip to appear as a weakly coupled cavity
with an input and output port. The spacing between

where d and t are the dielectric and superconductor thicknesses, respectively, X is the magnetic penetration depth in the superconductor,
and v1 is the speed of light in the dielectric,
Since X is a function of the superconducting

the peaks corresponds to a phase velocity of 0.016
c, where c is the speed of light in vacuum. Similar

electron pair density, the phase velocity can be
varied, changing the electrical length of the
microstrip. This makes tunable filters. phase
shifters, and delay lines possible.

measurements were obtained at other frequencies
and temperatures, and the resonant peaks remained
well defined through the highest frequency, 2.0
GHz, that measurements were made.
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Fig. 16 - The normalized measured phase velocity, vp/c as a
function of temperature (dots) is compared to the expected
Fig. 15 - The reflected and transmitted transient response of
the microstrip, due to an incident 10 ns pulse

[

Figure 15 shows the time domain response
with a lO-ns input pulse. The first pulse is the input
pulse. and the second pulse, with negative polarity,
is the pulse reflected from the input to the
r.icrostrip. The transmitted pulse is reflected many
times within the microstrip, yielding pulse trains at
the input port and output port. The pulses were
undistorted with a spacing that corresponds to the
double transit time of the line.
Discussion: These measurements were used
to accurately determine the phase velocity of the
microstrip. Figure 16 shows the normalized
measured phase velocity vs temperature. The
measured values are compared to the expected
behavior, given the temperature dependence of X.

*

The transition temperature, 12.15 K. was
determipnd by observing the temperature at which
no signal was transmitted. Additional work has
been conducted to model these microstrip lines,
including the loss mechanisms 121.
Conclusions: The particular advantages of
this technique are the possibility of obtaining very
short wavelengths in a very small area due to the
reduced velocity and small coupling between lines

behavior (solid line)

and the flexibility of tuning the phase velocity. The
processing is compatible with Josephson junction
technology, allowing sophisticated signal processing functions as well as combined analog and
digital functions.
The primary area for improvement of this
device is the reduction of the loss in the dielectric
film. The loss mechanisms of the film have been
measured and identified. Much lower losses should
be obtainable with high-quality dielectric films.
Other areas of emphasis for future work will be in
the implementation of specific devices such as
phase shifters, tunable filters, taps, and coupled
lines with this microstrip.
[Sponsored by ONR]
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he energy of the universe
comprises the world of the
Plasma Physics Division. Here,
research fields of plasma,
atomic, and laser physics;
pulsed power sources; and
electron and ion beams are
directed to high atmospheric
and plasma dynamics, including
nuclear weapon and charged
beam effects on the atmosphere.
Milch emphasis is placed on
numerical simulation on a large
scale in these research areas,
but there is, as well, a practical
interest in the formation of
intense ion beams and the
interaction of laser energy with
matter.
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Typical conditions of the plasma required for

Soft X-Ray Laser Generation
Tr.N. Lee. E.A.McLean, and R. C. Elton
Pum PycDii
The idea of creatim, a laser generating a
\.avelength in the soft X-ray regime (X< 300A)
has attracted the imagination of many scientists
+
since the laser was invented over 25 years ago.
Such an X-ray laser has many potential
applications. These include
" interferometry of very small volumes,
SX-ray lithography used in the fabrication of
microcircuits,
*.flash radiography,
of dense plasmas.io.
,,,-ions.
• high-resolution imaging of life biographical
materials,

*

*

lamatemperature an

est

igotc.

and

temperature (about 10' K), and have a density of
109 to 5 X 1020 electrons/cm3 . One way to create
such high-energy 2 plasmas is to make use of
(-101 W)laesThelsrsavL
~~~~~~high-power
lasers. These lasers have
been highly developed in recent years, primarily
for inertial confinement fusion research. The
elongated plasma can be produced by focusing
such a laser beam (with a cylindrical/spherical
lens) in a thin line onto a desired target. We have
used such an approach to successfully produce soft
X-ray lasings in neonlike (ten electron) copper

,

NRL Result: In the NRL experiment [11, the
Pharos III Nd-laser operating at the wavelength of
1.05 tom, 350 to 500 J,and 2-ns pulse width is

focused in a 200-Am-wide line onto a copper

u s ha aat cotarget
Snnm
Host of important additional applications would no

1. The
power
2 concentration
the as
lineshown
focusinisFig.
in the
mid-101
W/cm 2 , which
produces a suitable plasma. We mainly used an

doubt arise when such lasers are readily available

ultrathin target composed of 1000-A-thick coating

to researchers in diverse disciplines of science and

of copper over a 1200-,A-thick Formvar substrate.

engineering. Naturally, the Department of Defense
could find many uses for such short wavelength
lasers. We have createda soft X-ray laser at NRL
and it is described here.

,

X-ray lasing are: the plasma must be several
centimeters long, have a diameter less than a few
millimeters, be very uniform, have a high

I

The extreme ultraviolet spectra (170 to 550
A)
9
3p
observed axially show three neonlike Cu5

3s
lines whose intensities increase
exponentially with the length of the target,
-

Requirements: Many difficulties occur when

indicating an axial gain. The power output of each

creating an X-ray laser. Since the lasing
wavelength is much shorter than visible
wavelengths, the lasing transitions must come from
highly charged ions instead of atoms. Thus an
enormous concentration of pumping power is
required to invert the populations of the energy
levels of these highly charged ions to create the
conditions needed for lasing. If an inverted
population is achieved, the lasing lines are
amplified as they pass through the length of the hot
ionized plasma. a process called amplified
silmulahted emission. This amplification is
nonlinear so that the lasing intensity grows
exponentially with the length of the hot plasma.

of these lasing lines is estimated to be
II kW.
These results are similar to those found earlier by
Matthews et al 12] with selenium targets. Two of
these lines are identified as J = 2 to 1 transitions at
279.31 and 284.67 A, and a the third as J = 0 to I
transition at 221.11 A . The gain coefficients,
which are derived from the measured exponential
curves (see Fig. 2) for the J= 2 - 1 and J = 0 I lasinglines, are,= 1.7 + 0.2cm andal=2.0
-I
+ 0.2 cm
respectively. The ratio of these
coefficients a 1/c = 1.2 obtained in the experiment
agrees with the recently calculated value 131 of
a /c5 = I to 2 and far exceeds the experimental
value of o1 / < 0.2 as reported in Ref. 2. This ratio

A
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1 METER GRAZING

X-RAY PINHOLE
TO

LASER

He
TRANSIT

NeINCIDENCE

SPECTROGRAPH

TARGET

BENT CRYSTAL
X-RAY SPECTROrGRAPH

ASPHERIC LENS If/6)
- CYLINDRICAL LENS

LASER BEAM
A= 1.05 pm

Fig. 1 -The experiment

8

(a)

o =279.3A

0

6

0

=284.7A

-excitation

this experiment.

0

4-

(a'l ) is a strong indication that electron collisional
is the primary pumping mechanism in

0

2
2lasing
2')LU

-

2,-

I
8(

"

Future: Having demonstrated soft X-ray
in CU19 + ions, we are now in a position to
improve

>
LU

efficiency

of these

lasers

by

laboratory devices. Also, it would be valuable to
investigate other materials to achieve lasing at
shorter wavelengths that could penetrate thicker

(b)
6-

the

modification in the geometry, making them useful

=221.1 A

0

and denser materials.

[ •[Sponsored
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Modulated Intense Relativistic
Electron Beams

0 The
frequency
of modulation
was
monochromatic and could be tuned between 60
MHz and 3 GHz.z
0 Electron

applications of IREBs that exploit these self fields.
Examples can be found in research areas on
high-power microwave generation, collective
acceleration of charged particles, and plasma
heating to thermonuclear temperature. NRL has an
interest in these areas of research, and for the last 6
years investigations were undertaken to understand
the role of self-fields in the various applications. A
new mechanism emerged from this research that
makes it possible to efficiently modulate IREBs at
power levels exceeding 10 to 100 W. With the
knowledge accumulated during this period, we can
project radio frequency (RF) sources, using
modulated IREBs, capable of generating gigawatts
to terawatts of RF power with pulse energies in the
100-ki range. This kind of power and energy
makes such devices interesting, not only for
military applications, but also for heating plasmas
to thermonuclear temperatures and for powering

0

beams

at

various

accelerating

potentials and currents were fully modulated
with an efficiency of nearly 100%.

The physics of intense relativistic electron
beams (IREBs) is governed by the beam electric
and magnetic self fields. There are many

•

_

Mn3

M. Friedman and V. Serlin
Plasma Physics Division

Theory [1]: A simple theoretical model based
on space-charged waves on IREB gave excellent
agreement with the experimental observation.
Numerical simulations agreed with the theory and
extended it into the nonlinear region. Both theory
and simulation showed that the electric and
magnetic self-fields of the IREB and the induced
electric field cause by IREB propagation through
cavities generate virtual cathodes in the drift
region. Electrons were reflected from the virtual
cathodes producing an oscillating current in the
drift region. The interaction of this current with the
cavities caused redistribution of energy within the
IREB in such a way that coherent bunches of
electrons were formed.
Generation: It is well known that RF power
can be extracted from modulated electron beams
(e.g. klystron). Thus a device was built that
converted the kinetic energy of the modulated
IREBs into either trains of high-voltage pulses or
an RF pulse. Nearly 50% efficiency was achieved.

Phenomenology [1]: During the experimental investigation of IREB transport through
drift space. we found that high levels of coherent
oscillation appeared on the IREB current. The drift
space consists of a smooth metallic tube in which
two or more wall perturbations are inserted. Figure
3 shows an example of such a behavior of an IREB
propagating through a smooth drift tube with
various numbers of perturbations that, for this
example. have taken the form of coaxial cavities,
For the preceding example, the following
important characteristics are observed:

Amplifier [11: During the investigation of
self-modulation of IREBs described earlier, we
were able to show theoretically that a mechanism
exists that can be used to construct an RF amplifier
of power over 109 W. This theoretical prediction
verified experimentally, and an R amplifier
was vrfe xeietly
n nR
mlfe
using an IREB was built at NRL. Figure 4 shows
the schematic of the high-power RF amplifier.
The most significant results from the amplifier
work are:
0 A low-power RF source completely modulates
an IREB that has 10' to 105 times higher power.

strongly
* The frequency of oscillation depended

*

on the geometry and weakly on IREB current
and voltage,

0 Unlike a conventional klvstron, a long drift
length for beam bunching is not necessary.
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"

The trcquenc.\ of modulation is 1.3 GHz, and
phase %ariation is !ess than 40

R,,lativistic Electron Beams."

.

Appl. Ph vs.

U

l.it. 49. 596 (1986).

* RF po%%cr extraction with an efficiency of"50%

has been achieved.
,

Theoretical

Charged-Particle Beam Propagation

analysis

predicts

that

beam

M. Lampe. G. Joyce. R. F. Hubbard.

modulation and RF power extraction at higher
frequencies (probably as high as 10 GHz) is

S. P. Slinkei, R. F. Fernsler, and A. W. Ali
Plasma Phiysics Division

possible with similar gain and power level.
S

Charged-particie beam propagation has been

As previously ien
Applications:
Other
tioned.
applications
of modullated
IREBs can
,te
applications
:
peiousy
can-bee

of
ofitnsyeatvsifor a number
studied at NRL and other laboratories
ars. Propagation of intense relativistic
beams in dense gases, or endoanmospheric
propagation, is of interest to the Navy because of
the potential for intercepting antiship missiles at
long ranges. NRL's Plasma Theory Branch has
engaged in computational and theoretical studies of
the complex phenomena of propagation that
include air chemistry, plasma instabilities,
energy-loss mechanisms, and hydrodynamics.
The branch also studies propagation in the
ion-focused
regime.
Propagation
in this

found in many other areas. Two of the more
are:electron
interesting exampls 'V
" A modulated IREB offers a promising plasma
heating technique. With this technique a
jresonant-heating
process
can
be
S
frequency-tuned to deliver energy on a
controlled surface within the plasma.
Moreover, ,reater RF penetration into the
plasma seems possible since the RF is carried
inside the plasma by the modulated IREB.

*

::',eI

regime is of interest for accelerator

low-pressure
transport
of high-current beams and for some

" The
; , ,modulated IREB can be used to power
for
particle accelerators. The new mechanism
acceleration [21 employs two beams of charged
particles that interact by means of a metallic
.structure. The first beam, the modulated
IREB. generates an electromagnetic field,
which in turn accelerates a second beam of
pis
og
r
n ix
s
1
MV/m can be established by the new
mechanism, accelerating electrons, or ions to
GeV energies. This mechanism is now under
investigation at NRL.

strategic defense missions.

Endoatmospheric Stability: Beam propagation can be disrupted by a variety of plasma
instabilities that arise from the interaction between
the electron beam and the plasma that it generates
as it propagates. The resistive hose instability is the
most serious of these. NRL's SARLAC particle
simulation code was the first computer model to
treat this instability in its large amplitude
(nonlinear) limit for a wide range of realistic beam

ISponsored by ONRI
Reeee
References

parameters. Figure 5. taken from a SARLAC
simulation of the 4.5 MeV, 7 kA Experimental Test
Accelerator (ETA) experiment at the Lawrence
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F
a and
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oLivermore
"'Modulation
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National Laboratory, illustrates the
this instability can disrupt
which
to
extent
propagation [1]. NRL has been a leader in
developing techniques for controlling this
and has assisted with planning and
analysis of stability experiments at several
laboratories.

Intense Relativistic Electron Beams by an
External Microwave Source,." Phys. Rev,
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Fig. 5 - (a) The x position of simulation particles vs the distance from the beam head. The large
contortions are due to the hose instability. (b) The y positions for this SARLAC simulation [1].

Current Multiplication:

Electron beams

SARLAC simulation beam in Fig. 5 nears the edge

normally generate plasma currents that flow in the
opposite direction to the beam. However, some
experiments have detected large forward-going
plasma currents. This mysterious current
multiplication phenomenon
was eventually
explained by NRL as being due to large-amplitude
hose instability motion by the beam. As the beam
approaches the conducting wall of the propagation
chamber, the axial electric field E(r,8) reverses
sign in certain regions. Figure 6 plots E(r,8) in a
cross section of the propagation tube taken as the

of the chamber [11.Forward-going currents flow
in the green, blue, and violet contour regions,
leading to a 70% enhancement of the net current.
Multiple-Pulse Phenomena: Endoatmospheric propagation to long ranges requires that
several pulses be used to "drill" a reduced density
path through the atmosphere. Many techniques
have been proposed to ensure that the later beam
pulses will remain in this low-density channel.
Several such techniques have been invented or
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completely expelled and can be drawn back into the
ion column. This induces an oscillating axial
electric field that can autoaccelerate some portions
of the beam and degrade other portions. This is in
i~i. ,!.fact the basis of the wake field acceleratorthat has
been proposed previously by workers in
-

accelerator physics.

[Sponsored by DARPA and SDIO]
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U

Fig. 6- Contours of the axial electric field E(rO) for the same
simulation used in Fig. 5. The beam has propagated 2.7 m, and
the fields are measured at 6.3 m from the beam head. The red
and yellow contours define regions where the plasma current is
negative (the usual case), while the green, blue, and violet
contours are where E drives a forward plasma current [11.
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Advanced Concepts in Radiation Sources
and Particle Acceleration
P. Sprangle and C. M. Tang
Plasma Physics Division
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explored theoretically at NRL. Simulations such as
SARLAC have been a major theoretical tool for
studying multiple-pulse propagation modes.
Experiments to simulate multiple-pulse propagation are planned for the new beam propagation
facility at NRL.
l on-Focused Regime Propagation: This is
a relatively new technique in which the plasma
electrons are expelled by strong beam-generated
radial electric fields. Left behind is a positive ion
column that can electrostatically pinch the
relativistic electron beam. The secondary plasma
can be generated by beam impact ionization or by
preionization with a suitable laser. NRL has
developed axisymmetric propagation codes to
study both cases. Phenomena of interest include
erosion or beam loss caused by inductive fields and
degradation of the pulse resulting from motion of
the ion column. Ion-focused regime transport in
the accelerator was crucial to the success of the
advanced test accelerator, and the technique
appears to have many applications.
If the beam propagates in a large volume of
dilute plasma, the secondary electrons are not

In recent years, interest has renewed in the
development of concepts and devices for the
production of efficient, tunable, high-power
coherent electrometic radiation and high-energy,
high-quality electron beams. The advanced
concepts presently under study at NRL are the free
electron laser (FEL), the induced resonance
electron cyclotron maser (IREC), the inverse free
electron laser accelerator (IFEL), and the plasma
beat wave accelerator (PBWA). These radiation
and acceleration sources not only are important
basic research subjects, but are also of potential
importance to national defense. The FEL, for
example, has been chosen to be the prime laser
source for SDI applications.
Free Electron Laser: These lasers are
tunable and efficient devices for converting
electron-beam energy to coherent electromagnetic
radiation. In the FEL, a high-energy electron beam
is sent through a transverse periodic magnetic field
(wiggler). The wiggling of the electrons by the
magnetic field can generate coherent radiation at a
wavelength that is related to the energy of the
147
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Fig. 7 - A free electron laser

needed for SDI

electron beam (Fig. 7). In the EEL. the radiation

achieve the high efficiency

field, wiggler field, and electron beam resonantly
couple to modify the refractive index in the vicinity
of the electron beam. The resultant complex
refractive index can lead to radiation focusing [I].
This phenomenon allows the radiation to grow
around the electron beam for extended distances.
Without this focusing effect, FELs could not

applications. NRL investigators have developed a
source-dependent expansion method to study
optical focusing, guiding. and steering in FELs [2].
Figure 8 is a computer simulation showing the
narrowing of the width (focusing) of the radiation
beam as the electron beam propagates through the
FEL for a distance of four Rayleigh lengths.

(a)(b

~(C)

i:Jk.,
,

(d)

x'

/
44

Fig, 8 - The transverse intensity profile of the free electron laser radiation at four
equally separate distances: (a) z = 0, (b) z = z., (c) z = 2 z., and (d) z = 3z o,
where z is t".e Raylkigh length of the input radiation. The radiation focusing associated with the FEL overcomes the free space diffraction.
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NRL is collaborating

with the National
Bureau of Standards on an FEL driven by a CW
racetrack microtron for material science and
biomedical research 131. Some of the exceptional
characteristics of this accelerator that are needed
for the FEL are continuous-beam operation, highand small-energy spread. good beam quality,
excellent energy stability, and high average power.
The racetrack microtron FEEL is expected to
generate radiation from 10 im down to 0.2 jm.

,

Induced

Resonance

electrons in an IFEL accelerator with a fully
relativistic formulation and find that the beam
quality improves exponentially. However, because
of the recoil of the electrons as quanta of
synchrotron radiation are emitted, statistical
fluctuations called quantum excitations eventually
limit further enhancement of the beam quality. In
high-energy IFEL accelerators, we found that
strong transverse focusing forces on the electrons
are required to reduce the effects of the quantum

Electron Cyclotron
Maser: The IREC quasioptical maser [41 is a
promising advanced concept for generating
coherent radiation in the millimeter to the infrared
• . ., w avelength
It
efficient
and
l
h regime.
g
Is is highly
g
ec
a

excitations.
°Plasma Beat Wave Accelerator
T
Wa
e
c
r
The PBWA is a collective acceleration
scheme that uses the enormous self-fields of an

relatively insensitive to the electron beam's energy
spread. It has been shown that by appropriately
tapering the applied magnetic field, the interaction
efficienc can be greatly enhanced. It is anticipated
eie
ta
c
that efficient, high-power millimeter submilli-

High-Power Electron
intense electron beams

excited plasma wave. The plasma wave is excited
by the parametric coupling of two laser beams with
a frequency difference equal to the characteristic
plasma frequency. Electrons can be trapped and
accelerated by the plasma wave. NRL is studying
self-focusing of the laser beams and the
possibility of tuning the phase velocity of the
wave to obtain ultrahigh energies.
The various novel radiation and acceleration
concepts outlined here have been the subject of

could have exciting applications in a wide variety
of areas, ranging from FELs and national defense
to X-ray radiography. A number of programs in
this area are under way at NRL, ranging from

intense national and international research. The
results of this research have indicated that these
sources may represent important additions to the
arsenal of radiation and acceleration devices.

modified betatrons to laser-driven accelerators.
The availability of high-power laser beams (> 101
W) suggests the possibility of accelerating
electrons to TeV and beyond. A summary of two
types of laser-driven electron accelerating
schemes follows.

[Sponsored by U.S. Army Strategic Defense
Command, ONR, and DOE]

*Lx

meter.n

realized with ithe
the IREC maser configuration,
realid "plasma
Acceleration of
Beams: High-quality,

ohIverse Free Electron Laser Accelerator
In the IFEL acceleration concept, coherent
radiation is used to accelerate electrons to high
energy by using a mechanism similar to that of the
FEL. Incoherent synchrotron radiation is emitted
by the wiggling electrons in the magnetic wiggler
field of the IFEL. This radiation emission can
effectively cool the electrons and improve the beam
quality. We have studied the dynamics of the

*

I.

P. Sprangle and C.M. Tang, Appl. Phys. Lett.
39, 677 (1981).

2.

P. Sprangle. A. Ting, and C.M. Tang, ac-

3.

cepted for publication in Phys. Rev. A (1987)
and Phys. Rev. Lett. (1987).
C.M. Tang, P. Sprangle, S. Penner, B.M.
Kincaid, and R.R. Freeman, Nucl. Instrum.
Methods Phvs. Res. A250 278 (1986).

4.

P. Sprangle, C.M. Tang, and P. Serafim,
Appl. Phys. Lett. 49, 1154 (1986).
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he near ultraviolet to the far
infrared makes up the realm
of the Optical Sciences
Division. Theory and
experiment are aimed at
principles and mechanisms in
optical phenomena, devices, and
materials. Research, both basic
and applied, is directed to the

'

diverse areas of laser physics,
holography, quantum optics, IR
surveillance, optical warfare,
atmospheric propagation, and a
range of optical data processing
studies. The development of
special optical materials, such
as those used in recording, and
the generation of missile seeker
technology are of concern.
0]
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Optical Studies of Aerosols
A. JLnphotograph
A.a.Campillo H-B.M Lin. T. J. Manuccia. Jr.
Optical Sciences Division
OilSeeDioresults

Droplets

"
V-

in

Gas

Flows:

Instances

of

two-phase fluid flow abound in both the natural

'S..

environment and in engineering applications.
Unfortunately. many important properties of these
flows remain without a firm theoretical or
experimental base. For example, considering only
flows of liquid drops in a gaseous environment.
items such as evaporation rates, heat and
momentum transfer, collisions between drops, the
effects of bulk additives, surfactants, and surface

separations below 10 diameters. Figure 2 shows a
from the first experiment in which drop
spacing and air flow are accurately controlled.
With drop spacing of -4 diameters, evaporation
for the central drop with zero, one or two
neighbors show that a drop evaporates faster when
it has close neighbors.

8.00oe-5
7e*

I

7.oo0604

600e-5
<

-

WATER

<

•*

•

•

films are not well understood. Thus engineering
design predictions of great economic importance

D 4.00e-5

can be in error. This impacts fields as diverse as
combustor design, antimisting aircraft fuels,

300e5

fire-fighting chemicals and their dispersal
methods, smoke, other obscurants and CBW

OIL-COATED WATER

....

....
4

5

6

7
8
SORT(REYNOLDS#)-

9

10

1

Fig. 1 - Evaporation rate of an uncoated water drop and

oil-coated water drops

agents. and acid rain.
We have developed an experimental program
to provide data and methodology for these fields.
Central to this effort is the technique of levitating
liquid drops with a strong (150 dB),
high-frequency acoustic field, and then flowing
gas past the drops. The required sound pressure
levels are produced in a cylindrical resonator that is
made part of a free jet wind tunnel through
openings in the curved wall of the resonator. In this
configuration we have performed the first
experiments on evaporation of levitated drops with
airspeed independent of drop size. We have
successfully suspended millimeter-sized drops in
airflows up to 300 cm/s.
Cloud physicists today are addressing the

i.

0

0

question of water-drop evaporation after the drop

has been coated by a nonvolatile hydrocarbon film.
WNW,Figure I shows the first experimental result on
evaporation of such oil-coated drops in an airflow.
There we see that evaporation is suppressed.
A second effect that has never been
quantitatively measured is the -proximity effect"

quanttativly
caused by flow perturbations expected at drop

Fig. 2 - Three levitated water drops. Air speed is 135
cm/s with flow from right to left. Drop diameters are,
-1.4
mm horizontal and - 1.0 mm vertical.
Measurements are performed on the central drop.
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Future work using laser techniques will
address questions such as drop rotation, drop
temperature. and internal circulation. Laser
diagnostic and imaging techniques will also be
applied to the flow field around the drops to
ascertain concentration profiles and stream
functions.

change in proportion to its absorption coefficient
and the resultant change is subsequently monitored
by observing variations in the scattered light. Other
photothermal schemes employed are based on
photophoresis and interferometric probing of the
heated gas envelope surrounding the particle.
Fine particles also show interesting nonlinear
optical properties. Applications include particle

-.

only

Ultrafine Particle Optics: Ultrafineparticles
a few micrometers in diameter have

diagnostics, phase conjugate mirrors, bistable
devices for optical memories, and space-based
lasers. The spherical droplet shape provides a

*

dimensions comparable to the wavelength of light
and exhibit resonant optical behavior that is being
exploited in defense-related applications.
Smokes have long been used as effective
cover in warfare. Obscurants are now designed to
improve behavior over a wide wavelength range
(microwave to visible). Prior to this work, little
experimental data were available for single

*

particles and data from clouds were difficult to
interpret
because of the complexity of
deconvolving the averaging effects of orientation

and size and shape distributions. Consequently we
have been studying the complex light-scattering
profiles from single oriented particles. The

*

",

charged particles are suspended in an electric
quadrupole levitator that fixes their position and
orientation in space. Subsequent laser illumination
and angular resolution of the scattered light provide
data that are compared to theory and the ultimate
consequences of variation of parameters such as
size. shape, and complex index of refraction.
involves
important
problem
Another
understanding the chemistry and growth of volatile
aerosols. Defense-related applications include fuel
chemistry, toxic aerosol cleanup, and growth of
marine aerosols. Several novel particle specific
photothermal spectroscopies have been developed
that allow broadband infrared (IR) spectra to be
obtained on single levitated droplets and
subsequent chemical analysis to be deduced. A

photothermal spectroscopy is one in which the
effects of heating following light absorption are
measured. For example. in "Photothermal
Modulation of Mie Scattering," an IR source is
used to heat the particle thereby inducing a size

:154
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Fig. 3 - A linear stream of falling lasing droplets
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particles are generated with a vibrating orifice (size
is kept constant to I part in 10,000). The observed
spectral output as shown in Fig. 4 remains constant
for hours and may be tuned by varying the orifice
frequency.

(a)
.

[Sponsored by ONRI
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Photoemitter Membrane Light Modulator

_

Device for Optical Processing

IbI
z-

J.N. Lee and A. D. Fisher
Optical Sciences Division

_

.5

"

dsignal,

¢)5
0

Optical information processing systems can
potentially exploit the inherent speed, parallelprocessing, and three-dimensional interconnection capabilities of optics to offer considerable
performance advantages in solving problems in
data, and image processing. To date, only a
minimum of this potential has been realized, due in

WAVELENGTH (nm

large part to the performance limitations in
currently available spatial light modulator (SLM)

F,g 4 - Typical spectral mode patterns from lasing droplets. In
(a) tine pump polarization has been adjusted to force lasing in

preclominantly transverse electric character. In (b) both
transverse electric and transverse magnetic modes are

technologies in framing speed, resolution, and

sensitivity. A two-dimensional (2-D) SLM is a key
component in an optical processor; it can be
thought of as an optical transducer that spatially
modulates the intensity, phase, or polarization of a
readout laser beam in response to optical or
electronic input information. Figure 5 illustrates
how one might envision the functioning of an

present

natural resonant cavity for stimulated processes
(lasing. Raman processes. etc.). Figure 3 shows
several lasing Rhodamine 590/water solution
droplets pumped by a green laser. The falling

READ

M,

-

,

"

CONVERSION AND
CONTROL

-.

E

*

%(E.G,

IMAGE

MODULATING MATERIAL
MEMBRANE)

TRANSPARENT ELECTRODE

MIRROR

iPHOTOCATHODE. MCP. GRID)
Fig. 5 - General construction for an optically addressed spatial light

%- .

modulator. Specifics for the PEMLM in parentheses.
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opticall. addressed SLNI as la ers in a sandwich
structure. Such a device allows control of one
optical beam by another beam. This device can be
used as an incoherent-to-coherent converter at the
input stage of an optical processor or it can be used
as a reusable, real-time replacement for
photographic film (e.g., in real-time holography,
Fourier-plane convolution/correlation filters, and
in synthetic aperture radar), and in advanced
applications such as feature extraction from
images, high-resolution adaptive optics, optical
matrix-algebra
computing,
and
optical
interconnects,
TheMphotoeice

mirror (100-nm-thick nitrocellulose coated with
indium) stretched over the array of MCP pores. A
transparent electrode is needed for membrane
deflection and for read bean access. A 2-D write
image incident on the photocathode creates an
electron image that is subsequently amplified by
the MCP and deposited onto the membrane array,
The charges on the membrane are electrically
attracted to the transparent electrode, causing the
membrane to deform. A coherent readout beam
reflected off the deformed membrane array is thus
phase-modulated by the information encoded on
the membrane array. The grid structure between
the MCP and the membrane is needed for
high-speed framing capability- it allows rapid

membrane light modulator (PEMLM) device
offers the otential oft overcoming many of the
previously mentioned limitations of existing SLMs

removal of electrons from the membrane by
controlling the energy of the incident primary
electrons to induce excess secondary emission.

(such ascurn
liquid crystal light
valves).
For
example.
device
areep
limte
bys
most current SLM devices are limited by
fundamental physics to a resolution-speed tradeoff
that equates to throughputs of < 100 million
pixels/s. Experiments and analyses show the
physics of the PEMLM should be capable of > 10
billion pixels/s, with > lOx advantages in both
resolution and speed. In addition, the PEMLM
offers quantum-noise-limited sensitivities nJ/cm,
to pJ/cm 2. whereas most existing SLMs are more

The
The PEMLM concept was first described
ecrbdb by
Somers [1]; initial fabrication and imaging were
demonstrated, but the devices had no framing
capability, and no special processing capabilities
cpit
deno s eca
were demonstrated.

eae

-." 'mos

dator

than three orders of magnitude less sensitive.
Finally. the PEMLM possesses a number of
desirable features for an SLM:
e information storage times of hours to days;
S -e

either parallel or serial addressing: and
*capability to perform in real-time imageprocessing operations such as contrast
enhancement/reversal, edge enhancement,
image addition/ subtraction, and synchronous
detection.

%-

.....

Fig. 6 - Images obtained with the PEMLM, Contrast
reversal operation is shown in the lower pictures.

Device Description: The PEMLM, the
conversion and control structure consists of a
photocathode, a microchannel plate (MCP), and a
grid structure (see Fig. 5). The modulating
material consists of a thin deformable membrane

Experimental: Figure 6 shows the imagery
obtained with the PEMLM. The actual resolution
of the device is beyond that of Fig. 6. Figure 7
shows phase-contrast photomicrographs of a
device with stored info~rmation. Full contrast

,
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Fig. 7 - Phase-contrast microscope image of the membrane
array. Note full contrast difference between some adjacent
pixels due to storage of step-function image.

difference is obtainable between two neighboring
pixels separated by 30 Am. Pixel separations much
smaller than this distance should therefore be

fabricating the monolithic grid are layer thickness
and avoidance of electrical shorting of the,%
metallization to the microchannel plate while still

N

possible. Figure 6 also shows the contrast reversal
operation by the PEMLM.
,-,,. Also demonstrated
were thresholding, edge detection,
image
addition/subtraction, and synchronous detection
whereby the PEMLM acts as a pixel array of
lock-in detectors to detect in an image only those

maintaining control of electron energy. The
effectiveness of this novel grid structure has been
theoretically
analyzed
and
experimentally
demonstrated [21 by successful write-erase cycling
of the device.
The ultimate speed of the PEMLM is
determined by the mechanical response of the
membrane. Membrane response is optically
monitored: the observed submicrosecond response
time, oscillation period, and damping are well
described by the theory for drumhead resonance

p

features oscillating at a prespecified frequency.
A grid electrode is needed for high-speed
-

-

framing capability, but a screenlike grid structure
is not feasible: mounting the membrane, physically
supporting the screen, preventing its collapse
under applied voltage, and preserving high
resolution would be major challenges. A
lfnonolithic grid concept was conceived, whereby a

°

metallization layer is placed between a sandwich of
SiO, layers, all deposited directly onto the
microchannel plate: voltages may then be applied
to the metallization layer. Especially critical in

vibrations. The actual speed limit is probably
caused by factors other than the mechanical
membrane response,
e.g.,
MCP current.
photocathode efficiency.
Lifetime and aging characteristics of the
membrane are deduced from the optically
measured membrane resonance frequency. No

%
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oberx able change,, in resonance frequenc\ are
oberx ed after the first te\, wkrite-crase c\c,,.,
Further. no changes in frequency are observed
because of flexing of the membrane (induced with
an alternating Noltage) o\er more than a million

couple to an upper sideband, termed the
anti-Stoke,, vaxe. ,a ith the result that the growth of
both sidebands beyond a certain point is
suppressed. The optical power then remains in the
original beam.

c,,cles.

A condition that is necessary for this gain
suppression to take place is that the anti-Stokes
wave. ,hich is created by the intertZrence of the
phase
i.
laser and Stokes waves, is paematched,
that iit
stays in phase with the nonlinear polarization that is
responsible tor its creation. Under usual
conditions, the phase-matching requirement is not

ln \ rrto

demonstrate the actual limits on PEMLNI speed by
incorporating, a high-quantum--efficiency photocathode and to denmonstrate sexeral of the
applications, such as rapid extraction of peaks from
a 2-D data array produced by a high-speed optical
processor
SposoredbOR
r
bthe
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Parametric Raman Gain Suppression

*

*

r
* -S
",

to one another, however, the necessary phase
matching can occur and the gain suppression takes
place. In most materials the angles are of the order
of several to tens of milliradians. In certain

situations.

for

example.

rotational

Raman

scattering in nitrogen molecules in the atmosphere.
the required angles are very small and the gain for
the sidebands that propagate in the forward
direction can be suppressed. This can be an
important consideration for the propagation of
high-power laser beams in the atmosphere when
stimulated Raman scattering is important, because
the forward propagating sideband usually has the
longest interaction length and therefore would be
expected to have the largest Raman gain.
At NRL we have studied the parametric

When a high-power laser beam propagates
through a material, it can be affected by any of
several nonlinear optical effects. One of these,
stimulated Raman scattering, causes the power in a
laser beam at one frequency to be transferred to a
beam at a lower frequency. If the laser beam is
powerful enough, it can create its own secondary
beam (effectively a lower sideband) in the material
and then transfer its power to it. This behavior can
be detrimental in many applications of high-power
lasers, especially those that require the power in the
original beam to be transported from one place to

coupling between the Stokes and anti-Stokes
waves that results in the suppression of Raman
amplification. This work has provided the first
quantitative measurements of the amount of gain
suppression that can be achieved as well as the first
reported observations of the suppression of the
anti-Stokes growth. Figure 8 shows the
experimental arrangement used to study the
suppression of Raman amplification. The pump
radiation for the process is obtained by frequency
doubling the light from a pulsed Nd:YAG laser.
operating at an infrared wavelength of 1.064 jcm.

another. Under certain circumstances, however,
the lower sideband, termed the Stokes wave, can

The resultant radiation, which has a green
wavelength of 532 nm, is divided into two parts.

00

p

met because of the dispersion in the refractive
idxta
index that occurs naturally in all materials. When
waves propagate at special angles with respect

J. Reintjes and M. D. Duncan
Optical Sciences Division
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AMAN AMPLIFIER
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DIODE
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FILTER

STOKES SEED

DULN

MODE-LOCKED

ND YAG LASER

Fig. 8- The apparatus used for measuring parametric Raman gain
suppression. The pump radiation for the interaction is obtained by
frequency doubling infrared radiation from a Nd:YAG laser. The Raman
amplification is measured by using a weak Stokes probe wave
generated with part of the pump radiation.

[*

the main Raman interaction, while the smaller
amount is used to create a weak Raman Stokes
beam to probe the main interaction.

,

c.'-.

,,*

The main Raman interaction takes place in a
cell containing either hydrogen or deuterium gas at
a pressure of several atmospheres. The details of
the gain suppression mechanism are studied by
measuring the amplification of the Stokes probe
wave, as the crossing angle between the Stokes
probe and the main pump bc am is varied about the
phase-matching direction.

,.%

Ifthe pump radiation is strong enough, it will
create the Stokes and anti-St( -es sidebands
without an input Stokes probe wave. Figure 9
shows the far-field pattern of anti-Stokes radiation
produced in this manner from vibrational
scattering in hydrogen gas. The center spot
corresponds to non-phase-matched radiation

"5

generated in the forward direction. The main part

*

of the anti-Stokes radiation is produced near the

phase-matched angle of 7.5 mrad and forms a blue

0

,-

ring
aboutNotheanti-Stokes
original direction
the pump
radiation.
radiation isofproduced
in

-

the gain-suppressed region at the exact phasematching angle. This causes a dark band to appear
in the anti-Stokes emission ring, giving rise to the

apparent double-ring structure in the figure.

Fig. 9- Anti-Stokes radiation generated in hydrogen gas. Most
of the anti-Stokes radiation is emitted near the phasematching angle of about 7.5 mrad, forming a ring about the
forward
direction
of the
anti-Stokes
is aresult
of original laser. The blue color of the

the combination otfthe Raman shift in

hydrogen and the green light used for the original laser. The

growth of the anti-Stokes radiation at the exact phase
matching angle is suppressed, producing a dark band in the
center of the emission ring and giving the impression of a

double ring pattern. The small blue spot in the center originates

from non-phase-matched anti-Stokes radiation generated in

the forward direction.
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Fig 10 - (a) A typical emission pattern for Stokes amplification in deuterium gas. The process is characterized by large gain in the
forward direction that falls off as the angle increases. At the phase-matching angle, there is a dark band where the Stokes gain is
suppressed. The red spot in the dark band is due to the weak probe Stokes beam used to measure the amplification. (b)
Measurements of Stokes amplification just inside (top), at (middle), and just outside (bottom) of the phase-matching direction. The
amplification reaches as high at 10' on either side of the phase-matching angle, but is only a factor of 2 at the phase-matching
direction.
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INPUT
STOKES

Fig. 11 The Stokes emission for
rotational Raman scattering in hydrogen.
Because of the much smaller frequency
shift in the rotational process (587 cm 1 vs
4155 cm - ' for the vibrational scattering),
the Stokes light is green instead of red. In
~~forward
of at near
a larger(a
addition, direction,
the gain instead
is suppressed
the

(a)

angle, as shown by the low intensity of the
hStokes light in the center of the pattern.
This behavior can lead to an increase in the
stimulated
Raman
threshold
and a
subsequent reduction in the loss of the
original laser power.

*

AMPLIFIED
STOKES
PARALLEL
LINEAR

,U.

3

(b)

*t

Gain suppression is also evident in the Stokes
emission pattern from deuterium shown in Fig.
10(a). Here the Stokes emission is emitted
primarily in the forward direction but is suppressed
in a ring with an angular diameter of about 7 mrad.
The probe wave used to measure the amplification
near the suppressed region is evident as the small

bright spot in the dark band. The amount of gain
suppression was determined by measuring the
amplification of the Stokes probe wave near the
phase-matching direction. Figure 10(b) shows
these measurements for crossing angles that are
smaller than, equal to, and larger than the
phase-matching angle. The amplification on either
161
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side of the phase-matching direction reached as
high as about 10.
while the maximum
amplification observed at the phase-matching
angle was of the order of 2. The amplification was
thus reduced by a factor of the order of 10' through
the gain suppression mechanism.
If the dispersion in the medium is small, the
gain suppression can extend to the forward
direction. Figure II shows an example of this
behavior in which the Stokes pattern is shown for
rotational scattering in hydrogen. Here the
phase-matching angle is smaller because of the
smaller shift associated with the rotational mode of
the molecule. As a result, the gain suppression
causes a reduction of the Stokes intensity in the
forward direction. For the rotational scattering,
the amplification was typically reduced by factors
of the order of 101 to 10'. and the threshold for
stimulated Raman scattering was increased by a
factor of the order of 3.5.
These results have contributed to our
understanding of various aspects of a fundamental
interaction between light and matter that is also of
one of the important limitations on the transmission
of high-power laser radiation through the
atmosphere.
The authors appreciate the assistance of Dr.
R. Mahon, of Jaycor, Inc., and Prof. L. L.
Tankersley. of the U.S. Naval Academy, in
carrying out the research described here.

can be a drawback. Fiber-optic magnetometers
operate entirely at room temperature and are
theoretically capable of performance levels
approaching those of superconducting devices.
NRL produced the first interferometric fiber-optic
magnetometer in 1980 1l and has recently
demonstrated record performance for this type of
device, less than 6 x 10-7 G per root Hz at I Hz
[2]. Areas of research over the past 6 years have
included materials processing and characterization. signal-processing techniques, transducer
engineering, and studies of noise mechanisms in
laser sources, fiber interferometers. and magnetic
materials.

[Sponsored by SDIO and ONRI
• , •"

(meters) for a system driven by a laser diode at
830-nm wavelength.

Method: All interferometric sensors work on
the basis of a phase shift induced by an external
measurand. e.g., magnetic field, pressure, or
temperature. Typically, the measurand produces a
strain in a transducing material that, in turn,
produces a strain in an optical fiber coupled to the
transducer. Changing the optical path length of the
fiber in this way affects the phase of light
propagating through the fiber by an amount
proportional to the strength of the measurand. This
phase shift is measured by using all
fiber-interferometric configurations that are
capable of resolving0-6 rad per root Hz (6 X10 - 5
deg per root Hz) above 100 Hz. The corresponding
resolvable length change is approximately 10-13 m

I

Fiber-Optic Magnetic Sensors
F.
F. Bucholtz, A. M. Yurek, and A. Dandridge

12 shows a basic fiber interferometer
configured as a magnetometer. The optical source
is a single-mode laser. Light in the fiber is split into
two paths by a fused fiber coupler and recombined
in a second coupler where interference occurs

The capability to measure very low-level
magnetic fields (< 10 5 G) at low frequencies
( 10 Hz) is extremely important in military,
medical, and commercial applications. The most
sensitive magnetometers currently available
employ superconducting technology where the
requirement for maintenance of low temperatures

uqes metallic glass bonded to multiple passes of
fiber to form the transducing element. Metallic
glass is chosen because of its excellent
magnetomechanical properties. In particular, this
material exhibits extremely high magnetostriction-the change in length of a material in the
presence of a magnetic field.

[•Figure

Optical Sciences Division

-2"

,

between light from the two fiber paths. This sensor
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FIBER

LASER COUPLER

SOUPUT

H
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The transducing element is the most critical

DETECTORS

element of the sensor system.
_.

P

.......

metallic glass element that has been heat treated

TRANSDUCER

Fig. 12 - An all-fiber interferometer configured as a magnetic
sensor. Strain induced by a magnetic field at the transducer is
connected to a phase shift and measured at the detectors.

A crucial magnetomechanical property of
metallic glass is the nonlinear relationship
between strain e and magnetic field H
e = CH

'

2

(1)

where the magnetostrictive parameter C depends
on material and preparation. By applying an
oscillating, or dither, magnetic field to the
metallic glass, the nonlinear magnetostriction can
be used advantageously to mix the dither field
with static or low-frequency
(< 10 Hz)
measurand fields. Hence, by measuring the
response at the dither frequency-typically in the
range 0.5 to 100 kHz-information on fields at
low frequencies can be obtained.
This is
extremely valuable since, although a direct
measurement of fields at low frequencies is possible. noise caused by thermal and mechanical
sources often totally' obscures the signal to be
measured.

to improve its performance. Earlier transducer
designs incorporated a simple flat strip of metallic glass bonded to one or more passes of fiber.

Results: By applying a dither field at 27
kHz to the transducer shown in Fig. 13, lowfrequency fields can be measured by monitoring
the output with a phase-sensitive detector. Figure 14 shows the minimum detectable field that
is conveniently specified by recording the lowfrequency power spectrum of the detector.
Three spectra are shown: dc to 100 Hz, with a
calibrating signal at 10 Hz, dc to 10 Hz; and dc
to 1 Hz. The noise level, specified as a field
level normalized to a 1 Hz bandwidth varies in
power inversely with the frequency from 20 milligamma per root Hz at 10 Hz to 200 milligamma per root Hz at 0.1 Hz. (1 milligamma
=10 - 8 G.)
Current and Future Work: Current efforts
are aimed at increasing the sensitivity of the
transducers and understanding the noise mechanisms in all parts of the system. In addition, the
present performance levels are sufficient to

J,,

W
Fig 13 - Magnetostrictive transdlucing element consisting of an optical fiber coil
and metallic glass cylinder

',9

It con-

,sists of a coil of tiber bonded to a cylindrical

MAGNETOSTRICTIVE
Ho

Figure 13 shows

our most successful transducer design.
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10 Hz

1 Hz

20 m-,/ Hz

60 m-/\ Hz

0.1 Hz
200 m-/\ Hz
Fig 14 - Demonstrated noise levels (a) dc to 100 Hz with a 10 Hz calibration signal, (b) dc to 10 Hz, and (c) dc to 1 Hz; noise
2
10-2 T - 10-12 V -s/m .
levels given in milligamma per root Hz. 1 milligamma = 10-8 G

*2
COMP.

V

LIA REF.

0

Fig 15 - Amultiple-sensor configuration employing three orthogonal magnetic transducers
(T.,T2,T) dithered at frequencies (,e.. p,
laser source

#

3)on

a single interferometer driven by a single
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warrant application in a host of areas. One such
application requires sensing of magnetic fields
along three orthogonal axes. Once again. the
nonlinear magnetostriction of the metallic glass can
be exploited by dithering each of three transducing
elements at a different frequency. as shown in Fig.
15. A parallel array of phase-sensitive detectors is
used to demultiplex the output. The entire

For many tactical applications, however,
there is a need for increased resolution and
sensitivity.
This requires
detector arrays
containing from several hundred detectors for
smart ordnance to tens of thousands of detectors for
imaging missile seekers and for search sets having
time delay and integration. For space applications,
both scientific and strategic, even larger numbers

multisensor configuration. which is easily
expandable, uses a single interferometer driven by
a single laser source.

of detectors are desirable. The detectors'
requirements for such systems can be met only byI
an improved approach that is capable of
multiplexing all the detector signals on the focal
plane.

ISponsored by ONT and ONRI
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Focal Plane Array Concept: The objective
of focal plane array (FPA) technology is to satisfy
the requirement for much larger detector arrays by
using the integrated circuit approach. The goal of
this approach is to perform all necessary functions,
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signal processor by as little as one wire per chip
Development of
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Infrared Focal Plane Arrays for
Advanced Navv Sensors

thousands of detectors. The FPA
technologies include both hybrid and monolithic
arrays (charge-coupled devices, charge-injection
devices, and charge-imaging matrices).

M. R. Kruer. D. A. Scribner, and C. J. Gridley
Optical Sciences Division
The detector technology in presentgeneration Navy infrared (IR) sensors is analogous
to electronic systems that existed before the
invention of the integrated circuit. Current IR
detection systems consist of either a single detector
or a linear array of semiconductor detectors in a
low-temperature cryogenic assembly. These

-.

detectors convert the incident IR radiation to an
cit
•
.connected
matching
array
of
preamplifiers.
Each

%

detector/preamplifier pair is connected by a wire
that must pass through the wall of the cryogenic

.t

•
%,e

dewar. Another set of wires then transmits the
signal from each preamplifier to a signal processor
that performs a variety of electronic functions to
provide signals either for a visual display or for
automatic data processing and system control,

*

IR TC"SUSTAT
TRANSPARENT

/
BUMP AT

BUMP

CCD INPUT
-SILICON CCD SIGNAL

PROCESSOR CHIP
PARALLEL SHIFT

REGISTER
p-TYPE
I-gCdTe

READOUT REGISTER

IR RADIATION

IMPLANTED n-REGION

EPILAYER

CdTe SUBSTRATE

PASSIVATION

CCD INPUT NODE

INDIUM
BUMP

Fig. 16 - A second-generation hybrid FPA consisting of a
two-dimensional

array

of HgCdTe

photodiodes

that

is

with indium bumps to a two-dimensional signal

multiplexer fabricated in silicon

Figure 16 shows a specific approach to FPA
technology. This hybrid approach consists of a
two-dimensional array of mercury cadmium
telluride (HgCdTe) photovoltaic detectors coupled
with indium bumps directly to an array of silicon
charge transfer devices. The IR radiation incident
165
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on a detector is converted to an electrical charge
that is innediatelN transferred into the silicon
dev ice directly beneath. The charge is integrated in
a storage array fabricated adjacent to the parallel
shift register. A series of electrical pulses applied to
this shift register transfers each charge packet in
to the readout register. Another set of pulses
applied to the readout register transfers this charge

difficult because of the high-density packing of the
individual circuits in the multiplexer. Often the
signal being read out from one detector is picked up
(crosstalk) by a nearby circuit in a poorly designed
FPA.

from one row of the array to the preamplifier,
These steps are repeated until all rows of the shift
register have been read to the signal processor.

monitored to assess the state of development of the
technology and to provide guidance to further
development. The evaluations of diverse types of

erestoth radutregstr.Anthr etof ulesFP

N'
%

providing one frame of the IR scene.

,

FPA technologies require extensive equipment to

FPA Development Problems: The demonstration of adequate FPA performance isoften

provide clocking, video signal processing,
high-speed/high-resolution (> 12 bits) digitiza-

hampered by several technical problems. Specific
amproblems that are encountered by all FPA

tion, and reduction of large volumes of digital
video data. Although conventional optical sources
are needed for calibration, more sophisticated
optical probes such as modulated lasers are needed
for measurements of lag, saturation, and temporal
response variances.
Examples of measurements pioneered at NRL
include lag, ramped operation of linear
charge-injection devices (CIDs) for high-flux
acterizto of f r i h mlly
char

approaches include, among others, saturation,
nonuniformity, charge transfer efficiency. noise,
and crosstalk.
Saturation: Sensitivity is tncreased by
collecting all available photons, but saturation
becomes a problem in FPAs because charge is
integrated and stored on the focal plane in an area

ie

that isotnls hnoesur
*

o..

rbe

,,.-

'%,-

cycled hybrid arrays, laser overload, calibration
tm
techniques

for

performance

efficiency,

and

measurements of array temporal and spatial noise

determine their effects on sensor signal-

addition isachieved by reading out the
Subframe
EA.
Sa
n fasteri than ther desired othe
FPA several times
frame
rate and summing the signals off the focal plane.

device. The figure illustrates that some pixels

Nonuniformitv: The response of individual
detectors in the array can differ because of
nonuniformities in the semiconductor, the
photolithographically defined device areas, and/or

indicated by triangles degraded from failure of the
indium bump contact and the subsequent
appearance of a large impedance in series with the

photovoltaic array following thermal cycling of the

the device processing.

detector. Other pixels indicated by crosses lose
sensitivity as the result of excessive leakage

talk: Charge transfer efficiency describes the
overall efficiency of the FPA's readout mechanism
to transfer signal carriers generated in the detector
off the focal plane. Reducing device noise to the
level where it is less than the noise caused by the
random generation of photons by the scene is

Lag affects the response of a detector to
changing flux levels. An ideal detector irradiated
by a pulse of light should yield an electrical signal
at the first read sequence following illumination
and then yield zero signal for subsequent readings.
However an InSb CID exhibits lag and yields an

",'-"Charqe transfer efficiency, noise, and cross-

,.

operation, characterization of failure in thermally

processing algorithms for target detection. The
current-voltage curves shown in Fig. 17 illustrate
degradation measured in a hybridized HgCdTe

.-.

J.

"

h

that is often less than one square mile. The problem
is ,'
minimized by instituting some form of gain
control or subframe addition. Gain control requires
that extra circuitry be added to dumppto
the dc
contribution from the ambient optical background.
furter ompicatng
he
icrolecroncs,

.~,

FPA Evaluation: The electrical and optical

performance of developmental IR FPAs must be
Ealtonf
The elctiA
an
botia

currents.J
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electrical signal for several readings following
termination of a light pulse. Figure 18 shows the
response of an InSb CID exhibiting lag. Ifthe same

,
0

Cc

H

e

-

0Z

detector is operated with more favorable operating
voltages, the electrical amplitude rises and falls

o GOOD PIXEL

5 - POOR PIXEL-HIGH DC LEVEL

more quickly.

n POOR PIXEL-LOW DC LEVEL
-300

2300

100

I

.

200

300

,FPA

Status: Midwave (3 to 5 ttm) FPAs
having lnSb, silicon Schottky. extrinsic silicon, or
midwave HgCdre detectors are much more mature

M LIVOLTS

compared to longwave HgCdTe detectors. These
detectors in the form of linear FPAs or staring
arrays of moderate size (128 X 128) are considered

0

sufficiently mature for producibility demonstra-

x ,

Fig 17 - Current-voltage curves of selected pixels of a hybrid
HgCdTe FPA exhibiting characteristics of a good pixel, a pixel
degraded
by a high impedance in series with the detector, and
a pixel degraded by excessive leakage current

ap

p

tions. These arrays have sufficient numbers of
detectors and performance to be considered for
advanced sensor systems. Longwave HgCdTe
FPAs are limited to a cutoff wavelength of about 11
because of material limitations associated with

dvm

purity, carrier lifetime, and surface passivation.
[Sponsored by ON-i
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Fig 18 - Response of an detector of an InSb linear CID to pulsed radiation lasting seven integration periods
showing the effect of lag on signal amplitude during and following the irradiation. Measurements were performed
with a reference t'as of -7 V. an internal injection voltage of 1.2 V. and ambient optical background.
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umerical modeling is used in all

areas of fundamental and
applied research. The range of
computer facilities encompasses the Cray X/MP and the
desktop personal computers
available to all professionals, as
well as a variety of intermediate
devices for special purposes.
The Cray is used by every NRL
research division. The
Laboratory for Computational
Physics and Fluid Dynamics
develops and applies advanced
numerical simulation techniques
not only to Navy problems, but
to other programs of national
interest; research centers on the
field of fluid dynamics.
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A. K. Jordan
Space Scien'e Divisioi

The fabrication of materials that are composed
of different dielectrics has opened up new
applications for electromagnetics and optics. Many
applications require materials that are designed to
have specified reflectances to incident radiation.
T%,o examples are low-reflectance coatings for
lenses
and
hih-reflectance
mirrors
for
astronomv. In the past. layers of constant refractive
index have be 'n applied to obtain high or low
reflectances. This method produced unwanted
reflections at the interfaces and had narrow-band
retlectances. The availability of broadband sources
and detectors for electromagnetic radiation and the
need for broadband
information channels
stimulated the effort to tbrmulate more accurate

design methods for broadband reflectors and
coatings.
c
t isp
reraIt is possible to produce materials whose
'"re
fra ctiv e in d e xe s v a ry c on tin u o u sly a s a fu n c tio n
ofdphtes"r
h dilcrcpofls"Ti
means that the reflectances of the dielectrics at
men"htterelcacso
hedeetisa
different"€.electromagnetic wavelengths will be
"is
different. By accurately choosing the gradients of
refractive index, the reflectances can be made to
vary in a prescribed manner over a broad band of
*
wavelengths.
General mathematical and computational
methods were used to design dielectric profiles
with specified reflection properties instead of
"

*

-.-

developed an accurate design method by starting
, ith an exact inverse theory and solving it by
successive approximations, i.e., by perturbation
methods 11,21. There will be terms in the
perturbation series that will diverge. The series can
be effectively
-(r'airi

Division"

,

-

NUMERICAL SIMULATION

Renornialized Inverse-Scattering Theory
for Dielectric Profiles

"

".

starting with a known dielectric profile-these
methods are known as "inverse-scattering
theories." In the past. several inverse-scattering
theories have been developed, but they have
generally been characterized as being abstract,
exact mathematical theories that are difficult to
apply or specialize, approximate theories that can
only be app' ed to limited cases. We have

summed

by the method of
which enforces energy

conservation for the electromagnetic field in the
dielectric so that the divergent terms are
eliminated.
Previous approximate theories have relied on
the assumptions of weak-scattering approximations (smoothly varying protiles with small
reflectances) or short-wavelength approximations
(high-frequency or physical optics). The
renormalized theory begins with the weakscattering approximation as a zero-order solution
to the exact theory. We found that continuing the
analysis to the second order provided more
accurate designs that have larger useful bandwidths
than designs obtained by using the weak-scattering
ar
ti
To test the inverse theory, we ran computer
experiments that used one program to generatc
complex reflectance data from a variety of different
profiles.
are solutions to the
" i e t These
s a t rreflectance
n " p o l data
e a a eprogram
r g a
"direct-scattering'"
problem.mA separate
applied the inverse method to these data to
reconstruct the profile. When the correlation
between the reconstructed profile and the "'trueprofile was close to one, we had a successful
reconstruction.
If the profile has steep gradients and sharp
corners, then the weak-scattering theories cannot
yield an accurate reconstruction. The renormalized
theory successfully reconstructs these discontinuities since it uses high-frequency
reflectance data to reconstruct the profile in the
neighborhood
of the
discontinuity
and
low-frequency data to reconstruct the profile in the
interior of the dielectric region.
Figure I illustrates this inverse-scattering
theory. The reflection data shown were generated
by solving the direct-scattering problem for the
171
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Fig. 1 - Simula ted refle ction d ata fo r electro mag netic w ave scatte ring
from the double triangular dielectric profile shown in the insert
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Fig . 2 - Dielectric profile reconstructed from the reflection data of Fig. 1

W,

shown as a function of electromagnetic pathlength

0

dielectric profile in the inset. The inversion method
was applied to these data. Phase information (not
shown) as well as the amplitude information of Fig.
I was used. This profile exhibits several
characteristics that cannot be accurately treated by
previous theories. There are several discontinuities
as well as smooth regions, the profile is
multivalued (there are peaks and a valley), the

6%-
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reflection data can be very strong as well as very
weak, and the data extend over a large bandwidth
(on this scale the weak-scattering approximation is
valid only for 0 < k < 0.6).
Figure 2 shows the reconstructed dielectric
profile; the profile was calcuiated as a function of
the electromagnetic pathlength-roughly the
geometric distance scaled by the wavelength in the

NUMERICAL SIMULATION

O

"

"

dielectric. This inverse theory can also rescale the
pathlength back to the geometric distance so that
the width, the height, and the shape of the profile
will be accurately reconstructed. Since the
transformation to geometric space reconstructed
the original profile shown in the inset of Fig. 1,

by the computational fluid dynamicist. The first
problem sterns from the observation that
turbulence in nature is composed of structures
having a size range covering many orders of
magnitude. When we observe the turbulent
convection of air in a heated room, for example, we

with an error less than 5.0 % it is not repeated here.
(Sponsored b\ ONRI

find that the largest flow structures are about the
size of the room and the smallest may be only a few
millimeters. Any direct calculation of turbulence
must therefore contain sufficient degrees of
freedom to represent the largest flow structures
simultaneously with the smallest. This is of critical
importance since most of the energy is contained in
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forces). For a typical flow, R (as defined here) can
range from 100 to 1000, so that even a low
Reynolds number simulation requires 106 words of
memory. If we include the requirement of high
computational speed, we conclude that today's
supercomputers are capable of simulating only low
Reynolds number turbulent flows.

R. A. Handler and R. I. Leighton
Laborator\for Computational Physics
and Fluid Dynamics
-Turbulent flows are among the most complex
o ali flows found in nature. An adequate
understanding of these flows is essential to the
development of technologies of interest to the
Navy. For example, an understanding of
turbulence-induced wall pressure forces may lead
to the eventual control of flow noise, radiated
sound, and unwanted structural vibrations. One
approach that may lead to a deeper understanding
of turbulence is to simulate these flows from the
governing equations of fluid dynamics. The results
of such simulations provide very detailed
information that can be studied in depth in much the
same manner as one would study experimental
results. This is thc approach that has been taken at
NRL

.

Computational Methods: The details of the
computational methods are described in Ref. 1.
Briefly, the velocity is represented by a Fourier
series in both the flow and cross-stream directions.
Chebyshev polynomials are used in the direction
normal to the wall. The incompressible form of the
governing equations of fluid dynamics is then
solved by standard time-splitting methods in which
the computation of the nonlinear terms is separated
from the calculation of the effects of pressure and
viscous forces.
Computational Parameters and Results: In
the most reLent calculation performed at NRL,
turbulent flow was computed in a channel whose
dimensions in the streamwise, spanwise. and wall

Computational Requirements for Turbulence Calculations: In undertaking these
calculations, several problems must be considered

•
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STREAMWISE VELOCITY

''
y

uw
Z
U)

Ul)

00

STREAMWISE DISTANCE
Fig. 3 - Enhanced color plot of the streamwise velocity in a turbulent
channel flow. The data are taken on a plane 0.142 half widths from the
wall of the channel, and the flow is from left to right. The axes are scaled
in units of the channel half-width.

normal directions were, respectively, 5. 5,and 2 in
units of the channel halfwidth h. The velocity and
pressure were computed at 532.480 grid points.
The flow was driven to a statistically steady state by
imposing a constant driving force in the flow
direction. The Reynolds number of the flow based
on the average velocity and h was about 3350.
We have plotted in Fig. 3 the streamwise
velocity field at one instant in time on a horizontal

[

plane a distance 0. 142 half widths from the wall of
the channel. The colors range from purple
(ast-moving fluid) to white (slow fluid). Highly
elongated regions of slow and fast fluid are clearly
evident in the figure. This elongated structure is
typical of so-called "streaky" structures found in
experiments. This streaky structure has been
*
identified in the last 10 to 15 years with a
%,well-organized
or coherent tlow structure
composed of elongated vortices whose axes are

aligned in the flow direction. Such plots of the raw
velocity data are, however, not easily interpreted.
One can obtain a clearer representation of the
coherent events in the flow by using a technique
called conditional sampling. In this method the
flow field is sampled only when certain
predetermined criteria are met. These samples of
the flow are then added together to form an
ensemble. Figure 4 presents the flow patterns that
were obtained by using three methods-negative
slope VITA (variable interval time averaging)
detection, second quadrant Reynolds stress
detection, and positive slope VITA detection.
These methods are described in Ref. 2. Each plot
represents a horizontal view of the velocity field in
which the spatial coordinate is measured in units of
the viscous length 1* where 1* is a length based on
the viscosity of the fluid and the shear stress at the
wall of the channel. These figures portray different
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Velocity and wall-pressure field during a coherent event.
Results from three methods are shown.

-- 1aspects of a cyclc of events termed the burst-sweep
cycle in which low momentum fluid is ejected from
i
the wall in a "burst" followed by an impinging jet
.,
,
of high-momentum fluid. Note also that in regions
where fluid has been ejected. the pressure at the
,,.,
[*..
wall is strongly negative, and in regions where
,
fluid is impinging on the wall, it is positive.
Future work in analyzing the data generated
i
S,:
[*
,..

-

,
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from these computations may lead to a better
Simulations
Synhetic Linme-of-Sigtg
understanding of shear flow turbulence and an
W. M. Morris
understanding of the relationship between coherent
Tactical Electronic Warfare Division
turbulent processes and the pressure field.
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on Navy ships and aircraft are simulated in the CTS
acilit
bN simulating the electromagnetic
environment the missile would experience in a
real-vorld tactical engagement. The simulation is
provided by an 8 to 18 GHz radio frequency
environment simulator (RFES). a three-axis flight
motion simulator (TAFS), and a digital computer
system. The simulations provide the U.S. Navy
and allied fleets with detailed information
concerning countermeasures effects against known
or projected threats. The unique value of the
information provided is a result of the test article
missile hardware interacting with the aircraft and
ships' onboard and/or oftboard EW assets. While
at-sea testing is very important, it is performed
Aunder

.

:J'

~.,',"

The SLOS method simulates apparent motion
effects by using the TAFS and allows a tactical
engagement to be simulated by using a single
element from the RFES antenna array. All
simulated geometry for SLOS must be the same as
for true line-of-sight. This is accomplished by
allowing the angular orientation of simulated
north, east, and down coordinates with respect to
CTS facility coordinates to change with time. If the
missile seeker could not perceive its own rotation
rate, then its simulated illusion of reality would be
unspoiled. However, some seekers do measure
line-of-sight rates. Thus the TAFS, RFES, and
missile seeker all require compensating terms
during SLOS simulation.

difficult conditions and only for a limited
number of cases. In the laboratory, the number of
test variants of interest grows exponentially with
th'ubro
%'.the
number of seaiscnidrd
scenarios considered. Innte the
"..-.',.
laboratory,
simulated engagements are modeled

,

S
,

SLOS Implementation: The SLOS method is
controlled by the rotational transformation from
fixed coordinates to CTS-facility coordinates.

and controlled by use of the facility's digital
computers. For scenario flexibility, true and

Fixedcoordinates
do not rotate with respectto.
Ft
inertial space and may coincide with north, e
es

synthetic line-of-sight (SLOS) simulation methods

and

are used to model the inertial and rotational frames
'frgimbals
been
incorporated
into the et.
CTS facility
each
b-efenc
tdeintofthea
faty with
thehe
inoprecountermeasures
designed to maximize simulation capability,

are
usd to d
btenaieosation
faty.
and RFES antenna positions in the facility.
The direction of the target and electronic
return to the missile defines
which two components of the SLOS rotation rate

Line-of-Sight
Methods:
The
true
line-of-sight method simulates the relative
geometry of a missile and its intended targets in
inertial coordinates. The angular motion provided
by the TAFS is the true angular motion of the
missile with respect to inertial space. The apparent
position of the target, as seen by the missile, is
affected by target features, relative geometry, and
environment. The RFES accommodates the
apparent target motion by transmitting simulated
radar reflections from a large spherical antenna
array. These antennas are distributed at fixed
locations within a 200 elevation by 80' azimuth
field of view. For the true line-of-sight method,
the RFES simulates only the targets' apparent
motion effects.

are required to stabilize the antenna position in the
facility. The third component is calculated to
stabilize roll. Each coordinate rotation is
represented by a quaternion that is factored into tilt
and roll components. The coordinate rotation for
each component is calculated from a single
complex variable.
Missile-body angular rates and positions are
required for TAFS control. When these are
transformed to facility coordinates the TAFS
angular rates must be reduced by the SLOS rotation
rates. While the target and electronic
countermeasures return are stabilized to radiate
from a single RFES antenna, the reflections from
nearby ships and decoys are simulated on the full
array. Since the RFES is controlled with the speed
of electronic devices, the ships' and decoys'

o
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•

apparent dynamics may be controlled by updating
their positions in CTS-facility coordinates,
During simulation design, the missile test
article is examined and its functions are partitioned
into TAFS mounted hardware,
stationary
hardware, and computer models. Missile-seeker
SLOS compensation must be performed if
g,roscopes are included in the TAFS-mounted
hardware. The SLOS rotation rates may be injected
into the TAFS-mounted seeker hardware or the
.
computer model. A shaping filter for each seeker
type ma\ be required to force the seeker output
signal to be the same for both true and SLOS
simulation methods. Some scenarios may be run by
using either true or SLOS simulation methods.
SLOS is judged to be valid when repeated
simulations of both methods produce functionally
identical results for the scenarios of interest.

'0

*

5.,

Physical Model: The flow is assumed to be

Conclusions: The CTS facility is designed
with sufficient simulation flexibility to permit its

incompressible and hydrostatic, i.e., the buoyancy
effect dominates the vertical motion of the flow. It
is bounded by a free surface on top and a rigid

adaptation to a variety of missile electronic warfare

bottom that lies in the x-v plane of an x, y,z

engagement situations. Each new entry in the CTS
missile-model library is a candidate for SLOS
simulation. The advantages of the SLOS method,
which include the flexibility of more targets and a
larger field of view, make the more difficult
implementation worth the extra effort required.
[Sponsored by ONT]
U

Cartesian coordinate system. The density of the
fluid is originally stratified in the gravitational
direction along the z axis.
A rectangular, staggered grid system is
chosen with the towing direction of the sphere
along the positive x-direction. To carry out the
simulation of flow patterns within a limited
computational domain, the grid spacings in both
the upstream and downstream regions can be
stretched to allow us to observe the slowly evolving

Vortex Motions in Stratified Wakes
Y. T. Fung

vortex patterns at a region of interest while keeping
the sphere moving downstream.

Laboratoryfor Computational Physics
and Fluid Dynamics

*

*
.,

'A'
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Mode

Im,,

%

Splitting:

A

central-difference

When an axisymmetric body is towed through

technique is used to solve the Navier-Stoke
equations, the continuity equation, and the
incompressible
condition.
The
hydrostatic
assumption allows us to integrate the equation of

a stably stratified fluid, i.e., a fluid heavier at the
bottom and lighter on top, vortices are first shed
without any preference in direction. The region

vertical motion directly. The presence of the free
surface, however, introduces a phase velocity that
moves a lot faster than the towing velocity. To

immediately
This behind
sa
the
of tstte
turbulen
sfentul
state.ieThis state of turbulence is eventually
nhbie
by tedensity stratification in the

slte
l
th
se to sepratelitera
split-explicit method is used to separately integrate
the two corresponding sets of equations in time. A

S.W. Chang
Space Science Division

.-

gravitational direction. The flow tends to meander
horizontally and gradually rolls up into horizontal
pancake" vortices. The resultant pattern formed
in the late wake, even though inherently
three-dimensional, is confined within a relatively
thin horizontal layer. The visualized pattern is
often reminiscent of the two-dimensional Kfirmqn
vortex street if observed from the gravitational
direction [I]. Such vortex patterns do not exist if
the fluid in which the axisymmetric body is towed
through is homogeneous.
We have developed a three-dimensional,
time-dependent computer code [21 to simulate
those
internal
vortex patterns
and
the
corresponding free-surface signature generated by
the motion of the vortices.
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much smaller time step is applied to the equations
corresponding to the fast-noving velocity to avoid
numerical instability. This method enables us to
economically observe the time history of the slowly
evolving vortex patterns while including the free
surface effect.
illustrations
The
Results:
Numerical
presented here were extracted from the results
generated by a 125 x 41 x 15 grid with the
horizontal grid sizes equal to 2 crn. At t = 0, we
started tow ing the sphere in the middle layer of the
fluid. The tracer contours in Fig.5 demonstrate the
evolutionof the ,ortex pattern inthe middle layerat
t
120. 240. 360. and 600 s. After being released
from the sphere, the tracer spread, meandered, and
slomply rolled into organized patterns. Figure 6
sThows the corresponding surface signatures. At t
120 s. the surface signature was only caused by the
early turbulent wake caused by the passage of the
sphere. There is no indication that organized

4

structures exist within the flow field at this time as
also demonstrated in the tracer contour in Fig. 5.
The vortex pattern, however, evolved with time
and eventually appeared as peaks and troughs in the
surac
Aaeil
trough rerset aarietyure
surface
,_
sinatures.A trough represents a pressure
drop owing to the rotation of an organized structure
%kithinthe flow field,

*
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the Wake of a Sphere."
I/ , . . (1977).
(1977).
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A. J. Rudgers
Underwater Sound Reference Detachment
Elastomeric materials are widely used to
control vibration and sound radiation in military as
well as in commercial devices and systems. In
theoretical analysis and in numerical modeling of
such devices and systems, mathematical formulas
are required that describe the viscoelastic behavior
Any
mathematical
materials.
of
such
representation of viscoelasticity, if it is to be useful
in the investigation of acoustical and vibration
problems of interest to the Navy, must be
sufficiently general to encompass elastomeric
materials of many different kinds. Only through
use of such general representations can the effect of
material properties on system performance be

k

properly evaluated.
Mathematical

%

Phys. Fluids 20

Model:

Recently

we

developed a method of finding mathematical
expTessions that represent the dynamic (i.e.,
frequency-dependent) viscoelastic moduli of
elastomeric materials having a variety of
elastomeic.
mechanical properties. For example, an analytic
expression can be found to describe an elastomer
with particular stiffness properties at low and at
high

References
Hpeak

'5

Analytic Representations of
Viscoelastic Moduli

frequencies,

with

its

rubber-to-glass

transition located in the vicinity of a specific
frequency, and with a specified broadness in the
of its damping factor [11. The method is based
on representation of a viscoelastic material by a
statistical ensemble of microscopic springs and
dashpots.
Microscopic springs, with spring constants

2. Y.T. Fung and S.W. Chang, "Simulation of
Internal Vortex Motions in Stratified Wakes.'Third International Symposium on Stratified
Flms. California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena. Feb. 1987.
E

described by the random variable r. and
dashpots. with dashpot constants described by
the random variable 1. are considered to be
interconnected (in a network sense) in the
series-parallel scheme illustrated in Fig. 7.
(Figure 7 shows a finite number of finite springs
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wo.Usually one assumes r and I are independent random variables so that the relation

T,
r0

PRL(r. 1)= PR(r)PL(I)

and PL are, respectively, the probability densities of r and 1.

rO
s

D 11

D 12

Deriving Expressions for Viscoelastic
Moduli: To derive expressions for the complex
function M(co) that can be used to characterize
elastomeric materials with different kinds of
viscoelastic behavior, the integral in Eq. (1)
was analytically evaluated by using different
PRL.
Typical
density
functional
probability
for theforms
forms
for probability
functional

sir3

"
, INIeric
0N

ri

r2

D 13a

density functions that might be used in this
evaluation are shown in Fig. 8. The graph in
Fig. 8 pertains to the case of independent random variables r and I with density functions of
the same form. In this situation, either of these
random variables may be described by the genvariable x, with X as its expected value
with Px as its probability density.

SNand

Fig. 7 -

dom variable 4,

A finite network analog of the

x IX.

Each of the four functional forms for PRL
shown in Fig. 8, or any other such form, gives

The additional spring with
constants /I.

rise to a particular form for M() when the
integral in Eq. (1)is evaluated. One tailors the

constant ro represents the static stiffness of the material. The dynamic
modulus of the material is represented

functional form of M to the viscoelastic proper-

ties of a particular elastomeric material by the

by the total impedance
TT'. connected
between the terminals

choice of the functional form taken for PRL.

and dashpots li , since an infinite number of
infinitesimal impedance elements cannot be depicted.) If PR (r. 1 is the joint probability density function for r and 1, a dynamic viscoelastic
modulus M(w) is calculated as the expected
(i.e., average) value of the impedance that is
iwhich
h infinite
t
t
a TT'' in the
c
t between
terminals
connected
,', ,,
analog of the network shown in Fig. 7. This
•
is expressed by the two-dimensional
.7."impedance
*sebd
Sr
i

integral
11
rle
'.oo
oc
)

0

j rl
r +jl
r+ j U)

PRI(r, I)drdl,

(I)

j isthe imaginary unit. The modulus M
is a complex function of the angular frequency
180

=

viscoelastic modulus of an elastomeric

material comprising N springs with
spring constants r, and N dashpots with

ewhere

The

quantity 0, in Fig. 8 is the nondimensional ran-

V

M
M

holds, in which PR

As an example, consider the Maxwell probabil-

ity density,
(8/r 2 X) (24,)2
Px(3)
exp - (20 ")/ir,

(2)

results in the peaked solid curve in Fig.
8. When Eq. (1) incorporating this probability
density is evaluated, one obtains a formula (not
reproduced here) that leads to the complex
viscoelastic modulus depicted by the solid
curves in Fig. 9. The variable s in Fig. 9 is a
nondimensional

form

of

expressed by the equation
= ro,

the

frequency

(3)

*
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10

where
7= L / R

0
-

×

"the

/,

10

0

20

30

40

..
Fig.

8

-

Various

nondimensional

probability

density

functions that can be used to describe ensembles of
microscopic springs and dashpots. The upper solid curve
illustrates a Maxwell probability density function (see Eq.
(2)). The dashed curve illustrates a Rayleigh probability

,.1
4'

the respective real and imaginary parts of the

Mi eix

06,

/
•

0.4

'[-

M/from

-!

0

0.6
I

1.0

.1

in Fig. 9. That is, the step-like transition in the
real part of a viscoelastic modulus of an actual

material is less abrupt than that in a material
having a single relaxation time (upper curves in
Fig. 9); and the peak in the imaginary part of
that modulus is lower and broader than the
corresponding peak in the imaginary part of the
modulus of the material with a single relaxation. Thus the procedure described is capable

_-"M"axw

02

0o1o1.0

10.0

~:

*

Fig. 9 - The complex viscoelastic modulus M Maxw(0) of a
material characterized by a joint Maxwell probability
density function describing spring and dashpot constants
compared with the complex modulus M ier (I) of a material
characterized by a single relaxation time. Solid curves
depict the real and imaginary parts of M Maxw normalized
by R. and dashed curved depict the real and imaginary
parts of Mirex normalized by R, where R is the average

value of the spring constant. (a) Single primes denote the
real parts of the moduli.

of

producing

analytic

representations

for

dynamic moduli that mimic the viscoelastic""

"
,

simple viscoelastic behavior, it is known that
the viscoelastic modulus one observes differs
the modulus of a material characterized

100

MI
,

modulus Mireir (dashed lines). The quantity
is the dynamic modulus of a rudimentary
viscoelastic material characterized by a single
Mire

10.0

(b)

-4-

(solid lines) are compared with

by a single relaxation time in just the way that
the solid curves differ from the dashed curves

,/
0.2

001

MM,,,,

relaxation time r, which, for the comparison
is taken equal to 70 in Eq. (4). For
most actual elastomeric materials displaying

//shown,
/

0.8

".2

In

Fig. 9, the real and imaginary parts of the

modulus

(a)

W"

Behavior of Elastomeric Materials:

semi-Gaussian probability density

..

"

is a relaxation time calculated from the average
value R of the random spring constants and the
average value L of the dashpot constants that
characterize the viscoelastic material being
modeled. Since any dynamic modulus of an
elastomeric material is a complex function of w,
variation with frequency (i.e., with "here)
of both its real part M'4,L,,. (Fig. 9(a)) and its
imaginary part M", , (Fig. 9(b)) must be considered. p
ar(

density function.

The chain-dashed curve illustrates a
function. The lower
solid curve illustrates a low-pass uniform probability
density function. The average value X is the same for all
the probability density functions shown.

?

(4)

(b) Double primes denote the

imaginary parts of the moduli.

dti

behavior exhibited by actual elastomeric materials.

[Sponsored by ONRI
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elecommunication and information
processing technologies are under
development to support battle
management. NRL is active in
development of network

the

designs for

0

secure
and

of information

transmission
decision

support systems that are needed
in managing

Artificial

intelligence,

computing,

information

situations.
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Integrated Battle
Group
Communications
Networks
G. Kallgren
and
Dennis N. McGregor

188

Single-Board Digital Signal Processor for Voice and
David L. Tate and Raymond Cole, Jr.
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.184

SDI Mid-Course Battle Management"
Leslie J. Pierre and Kurt Askin

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Integrated Battle Group

networking and internetworking technologies that
can be applied to naval telecommunications.

Communications Networks

.e.

D. GThe
" '%""
3>.

System Concept: Figure 1 shows the

D.G. Kallgren and D. N. McGregor
hfiwrnation Technology Division
htrti.T

l-

system concept embodied by the UNT project. As
the current Naval Telecommunication System, a

Din

Naval
currently uses a
--, telecommunication
tem
nao
uconnectivity
number of networks and links, each optimized for a
specificol(Cvielementsperating-Bndependently.
specific serv ice and operating independently.
Automated network operation and internetwork
information transfer is a means of supporting
evolving Fleet command and control requirements.
for which expansion of the battle area, reduced
reaction times, and high volumes of data are
predicted. To address this problem. a Unified
Network Technology (UNT) Program [1] has been

variety

desiv'ned to demonstrate the benefits of new

system).

.:

of transmission media will provide
between Battle-Group Command and
Control (C2 ) elements and Shore-Based elements.
Transmission assets will be provided by current
development efforts in robust radio communication. such as the High-Frequency Anti-Jam
(HFAJ) Program, the Joint Tactical Information
Distribution System (JTIDS), and the Navy
extremely high frequency (EHF) Satellite
Communications Program (NESP, in conjunction
with the MILSTAR EHF satellite communication

,
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Unified multinetwork architecture

k,

controller (MC) at each
communication node is the central component of
thc UNT systemn concept (Fig. 2). In the context of
reference
model
for open
systems
the
interconnection (OS!) 121, the MC performs
functions in the network and transport layers of the
sevecn-liver model. It must be compatible with and
~~~
augent protocols for internetwork communica-

MC architecture is focused on protocols for the
tactical -inte rnetworki ng environment and a new
model of internetwork operation for integrated
battle-group communication networks. The MC
manages requests for communication services by
C' elements, manages the connections between C 2

tion currently defined for these layers, such as the
transmission
control
protocol
(TCP) and

Unlike the so-called catenet model on which
the Current internetworking protocol suite 131 is

inte rnetwAork protocol (IP). These protocols are
required tor use in Department of Defense
*packet-swvitch
in networks and are used in the
netwkorks, to which Naval C1 centers and coim*
~municatilon stations ashore arc connected: they are
unsuLited for use in the naval tactical environment
wkithout some augmentation or miodi ficat ions.

based, the modlC of the tactical -internetwork
environment used in defining the MC architecture,
shown in Fig. 3. places all netwvorks in parallel.
This model permits load balancing and alternate
rout muy of trafftic thrltu~houtt the inixed-nmedia
transmission svstcmi.
The cur7rent internetw~ork protocol Suite is
inadequate for thils model sin1ce it usesS Only the

Netwtork Control and the Tactical
Research on the
Internetwork Environment:

1nmber of' networks, tra'.ersed h\ a pa!th as the

A

*

~

miultinetwork

*
n.Multiple

resources throughout the
suprsntntwrreang

Battle Group.

and

distance metric for computing routes between
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nodes. If this metric were used in the
parallel- network model, routes traversing multiple
Ne
~ ~because
v
networks would notH be created or used,
the
internetwork "'distance" between nodes would be
one in all cases.
Protocols (or the tactical-internetwork
environment and the parallel-network model must
use other distance metrics for traffic routing. and
will require tight coupling between the link control
-\4

A.~*.-

than a more loosely coupled concatenation of
networks. ~-~~MC'.V-,-~
H.While the MC is the key element that supports
integrated battle-group communications, other
issues are currently under investigation by the
UNT programn. These include methods of
providing message and transmission security in the
system, protocols and algorithms for providing
robust, jam-resistant transmission techniques.

v.

eletments and data bases. Thus, the resultant system
concept resembles a single network comprised of

Though the use of system layering concepts such as
the OSI model provides some measure of isolation

-:.

links using different transmission media, rather

for MC functions, all of these issues affect to sonic

*
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degree the functions performed by MC, and the
degree to which battle-group comnmnications can
be full' integrated.

telecommunication products. With the recent
advances in computer technology, digital signal
processing (DSP) is used to further enhance

Future Plans: In conjunction with other
Navy laboratories. NRL will perform advanced
technology demonstrations in the future to meet the
objectives of the UNT Program:
oNRL

performance. To provide this increase in
performance to small portable equipment, it is
necessary to have a compact, low-power device
that is capable of high-speed signal processing.
has developed a real-time digital signal

0 Demonstration of new technologies to support
C2 internetting,

processing board with these capabilities that meets
the requirements of a variety of voice bandwidth

network
survivable
of
Demonstration
structures for intrabattle-group communica-

applications such as speech processing, audio
spectrum analysis, and high-speed modems.

0

A

tion.
robust
of
0 Incorporation
tehnqs
aprocessor
techniques, and

'€

* Transition

of

new

transmission

internetworking

and

networking technologies to communication
systems currently under development,

-

ISponsored by ONT and NOSCI
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has been specifically aimed at a small size and low
power consumption and requires only 10
integrated circuits (ICs) for a fully functional
system.
The central processing unit (CPU) used is the
Texas Instruments TMS320C25 digital signal
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processor, especially designed to support real-time
digital signal processing and computationintensive applications such as digital filtering and
speech processing. The TMS320C25 can use a
clock frequency of up to 40 MHz to give an
instruction time of 100 ns, or ten million
instructions per second (10 MIPs). The CPU

2.

3

3. "'Internet Protocol Transition Workbook."
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Signal Processor Board: The digital signal
board (see Fig. 4) measures 2.75 x
4.375 x 0.5 in. A 40-pin connector provides
power, control signals, analog input and output
(1/0), and eight bits of digital I/O. The board
requires only 100 mA at 45 V and 10 mA at -5 V
during normal operation giving a total power
consumption of approximately 0.5 W. The design

Network Information Center. SRI International. Mar. 1982.
toaMa.92provides

"""

•

Single-Board Digital Signal Processor for
Voice and Data Applications

32-bit fixed-point logical and arithmetic
instructions including a single-cycle 16-bit
multiply. The 16-bit data/address bus allows up to
65.536 (64K) words of 16-bit data memory and
64K words of program memory.

D. L. Tate and R. Cole. Jr.
Infi.naionz Technology Division
Signal processing techniques have been used
r many years to improve the capabilities of many

Application program storage is provided in
nonvolatile erasable programmable read-only
memories (EPROMs). This allows the board to
function as a stand-alone system that begins
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Fig. 4 - Single board digital signal processor
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the circuit. The use of high-speed memories allows
the processor to run without memory wait states.
One pair of 2048 (2K) bits x 8 bits EPROMs
provides 2K of 16-bit program memory. If
additional program memory is required, then one
pair of 8192 (8K) bits by 8 bits EPROMs can be
used in place of the 2K EPROMs to provide 8K of
program memory. Storage for program variables

incoming analog signal and encodes the sampled
value using a mu-law compression/expansion
algorithm to convert a 12-bit sample value to an
8-bit serial data byte that is transmitted to the CPU
serial interface. The CODEC (coder/decoder)
contains the D/A and A/D converters, the serial
data interface to the CPU, and an integral filter in a
single IC. The CODEC can drive a 300- load,

and data is provided in a pair of 2K by 8-bit random
access memories (RAMs). Nonvolatile data tables
and initial variable values are stored along with the
program memory in the EPROMs.
Companion connectors are provided to permit
the EPROMs to be reprogrammed without

reducing the amount of external drive circuitry
required.
The digital interface provides 8 bits of input
and 8 bits of output data. The input signals are read
with a nonlatching interface that requires no
external clocking signals. Input data can be either

removing them from the board. This feature is

status information such as switch positions or alarm

useful in areas where the board may be subject to
indicators, or serial data information such as an
vibrations that would cause the EPROMs to be
operator's terminal or a personal computer serial
jarred from their sockets. With on-board
je
o
h
s e
W
o ointerface.
Data that contain inherent timing can be
programming, the EPROMs can be soldered onto
read reliably through the use of either the internal
the board and programmed through the companion
timer in the CPU or software timing loops. Eight
sockets.
bits of separately controllable output bits are

0

Analog and

Digital

Interfaces:

Audio

buffered and latched to provide either control

signals are interfaced to the single-board DSP

functions such as relay control, or serial output to

through a single integrated circuit that performs

devices such as data loggers. Timing for the output

both the digital to analog (D/A) and analog to
digital (A/D) conversion. This chip digitizes the

signals can also be performed under software
control in the CPU.
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NRL is engaged in the development of
algorithms that are necessary to perform

desigin strategies provide for compatibility with the

midcourse battle management functions for the

TMS32020 processor or lower processor speeds
for reduced power consumption.

Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI). The functions
include correlation and tracking of ballistic objects.

L. J. Pierre and K. Askin
Information Technology Diision

and discrimination between reentry vehicles and

4

*

SDI Midcourse Battle Management

Design Approach: A unique design approach has been used to derive the necessary
timiing,'s
and control signals with a minimum number
of interface 1Cs. By carefully selecting the CPU
clock frequency and deriving other timing signals
from the CPU signals, all the necessary signals for
the serial interface and memory circuits are
provided with only two standard ICs. Additional

The single-board digital

decoys. These functions are supported by the

signal processor is useful for any application that
uses audio frequency analog signals. The CODEC

subsystems shown i Fig. 5. The algorithms are
being designed, coded, and tested on an algorithm

described in this article is designed for analog
signals in the 0 to 4000 Hz range, but other devices
can be used to provide additional capabilities,

development facility at NRL. This test-bed will,
allow the various parts of the midcourse battle
manager to operate interactively in response to

One of the current applications for the
single-board digital signal processor is a modem
for high-frequency radio applications. This device
uses advanced DSP techniques to allow digital data
communication over a difficult communication
medium. Another application that uses the DSP
processor board is an audio frequency spectrum
display. This device digitizes the incoming analog
signal. performs a fast Fourier transform on the

synthesized sensor data. The development facility
comprises a network of SUN workstations, VAX
computers, and a BBN Butterfly Machine Parallel
Computer. Two of the major battle management
functions are addressed in more detail below.

data, and displays the resultant spectrum through

feasible (candidate) scenes. The sensor reports

the analog output signal. Other application areas
under development include advanced digital
speech compression techniques and new areas of
speech synthesis.

may contain either bearing only or bearing and
range data, as well as nonkinematic attributes.
Because of the ambiguity that arises caused by the
large number of targets, target proximity, and

Summary: The use of state-of-the-art
complimentary metal-oxide silicon (CMOS)
technology has allowed NRL to design a 3 x 5 in.
single-board signal processor that uses only
one--half W of power and is capable of operating at
instruction rates of 10 million operations per
second. The combination of low power, small size,
and high-speed operation opens up a number of
new application areas for advanced digital signal

sensor resolution, a key element of the algorithm is
that multiple views (scenes) that represent our
current knowledge of the state (number, position,
type, etc.) of the targets are generated and
processed.
Figure 6 shows that the major processing steps
in the algorithm may include generating a
maximum likelihood score for associating sensor
reports to tracks, using a heuristic search technique
for generating candidate scenes, and updating the

U

kinematic and attribute states of the targets. The

S

rS

Applications:

processing techniques.

%
Tracker/Correlator (TIC): The T/C
algorithm is based on a Bayesian approach for
assigning sensor reports to tracks and scoring

0
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number of report-to-track scores that must be
computed is limited by use of a clustering concept,
in which targets with similar attributes are grouped

targets in their best cluster are candidates for
updating within the given report. The clustering
concept also provides a natural parallelism to the

into clusters that are treated as a single object for
processing purposes.
Report-to-track scores are computed only for

process. This can be exploited with parallel
processing hardware.
Report-to-track correlation scores are based

targets in certain feasible clusters, and then a

on

"best"

nonkinematic attributes of the targets and represent
191
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the likelihood of observing the target. Since the
observations in position/velocitv space are
assumed to be independent ot the observations in
attribute space, the association scores may be
expressed as the product of the position/velocity
score and the attribute score,
The scene processor portion of the algorithm
generates and updates the scenes within each
,:luster from a set of new report-to-track
asociations. Since each cluster can be handled
i dp,cndentlv, the scene processor offers another
opportunity for exploiting parallel processing
techniques. Under the assumption that a scan of
reports consists of a set of unique objects, the scene
processor examines a preferred subset of possible
track extensions. A track is extended by assigning a
report to a track, aid various heuristics are
employed to restrict the number of possible scenes.
An extended scene will consist of three types of
tracks: report extended tracks, propagated tracks,
and offspri:ig tracks. Report extended tracks are
those tracks extended by the assignment of a new
report. Propagated tracks are updated in position
and attributes but are not assigned a new report.
Offspring tracks result when two previously
unresolvable objects become resolved and appear
as distinct targets. Scene pruning is performed
based on scene scores to reduce the possible
number of feasible scenes. The scene score is a
product of the old scene score, the report-to-track
scores, and a score for all unassociated reports.
Future extensions to the algorithm will
provide track file updates based on information
from the contact discrimination module. Sensor
tasking requests will be generated and sent to the

casing). or a deliberately placed decoy. Usually.
space junk can be characterized as such by using a
bulk filter. It is the decoys that can cause problems
for the battle management discriminator.
As part of the SDIO ef ort. NRL is developing
algorithms for the discrimination of tracked
objects. The assumptions in this project are that the
SDI system has little if any a priori knowledge of
what sort of warheads and decoys threaten the
United States. Based on the scientific and
engineering constraints placed on the designers of
decoys and warheads. it is possible to derive rules
that will enable the battle manager to discriminate
between threatening warheads and nonthreatening
decoys, and therefore permit optimal allocation of
weapons to defend against the letba! warhead.
A prototype algorithm has been developed to
perform contact discrimination of objects in
ballistic trajectory. This algorithm is based on an
expert knowledge base, using warhead and decoy
engineering design paradigms. The knowledge
base can be divided as shown in Fig. 7: (a) rules
that enable the contact discriminator to
characterize the object, (b) rules that can be
developed as a result of the decoy design engineer
attempting to create a decoy that best matches the
warhead, and (c) rules that depend on the
deployment strategy (or payload partitioning) of a
specific booster. The prototype algorithm
currently includes over 200 rules in the three
sections of the expert system.
As a system of sensors reports on an object,
values for physical parameters are available that
will enable the expert system to characterize the
object. Radar, for example, might provide by

sensor allocation module to provide additional
information on selected targets.

Doppler imaging the spin of the object and
precession of the nose cone. The expert system

Contact Discrimination: After the battle
manager decides on the allocation of reports to
asociated tracks, it is necessary to classify the
object being tracked to determine if it is a potential
nuclear warhead or not. If it is not a warhead, it
could either be a bit of junk associated with the
warhead (such as nuts and bolts or parts of the

could then characterize the object as being long and
slender or short and broad on laws of physics
relating to the moments of inertia. Rules like this
are part of the first of the knowledge base sections.
Design of decoys depends on the need to
simulate the warhead. A decoy cannot be an exact
replica of a warhead, for if it were, it would be
counterproductive to build the decoy rather than
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KNOWLEDGE BASE ORGANIZATION
PRELUDE TO PARALLEL PROCESSING

OBJECT
CHARACTERIZATION
EXPERi
PAYLOAD
PARTITION
EXPERT
DISCRIMINATION

DESIGNER

PARADIGM

BATTLE MANAGEMENT
EXPERT

OBJECT COMPARISON

Fig. 7 - Knowledge base organization

payload of a single booster, then introduction of
decoys requires that they be exchanged for
weapons. If the sensor identifies seven of one type
object and three of another type closely matched in
size and shape to the first, it is most likely that the
group of three objects are decoys and the group of
seven are weapons. Rules based on configuration
of the booster payload comprise the third section of
the expert knowledge base.
The power of this contact discrimination
computer code depends on the fact that it is based
on laws of physics, engineering, and strategy,
rather than on knowledge of the sensor
characteristics of actual warheads and decoys.
[Sponsored by SDI01

the weapon. If, for example, a decoy is to be
developed that will imitate a warhead as seen by an
infrared sensor, thermal mass might be duplicated,
Unless the decoy has the actual mass of the
warhead (which would require a one-to-one
substitution of a decoy for a warhead-an
unnecessary loss of payload), the designer must
change shape or size of the decoy, causing changes
in the radar cross section of the decoy. Rules
quantifying these changes are part of the second
section of the expert system.
Finally, the number and type of objects that
can fit on an individual rocket booster are fixed by
throwweight and volume limitations. If, for
example, ten warheads can be packaged in the
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AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

SPECIAL AWARDS AND RECOGNITION
.VRL connue, t iiack,'wh'd',e Dr. Jefrwme Kare.f/ir the award. anl prai'se
he has received in rec'ognition ofthe honor he has brought to his countrv
Upnd, the lborttorv b' winning the Nobel Prize in Chemistr in 1985.
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Presidential

SExecutive

:

Rank of Distinguished Executive

in the Senior

Service to Dr. Jerome Karle, Chief Scientist at NRL's

Laboratory for Structure of Matter.
*

Dr. J. Karle also received, among numerous other awards,

-"'-

The President's Award for Distinguished Federal Civilian Service:

*

..using structural analysis diffraction methodology. (Dr. Kanle) introduced new fundamental. revolutionary concepts and developed their implications in such a way that
analktical skills have been greatly enhanced and practical implementation has flouri,hed throughout the world. i,is achievements have contributed significantly to the
strength and preservation of our Nation."

,

1,k

S

%

as well as the Nayv Award for Distinguished AchieVement in Science and the Rear Admiral William S.
Parsons Award of the Navy League.
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AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

NAVAl, RESEARCH LABORATORY
1985 F. 0. iI'LBURT ANNUAL SCIENCE AN)
EN;INEERIN(; AWARI)
... For hi, outstandlgn contributions in identshing ticchanisms of
radiation induced dellccts and the mcas to o' rc omlc then b\ the
surc isait.i
a
deveIopmet of prfeeVsses to increase it incrroclect ronl

especiall,

in

the

area

of nictal-oxide-scmiconductor

"

radiation-

hardening..

r
Harold L. Hughes
Electronics Technology Division

Irk

HARRY DIAMOND MEMORIAL AWARD

|1986

"For contributions to the development of naval electro-optics and
optical fiber technology."

*

and

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
DISTINGUISHED CIVILIAN SERVICE AWARD
"...For his exceptional and significant contributions to the defense of
the United States. His innovations and initiatives have increased the
capabilities of the Navy in all aspects of electro-optics and have con-

Dr. Thoas.
Dr. Thomas G. Giallorenzi
'Optical Sciences Division

tributed to the solution of several significant technological problems
of the Department of Defense. Dr. Giallorenzi's many contributions
clearly warrant the Distinguished Civilian Service Award.'"

AMERICAN DEFENSE PREPAREDNESS

1THE

r

ASSOCIATION CROZIER PRIZE
"...For his pioneering work in developing Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar for the imaging and classification of ship targets through
Project Profile. This unique technology permits the imaging of moving targets in real time by radar at long range in all weather, day or
night. This combination of long range and classifiable quality
imagery is a potent addition to military capability..."

,.

10

Dr. David Kerr's solid achievement and sustained effort in advancing radar technology reflect great credit upon himself, the United

Dr. David W. Kerr
Radar Division

States Navy, and the Nation.
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AWARDS AND RECOGNiTION

FEIDERAI. LABORATORY CONSORTIUM SPECIAL
AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER (1986)
... For his leadership in developing both the Liquid Encapsulated
Czoohralski (LEC) growth method of seni-insulating updoped galliuni arsenide (GaAs) and the processing for wafers production and
then transferring the technology to industry. Mr. Lessoffrs new production method will result in significant savings to the Department of
Defense...

"I

Howard Lessoff
Electronics Technology Division

',

THE AMERICAN PHYSICAL SOCIETY
INTERNATIONAL PRIZE FOR
MATERIALS

iNEW
-

"For his pioneering research on the preparation and characterization
rare earth-iron-boron materials which led to the disco-very of a
new class of permanent magnets of unusual scientific interest and
promise."

"'-of
'technological

'-.

Dr. Norman C. Koon
Condensed Matter &
Radiation Sciences Division

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
SUPERIOR CIVILIAN SERVICE AWARD
S

his

"For

outstanding contributions in

scientific

research,

and

research management. As a Branch Head and researcher. Dr.
Venezky has an enviable record. His polymer matrix system for
removal of rust not only has had a marked impact in the Navy but
found other quite interesting uses, such as in the current renovations
of the Statue of Liberty and at Three-Mile Island. His solution of
high pressure boiler scaling problem increased the overhaul times
of the high pressure 1200 psi Navy boilers markedly. thus allowing
ships to stay on line longer... Dr. Venezky has distinguished him-

Dr.. DavidL. Vthe
Dr. David L. Venezky
Chemistry Division

self as a leader in professional societies bringing honor and recognition to the Naval Research Laboratory. His work has increased the
well-being of the nation and society. Dr. Venezky is a most worthy
19
recipient of the Navy Superior Civilian Service Award."
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AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

I)EPARTMENT OF THE NAVY,
SUPL,-IOR CIVILIAN SERVICE AWARI)
"For his dedication, remarkable fundamental and detailed understanding of the Identification of Friend and Foe (IFF) system design.
operation and performance which have been instrumental in guiding

Navy policies and actions in regard to the Mark X11 Technical
Improvement Program and the new Tri-Service Mark XV IFF svstell]...

11
id

George P. Nelson
Radar Division

'

,,

STHE

INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE FOR WOMEN
IN SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING (WISE)
WISE LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

-

.1986

"

being the most outstanding woman scientist in the Federal
Government who. throughout her long and successful federal career,

SRAs

has made significant contributions to science."

Dr. Isabella L. Karle
Laboratory for Structure

of Matter

NRL-SIGMA XI APPLIED SCIENCE
AWARD FOR 1986

,'

}determined
'-,ment

'

Dr. Robert L. Jones

,,

"S."
00Chemistry Division

"For his pioneering work in low temperature hot corrosion which
the role of NaCI vapor, leading to the elucidation of the
mechanisms of hot corrosion in turbines and guiding the developof Navy turbine materials."

200
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NRI,-SIGMA XI PURE SCIENCE AWARD
FOR 1986

: *describes
•ductors.
v
"jstudy

A

Dr. Kia L N-ai
Electronics Technology Division

Frhis contributions to the field of relaxation phenomena in comnplex systems through postulation of a generalized concept which
phenomena as diverse as polarization, stress and electric
fields in systems such as glasses, amorphous polymers and semiconionic conductors and viscous liquids. He has changed the
of relaxation phenomena in complex systems by his penetrating
analysis and development of new predictions."

MARTIN MARIETTA CHAIR

Dr.,

S

Dr. Herbert Friedman has been selected to occupy the Martin
Marietta Chair of Space History at the Smithsonian's National Air
and Space Museum, 1986.

Dr. Herbert Friedman
Space Science Division

THE WASHINGTON ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
WASHINGTON, D.C.
1985 AWARD FOR SCIENTIFIC ACHIEVEMENT
IN PHYSICAL SCIENCES
"The physical sciences award for pioneering researches into the
theory of the basic properties of solids."

*

Dr. Warren E. Pickett
Condensed Matter & Radiation
Sciences Division
201
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AEROSPACE AND ELECTRONICS
SYSTEMS SOCIETY
1986 RADAR SYSTEMS PANEl. AWARD
"For the development of ECCM and signal processing for Navy
Radar Systems."

Dr. Karl Gerlach
Radar Division

*

OF THE NAVY
MERITORIOUS CIVILIAN SERVICE AWARD

-DEPARTMENT

For his outstanding leadership and significant contributions in the
field of inhomogeneous superconductivity both in enhancing our
basic understanding of this new class of materials and in recognizing
and vigoriously pursuing development of those aspects of superconductvity which have important Navy and technological impact..."
...

"a

Dr. Stuart Wolf
Plasma Physics Division

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
MERITORIOUS CIVILIAN SERVICE AWARD
"...

Dr. John A. Montgomery

Tactical Electronic Warfare Division
202
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o

In recognition and appreciation of Meritorious Service which has
been of high value and benefit to the Navy."

O

AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

D)EPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
MERITORIOUS CIVILIAN SERVICE AWARD
"In recognition of his major achievements in development of ion
mobility instrumentation and theoretical modeling to delineate electrical characteristics of the troposphere and the planetary boundary
layer near the sea surface."

Dr. William A. Hoppel
Space Science Division

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
•MERITORIOUS
=

CIVILIAN SERVICE AWARD

"

-

Dr. Richard D. Gilardi
Material Science & Component
Technology Directorate

"For structural investigations of a number of very important substances whose results have shed important light on their structural
characteristics, their function and, when appropriate, their potential
for large-scale synthesis... Dr. Gilardi's active research in medicinal and biochemistry has resulted in his collaborating in a Walter
Reed Army Medical Research Institute program which aims to
develop new drugs to combat drug-resistant malaria..."

Laboratory for Structure
of Matter

'

SP

AiASSOCIATION

1986 THE SOUTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY ALUMNI
CITATION OF MERIT AWARD
.In

recognition of outstanding service and accomplishments in the

field of Lasers in Chemical Diagnostics.."

Dr. Jimmie R. McDonald
Chemistry Division
203
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',L~r(SPARTAN).

Researchers from NRL's Space Science Division received the Navy Award of Merit for Group Achievement
in a special ceremony held at the Lab. These people were awarded for their work with Spacelab 2 and the
HRITS and SUSIM experiments or with the SPARTAN project. Pictured from left to right bottom row: Brian
Dohne (HRTS), Benjamin Au (SUSIM), Nancy Linder (SUSIM), Dr. Dianne Prinz (Spacelab 2), Donald Lilley
(HRTS) Dennis Socker (HRTS), Kenneth Dere (HRTS), Robert Tait (SPARTAN), Dr. Raymond Cruddace
Top row: Allen Oliver (Spacelab 2), James Smith (HRTS), Dr. Guenter Brueckner (Spacelab 2),
Michael VanHoosier (SUSIM), Donald Woods (SPARTAN), Gilbert Fritz (SPARTAN), Dr. John-David
Bartoe (Spacelab 2).
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"I
INDIVIDUAL HONORS
Laboratory employees received numerous scientific medals, military service awards,
academic honors, and other forms of recognition, including election and appointment to
offices in technical societies. The following is an alphabetical list of persons who received
such recognition in 1986.

*

, '

Aberg. R.L.. Chairperson, Radio Frequency
Countermeasures (RF-CM) Committee, Joint
Directors of Laboratories Technology Panel
for Electronic Warfare (JDL- TPEW).
Ali. A.W.. Fellow. American Physical Sociery;
Chairperson, Source Antenna and Propagation Sub-Panel, High Power Microwave Executive Steering Group, Office of Under Secretarv of Defense Research and Engineering,
Military Svstems Technology (MS7i).
Anderson. W.T., Chairman, Technical Program,
1986 GaAs Reliability Workshop; Member,
Combined Radiation Effects Working Group;
Member. JEDEC Committee JC- 50 on GaAs;
Panel Member, 1986 GaAs IC Symposium.
Apruzese, I.. Member, Program Committee,
Apr,Aeria Pyc
oiet
Pro
fer ee
A
tom ic Pro
Pcc ess es in Pinlasmas .A omas.
Atmic

*

Baer, R.N., Member, UnderwaterAcoustics Technical Committee, Acoustical Society of America.
Batra. N.K., Associate Technical Editor-Materials Evaluation, Journal of American Society
for Nondestructive Testing; Chairperson,NDE
of Composite Session, IEEE Ultrasonic Symposium, 1986; Member , IEEE UFFCS Advisorv Committee; Member, IEEE 1986, 1987
and 1989 Ultrasonics Symposium Committee.
Beal. R.T.. Member, American Institute of Aeronautics and 4stronautics(AIAA), Space Transportation Technical Communication.

Berkson, J. M., Coeditor, Ocean Seismo-Acoustics: Low- Frequency UnderwaterAcoustics.
Bishop, S.G., Coeditor, MaterialsResearch Society Proceedings,Microscopic Identification of
Electronics Defects in Semiconductors; Member, Program Committee, Gordon Research
Conference on Point Defects, Line Defects,
and Interfaces in Semiconductors; Member,
Technical Review Committee, Joint Services
ElectronicsProgram; Member, Review Panel,
ONR University Research Initiative; Adjunct
Professor, State University of New York and
University of Utah.
Boyer, L.L., Chairperson,Phase TransitionsSession, American Physical Society (APS).
soAeia
hsclScey(P)
Brady, R.F., ContributingEditor, Journalof ProChairperson,
tective
d i s Coatings
o s C mand
t eLinings;
, A e r c n h m ca
Admissions Committee, American Chemical
Society (ACS); Member, Membership Affairs
Committee, American Chemical Society
(ACS); Editorial Board Member, Journalof
Coatings Technology.
Bucaro, J.A., Chairperson, Assessment Committee, Echo Ranging Test Facility.
Bultman, J. D., Associate Editor. Journal of
Biotropica.
Buot, F.A., Member, National Group in Supercomputing and Simulation of Solid Devices,
National Centerfor Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), University of Urbana, Illinois.
205
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,%. 'cietv

Campbell, F. J.. Fellow, Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE); Fellow, American Institute of'Chemists (AIC); Chairperson,
Awards Committee. Dielectrics and Electrical
Insulation Society, Chairperson, Task Force
on Wire InsulationTracking, American Society
f,,r Testing and Materials (ASTM).
Carhart. H.W.. Chairperson, National Academy
o' Sciences Internaiiona(Symposium, Explosion Hazard Classification of Vapors, Gases
iand Dusts; Chairperson,National Academy of
on HDavis,
u
Substances.
Local Arrangements
G.S.,American
Secretary,
Carpentier,
Society DiviPhysical
Commnittee,
sio o e Amhic
sonvention
Carru ohes
Ph
1985 Commaning
Carruthers, G.R., 1985 Commanding Officer's

Crooker, T.W., Member, Standing Committee,
Publicationsof the American Society for Testing and Materials.
Crowe, C.R., Member, Executive Committee
Washington Chapter, American Society for
Metals (ASM).
Cruddace, R.G., NASA Medalfor Exceptional Scientific Achievement; Fellow, British Interplanetary Society; Member, American Institute
ofAeronautics and Astronautics(AIAA); Member, High Energy Astrophysical Observatory.
J., Fellow, American PhysicalSociety Editorial Board.
Bo
to
R.A., ar
chairperson,8th Winter Fluorine
DeMarco,

Award for Achievements in the Field of Equal
Employment Opportunity(EEO); Editor,Journal of the National Technical Association;
Chairperson, NTA Editorial Review Committee.
Carter, W.H., Coeditor,Journalof the Optical Society ofAmerica, Nos. 7& 8 (1986), "Applications of Coherence and Statistical Optics";
Chairperson, Fellows Committee, Society of
Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
(SPIE).
Chang, C.I., Editor, Journalof Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics; Chairperson, Structural
Materials Panel, SDI Materials & Structures
Planning Panel; Cochairperson, Tri-Service
Laser Hardened Structures Group; Member,
Metal Matrix Composite (MMC) Steering
Committee.
Cherkis. N.Z., Member, U.S. Board on Geographic Names, Advisory Committee, UnderSsea
Features.
seaeatres

ety of Washington.
Diachok, 0.1., Fellow, Acoustical Society ofAmerica.
Dubbelday, P.S., Fellow, Acoustical Society of
America.
Feldman, B.J., Chairperson, R. W. Wood Prize
Committee, Optical Society of America.
Fliflet, A.W., Editor, International Journal of
Electronics.
Flippen-Anderson, J.L., Member, Standing Program Committee, American Crystallographic
Association.
Ford, R.T., Treasurer, IEEE EMC Society.
Fox, R.B., Regional Director and Ex-Officio
Councilor,American Chemical Society (A CS);
Chairperson,ACS Board Committee on Public
Affairs and Public Relations; Member, ACS

Conference, FluorineDivision ofthe American
Chemical Society; Treasurer, Chemical Soci-

Christou, A., Member, Technical Program Committee, InternationalReliability Physics Symposium; Member, Technical Program Committee, 13th InternationalSymposium on Gal-

Committee on Publications; Member, ACS
Committee on ProfessionalMember Relations;
on Planning; MemCommittee
Member,
ber, ACS ACS
Committee
on Nomenclature;
Chaire late; he a
o
oie
bers, as
person, Task Forces to evaluate the journal
"Macromolecules" and to recommendan ACS
position on pension policy, International Un-

lium Arsenide and Related Compounds; Panel
Member, 1986 GaAs IC Symposium.
Cooper, J. C., Electromagnetic Compatibility Soof IEEE Special Citation; Presented,
IEEE meeting, Boston, MA.

ion of Pureand Applied Chemistry; Secretary,
tnterdivisional Committee on Nomenclature
and Symbols.
Garroway, AX, Member, Executive Committee
of Erperimental NMR Conference.
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,

Dr. William A.Hoppel is "pinned" by his wife Shirley as he re*

ceives the Navy Meritorious Civilian Service Award. Hoppel
was cited for his contributions in developing ion mobility and
aerosol size spectrometry instrumentation and for theoretical

modeling.

Hahn, T.A., President. Thermal Expansion Symposium.

*

Kabler, M. N.. Fellow, American Phvsical Society
(APS).
Kahn, M.. Fellow, American Ceramics Society.
Kapetanakos, C.A., Fellow, American Physical
Society (APS): Fellow, Washington Academy'
of Science: Member. Accelerator Committee
fr the Net Technical Assessment of Charged
ParticleBeam Weapons: Member, Organizing
Committee frr the 1987 Particle Accelerator
Conference.
Karne. I.L., Congressional Testimony.
v MayN,2 1.
1986, session with 1985 USA Nobel Laureates,
Lifetime Achievement Award, 1986 WISE, Interagency Committee for Women in Science
and Engineering; HonoraryDoctor of Science
degree, Universitv of Maryland, May 24,
1986; Member, Advisory Board of Chemical
and Engineering News, Lecturer, First InternationalMeeting on MolecularStructure, Beiing, China, Sept. 1986 S.bjecl of"Profiles in
Chemistry" by Maureen Julian, Journal of
Chemical Education 63, 66-67 (Jan. 1986).
Katie, J., NationalLibrary of Medicine Medal; Albert A. Michelson Award of the Chicago Mu-

Hubler. G.K., Cochairperson, 1987 Materials Research Society Meeting.
Hurdle, G., Cochairperson, Session Z, Signal
Processingand Beanforming 12th Annual InternationalCongress on Acoustics-Associated
Symposium on UnderwaterAcoustics, Halifax,
N.S.• Canada.
Jacobs, V.L., Fellow. American Physical Society
(APS).
Jajodia. S.. Chairperson, IEEE Computer Society.
Technical Committee on Database Engineering: Member, IEEE 2nd International Data
Engineering Conference. Los Angeles, CA.

seum of Science and Industry; Tow'nsend Harris Medal of the Alumni Association of the City
College of New York; Golden Plate Award of
the Academy of Achievement; Several special
lectureships and honorary doctorates; Membership on committees of the International
Council of Scientific Unions, the International
Union of Crystallography, and the National
Academy of Sciences.
Kaufman, B., Editor, Advances in the Astronautical
Sciences,
Astrodvnamics
1985
Vice-chairperson.American AstronauticalSociety, Technical Committee on Space Flight

Jeck. R.K.. Member, Working Group for Aircraft
Icing, National Aircraft Icing Program Council: Member. Atmospheric Environment Technical Committee, American Institute of Aero"nautics
and Astronautics (AIAA).
Johnston. K.J.. Member, Committee on Space Astronomv and Astrophysics. National Research
Council; Member, Visitor's Advisory Committee, National Radio Astromom\v Observitory'.
Jones. H. N.. Chairperson, LTH-4 (SDI) Non-Eneretic Materials Panel.

Mechanics; Technical Cochairperson, 1988
AstrodYnamics Conference, American Institute
ofAeronautics and Astronautics and American
AstronauticalSociety.
Keramidas,
G.A.,
Coeditor, Proceedings
(CADM086) and Proceedin s, (CMEM86);
Organizer and Cochairperson, International
Conference, Computational Methods and Erperimental Measurements, Sept., 1986,
Greece (CMEM86), Organizer and Cochairperson, International Conference, Computer

"-'

C'
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Aided Design. Manufacture and Operations in
the Marine and Oft,'vhore Industries,
CADM086 Washington D.C., Sept. 1980
Sessions Chairperson. International Conference. Hydraulic Engineering Software,
HYDROSOFT86, Southampton, England,
Sept. 1986.
KillianN. J.M.. Chairman, 1986 IRIS Detector
Conference: Member, Paper Selection Conmnittee IRIS Detector Conference: Member,
NA V4IR IRST Red Stripe Team; Deputy Navy,
Member IR FPA Producibility Initiative Team.
Klein. B.M., Chairperson, International Workshop on Electronic Structure of Defects in Metals and Alloys, Argonne. Illinois, 1-13 June
1986.
Klein. P.H.. Cochairperson,Second Workshop on
Purification of Materials for Crystal Growth
and Glass Processing, American Association
ftr Crystal Growth.
Kline. E.L.. Member, Industrial Advisory Conmittee, Department of Electrical Engineering,
Colleg'e of Engineering. West Virginia UniversitY. Morgantown, W. VA.
Koon. W. C., 1986 American Ph -'sical Society International Prize for New Materials, Editor,
1986 Conference on Magnetism and Magnetic
Materials. Baltimore, MD. Nov. 17-20, 1986;
Member, Steering. Advisory and Program
Committees. 1986 Conference on Magnetism
and Magnetic Materials: Cochairperson.1987
Spring Symnposium on Permanent Magnet Materials. Materials Research Society. Anaheim,
CA April 21-25. 1987.
Krowne. C. M.. Member, 1986 MTTPanelfor Millimeter Wave Integrated Circuit Sources.
Kuperman. W.A.. Associate Editor, Underwater
Acoustics of the Journal of the Acoustical SociKurfess. J. D., Member. Comnmittee on Space As-

-?

*
•

-.
.,

Panel 1 (Trustworthy Computing Technologies), Subgroup X (Computing Technology),
Technical Cooperation Program; Chairperson, Database Security of Technical Comnittee 11, Computer Security, International Federation of Information Processing (IFIP);
Member, Program Committee, IEEE Sympo-

.

%

sium on Security and Privacy; Member, Program Committee, Aerospace Computer Science Conference; Chairperson, National Computer Security Center Invitational Workshop
on Database Management Security Guidelines; Best Paper Award, IEEE Symposium on
Security and Privacy; Speaker, Nav\y/Marine
Corps ADP Security Workshops.
Lau, Y.Y.. Fellow, American Physical Society.
Lessoff, H., Federal Laboratory Consortium Special Award for Excellence in Technology
Transfer: Member, Electronic Materials Committee, Metallurgical Society of AIME; Member, International Awards Committee, American Association of Crystal Growth; Liaision
Member, Committee on Process Challenges in
Compound Semiconductors, National -esearch Council ofthe National Academy of kciences; Representative, Coordinating Committee, Multi Lateral Export Controls (COCOM);
Member, Technical Working Group 5 and
Technology Transfer Group F; Secretary of
Organizing Committee, 3rd International Conference on Metalorganic Vapor Phase Epitaxv.
'
Lindberg, R.E., Associate Editor, Journal
of the Astronautical Sciences; Member,
Astrodynamics Technical Committee, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
(AIAA); Council Member. National Capital
Section (AIAA).
Mack. I.,Member, Technical Program Commitence (ISSCQ.

tronomv and Astrophxsics of the National
Academy of Sciences: Member, NASA Head-

McCafferty, E., Chairperson, Corrosion Division,
The Electrochemical Society; Member, Wa's

quarters Ad(visor~'panel Gamnma- rayv Pro gram
Working Group.
Lampe. M.. Fellow. American PhYsical Society.
Landwchr. C.. Vice-chairperson. IEEE Technical
ommittee on Security and Privacy: U.S. National Leader and Chairperson, Technical

and Means C'ommittee, The Elect rochemnical
Society.
Manheimer, W.M.. Senior Member, Institute of
Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE);
Member. Qffice of Secretary of Defense High
Power Microwave Effects Panel.
209
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'%

"Mariska.J.T.. Secretarv. Solar Physics Division,
Michel. DT.J.

*

'

Memnber. Technical Program Coin-

can Institute of Physics: Memnber. Organizing

tnittee. 13th ASTM International Symposiun

Conmnittee. 2nd International Conference on

on the Effects of Radiation on Materials: Mereher. Task Force on Crack Propagation Technology. Metals Prope'rties Council and American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code Subcommittee on
Properties of' Metals: Professorial Lecturer,
The George Washington University.
Mied. R.P.. Member. UniversitY Research Initiatire (URI) Review Panel for the Office oflNaval
Research (11a y-June): Chairperson. American Geophysical Union (A GU) Spring Meeting
Session, 'nternal Waves and Fine Strutture.

Scanning Tunnelling M.croscopy.
Nisenoff. M.. Treasurer. 1986 Applied SuperconductivitY Conference.
Oran, E.S.. Director, Board of Directors. Progress in Ener'y and Combustion Science,
American Geophysical Union Comntittee on
Statutes and Bylaws, Editor. Fluid Dynamics.
Physics News: Menber, Publication Commnnittee, Anterican Institute ofAeronautics and Astronautics; Menber. Organizing Comnnittee,
Symposia of the Combustion Institute: Memeber, Executive Committee, Fluid Dynamics Division, American Physical Society" Invited
Guest, USSR Academy of Sciences, Moscow
and Novosibirsk, 1986.
Ossakow. S.L.. Member, Nominating Committee
for Officers. American Physical Societ" (APS)
Plasma Physics Division: Member, Office of
Naval Research (ONR) University Research
Initiative (URI) Evaluation Ponel: Advisor.
ONR, Ionospheric Research: Advisor. ONR
URI, Stimulated Auroral Ionosphere Research: Convenor, Special Session. Plasma In-

Dr. John A. Montgomery of the Tactical Electronic Warfare Division receives the Navy Meritorious Civilian Service Award.
The Director of Naval Warfare, VADM James Hogg, USN, presents the award.
St

wPierre,

Moniz. W.B.. U.S. Navv Representative, Techni.:

%
*

.

inents Conitnittee. 10th International Vacuum

cal Panel 3,OrganicMaterials, Subgroup P of
the Technical Cooperation Program.
Mowerv. R.L.. Chairperson. Lubricant Subcommnittee. DoD Instrument Bearing Working
Group: Member. Organizing Committee, Ball
Bearing Svnposium. 1987.
Mueller. G.P.. Chairperson, 6th DoD Confer'nce. Vdnerability, Survivability and Effects;
Member, Org4anizing Committee. 6th DoD
C'onference. Vulnerability, Survivability and
Effects.

r

stability Processes, XXIInd International Union of Radio Science (URSI) General Assembh. Tel Aviv. Israel. 1987.
Pechacek, R.E., Chairperson, 1986 American
Physical Society. Division of Plasina Ph'ics,
Convention. Baltimore, MD.

L. J., Member, Commnand Control Commnunication and Intelligence (CI) Technical Coinmittee, American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics (AIAA).
Plant, W. J., Associate Editor. Journal of Geophysical Research.
Porter, M.B., Chairperson. 111th Meeting.
Acoustical Society of America.
Prinz, G.A., Chairperson. Watefidl Glenn Conference, Magnetic Materials Research Using
Synchrotron Radiation. Argonne National
Laboratot", October /986: Chairperson, Metals, Magnetism and More, 4th International

Murday. J. S.. Chairperson. Amcrican Vacuum

Conference. Molecular Beam EpitaLv. Univer-

Societv Board of Directors, Local Arrange-

sity of York, England, Sept. 1986: Chairper-
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Scientific Research Society, presents the 1986 Pure Science
Award to Dr. Kia L. Ngai and the 1986 Applied Science Award
to Dr. Robert L Jones.
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AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

its Evecutive Committee; Member, APS/DPP
Eecutive Committee.
Ritter. J.C., Session Chairperson, Hardness and
Survivability Session. 1986 Space Electronics
Confirence, Albuquerque, NM: Member,
Technical Program Committee, 1986 Space
Electronics Confrence. Albuquerque, NM:
Member, Editorial Board, Special Issue on
System Generated EMP]6r the Journal ofJDefinse Research.
Rosenblum, L.J., Chairperson, IEEE Computer
Society Technical Committee, Computer
Graphics.

V"

%

Saenz, A.W., Coeditor Local and Global Methods
o!fNonlinear Dynatnics, Proceedingsof Workshop. 23-26 Jul"v, 1984. Naval Surfiuce Weapotns Center, Silver Spring, MD. Coeditor, Perspectives in Nonlinear Dynamics, Proceedings
of Workshops, 28-30 May, 1985. Naval Surfiwe Weapons Center, Silver Spring, MD: Organizer, Workshop, Methods and Applications
of Nonlinear Dynamics. 1-5 Sept. 1986,
Medellin, Colombia.
Saks, N.S., Coorganizerand lecturer, IEEE Short
Course entitled "Radiation effects in Semiconductor Devices, " 1986 IEEE Nuclear Science
Symposium.
Sartwell, B.D., Editor, Journal Surface and Coatings Technology: Program Chairperson. 14th
International Conference on Metallurgical
Coatings; Member, Erecutive Committee,
Vacuum Metallurgy Division, American Vacuum Society.
Schneider, 1., Fellow. American Physical Society:
Fellow, Sigma XI.
Schultz, A.C., President, Student Chapter. Association for Computing MachinerY (ACM),
George Mason Universitv.
Schwartz, P.R.. Chairperson. NRAO Millimeter
Array Science Working Group Sub-Group:
Cochairperson.NRL Incentive A wards Board:
Member NSF Millimeter- Wave Observatory
Site; Member. ATLAS and Subsequent Investigator's Working Group (A TLAS-IWG).

0

Solar-Terrestrial Physics (SCOSTEP)

A.J., Fellow, Acoustical Society of
Rudgers,
"',
,.z America: Chairperson, Technical Committee,
Phy-sical Acoustics. Acoustical Society of
America.
A.K., Coeditor and Chairperson.
Sadananda.
Symposium on Creep and Creep-Fatigue
Crack Growth, Orlando 1986: Chairperson,
Svmposium on the Effect of Minor Elements on
Mechanical Properties: Member. ASM, Flow
and Fracture Committee: Member, AIME
Phy-sical Metallurgy Committee, Structural
Materials ommittee: Speaker. International
Conference on Creep. Toko.
1986.
-orkgroup.

%,

,

a
M
tee, Solar Interplanetary Variability.
Sheinson, R.S.. Treasurer, Comnbustion Institute.
Eastern States.
Silberbcrg, R.. Member. National Nuclear D-.,a
Center, Lcturer. National Academy of 5ciences SYmnposium. Lunar Bases and Space .Activities of the 21st Century: Lecturer. International School of Commic Ray Astrophysics
Contributed paper. Manned Mars Mis.sions
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ning Committee, Solar Interplanetarv Variability;Member, SCOSTEP Steering Commit-
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Senasack, H.E., Member, AIAA Space Systems
Technical Committee.
Sheeley, N.R., Member, Scientific Committee on

Dr. and Mrs. George Nelson are ready to cut the cake to celebrate his receiving the Navy Superior Civilian Service Award.
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AWARDS AND RECOGNITON

Skelton, F. F.. Fellouw. .-Inerican Phvsical Societ\:
SPoke.spersn. High Pressure Insertion Device
e'Cam National S'nchrotron Light Source.
Brookhaven ,NationalLaIboratorv: Writer. Extended .rti l'. *"High Pressure Research,"
for the Ennylopedia ot PhYsical Science and
7T'chnohog.v..
Skolnik.
... Editor. National ,..ademn" ofEnginIc'erin, (IEEE)Proceedings.
Skeger. K.J., Publicity Chair'rson. IEEE GaAs
IC SymiposiIImI.
Smidt. F. A.. Fellow. Aerican Societ.fir Materials (ASM.
Smith. H.A.. Cochairperson. Strategic Definse
Initiative Ofic'e (SDIO) Working Group, Solid

,Nn

,

*

Szu. H. H., Editor. SPIE Advanced Institute Series.
State ofthe Art Review on Optical and Hybrid
Cotnputing; Chairperson, Optical Society of
America, Notational Standardization Committee.
Treado. P.A., Editor, National Nuclear Physics
Summer School, Lecture Notes and Semninar
Notes: Member. Southeastern Universitv Research Association Board of Trustees; Metnber, NAS/NRC Ford Minority Fellowship
Panel; Member, Organizing Committee, Research and Applications with Accelerators
Conference: Director, National Nuclear Pit vsics Sumnmer School
Trzaskoma, P.P., Cochairperson,National Capi-

State' Photo Multiplier (SSPM Devices.
tal Section of Electrochemnical Societv: MeniSpencer, J.H.. Consortium Member, US Very
ber, Publications Committee, Electrochemical
Lbmg Baseline lntemjerometr ( VLBI); Board
Society: Member, Future Meetings Committee,
Member, Interagency Washington Correlation
Electrochemical Society.
MagentTolstoy,
.
Chairperson, llt
Meeting of
oust ica SoC iet ofAmerica.
B.E.. Vice President, Administrative
Spielman,
' "
Acoustical Society' of America.
Committee.
• Q" IEEE Microwave Theory & TechTsao, C., President, Sigma Xi/NRL Chapter.
mirniques Society: chiairperson, IEEE-M7TS NaTurner, N.H., President, American Chemical Sotional Technical Committees: Member, IEEE
cietv(ACS) Cemical Society of Washington;
Member. Tecinital Program Comn ittee, 1986
Member, Local Arrangement Committee, 10th
Imternatioiah Microwave Iymposittm; 1986
International Vacuum Congress. 6th Internaher. Tec/nical ProgramIEEE Microwave atd
tional Conjrence on Solid Surfaces. 33rd Na.
Technicalror-w
amonolith icruit
ISympo-tional Svmposium of the American Vacuum SoMillitctr-wave Monolithic Circuits SYmnpoSceay
iiino
obdadSr
ciety: Secretary, Division of ColloidandSurslum: Member, Steering Committee, 1986
American Chemical Society.
face Chemii.
IEEE MW & MMW Monolithic Circuits SmnChairperson, Membership
G.R..
Valenzuela,
posilim: Member. A wards Committee. IEEE
Clh'do Bruietti A ward.
Committee of Commission F, International
Union of Radio Science: Representative, SciSociety
Phivsical
Fellow, America,
Sprangle.
L(APS):P..C/airperson.
9th International Free
entific Committee on Oceanic Research, Inter(APSatina
9th IntrntinoCharpeson
Frenee
national Union of Radio Science.
Electron Laser Contference: Member, Pro"\ramn Comnittee. 1987 Particle Accelerator
Van Buren, A.L., Fellow, Acoustical Society of
America: Chairperson,ANSI Working Group,
Conference.
Stamper. J.A.. Fellow. Americ an Phsical Society
Standards for Transducer Calibration; Memi(APS).
ber, Technical Program Committee, Fall
Steiger. D.. ChairPerso,. IEEE Computer Society
Meeting, Acoustical Society of America.
77'c hnical Commnnittee. Oceanic Engineering
Vermillion, G.M., Navv Commendation Medal.
(Ind Technology: Chairperson. 4th Working
Vitkovitsky, I.M., Chairperson, Pulse Power
S\',iposimn. Oceanog,raphicData S%-stemns.
Panel of the lnteragenc' Advanced Power
Strom. U., Member, Advisory Committee, 12th inGroup.
tertlatiomial Coifierence. Infrared and MillinieVogt, P.R.. Coeditor, Vol. M., Decade North
ter Wave.s. Orlando. Forida.
American Geology (DNAG). "Western Atlan-
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AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

Program Committee. IRIS Specialty Group on
IR Materials.
Wang, H.T., Chairperson. 1986 Symposiun Off'
shore Mechanics and Arctic Engineering.
Webb, A.W.. Writer, Eatended Article, "High
Pressure Research,." Encyclopedia ofPhvsical
Science and Technology.
Webb, D.C.. Member. Technical Program Committee, 1986 Ultrasonics Symposium IEEE,
Member. Technical Program Committee, 1986
International IEEE Microwave Theory and
Techniques Symposium.
White, C.T.. Director, Condensed Matter Theory
Program, Division of Materials Research,
NSF.
White, J.D., Chairperson, 1981 Precise Time and
Time Interval (PTTI) Planning Meeting.
Willett, J. C., Member, Committee on Atmospheric
and Space Electricity, American Geophysical
Union (AGU).
Williams, C.M., Member, National Science Foundation's Materials Research Advisory Committee.
Williams, F.W.. Chairperson, Combustion Insti-

N

"'

7.=,

Dr. David L. Venezky, presently assigned as Scientific Director
for the Office of Naval Research, London, and former Associate Superintendent and Branch Head in Chemistry Division at
NRL, displays the Department of Navy Superior Civilian ServAward he received for his outstanding research accomplishments durirg his tenure at the Laboratory

- "ice

%

A'

.
P

tute, Eastern States.

Wolf, S.A., Meritorious Civilian Sen,ice Award;
Fellow, Acoustical Society of America; Chair-

person, APS Symposium on 2D Superconduc-

tic Region:" Member, National Academy of
Sciences Panel.
,CCa
Wagner. R.J.. Memb er. Program Commnittee',

tivitv. March APS Meeting, Las Vegas, NV,
Cochairperson.1986 Applied Superconductivity Conference,
Zedd, M.F., Senior Member. Guidance Navigalion, Control Technical committee, American

1986 US Workshop on the Physics and ChemistrY of Mercury Cadmium Telluride: Member,

Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
(AIAA).
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AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

O

ALAN BERMAN RESEARCH PUBLICATION AWARDS
The Annual Research Publication Awards Program was established in 1968 to recognize the authors of
the best NRL publications each year. These awards not only honor individuals for superior scientific
accomplishments in the field of naval research, but also seek to promote continued excellence in research
and in its documentation. In 1982, the name of this award was changed to the Alan Berman Research
Publication Awards in honor of its founder.
There were 216 separate publications published in 1986 that were considered for recognition. Of those
considered, 30 were selected. These selected publications represent 83 authors each of whom received a
publication awards certificate, a bronze paperweight, and a booklet of the publications receiving special
recognition. In addition, NRL authors share in their respective division's monetary award.
The unclassified winning papers with their respective authors are listed below by their research units.
Non-Laboratory coauthors are indicated by an asterisk.

0

Engineering Services Division
Family of Curves for the Rough Surface Reflection Coefficient
Allen R. Miller and Emanuel Vegh'

,4-'

An Incomplete Lipschitz-Hankel Integral of Ko, Part I
Allen R. Miller
Space Science Division
The Origin of the 28- to 29-Day Recurrent Patterns
of the Solar Magnetic Field
Neil R. Sheeley Jr. and C. Richard DeVore2
%K
S

The Decay of the Mean Solar Magnetic Field
Neil R. Sheeley Jr. and C. Richard DeVore2
Laboratory for Computational Physics and Fluid Dynamics

*

High/Efficiency Targets fjr High-Gain Inertial Confinement Fusion
John H. Gardner and Stephen E. Bodner 3

•

I Radar IDj
)
j,'n
21.ah~
h (Hm puiationa[ Plh,,,i,.:, and F:luid D.,nanuic
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AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

Condensed Matter and Radiation Sciences Division
Handbook of the Band Structure of Elemental Solids
Dimitri A. Papaconstantopoulos
Effects of Target Constituent Mass Difference on Collision Cascade Induced
Composition Changes in Binary Alloys
Mervine Rosen, George P. Mueller, Marvin L. Roush*,
Tim D. Andreadis,* and Omer F. Goktepe*

Plasma Physics Division
Physics of Laser-ProducedInterstreamingPlasmas
Barrett H. Ripin, Abdul W. Ali, Hans R. Griem, Jacob Grun,
Charles K. Manka, Edgar A. McLean, Andrew N. Mostovych, Stephen P. Obenschain,
John A. Stamper and Steve T. Kacenjar*
Numerical Simulations of Comets: Predictionsfor Comet Giacobini-Zinner
Joel A. Fedder, John G. Lyon, and John L. Giuliani, Jr.

Acoustics Division
Principlesand Applications of Harmonic-CorrelationProcessing
Albert A. Gerlach
The Geology of North America, Vol. M, The Western North Atlantic Region
Peter R. Vogt and Brian E. Tucholke*

Radar Division
DDG-51 Radar Cross Section Analysis
Dale A. Zolnick and Harold L. Toothman
An Eperimental NA TO 1FF Radar Mode TransponderReceiver
Tuan A. Mai,
Lawrence M. Leibowitz, Richard J. Blume,
and Leonard A. Mastrofini

Information Technology Division
Error-ResistantNarrowband Voice Encoder
George S. Kang and Wayne M. Jewett
Advanced Development Model BroadbandLinear Power Amplifier
Adrian S. Eley. Edward E. Barr, Richard K. Royce,
and Charles E. Hobbis

*
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Tactical Electronic Warfare Division
Dynamic Field Test Measurements of JR Chafffor A-IC Decoy Protection
John A. LaFemina, William E. Howell, Mary Ann Snapp,
and Paul Huffman*
Mavimizing the Miss Distance of Cruise Missiles by Means of
Angle Deception Countermeasures

Sheldon I. Wolk

Underwater Sound Reference Detachment
Ertensional- Wa ve and Flexural- Wave Contributions to the Sound Field Radiated
by a Fluid-Loaded Infinite Plate
Anthony J. Rudgers, Pieter S. Dubbelday, and Lisa A. Fagerstrom

A;'

Effect of Cure Systems and Reinforcing Fillers on Dynamic Mechanical Properties
of Chlorobutvl Elastomers for Potential Vibration-Control Applications

Rodger N. Capps

*

Laboratory for the Structure of Matter

*

Image Reconstruction Using Electron Microdiffraction Patterns
from Overlapping Regions
John H. Konnert and Peter D'Antonio

Chemistry Division
Proton Fermi-Contact Coupling Constantsfrom Local-Density-Functional Theory:

a

Application to the Soliton in Polyacetylene
Carter T, White, Frank W. Kutzler,* and Michael Cook*

1A

Correlationof Surface Acoustic Wave Device Coating Responses with Solubility Properties
and Chemical Structure Using Pattern Recognition
David S. Ballantine, Jr.*, Susan L. Rose-Pehrsson, Jay W. Grate, and Henry Wohltjen*

*

Material Science and Technology Division

•

Void Formation at Phase Boundaries and Ductile Fracture
of Copper-Aluminum Alloy
Virgil Provenzano and Charles M. Gilmore*
Annealing Twins in f.c.c. Metals and Alloys
Chandra S. Pande, Mohammed A. Imam, and Bhakta B. Rath

*
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Optical Sciences Division
ParametricRaman Gain Suppression in D2 and H,
Michael D. Duncan, Rita Mahon*, John F. Reintjes and Lawrence L. Tankersley*
PhotoemitterMembrane Light Modulator
Arthur D. Fisher, Lai-Chang Ling,* John N. Lee, and Robert C. Fukuda*
Electronics Technology Division
Identification of the Ga Interstitialin Al, Ga1

As Optically Detected Magnetic Resonance

Thomas A. Kennedy and Michael G. Spencer*
In Situ, Real-Time Diagnosticsof OMVPE Using IR-Diode Laser Spectroscopy

Joseph E. Butler, Nicholas Bottka, Roger S. Sillmon and David K. Gaskill*

2Naval

Center for Space Technology
Utility Analysis for a Space-Based Infrared Surveillance System
Joseph V. Michalowicz, Stephen Angyal, and William H. Harr*

*

Some Research Toward the Development of a Hologram Laser Beam Corrector-Collimator
for Use in a Satellite Data Link

Charmaine Gilbreath, William H. Carter, and James W. Wagner*

.
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CAPT Allen Miller presents the Annual Research Publication
Awards to 83 authors of the 30 publications selected. The
authors are recognized for superior scientific accomplishments in the field of Naval research and excellence in
research and in its documentation. From the top- Susan L.
Rose-Pehrsson, Chemistry Division; Dale A. Zolnick, Radar
Division; Charmaine Gilbreath, Naval Center for Space
Technology; and John F. Reintjes, Optical Sciences Division.
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he Naval Research Laboratory
has established many programs
for the professional and
personal development of its
employees and for non-NRL
professionals

who choose to

work at the Laboratory.
Through these programs, NRL
stimulates

the exchange

of

ideas, meets critical short-term
technical

requirements,

and

provides

a

new,

source

of

dynamic scientists and engineers
who may better serve the needs
of the Navy.
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Programs for NRL People - University education and scholarships,
continuing education, professional development, and other activities
Programs for Non-NRL People
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMS FOR NRL PEOPLE
During 1986. NRL employees participated in
3300 individual trainin, events. Many of these
w ere presented as either video taped or on-site instructed courses on diverse technical subjects,
manacement techniques, and enhancement of such
personal skills as efficient use of time, speed readino. memory improvement, and interpersonal
comnunications.

'

One common study procedure is for employces to work full-time at the Laboratory while taking job-related scientific courses at universities
and schools in the Wahington area. The training
ranges from a single course to full graduate and

%

p

,

r

Dr. Christen Rausher of the Electronic Technology Division
participated inthe Advanced Graduate Research Program for

en

one year at the Los Alamos National Laboratory, New Mexico.

postgraduate programs. Tuition for training is paid
described here.
GRADUATE PROGRAMS

The Advanced Graduate Research Program (formerly the Sabbatical Study Program) enables selected professional employees to devote
full time to research or pursue work in their own or
a related field for one academic year at an institution of their choice without the loss of regular salary. leave, or fringe benefits. NRL pays all education costs, travel, and moving expenses for the employee and dependents. Criteria for eligibility in-

*

%.,-

.

Dr. Irwin L. Singer of the Chemistry Division spent one year in
England at Cambridge University doing research under the Advanced Graduate Research Program. Dr. Singer says of the

dlude professional stature consistent with the applicants opportunities and experience, a satisfactory

.

*

occasion: "Marvelous opportunity to learn and to interact with
mature scientists at Cambridge University."

program of study. and acceptance by the institution
selected by the applicant. The program is open to

A

Pe
Program enables employees to pursue advanced
studies in their fields at local universities. Participants in this program work 24 hours each work-

paraprofessional (and above) employees who have
completed 6 years of Federal Service. 4 of which
are required at NRL. Since the program began in

0 *

1,0%.,

i

4!

*

1964. 157 employees have participated.

week and pursue their studies during the other 16
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

hours. The criteria fot eligibility include a mini'mum
of I year of service at NRL. a bachelor's or
master's degree in an appropriate field, and profes-

* The Alfred P. Sloan Fellows Program is
designed for competent young executives whose
job performance indicates senior management po-

sional standing in keeping with the candidate's opportunities and experience.

tential. The Sloan Fellows spend 1 year with the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology faculty and
with policymakers in industry and government.
They study the theory and practice of effective and
responsible management in a rapidly changing society.

I

* The Education for Public Management

Program serves the training needs of individuals
who are at midcareer level and who have the talent
to assume increasing responsibilities to direct
agency programs and policies.
* The Education Program for Federal OffiR

0

acials

is directed to the needs of a small group of

Charmaine Gilbreath of the Naval Center for Space Technol-

ogy is continuing her studies at John Hopkins University, under

the Edison Memorial Training Program. Intwo years she hopes
to receive a PhD in electrical engineering.

.0,,,.ratory
",
*

%:

"

Federal employees who have demonstrated high
cus

Wilson School of Princeton University has devel-

* To be eligible for the Select Graduate Stu-

oped this program to enable selected midcareer officials to enlarge their knowledge in particular dis-

dent Program. employees must have a college degrce in an appropriate field and must have maintained at least a B average in undergraduate study.
Students accepted in this program devote a full academic year to graduate study. While attending
school, they receive one half of their salary, and
NRL pays for tuition, books, and laboratory expenses. During the summer, they work at the Laboand receive normal pay and fringe benefits.
Thirty-seven staff members have enrolled in the
T
s
m
r
e
l
ning
program since it began in 1967.

ciplines, to relate their fields of specialization to the
broader concerns of government, and to sharpen
their capacity for objective analysis of governmental problems.
* Federal Executive fellowships are available, each year, to employees who want to study in
the Brookings Institute Advanced Study Prouram Intheprogram, the fellow iscAposed to and
participates in planning, developing, and conducteducational conferences on public policy issues
for leaders in public and private life.

. Research conducted at NRL may be used as

The Fellowship in Congressional Opera-

thesis material for an advanced degree. This original research is supervised by a qualified employee
of NRL who is approved by the graduate school.
The candidate should have completed the required
{.,
.edge and should have satisfied the Iancourse work
guage. residence, ard other requirements of the
graduate school from which the degree is sought.
NRL provides space, research facilities, and supervision but leaves decisions on academic policy to
the cooperating schools.

tions for Executives provides an opportunity for

%

some of the most promising young, technically oriented Federal executives to participate in a variety
of assignments designed to develop their knowland understanding of Congressional operations.
The Maxwell Midcareer Development
Program of the Maxwell Graduate School of Citizenship and Public Affairs, Syracuse, New York,
*
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*

is designed to increase the managerial knowledge.
abilit . and skills of experienced Government officials % ho ha%- been identified by their agencies as
having potential for advancement to positions demanding progressively greater managerial and executive responsibilities.

ployees interested in improving their skills and
keeping abreast of current developments in !heir
fields. These courses are also available at many
other DoD installations in the Washington, DC
area.
The Employee Development Branch at NRL

*

o The Practicing Engineer Advanced Study
Program of the M.I.T. Center for Advanced Engineering,. Cambridge, Massachusetts, enables experienced engineers and applied scientists to work indepth in technological areas pertinent to their professions.

offers to all employees short courses in certain areas that are not available at local schools. Laboratory employees may attend these courses at nongovernment facilities as well. Interagency courses
in management. personnel, finance, supervisory
development, and clerical skills are also available.

, The Science and Technology Fellowship
Program, a subsidiary of the Commerce Science
Program. includes a variety of special events. lectures. seminars, visits, conferences, field trips, and
interactions with key persons from both the public

For further i.1formation on any of the above
programs. contact the Employee Development
Branch (202) 767-2956.

and private
sectors. Participants spend one week
-',-."o
on Capitol Hill in an intensive, congressional orientation. and one week at the Brookings Institute
Science Policy Conference. They also take two
-:'-.'week-long field trips for on-site inspection of scientific institutions and industrial complexes.

fhe Navy Science Assistance Program es-

ShS

o

l

P

athe

Graduate School
Business, Stanford,anance
California.of ofers
nia. offers exceptional young executives an oppor
tunitv to, make
, an intensive study+ of new concepts
in business, to develop a top management perspec,,,. tire,
and
i
a to broaden
b
e theirr intellectual
l
a horizons.
iresults
" The Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) in
Monterey. California, provides advanced graduate
study to selected Federal civilian employees who

*

*

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
h
an
tablishes an information loop between the Fleet and
expedite technolshore
the
ogy R&D
transfer
to establishments
the user. The to
program addresses

y:
..

g
n
t
roe
operational
problems,
focuses resources to solve

r

specific technical problems. and develops a nucleus of senior scientific personnel familiar with
impact of current research and system performon

military operations.

honOffice of Research and Technology
* The
Applications Program ensures the full use of the
of the Nation's Federal investment in research and development by transferring federally
owned or originated technology to state and local
governments and the private sector.

meet NPS academic requirements for the program
in %khichthey are interested, and whose employing
agency is willing to act as sponsor,

Inquiries concerning NRL's technology transfer programs should be made to Mr. Richard Fulper at (202) 767-3744.

CONTINUING EDUCATION

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Local colleges and universities offer under-

NRL has several programs, professional soci-

graduate and graduate courses at NRL for em-

ety chapters, and informal clubs that enhance the

*
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Women in Science and Engineering
(WISE)

Gwen VanHoosier, NRL's former Federal Women's Program
manager, was asked what role her office played in helping to
set up the WISE chapter at NRL. She answered: "I have been
trying to find a way to bring the Laboratory women scientists
and engineers together to share ideas and mutual concerns
and to become familiar with the professional achievements of
NRL women. So when informal discussions about WISE began
to take place at the Laboratory, I was pleased and eager to pursue the establishment of a chapter at NRL."

V

e

t

%N

a

a,,

t' .
E ,vision,

Dr. Tang Hui of the Plasma Theory Branch, Plasma Physics Diwho among others was instrumental in establishing the
local WISE chapter at NRL, said when asked what is the purpose of 14,'SE " ... To provide opportunities for professional
contact among wome.n in science and engineering, to recognize the achievements of women in science and engineering,
and to encourage women to seek careers in science and engineering."
,
,¢,r:p,
".','
•
• , .,.

%r,

Dr. Isabella Karle, right, recipient of the 1986 Women in Science and Engineering (WISE) Lifetime Achievement Award,
proudly shows her awards. Dr. Martha Farmer of the Chemistr
Division stands in the background.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

*
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44.

Dr. Debra Rolison of the Surface Chemistry Branch, Chemistry
Division. when asked what she likes most about WISE answered: "Our strong point is the promotion of communication
among the women professionals Lab-wide. NRL has few

channels for information exchange across division and direc-

torate lines among the researchers actively creating the science and engineering. I believe the most effective channels
are informal, and WISE has fostered such channels for NRL's
women professionals."

r

~.11
i

~Chemistry

.J",
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=
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,

€':orwomen

;benefit

"

Dr. Martha Farmer of the Biomolecular Engineering Branch,

Division, when asked how she has benefited from
her association with WISE, said: "I believe I have benefited by
the opportunity of meeting regularly with other women
professionals at the Laboratory, and obtaining and sharing
knowledge of "the ropes" and how to get things done. Another
I see is that WISE has focused more attention on NRL
their contributions. I believe thatscientists
allof us and
haveengineers
benefitedand
from
that."
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professional growth of employees. Some of these

scientific and government communities.

are listed helm.

spring the chapter sponsors an Edison Day Memo-

Each

rial Lecture in honor of the founder of the Laboratory. A distinguished scientist, usually a Nobel lau-

'

helps employees to define short- and long-range
career goals.
, "osto
tDr.improve their job-seeking skills,

reate. is invited to speak for the occasion. (Contact
C. H. Tsao at (202) 767-2803 or Mr. Ronald

a

and to deal with issues affecting job productivity.

Beard at (202) 767-2595.)

* The Counseling Referral Service (C/RS)

,,.
e:

The C RS provides individual counseling, career
dev elopment, and training workshops on such topics as stress manavement. relaxation techniques,
substance abuse, and weight control. Additionally,
the C'RS is available to help employees with any
kind of personal problems that may be interfering
with job performance. (Contact Dr. V. Hampson
at (202) 767-6857.)

-

-

*

A chartered chapter of Women in Science

Employees interested in developing effective self expression, listening, thinking, and leadership potential are invited to join either of two NRL
chapters of Toastmasters International. Members of these clubs, who possess diverse career
backgrounds and talents, meet three times a month
in an effort to learn to communicate not by rules but
by practice in an atmosphere of understanding and
helpful fellowship. (Contact Mrs. Kathleen Parrish
*

at (202) 767- 2782.)

and Engineering (WISE) was established at NRL
in 1983. Informal monthly luncheons and seminars
are scheduled to inform scientists and engineers of

.,.'aa

women s research at NRL and to provide an informal environment for members to practice their
presentations. Recently. WISE initiated a colloquium series to feature outstanding women scien-.
tists. Guest sp ":kers for the 1986 WISE colloquia
were Dr. Vera Rubin of the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism. Carnegie Institution of Washington and Dr. Joanne Simpson, Laboratory for At-

-'.

mospheres. NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center..

.-

(Contact Dr. Wendy Fuller at (202) 767-2793, Dr.
Debra Rolison at (202) 767- 3617. or Dr. Cha-mei
Tang Hui at (202) 767-4148.)
*

Kathy Parrish, immediate past president of the Thomas Edison
Toastmasters Club, awards the Able Toastmasters (ATM)
badge to bulletin editor, Dr. Wade Miner

"

*Sigma Xi. the Scientific Research Society,
encourages original investigation in pure and ap-

*The Federal Executive Professional Asso-

plied science. The society honors individuals who
have demonstrated ability to perform original re-

ciation (FEPA) provides testimony, recommendations, and constructive criticism of the policies of

search by conferring membership and by conducting an active program in support of original re-

the Executive Branch on existing proposed legislation and on regulatory actions. It also assists vari-

search. The NRL chapter, compiled of approximately 450 members, presents annual awards in
pure and applied science to outstanding NRL staff
members. The chapter also sponsors lectures on a
wide range of scientific topics of interest to both the

ous advisory boards and commissions concerned
with professional employee relationsand benefits.
The FEPA meets monthly for seminars given by
NRL management. (Contact Dr. Louis Beach at
(202) 767-5692.)
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NRL's 1985 EEO Award recipients Loretta Johnson and Dr. George Carruthers (center)
display their plaques. They are flanked (from left by Dr. Brenda Holmes, Dr. Joel Schnur,
Gladys Stuart, and Alan Pezzulich, who received certificates of commendation.

J"" " "
.,,- ,
. ,z ..

;).EQUAL
EMPLOYMENT
;""
OPPORTUNITY (EEO) PROGRAMS

..

that affect women in the workplace. A three-day
program is held annually to observe the Federal
Women's Week.

''
'
-,

Equal employment opportunity is a fundamental NRL policy for all persons, regardless of
•The Hispanic Employment Program prorace, color, sex. religion, national origin, age,
or
vdsadassac
n
Lvdsguidance
an sitneon recruiting adenphysical/mental
4-',"
NRAswr
fre handicap. The EEO Office's masuring equal employment opportunity to Hispanic,.
jor functions include affirmative action in employ-'.
Americans. The program is involved with Hispanic
, in:dsrmnaincmlitrcscmu
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oroscommuogrmplOainin eiiet
nt: distrieac
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Sig
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Ingeniero paves the way to exciting careers. As part of NRL's Community Outreach Program, the Hispanic Employment Program Subcommittee sponsored a
tour of the Laboratory; LT. John McEwan talks to touring students.

,'-~El
*

Howard "Rocky" Stone, a retired CIA officer, was the guest
speaker at NRL's Handicap Awardness Day Program. He recalled his days as a CIA agent and the special problems he
faced because of his hearing impairment. Here he is demonstrating a listening device used by hard-of-hearing individuals. Toni Pineau signed for hearing impaired audience members.

Julian Cummings, a mobility-impaired student, builds a computer program. Julian, a physics and astronomy major with a
4.0 average from the University of California-Berkley, came
East to NRL to participate in the Handicap Summer Employment Program.
*

-U.

The EEO Committee sponsors a Christmas

Other programs that enhance the development of NRL employees include computer clubs
(Edison, Atari, Edison Commodore, and the
NRL-IBM PC) and the Amateur Radio Club. The
Recreation Club accommodates the varied interests
of NRL's employees with its numerous facilities,
such as a 25-yard, 6-lane indoor swimming pool; a
gymnasium with basketball, volleyball, and bad-

party for local school children. (Contact Ms. Sol

minton courts; a weight room and exercise area;

.,

*

A Black History Month Art and Essay Contest
is conducted annually for students from nearby
communities. Awards are presented to the winners
at the Black History Month commemorative program.

%,
0
WF.

ping pong; meeting rooms; softball and basketball
leagues; jacuzzi whirlpool; sauna; classes in ka-

del Ande Eaton, Deputy EEO Officer, at (202)
767-2486 for all EEO programs.)
230
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rate, aerobics exercise, swimming and swimnastics: and specialized sports clubs (running, skiing,
biking, golfing). The Showboaters. a nonprofit
drama group that presents live theater for the enjoyment of NRL and the community, performs in
two major productions each year, in addition to oc-

casional performances at Laboratory functions and
benefits for local charities. The most recent productions include "Man of La Mancha" with its famous arias "The Impossible Dream" and "Harvey." Though based at NRL, membership in
Showboaters is not limited to NRL employees.
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PROGRAMS FOR NON-NRL PEOPLE
Several programs have been established for
non-NRL professionals. These programs encourage and support the participation of visiting scientists and engineers in research of interest to the
Laboratory. Some of the programs may serve as
stepping-stones to federal careers in science and
technology. Their objective is to enhance the quality of the Laboratory's research activities through
working associations and interchanges with highly
capable scientists and engineers and to provide opportunities for outside scientists and engineers to
work in the Navy laboratory environment. Along
with enhancing the Laboratory's research, these
programs acquaint participants with Navy capabilis
ti
pors
concerns.
ties andacqnpr

:

RECENT Ph.D., FACULTY MEMBER, AND COLLEGE GRADUATE PROGRAMS

* The National Research Council (NRC)/
NRL Cooperative Research Associateship Program selects associates who conduct research at
NRL in their chosen fields in collaboration with
NRL scientists and engineers. The tenure period is
2 years. Following their tenure, the Office of Naval
Research offers the associate posttenure research
grants tenable at an academic institution. In 1985,
31 associates were appointed to 9 NRL divisions,
In 1986, 29 associates chose appointments at NRL.

*

*
* The American Society for Engineering Education (ASEE) administers the Office of Naval
Technology (ONT) Postdoctoral Fellowship
Program which aims to increase the involvement
of highly trained scientists and engineers in disciplines necessary to meet the evolving needs of na-

%

%
*

val technology. Appointments are for 1 year (renewable for a second and sometimes a third year).
These competitive appointments are made jointly
by ONT and ASEE.
The American Society for Engineering Education also administers the Navy/ASEE Summer
Faculty Research Program for university faculty
members to work for 10 weeks with professional
peers in participating Navy laboratories on research of mutual interest. NRL hosted 52 of these
faculty participants in 1986.
*

* The NRL/United States Naval Academy
(USNA) Cooperative Program for Scientific Interchange allows faculty members of the U.S. Naval Academy to participate in NRL research. This
collaboration benefits the Academy by providing
the opportunity for USNA faculty members to
work on research of a more practical or applied nature. In turn, NRL's research program is strengthened by the available scientific and engineering expertise of the USNA faculty.

The Office of Naval Research Graduate
Fellowship Program helps U.S. citizens obtain
advanced training in disciplines of science and engineering critical to the U.S. Navy. The 3-year
program awards fellowships to recent outstanding
graduates to support their study and research leading to doctoral degrees in specified disciplines such
as electrical engineering, computer sciences, material sciences, applied physics, and ocean engineering. Award recipients are encouraged to continue
their study and research in a Navy laboratory during the summer. Eight ONR graduate Fellows
chose NRL for their summer work in 1986.
*
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For further information about the above five
programs, please contaci Mrs. Jessica Hileman at
(202) 767-3865.

personnel so that educators can provide students
who will meet NRL's occupational needs. The employment programs for college students include the
following:

The United States Naval Academy Ensign
Program assigns Naval Academy graduates to
NRL to work in areas of their own choosing commensurate with their academic qualifications,
rhese graduates provide a fruittul summer of research assistance, while gaining valuable experience in the Navy's R&D program. (Contact CDR
Tom Frazier at (202) 767-2103.)

f

PROFESSIONAL APPOINTMENTS

*
,,.

-

%
%
%

i
* The Cooperative Education Program alternates periods of work and study for students pursuing bachelor degrees in engieering. computer
science, or the physical sciences. Several universities participate in this program.
0 The Federal Junior Fellowship Program
hires students entering college to be assistants to
scientific, professional, or technical employees.
* The Summer Employment Program em-

' Faculty Member Appointments use the
special skills and abilities of faculty members for
periods of short duration to fill positions of a scientific. engineering, professional, or analytical nature.
ture.

ploys students for the summer in paraprofessional
and technician positions in engineering, physical
sciences, and computer sciences.
* The Student Volunteer Program helps stu-

. Consultants and experts are employed because they are outstanding in their fields of specialization, or because they possess ability of a rare na-

dents gain valuable experience by allowing them to
voluntarily perform educationally related work at
NRL.

ture and could not normally be employed as regular
civil servants.
" Intergovernmental Personnel Act Appointments temporarily assign personnel from the
state or local government or educational institution
to the Federal Government (or vice versa) to improve public services rendered by all levels of government.
*

UNDERGRADUATE COLLEGE
STUDENT PROGRAMSgo
Severl pFred
gradtSeveral
programs are tailored to the under-

graduate that provide employment and work experience in naval research. These are designed to at-

*

*

Hellrich, Associate Director, Naval Space Technology
Center, gives a demonstration in the payload checkout facility
to engineering students from Lincoln University, PA, during a
tour of NRL.

r,4

tract applicants for student and full professional
employment in the Laboratory's shortage category
positions, such as engineers, physicists, mathema-

The 1040-Hour Appointment employs students on a halftime basis to assist in scientific work
related to their academic program.

ticians, and computer scientists. The student employment programs build an understanding of NRL
job opportunities among students and educational

For additional information, contact Mrs.
Cathy Downing at (202) 767-3030.

*
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NRL's DoD science and engineering research apprentices are pictured with guest speaker Dr. Jerome Karle and program coordinator Nancy Lowry at the Sixth Annual Awards luncheon. They are,
from left, Nancy Lowry; Erica Webber, Washington Academy of Science Award; Holly Stewart, Dave Venezky Award; Michael Davis,
Armed Forces Communication and Electronics Association (AFCEA) Educational Fund Award; Dr. Jerome Karle; George Thomas,
AFCEA Educational Award; Christopher Monsour, AFCEA Educational Award; Jodi Lowry, AFCEA Educational Award; John Rinko,
AFCEA Educational Award; and Thomas Jordan, Washington
Academy of Science Award.

Neicko Williams, an NRL summer intern student working in the
Condensed Matter and Radiation Sciences Division, won first
place in undergraduate competition in a student symposium at
the 58th Annual National Technical Association Conference
held at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) Goddard Space Flight Center. His paper, "The Effects
of Electron Irradiation on Vertical Junction Solar Cells," was
judged most outstanding in its category. Neicko is a graduate of
F. Kennedy High School in Silver Spring, MD and is currently majoring in physics and aerospace engineering at
Morehouse College in Atlanta.
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*

a better understanding of research, its challenges,
and its opportunities through participation in scientific programs. Criteria for eligibility are based on
science and mathcmatics courses completed and
grades achieved; scientific motiation, curiosity,
and capacity for sustained hard work; a desiic for a
technical career; teacher recommendations: and
test scores.

CHOOL PROGRAMS

Hitir,

* The Gifted and Talented Internship Program provides a meaningful part-time employment experience for high school graduates who
plan to pursue a bachelor's degree in engineering,
computer science. or the physical sciences.
*achievement
Si lie
DoL Science & Engineering Apprentice Program employs high school juniors and seniors to serve for 8 weeks as junior research associates. Under the direction of a mentor, students gain

For additional information on these programs,
please contact the Employee Development Branch
at (202) 767-2956.
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he Navy continues to be a
pioneer in initiating new
developments and a leader in
using them in military operations. The primary means of
informing the scientific community and the general population of the advances made at
NRL is through publication of
research as journal articles,
reports, and conference
proceedings. This chapter
identifies NRL's numerous
unclassified scientific
publications so that their
detailed information may be
readily accessible to other
scientists and engineers within
or outside of NRL.
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PAPERS, REPORTS, AND PATEN IS

.

PAPERS IN JOURNALS, BOOKS, AND
PROCEEDINGS OF MEETINGS
In several respects. NRL is like a factorythe input ingredients are the talents and ideas of
the people and research funds. and the output
product is information. This product is packaged
in the form of reports: articles in science journals
and books, papers presented to scientific societies and topical conferences: and patents.

4

This section lists a portion of NRL's output
for 1986. The omitted parts are oral presentations. reports that carry a military security
classification, and letter reports to sponsors. In
the following bibliography, an asterisk identifies
a coauthor who is not a member of the NRL
staff.

Type of Contribution

Unclass.

Papers in periodicals, books, and
proceedings of meetings

583

0

583

53

25

78

124

35

159

NRL Reports
NRL Memorandum Reports

Class.

Books

Total

6

Patents granted

62

SIRs

14

ACOUSTICS

A VAX-Based Data Acquisition and Processing System for Multi-Channel Acoustic

*
A Multibounce Single-Scatter Ray-Theoretic
Model. by Tolstoy. A.. Berman, D.H.,

Data, by Padgett, J.S. and Dundore, D.M.,
Proceedings 1986 Working Svmposiun on

Wright. E.B.. and Baer, R.N., Journal of
the Acoustical Society of America
80:622-632
A VAX-I 1/750 Based Ocean Acoustic Data
Acquisition and Processing System for
Shipboard and Laboratory Use, by Decina.
B.A and Padgett, J.S., Proceedings 1986
Working Symposiumn on Oceanographic Data
Sv.tetns. IEEE. NY, pp. 137-144

Oceanographic Data Systems, IEEE, NY,
pp. 130-136
A Vector Parabolic Equation Model for Elastic Propagation, by Wales, S.C., Ocean
Seismo-Acoustics: Low Frequency Underwater Acoustics, Plenum Press, NY, pp.57-66
Acoustic Reflection from Surfaces and Shapes.
by Neubauer, W.G., Naval Research Laboratorv, Washington, DC, 3 98pp.
239
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Acoustic Ringing Response of the Individual
Resonances of an Elastic Cylinder, by
Nurnrich. S.K., Howell, W.E., Subrah-

quency UnderwaterAcoustics, Plenum Press,
NY, pp. 711-720
Evaluation of New ?iezoelectric Composite

manyan. J.V..* and Uberall. H., Journal of
the Acoustical Society of America
80:1161-1169
An Acoustic Model for Bathymetric Scattering
with Low-Frequency Applications. by
Baer. R.N., Perkins, J.S., Wright, E.B.,
and Adams, B.B., Ocean Seismo-Acoustics:
Low-Frequency UnderwaterAcoustics,
Plenum Press. NY, pp. 345-353
An Analysis of the Loss of Sensitivity in Porous Ceramic Hydrophones, by Rittenmyer. K.M., Dubbelday, P.S., and Ting,
R. Y ,.,,al
of Wave-MaterialInteraction

Materials for Hydrophone Applications,
by Ting, R.Y., American Ceramic Society
Meeting in: Ferroelectrics67:143-157
Experimental Confirmation of Horizontal Refraction of Sound Propagation in a
Wedge-Like Ocean, by Doolittle, R.,
Tolstoy, A., and Buckingham, M.,* Ocean
Seismo-Acoustics: Low Frequency Undervater Acoustics, Plenum Press, NY, pp. 169178
Extensional-Wave and Flexural-Wave Contributions to the Sound Field Radiated by a
Fluid-Loaded Infinite Plate, by Rudgers,

1:69-78
An Analytical Technique for Reducing the Influence of Edge Diffraction in Reflection
Measurements Made on Thin Acoustical
Panels, by Piquette, J.C., Journalof the
Acoustical Society of America 80:19-27
Application of a Neumann-Series Method to
Two Problems in Acoustic Radiation Theory that are Formulated in Terms of

SR.N.,

A.J., Dubbelday, P.S., and Fagerstrom,
L.A. ,* Journal of the Acoustical Society of
America 80:932-950
Failure Analysis of Acoustic Transducer Recovered After 2351 Days (6.4 Years) in
Seawater at a Depth of 494 Meters, by
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Lower Corona, by Stewart, R.T.,* Brueck-

Evaluation 5B:991-1000
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PAPERS, REPORTS, AND PATENTS

ner. G.E.. and Dere. K.P.. Solar P, sics
106:107-130

Interplanetary Shocks Preceded by Solar Filament Eruptions, by Cane. H.V.,* Kahler,
S.~W., and Sheeley, N. R., Journal of*Geophysical Research 91:13321-13329
Luminosities of Sources Associated with Molecular Outflows, by Mozurkewich, D.,
Schwartz. P.R., and Smith, H.A.. Astropo:

1)aily Observations of Radio Sources in 1983.
by Waltman. E.,* Feldzahler, B.J..*
Johnston, K.J.. Spencer, J.H., Angerhofer.
P.E..* Florkovski. D.R.,* Josties. F.J..*
McCarthy, D.D.,* and Matsakis, D.N.,*
Astronomical Journal 91:231-254

'

physical Journal 311:371-379

Dvnamic Evolution of the Transition Zone

Magnetic Energy Storage and Conversion in
the Solar Atmosphere by Spicer DS

Plasma in Solar Flares and Active Region

'-'.
", "
" "
"" '

pcr

teSlrAmshrb

and Tandbergby Cheng.
Transients,
TansentE.by
h C.C.
sCa Journal"
J
andberg
Hanssen. E., * A
Astrophyisical
309:421-434
Far-Infrared and Radio Observations of
DR-6, DR-7, and DR-22, by Odenwald,
S..* Shivanandan. K., Campbell, M.,*
Fazio, G.,* Schwartz, P., and Moseley.
H., * Astrophysical Journal306:122-129
Fast Timing Experiments on Black Holes and
Gravitational Wave Sources, by Wood,
K.S., Proceedings of the Fourth Marcel
Grossmann Meeting on General Relativity,
Elsevier Science Publishers B.V., NY, pp.
873-881
HEAO-2 X-Ray Observations of Clusters of
Galaxies. by Ulmer. M..* Kowalski, M.P.,
and Cruddace. R.G., Astrophysical Journal
303:162-170
High Resolution X-Ray Spectra of Solar
Flares, Vill. Mass Upflow in the Large
F
si
eActive
Flare ofV1980 November
7, by Karpen,
F
f
N7
Ktiochos,
J.T.. Doschek, G.A., and Seely, J.F., AstroiT.. DoceG a n ee2y.
phy.ih al J,,urnal 306:327-339

the Sun Volume I: The Solar Atmosphere,
D. Reidel Publishing Co., Boston, MA, pp.
181-248
Measured Wavelength for n = 4 to 2 Transitions in Fe XXIV and Fe XXIII, by Seely,
J.F. and Feldman, U., Physica Scripta
33:110-112
Measurement of Wavelengths and Lamb
Shifts for Inner-Shell Transitions in Fe
XVIII- XXIV, by Seely, J.F., Feldman, U.,
and Safronova, U.I.,* Astrophysical Journal
304:838-848
Mg VII and Si IX Line Ratios in the Sun, by
Keenan, F.P.,* Kingston, A.E.,* Aggarwal,
K.M.,* and Widing, K.G., Solar Physics
103:225-230
Modeling of Coronal X-Ray Emission from

High-Resolution Telescope and Spectrograph
Images of the Solar Chromosphere and
Transition Zone, by Dere, K.P., Bartoe.
J.D.F., and Brueckner. G.E., Astrophysical
Journl305:947-953

ger-Verlag. NY. pp. 216-218
Multispectral Observations of FIRSSE
Sources. I Radio Observations of Optically
Identified Objects, by Albert, C.E..*
Schwartz, P.R., Bowers, P.F.,* and Rick-

Infrared Cirrus and High-Latitude Molecular
Clouds. by Weiland, J.L.* Blitz, L.,*
Dwek, E.,* Hauser. MG._* Magnani. L..*
and Rickard. L.J., Astrophysical Journal
306:L-101 -04

ard, L.J.,* Astronomical Journal92:75-78
Numerical Simulations of Comets: Predictions
for Comet Giacobini-Zinner, by Fedder,

*

~~ C

•

~
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!

Cool Stars, by Stern, R.A.,* AnS.K., and Harnden, F.R.,* Cool
Stars, Stellar Systems, and the Sun, Sprin-

J.A.. Lyon, J.G., and Giuliani, J.L., EOS
67:17-19
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PAPERS, REPORTS, AND PATENTS

On the D~ividing Line for Stellar Coronae. bv
AntiochoS. K.. I-aisch. B. NI..* and Stern.

Stone. R.G..* and Sheeley. N.R .. AstrophYsical Journal 302:504-5 10
Spectral Evolution of Pulse Structures in
Gamma-Ray Bursts, by Norris, J.P..
Share, G.H., Messina, D.C.. * Dennis.
B.R. .* Desai, U.D ., Cline. T.L. .' Matz,
S.M.-* and Chupp. E.L. i Astrophvdial
Journal 301:213-219
Subluminous, Radio Emitting Type I Supernovae, by Panagia. N..* Srarnek, R.A. .*
and Weiler, K.W., AstrophYsical Journal

R...' -1ssrophlvstcaIiJoulii307:
L55-L59
On the Short Time Scale Variability of the
Seyfert Galaxy NGC 6814. by Beall. J.H .,'
Wood, K.S.. and Yentis. D.J... strophvsical
Journal 308:563-570

*

Outflows

and Ejections in the Solar Transition

Zone. b,> Dere. K.P.. Bartoe. J.D.F.. and
Brueckner. G. E. 4.strophvsical Journal

310:456-462
Radiation Effects on GaAs Charge Coupled
Devices wvith High Resistivity Gate Struc*

~tures.

300:L55-L58
The Decay of the Mean Solar Magnetic Field,

bv Bellern. R.D.* and Jenkins. W.C..
IEEE Tansactions on Nuclear Sciences

b

NS-33: 1084-1089

n

eoe

..

oa

The Effect of Different Resistivity Models on
Magnetotail Dynamics. by Lyon. J.G.. Fed-

Radio Studies of Extragalactic Supernovae, by
* Wile. KW..Srane. RA.
nd anaZa
N.,i Science 2 31:125 1-1254
Radio Supernovae, by Weiler, K.W.. Srarnek.
*R.AThe
SPancia
N.,* an dr Hlst J.. ~A)
and Salvati. M. .* -strophYsical Journal
301:790-812

der, J.A.. and Huba, i.D., Journal of Geo-

'~

hsclRsarh9:0786

Extreme-Ultraviolet Spectrum (300-630
of an Erupting Prominence Observed
from Skylab, by Widing. K.G.. Feldman,

Rapid Acceleration of Energetic Particles in
the 1982 February 8 Solar Flare, by Kane,
G.R-..* and

heeNR

Phx'sics 103:203-224

T

UadBaiA
.
srp~ia
n~and
308:92-a9 A..AtohsclJu
ae 308:8-992uto
olrSecrm

or

ie.

E..* FostD
*Si
ao re.
1175-1710. by Sandlin, G D., Bartoe,
G.H. E.*
an Riger
Asrop~sial~ur-J.D.F.,
Brueckner. G.E.. Tousey, R., and
01(1 300:1_95-1-98
Reanalisis of Pioneer Orbiter UltravioletVaosirMEAtrpsiaJunl
61:801-898
1.:.Spectrometer Data: 01 1304 Intensities
The Origin of the 28- to 29-Day Recurrent
and Atomic Oxygen Densities, by Paxton.
of the Solar Magnetic Field. by
Li.R nd
R. eler
Geohyscal eserchPatterns
Sheeley. N.R. and DeVore, C.R.. Solar
Phy'sics 104:425-429
The Quiet Solar T--nition Region, by
Mariska, J.T. Annual Review of Astrononny
and Astroph ~sics 24:23-48

I3229-232
0lxutters
MI Response of an Emerging Flux Tube to a Current-lDriven Instability, by Karpen. I.T.
Journal
rph -ial
'ind BorR,. I. P.
30)7- 26-837
Simiulations of the Gross Solar Magnetic Field
D~uring Sunspot Cycle 21. by Sheeley.

.

The Role of Nonlocal Heat Conduction in So-%
lar Flares, by Karpen. I.T. and DeVore.

of SolarI
e tmshr -cR.Te
Flares: Relationshtips Between Low Teniperatate Pbastnas and High Lnergv Linissions.
National Solar Observatory. Sunspot. NM.
pp. 416-427

.CR.. and Shamnpine. L. R.,
N
.S'dar Pt r. "It 106:251I-268
Soariilament Eruptions and Energetic Particuts. h K ahicr. S. W ., Cli-cr.
cle 1%%
1. %V Cj ic H.V ., McGuire. R.E.F'
.DeVnre
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The Solar Cycle Dependence of Coronal Mass
Ejections, by Howard, R.A.. Sheeley. N.R..
Michels, D.J.. and Koomen. M.J. .* The Sun
and the Heliosphere in Thiree Dimensions.
Proceedings of the XIXth ESLAB Symposi um,
D. Reidel Publishing Co., Boston. MA, pp.

*

*0.001)

Gilardi. R.. Journal of Orgqanic C'heinistrv
51:2382-2385
Comparison of (-)-Eseroline with
(+)-Eseroline and Dihydroseco-Analogs
in Antinociceptive Assays, by Schonenberger, G. ,* Jacobson. A.E.

Brossi, A..

,*

107-111
Streaty, R..*' Klee, W.A.-* Flippen-AnderThe Structure of the Static Corona and Transon, i.L.. Henderson, J.L., and Gilardi, R.,
sition Region, by Antiochas, S.K. and Noel,
Journalof Medicinal C'hemnistry
G.,*' Astrophyvsical Journal 301:440-447
19:2268-2273
The T Tauri Radio Source 11. The Winds of T
Compressibility of N.-,In, by Webb, A.W.,
Tauri, by Schwartz, P.R., Simon. T.,.* and
Setn
..
arSB,
n
ann
Campbell, R., * AstrophyNsical Journal
Skelt, EF. QadriItrand
S.B.*
anongrs
303:233-238
JF,
t
iATitrainlHg
rs
Theoretical NeV Emission Line Ratios CoinsueCo1er3nc inhsc
3-4
pared to Solar Observations, by Keenan,+C31-3
Conformational Changes in Cyclic Peptides
F.P. .* Aggarwal, K.M. ,*~ and Widing,
Upon Complexation with Alkali and AlkaKB., Solar Phy~sics 105:47-50
K.
line Earth Metal Ions, by Kanle, I. L.,
VLA Maps of Formaldehyde Absorption ToBiomolecular Stereodynarnics III. Proceedward NGC 2024. by Crutcher, R.M. ,*
ings of the Fourth Conversation in the DisciHenkel, C..* Wilson, T.L. ,* Johnston, K.J.,
pline Biomolecular Stereodynatnics, Adenine
and Bieging, J. H., *~Astrophysical Journal
307:302-312
Press, Albany, NY, pp. 197-215
9~.
Energy Dispersive Diffraction at Elevated
STRUCTURE RESEARCH
Pressures Using Synchrotron Radiation,
by Skelton, E.F., Transactions of the Aneni3, 3-Bis(Methyinitraminomethyl) Oxetane(I)
can CrystallographicAssociation 21:33-39
and 3, 3-Bis(Nitratomethyl)Oxetane(i),
Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy Using SynbyanGorg.
Giard,
C. R. Aca Cvs-chrotron
Radiation: Intensity ConsideratallographicaC42:1161-1164
tions, by Skelton, E.F., Elam, W.T., Qadri,
The Effect of Zn and Mn on CdTe Bond
S.B., Webb, A.W., and Schiferl, D.,* Xth
Strength in CdIZnTe (x = 0.04 +
ARP nentoa
ihPesr
ofr
ofr
ihPesr
ARP nentoa
and Cd1 Mn, Te (x = 0. 1 +
ence in: Phvsica 139- 140 B +C:499-504
0.00), y QariS.B.2"
keltn, F.,From
X-Ray Reflections to a Complete MoWebb, A.W.. and Kennedy. J.,*"Xth

~~~AIRAPT International High Pressure Confer-leurStcuebKaeL.Te(hm
ence in: Phyvsica 139-140 B+C:341-342
Iat Reontucio8-igIlcto

*

~~Alkaloids from Dendrobatid Poison Frogs:ImgReosrcinUngEctn

*

Trans-Decahydroquinolines and Indolizidines, by Tokuyama, T. 2*Nishimoi,
N., * Kanle,. IL., Edwards, M.W., * and
Daly. J.W. 2"Tetrahedron 42:3453-3460
Baeyer-Villiger Oxidation of Pentacyclo
Indecane-8,
[5.4.0.02.6 .0-" .0,
II1-Dione, by Rao Surapaneni. C. * and

Microdiffraction Patterns from Overlapping Regions, by Konnert, J. and D'Antonjo. P., Ultramicroscopy 19:267-278
Neurotoxins Producing Parkinson's Syndrome, by Flippen-Anderson, I.L.. Gilardi,
R., and George, C., Acta Qvrstallographica
C42:1 185-1189
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Nonempirical Atom-Atom Potentials for Main
Components of Intermolecular Interaction
Energy, by Sokalski. W.A.-* Lowery,
A.H., Roszak, S..* Lew'.henko, V.,* Blaisdell. J.,* Hariharan. P.C.,* and Kaufman,
J.J.,* Journal of Computational Chemistrv
7:693-700
Novel Macrocyclic Trichothecenes from
Myrothecium Roridum. by Jarvis, B.B.,*
Comezoglu. F.T.,* Lee, Y.W.,* FlippenAnderson, J.L., Gilardi, R.D., and George,
C.F.. Bulletin des Societes Chimigues Belges
95:681-697
On the SiOSi Angle in 1, 2-Ditert-butyl-1, 1,
2, 2- tetrapbIenyldisiloxane. by Karle. I.L.,
Karle. J.M..* and Nielsen, C.J,,* Acta Crvstallographica C42:64-67
Pa rallel
a
of2-6c
i2Parallel
Packing of a-Helices in Crystals of n
Boc-Trp-Ile-Ala-Aib-Ile-Val-Aib-LeuAib-Pro-OMe.2H 2 0, by Karle, I.L.,
Sukumar, M.,* and Balaram, P.,* Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences
83:9284-9288
Preparation of Optically Active Secondary
Amines by Thermal Decomposition of
(Methylbenzyl)Urea Analogs: Absolute
Configuration of (+) and
(-)-Mecamylamine. by Schonenberger, B.,

tadienes: Carbonyl-Substituted
I-(4-Alkenyl)- 1-Cyclopentenes, by Matlin, A.R.,* George, C.F., Wolff, S.,* and
Agosta, W.C.,* Journal of the American
Chemical Society 108:3385- 3394
Sterospecificity of a New Reaction of L-Ascorbic Acid with Cis and Trans Olefinic 1,
4-Dicarbonyl Compounds, by Fodor, G.,*
Sussangarn, K.,* Mathelier, H.,* Fang,
K.*, Arnold, R.,* Karle, I., and FlippenAnderson, J., Journalof Organic Chemistry
51:3148-3150
Structure of Isororidin E, by Flippen-Anderson, J.L. and Gilardi, R., Acta Crystallographica 42:1184-1185
Structure of N-(4-Amino-3- Furazanyl)-2, 2,
Trichloro-N'- Methoxyacetamidine, by
George,
C. C42:1457-1458
and Gilardi, R., Acta Crystallographica

The 1985 Nobel Prize in Chemistry, by
Hendrickson, W.A., Science 231:362-364
Triplet Phase Invariants from Single Isomorphous Replacement on One-Wavelength
Anomalous Dispersion Data, Given
Heavy-Atom Information, by Karle, J.,
Acta CrystallographicaA42:246- 253
Variability in the Backbone Conformation of

Helvetica Chimica Acta 69:283-287
Radial Distribution Function Analysis, by
Konnert, J.H., Karle, J., and D'Antonio, P..
ASM Handbook on Materials Characterization, Vol. 10, American Society for Metals,
Metals Park. OH, pp. 393-401

.

Recovering Phase Information from Intensity
Data - Nobel Lecture, 9 December 1985,
by Karle. J.. Chemica Scripta 26:261-276

-

0Recovering

Cyclic Pentapeptides: Crystal Structure of
Cyclic (Gly-LPro-DPhe-Gly-LAia), by
Karle, I.L., InternationalJournalof Peptide
and Protein Research 28:420-427
Water Structure in [Phe 4 VAL6] Antamanide-12H 2 0 Crystallized from
Dioxane, by Karle, I.L., InternationalJournal of Peptide and Protein Research 26:6-14
X-Rav Structure Determination of the Natu-

Phase Information from Intensity
Data. by Karle. J., Science 232:837- 843

rally Occurring Isomer of Cyanobacterin,
by Gleason, F.K.,* Porwoll, J.,* FlippenAnderson, J.L.. ani George, C.. Journalof
Organic Chemistn 51:1615- 1616

Regiochemical Control in Intramolecular
Photochemical Reactions of 1, 6- Hep0I
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PAPERS, REPORTS, AND PATENTS

FORMAL REPORTSj

,.

8859 New Version of the Energy-Deposition
Code E- DEP-1: Better Stopping Powers, by Davisson, C.M., and Manning, I.

8990 The Smoke Hazards Resulting from the
Burning of Shipboard Materials Used
by the U.S. Navy - Part H., by Wil-

8917 An In- estigation of Dielectric Loaded
Ridged Waveguide. by Young, C.W.
8940 Executing Trace Specifications Using
Prolog, by McLean, J D., Weiss, D.M.,
and Landwehr. C.E.
8948 ,Survey- and Examples of Specification
Techniques for User-Computer Inter. faces, by Jacob, R.J.K.
8952 Biodeuterated Materials: High-Temperature Lubricants from Algae, by
Neihof, R.A., Ross, M.M.,
and Campana,
No
MC9000

liams, F.W., Zinn, B.T.,* Browner.
R.F.,* and Powell. E.A.*
8995 Analytical and Physical Aspects of TwoDimensional Spectra Associated with
Stationary Random Processes, by BerS
gin. o
J.M. Rr
8996 Design and Operation of the Forward

J.E.
8967 An Incomplete Lipschitz-Hankel Inte8968 gral of Ko Part I.. by Miller, A.R.
8968 An Investigation of Expert Systems Usage for Software Requirements Development in the Strategic Defense Initiative
Environment, by Chien, Y.T. and
Liebowitz, J.
8971 Gaussian Arbitrarily Varying Channels,
by Hughes, B. and Narayan, P.

,

8972 Tethered Balloon Measurements at San
Nicholas Island (Oct. 1984): Instrumen, ,tation,
Data Summary, Preliminary
Gebr

WA.,
101
4.

H.e'

8973
General Solutions to Maxwell's Equa-, ,-.
tions for a Transverse Field. by Gordon.
! W.B.
8981 Adaptive Digital Processing Investigat
oof DFT
T Subbanding
a
gtems,
vs Transversal
tion
Filter Canceler. by Gabriel, W.F.
8984 Degradation in Performance of Adaptive Null-Steering Antennas, by Kahn,
W.K.
8989 layer I: A SIMULA Context for Simulating the Operation of Communication
Systems. by Hauser. J.P., and Baker,
D.J.

278
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Scattering Meter, by James, J.E. and

rn

Gerber, H.
Hardware Design for a Fixed-Wing Airborne Gravity Measurement System, by
Brozena, J.M., Eskinzes, J.G., and
Clamons, J.D.
9005 Superstructure Flow Distortion Corrections for Wind Speed and Direction
Measurements Made from Tarawa
Class (LHAI-LHA5) Ships, by Blanc,
T.V.
9007 The Canted Spectral Transform and its
Properties, by Gerlach, A.A., Flowers.
K.D., Anderson, W.L., and Kunz, E.L.
9015 Radar Target Detection in Non-Gausstan, Correlated Clutter, by Cantrell, B.
9018 Error-Resistant Narrowband Voice Encoder, by King, G.S. and Jewett, W.M.
9019 Developing a Software Engineering
Methodology for Knowledge-Based Sysby Jacob, R.J.K. and Froscher. J.N.
9022 Characteristics of the Two-Dimensional
Spectrum of Roughness on a Seamount,
by Czarnecki, M.F. and Bergin, J.M.
9027 Improved Oscillator Phase Locking Using a Modulated Electron Beam in a
Gyrotron, by McCurdy. A.H.
Armstrong, C.M., Bollen, W.M., Parker,
R.K., and Granatstein, V.L.

"

PAPERS, REPORTS, AND PATENTS

O

PATENTS GRANTED
NRL scientists have made significant contributions in many areas of technologv. One measure of the quality and quantity of these contributions is the number
of patents received. In Fiscal Year 1986, NRL reseachers were awarded 62 patents bringing NRL's total to 3138 patents issued since 1923.

-"

4 565.7 10-Process for Producing Carbide
Coatings, January 21 to Irwin L. Singer and
Russell A. Jeffries.
4.566,011 -Palindromic Polyphase Code Expander-Compressor, January 21 to Bernard
L. Lewis and Frank F. Kretschmer, Jr.
4.566,013-Coupled Amplifier Module Feed
Networks for Phased Array Antennas,
January 2! to Richard Steinberg and J. Paul
Shelton.
.
4,567,401 -Wide-Band Distributed rf Coupler,
January 28 to Larry R. Barnett, Yue-Ying
Lau. Kwo R. Chu, and Victor L.
SGranatstein.
4.568.189-Apparatus and Method for Aligning a Mask and Wafer in the Fabrication
of Integrated Circuits, February 4 to John
F. Bass. Nelson Saks. and Martin Peckerar.
4.568.396-Wear Improvement in Titanium
Alloys by Ion Implantation, February 4 to
Ronald G. Vardiman.
4.568.650-Oxidation of Reduced Ceramic
Products, February 4 to William S. Coblenz
and Rov W. Rice.
4.569.033-Optical Matrix-Matrix Multiplier
.
Based on Outer Product Decomposition,

4,573,797-Analog Fiber Gyro with Extended
Linear Range, March 4 to William K.
Burns and Robert P. Moeller.
4,574,259-High Switching Speed Electrically
Tuned Microwave Magnetic Resonance
Devices, March 4 to George T. Rado, Carmine Vittoria, and James M. Ferrari.
4,574,287-Fixed Aperture, Rotating Feed,
Beam Scanning Antenna System, March 4
to William M. Waters.
4,575,179-Integrated Optical Signal Processor
Using Diffraction of Light by Magnetostatic Waves, March II to John N. Lee and
Arthur D. Fisher.
4,578.614-Ultra-Fast Field Emitter Array
Vacuum Integrated Circuit Switching Device, March 25 to Richard F. Greene.
4,578,677-Range Doppler Coupling Magnitier, March 25 to Bernard L. Lewis.
4.578,804-Polynomial Grating, March 25 to
John F. Meekins and Herbert Gursky.
4.580,140-Twin Aperture Phased Array Lens
Antenna, April 1 to Theodore C. Cheston.
4,582,724-Chemical Bonding Agent for the
Suppression of Rusty Bolt Intermodulation
Interference, April 15 to John C. Cooper.

Fehruarv 4 to William C. Collins, P. Denzil
Stilwell. Jr., and Ravindra A. Athale.
4.572.900-Organic Semiconductor Vapor
Sensing Method, February 25 to Henry
Wohltien.

%
*
,.', ~*

4,584,710-Coherent Receiver Phase and Amplitude Alignment Circuit, April 22 to
James P. Hansen.
4,587,325-Processable and Stable Conductive
Polymers from Diether-Linked Bisorthodinitrile Monomers, May 6 to Teddy M.
Keller.

4.573.050 Dual Scan Rate Radar, February 25
to William M. Watcrs.

1
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PAPERS, REPORTS, AND PATENTS

4.589,772-Pulsed Remote Gauge, May 20 to

4,600,885-Fiber Optic Magnetometer for De-

Raymond A. Patten and Jerry A. Blodgett.
4,590,448-Tunable Microwave Filters Utilizing a Slotted Line Circuit, May 20 to Carmine Vittoria.
4.591,510-Rusty Bolt Intermodulation Interference Reducer, May 27 to Ramanathan

tecting DC Magnetic Fields, July 15 to Kee
P. Koo, Anthony Dandridge, Alan B.
Tveten, and George H. Sigel.
4,603,295-Two-Headed DC Magentic Target Proximity Sensor, July 29 to Frank W. Heemstra.
4,603,296-Fiber Optic DC Magnetometer

Panayappan and John C. Cooper.
4.591.786-Fiber-Optic Magnetic Gradiometer
with Variable Magnetic Biasing Fields,
May 27 to Kee P. Koo and George H. Sigel,
Jr.
4,592,056-Resonant Photon Pumping Mechanisms for a Plasma X-ray Laser, May 27
to Raymond C. Elton.

-

Without Hysteresis Ambiguity, July 29 to
Kee P. Koo and George H. Sigel.
4,607,344-Triple Matrix Product Optical
Processors Using Combined Time-andPC
Space Integration, August 19 to Ravindra
A. Athale and John N. Lee.
4,607,912-In-Line Optical Fiber Polarizer,
August 26 to William K. Burns and Carl A.
Villarruel.
4,608,537-Low Perturbation Electron Injector
for Cyclic Accelerators, August 26 to
Frederick Mako, Wallace Manheimer, Christos A. Kapetanakos. and Frederick Sandel.
4.611,140-SAW-CTD Parallel to Serial Imager, September 9 to Robert R. Whitlock
and Nicolas A. Papanicolaou.
4,612,642-Operation of Transversely Excited

4.593,968-Potting Techniques for Fiber Optical Couplers, June 10 to Thomas G. Giallorenzi.
4,595.925-Altitude Determining Radar Using
Multipath Discrimination, June 10 to James
P. Hansen.
4.596.461-In-Line, Concurrent Electromagnetic Beam Analyzer, June 24 to John L.
DeRosa and Terence J. Wieting.
4.596,986-Sidelobe Canceller with Adaptive

A.:.

Antenna Subarraying Using a Weighted
Butler Matrix, June 24 to Grealie A.
Andrews and Karl Gerlach.

.

4.597,666-Apparatus for Determining the Liquid Water Content of a Gas, July 1 to HerBenar
ad
mannE.
mann E. Gerber
and erbr
Bernard G.Ulfrs.4,614,672G. Ulfers.

,"

i,

4.597.933-Radiative
Opacity"damiano.
and Emissivity
'..
to Barrett H.
1
July
Device,
Measuring
-'. . Ripin and Robert R. Whitlock.",
4.598.247-Spectrum Analyzer and Analysis
:.'
length of Electromagnetic Radiation, July
I to Frederick M. Mako, John A. Pasour,
and Charles W. Roberson.
4.600,853-SAW-CTD Serial to Parallel Imager and Waveform Recorder, July 15 to
Robert R. Whitlock and Nicolas A.
Papanicolaou.

N20 Lasers, September 16 to Wayne T.
Whitney.
4,613,755-Method of Mass Spectrometry, September 23 to Jeffrey W H'dgens.
4E
Liquid Phase Epitaxy (LPE) of Silicon Carbide, September 30 to Arrigo Ad4,617,493-Collective Interaction Klystron, Octuber 14 to Yue-Ying Lau.
4,618,453-Conductive Heterocyclic Ladder
Polymers, October 21 to Oh-Kil Kim.
Polymers,-tob
o
-ai i.
Fine Sprays
Generating
4,619,845-Method for
of Molten Metal for Spray Coating and
Power Making, October 28 to Jack D.
Ayers and lver E. Anderson.
4,619,986-Epoxy Phthalonitrile Polymers. October 28 to Teddy M. Keller.
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4,620.42-ElectricalIv Conductive Ladder
Polymers. November 4 to Oh-Kil Kim.
4,621,896-Optical Fibers with Reduced Pressure Sensitivity to High Frequency Acoustic Field. No\ ember I I to Nicholas
Lagakos, James H. Cole. and Joseph A.
Bucaro.
4.622.266-Moldable Electrically Conductive
Polymer Compositions, November 11 to
Oh-Kil Kim.
4.622_552-Factored Matched Filter'FFT Radar Doppler Processor, November 11 to
Grealie A. Andrews and Samuel I. Sheller.
4.626.369-Lead Zirconate Titanate Ceramics,
December 2 to Basil E. Walker.
4,626,854-Method and Apparatus for Generating a Modified P, Code, December 2 to
Fiank F. Kretschmer, Jr. and Bernard L.
Lewis.
4.630.011-Microwave and Millimeter Wave
Phase Shifter, December 16 to Robert E.
Neidert and Clifford M. Krowne.
4.630,300-Front-End Processor for Narrow-

band Transmission, December 16 to
George S. Kang, Stephanie S. Everett, and
Alexander F. Thornhill.
4,630.883-Optical Waveguide Apparatus and
Method for Manufacturing, December 23
to Henry F. Taylor, George H. Sigel. and
Michael E. Gingerich
4,631,447-Ireb Converter to AC Pulses, December 23 to Moshe Friedman and Victor
Serlin.
4,631,500-Microwave Frequency Divider Having Regenerative Oscillation, December 23
to Christen Rauscher.
4,632,010-Airboc Chaff Deployment System,
December 30 to Waymon Humphries, John
Bryant, Richard C. Eklund, Donald C. Hayes,
and Peter Ferko.
4,633,170-Bragg Cell Spectrum Analyzer, Dccember 30 to William K. Burns.
4.633,255-Method for Sea Surface High Frequency Radar Cross-Section Estimation
Using Doppler Spectral Properties, December 30 to Dennis B. Trizna.
'al

STATUTORY INVENTION REGISTRATION

.

Recently Congress authorized a new form of patent protection known as the
Statutory Invention Registration or "SIR". A SIR document provides all the protection generally needed by the Navy and carries all of the prestige of a standard
patent but at a significantly lower cost. SIRs are generally used to protect signifi.,..,.commercial

cant mission-related inventions which are primarily of military value and have little
application. In Fiscal Year 1986, 14 SIR's were issued to NRL researchers.
These patents and SIR's ensure the Navy's control over, and free use of, the
technology it has developed.

0

--.

SIR Reg. No. H8-Thermodynamic Waste Heat
Transfer System, January 7 to James E.
Ha s.
SIR Reg. No. H14-Adaptive Doppler Filter
Banks, January 7 to Bernard L. Lewis.
SIR Reg. No. H28-Chemical Vapor Deposition
(CVI)) of Cubic Silicon Carbide SIC, February 4 to Arrigo Addamiano.

SIR Reg. No. H29-Tunnett Diode and Method
of Making, March 4 to Aristos Christou and
John E. Davey.
SIR Reg. No. H39-Multilaver Super-Conducting Shield and Method of Manufacturing
Same, March 4 to Donald U. Gubser and
Stuart A. Wolf.
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William J. Moore.
SIR Reg. No. H96-1ntensity Modulated Light
Source, August 5 to Henry F. Taylor.
SIR Reg. No. H 108-Radar Doppler Processor
Using a Fast Orthogonalization Network,
August 5 to Karl Gerlach.
SIR Reg. No. H 125-Etch and Polish for Metal
Halides, September 2 to Paul E. R.
Nordquist, Jr.
SIR Reg. No. H 170-Self Aligned Notch tr
INP Planar Transferred Electron Oscillator, December 2 to Steven G. Binari.

SIR Reg. No. H57-Partially Adaptive Array
Usiaig Bootlace Lens, May 6 to William F.
Gabriel and James K. Hsiao.
SIR Reg. No. H92-Generalized Adaptive MTI
System, July 1 to Frank F. Kretschmer. Jr.
and Bernard L. Lewis.
SIR Reg. No. H94-High Stability Fiber Optic
Magnetic Field Sensor with Enhanced Linear Range Using Magnetic Feedback Nulling, July Ito Kee P. Koo.
SIR Re-. No. H95-Heterojunction D (OR A+)
Millimeter and Submillimeter Wave Detector, July I to Benjamin V. Shanabrook and
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Associate Director of Research
Health Physics Group
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Diu.. Lab. for Computational Physics and Fluid Dynamics
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Dr.
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Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
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W.R. Ellis
J N. Stone
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S. Ossakow
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Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
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J. Davis
LA. Montgomery
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Associate Director (if Research
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Supt.. Optical Sciences Div.
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Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

B.B. Rath
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W.M. Tolles
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NRL REVIEW STAFF
The NRL Review is a result of the collaboration of
the scientific, engineering, and support staff with the
Technical Information Division (TID). In addition to the
scientists and engineers who provided material for the
Review, the following have also contributed to its
publication.

Senior Science Editor:
Senior TID Editor:

Dr. Bob Fox
Irene Barron

0

rA,

Head, Technical Information Division: Peter H. Imhof

Graphic design: T. Phillips
Mission Page by: T. Phillips, Photography by: M. Savell
Photographic production:
,.~ ,,.

G. Blakes, D. Boyd, G. Bennett, R. Bussey, W. Griffith,
G. Campbell, H. Hill, C. Morrow, B. Horton, J. Marshall,
B. Horton J. Marshall, M. Savell, and W. Wiggins

Computerized composition production: J. Kogok, D. Wilbanks
Editorial assistance:

R. Barlow, R. Baturin, R. Duley, L. Hurst, M. Long, and D. Nelson

Computerized composition assistance:

M. Bray, C. Cain, J. Craze, J. Hays, P. Lore, D. Mitchell,
C. Williams, S. Schrock, C. Sims, C. Johnson, D. Stewart,
C. Petit-Frere, and D. Gloystein

Graphic services assistance: L. Jackson, J. Morrow, and B. Zevgolis
Production coordination: T. Calderwood, M. Peevy
Production consultants: J.A. Kaiser, K. Parrish
*

Distribution: J. Harris
Valuable assistance in other matters was given by:
,.

J.A. Kaiser, J. Boris, E. Oran, R. L6hner,
E. Williams, E. Stone, B. Sweeney. J. Davis. R. Clark,
T. Giallorenzi, R. Meier, and R. McCoy.
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
FOR ENTRY-LEVEL AND
EXPERIENCED PERSONNEL
.%,

conductor device processing, microwave tubes,
threat systems analysis, electroacoustic optics, RF
measurement design, EM propagation, EM theory, HF radar propagation analysis, electronic
warfare simulation, pulsed power technology.
vacuum electronics, microwave technologies, networking techniques, speech processing, Navy C3I,
electronic countermeasure systems design, spacecraft attitude controls, and orbitology.

This Review illustrates some of the exciting
science and engineering carried out at NRL as well
as the potential for new personnel.
The Naval Research Laboratory offers a
wide variety of challenging positions that involve
the full range of work from basic and applied research to equipment development. The nature of
the research and development conducted at NRL
requires professionals with experience. Typically,
there is a continuing need for electronics, mechanical aerospace. ceramic, and materials engineers;
Vmetallurgists
'
with bachelor's and/or advanced de-

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineers. These
employees may be assigned to satellite thermal design, structural design, propulsion, experimental
fluid mechanics, experimental structural mechanics, solid mechanics, elastic/plastic fracture mechanics, materials characterization of composites,
finite element methods, nondestructive elevation,
characterization of fracture resistance of structural
alloys, and combustion.

grees: and physical and computer scientists with
Ph.D. degrees. Opportunities exist in the areas described below.
Ceramic and Materials Scientists/Engineers.
These employees work on the mechanical properties, coating and materials processing, and materials research.

Computer Science Graduates. Employees in this
field are involved with artificial intelligence, software engineering, software systems specifications,

S Electronics engineers. These engineers work in

-' ?"

*
... ].

computer design/architecture, systems analysis,
and command information systems.
Chemists. Chemists are recruited to work in the
areas of inorganic and organometallic synthesis,
solution kinetics and mechanisms, surface analysis, organic chemistry, combustion, colloid/surface chemistry, fire suppression, and nuclear decay.

the following areas; communication satellite design, analog and digital signal processing, information processing, strategic and tactical communication systems design, instrumentation. microcomputer design. satellite attitude-control systems,
image processing, IR sensors, focal plane arrays,
radar, inverse scattering phenomena, statistical
communication theory, electro-optics, hardware/
software interfacing, artificial intelligence, electromagnetic (EM) scattering, digital electronics,
fiber optics, optical information processing, semi-

Physicists. Physics graduates may concentrate on
such fields as electromagnetics, image processing,

289
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INFORMATION

inverse scattering phenomena. acoustics., inversion
theorN. mathematical modeling of scattering processors. radar system development, electro-optics,
focal plane arrays. signal processing, plasma phys-

APPLICATION AND

ics. astrophysics, semiconductor technology.
relativistic electronics. beam/wave interactions,
superconductivity.
low-temperature
physics,
ph\sical chemical vapo- disposition of thin and
thick coatings, wave propagation. ionospheric
physics, computational hydrodynamics, computational atomic physics, and supersonic, gas-dynamic numerical modeling.

1282). which can be obtained from local officei s
of the Office of Personnel Management and Personnel Offices of Federal agencies. to the address
below.

FOR FOREIGN NATIONALS
U.S. citizenship is required for employment at

Civilian Personnel Division, Code 1813 RV 86
Attn: Marguerite Luck
Washington, DC 20375-5000

NRL.

202-767-3030

Interested applicants should submit a resume or a
Federal Employment Application Form (OPM

Direct inquires to:
Naval Research Laboratory
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CONTRIBUTIONS BY DIVISIONS AND LABORATORIES
Space Scice l)isision (4100)

Underater Sound Refnrene IDetachment (5900)

SoundinH Rocket,
•Hea\,\ ho, in the Inner Magnetosphere
•XI A -The X-Ra., Large Array. for the Space Stal-nm
IDetction ,I Anti-Matter i]theGala\\
n"
* Di,.ding Line forStellar Coronal
Renornialized Inv.erse Scattering Theory fir
Dielectric Profiles

Structure-Borne Sound

. Analytic Representations of V]i~coet.ic

a-l
%:l

Moduli

.,

tLaboratory for Structure of Matter (6030)
* Atomic Resolution Itiages

Laborator%tor Computational Physics and
Fluid Dsnamics (4400)

Chenistry Division (6100)
o Liposone-Encapsulated Hemoglobin. A
Potential Blood Surrogate
* Two-Dimensional NMR Images in Solids
9 Laser Studies of Flame Chemistry
* Advanced Fluorinated Polyniers Meeting
Navy Needs
* Surface Chemistry in Semiconductor
Processing Using Laser Ionization

* Actise Adaptive Noise Cancellation in a
Liquid-Filled Pipe
* Steep and Breaking Deep Water Waves
* Quantum Chemical Calculation of Chemical
Reaction Paths: MeO
* Direct Numerical Simulation of Turbulent
Channel Flosw
•Vortex Motions in Stratified Wakes

Material Science and Technology Division (6300)
Plasma Physics Division (4700)
* Measurement of Undercooling Effects in
Gas-Atomized Metal Powders
9 Surface Modification for Improved
Corrosion Resistance
* Processing of High 7, Ceramic

* Soft X-Ra, Laser Generation
, iModulated Intense Relativistic Electron Beams
* Charged Particle Beam Propagation
*Free Electron lasers

* Rapid Three-Dimensional Ocean Acoustic
Computations
, Inertial Wave Dynamics
. Nonlinear Salt Finger Instability Simulation
* Ship Wake/Film Experiment

Optical Sciences Division (6500)

Radar I)ivision (5300)

o Optical Studies of Aerosols

"

* Photoemitter Membrane Light Modulator
for Optical Processing
e Parametric Raman Gain Suppression
o Fiber-Optic Magnetic Sensors
* Development of Infrared Focal Plane
Arrays for Advanced Navy Sensors

* Radar Target Detection in Non-Gaussian.
Correlated Clutter
* Speckle in Space Based Radar Images
* Open Ocean Shipboard Radar Sea-Scatter
Experiments
* Mark XV IFF Radar Mode
* Designing Systems with VHSIC Components

Electronics Technology Division (6800)

Information Technology )ivision (5500)

.

* IR-Diode Laser Spectroscopy in theStudy
of the Vapor Phase Epitaxy Process
* Ga Interstitials in AIGaAs Epitaxial Layers
e Phase-Controlled Gyrotron Oscillators
o Beta Silicon Carbide Transistor

e Integrated Battle Group Communication
Networks
* Single Board Digital Signal Processor

*

I

Superconductors
* Computer Modeling of Anisotropic
Elasticity and Piezoelectric Effects
in Ceramics
9 Mechanisms of Interdiffusion in Coated
Superalloys

Acoustics Iivision (5100)

*

%

lr Voice and Data Applications
* SID Mid-Course Battle
Management

Development
* Kinetic Inductance Microstrip Lines
Space Systems Development
Department (8100)

Tactical Electronic Warfare Division 15700)
* Computer-Controlled Emissivity
Measurement System
* Synthetic Line-of-Sight Simulations

9 Holograms Made with Laser Diodes for
Use in a Satellite Communications Link
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Accelerator
electron beam, 17, 143
particle. 17. 147
plasma. 147
RF. 130
Acoustic noise acceleration, 51
Acoustics
actis.e adaptive. 51
modeling. 56
ocean computations. 56

Channel flo,. turbulent. 173
beams. 145
Charged particle
Chesapeake Ba, Detachment, 24
Chemical reaction pathways. 71
Chemistry
flame. 78
quantum. 7 1
surface. 126
Clutter. radar. I II
Coatings

Edison Memorial Graduate.
Training. 223
Education Programs, 224
Educational Opportunities. 7. 223-225.
232
Elasticity. anisotropic, 97
Elastomeric materials. 179
Electrochemistr%. 92
Electron
beams. 130. 143. 145

sound damping. 85
Acti.e adapti.e acoustics. 51
Administration. NRL, 6
Ads.anced Graduate Research
Program. 223
Aircraft. 24. 25
Alan Berman Publication
Aw ards
Alfred P. Sloan Fellows
Program. 224
Aluminum coatings. 102
Aluminum-Gallium-Arsenide. 128
Amateur Radio Club. 230
Analssis, mathematical. 179
Anti-matter. 41
Anti-sound techniques. 51
Appointments.
consultants. 233
experts, 232
faculty. 232
Apprentice programs. 235
Arrays. focal plane. 165
Atomic resolution. 104
Atomization, metal powders. 89
Attenuation. structure-borne
souni. 85

aluminum. 102
fluorinated polymers. 79
high temperature. 11)2
Coherent sources, 130
Coma. gaseous. 35
Combustion. 78
Comet Halley. 35
Communications
battle group. 185
spacecraft. 45
Community outreach programs. 7
Composites. organic. 76
Computational fluid dynamics. 53
Computer clubs. 232
Computers. 20, 190
Constrained-layer damping,
sound. 85
Consultants. 232
Convection
salt finger. 62
turbulent. 62
Cooperative education. 233
Cooperative Research
Associateships. 232
Coronae. giant stars. 43
Corporate Facilities Investment
Plan, 25
Corrosion
hot, 102
resistance, 92
Counciling Referral Service. 228
Cray X-MP/12 computer. 20
Critical temperature, high. 95
Crystal growth. 73
Damping, sound. 85
Dashpot models, viscoelasticity. 179
Decomposition. metal alkyl. 73
Defects. solid state. 128
Detection, radar theory, Ill
DICOMED. 21
Dielectric properties. 171
Diffusion
aluminum coatings. 102
in flames. 62
Digital signal processing. 188
Droplets. diagnostics. 153
Dynamic modulus. 179

cyclotron maser. 147
paramagnetic resonance. 128
Electronic warfare. 175
Electro-optics laboratory. 26
Emissivity measurement system. 87
Employment Opportunities. 229. 230
Encapsulated hemoglobin. 74
Engineering Services. 21
Epitaxial layers and
structures. 128. 133
Epitaxy. vapor phase. 73
Equal employment opportunities.
229-230
Extensional waves. 85
Facilities,
optical, 16
scientific. see scientific
facilities
support. 20
Faculty appointments. 232
Federal Executive Professional
Association. 228
Federal Woman's Program. 229
Fellowship. 224
Fiber optic sensors. 162
Field stations, 22, 23
Films
epitaxial. 128
ocean surface. 64
Fire I. 11
Flames
diffusion in. 62
free radicals. 62
Flexural waves. 85
Flows, gas. 153
Fluid dynamics. 173
channel flow, turbulent, 173
computational. 53. 173
wave breaking. 53
Fluorinated polymers. 79
Focal plane arrays, 165
Free electron laser, 147
Free radicals. 78
Funding profile. NRL. 6
Future. NRL in the. 25
GAMBLE 11.17
Gamma rays, galactic. 41

%Awards
...

-

Alan Berman Publication
special
Ballistic objects, tracking of. 190
Battle group communications. 185
Battle management. SDI. 190
Beams
charged particle. 145
electron, 145. 143. 130
propagation. 145
Beta silicon carbide transistor. 133
Blood
surrogate. 74
see also hemoglobin
Books published
Career counceling. 228
Ceramic superconductor. 95
Ceramics
high critical temperature. 95
piezoelectric effect. 97
processing of. 95
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Marine Corriosion Test
Facili"t. 24
Maser. electron cy cliotron. 147
Materials. elastomeric. I179
Mathemnatical anal',sis. 179
Memnbrane, light muiduk~tiir. 155
MF.SFET. 133
Metal alks I dcimposit ion. 73
Metaliurg . powder. 89

H"nors. indis IdUal. 2115
Hose insiabilit. ( 45
Hrt corrosion. 102

Microchannel plate. 155
Microcomputer. qingle board. 188
Micriielectrinics Processing
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Microstri'p. 136
Microstructures. epitaxial. 128
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Equal Opportunity. 229
Student. 233
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Publications
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Publication services. 21
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structure and sound. 56
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Opportunities, educational
acceleratiir. 147
emplioyment and professional,
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Optical
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free electrons, 147
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Polymners, fluorinated. 79
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Probabilitv density functions. 179
Processing
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Professional development, 225
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155
processing. 155
properties. high
temiperature. 87
Organic composites. 70
Organiiation. NRL. 6
OscilIlat ions. Inertial. 58
rtrn
31
Oscillators, locked. 13(0
Oxidation. 1(02
Particle acceleratoir. laser. 147
Particles. charged, 145
Persiinnel
ke%
Personnel d-evelopnient. 7. 223-215
Pie,,oelectric effects. 97
PHAROS Ill, 17
Plasmia
acceleratiir. heat w~ave. 147

acoustics. 56
97
Modulus. dyna'mic. 179
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opt a], 175
spring. 179

l ight moiduilator

Radar
gyrotriin oscillator. 130
Mark IV, 117
mode. IFF. 117
synthetic aperture. 112
clutter. Ill
Radiation sources. 147
Radicals, free. 78
Ranman scattering, simulated. 158
Randomn variables. elasticity. 179
solidification processing. 99
ganima. 41
Rato
peathwy.hmca.7
unimleua.
71mia.
Recreation club. 2311.231
Reflectors, dielectric. 171
Rehahilitation of' scientific
faucilities, 27
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In space. 386
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SIC components. 123
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numerical, salft fingers. 62
5ott%%arc. 175
Single board tmicrocompuiter, 188
Solids, VMR ima-es oft. 76
Sonar, 56
*Sound.

we Acoustics

Sour:es, radiation. 147
Space station, surveillance. 38
Spacecraft commtiunications. 45
Speckle radar, 112
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laser. 73
1ttlames. 78
35
Spring tiiodcls. iscockisticits- 179
Sltll
personnel
N R 1 Re\ ic%\
6Stall. NRL bUndergraduiate
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Strateg-ic !)elense Init tati\C
tM. 190
Structure-borne sound.
attenuation of. 85
Student Volunteer Programl. 213
Substrate. superallOY. Ill?10
Sunicir cmiplo\ nicnt. 233
Suinicri Facult Research
Program. 232
Superallov substrate. 1012
3
uerodciiy
Suercnduti~iy. 36
Superconductoirs
ceramic. 95
critical tetmperature. 9)5
Support facilities. 2(0
Syvnchrotron Radiation Facility. 21)
chemistr\. 126
corrosiomn resistance. 92
Surveil'ance fromi space, 38
Synthetic aperture radar.
speckle. 112
Target detection, radar. Ill
Technical Information services. 21
Technology transfer. 225
Thin films. 1289
Toastifiasters International. 228
Tracking ballistic objects. 190)
Transistor developmtent, 133
Transition, turbulent, 62

Transponder. 11-1- 1 :7
lur-bulclice
channel Iloik. 173
:omccuton.6.

ship %akcs. 177
62
Iofii.
transitio
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Indercooling in metal po)%dcrs. 99
proeraitis. 233
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Detachment. 24
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iUNT . (85
apor phase epita\% 73
Vesicules. blood. 74
VHSIC components. 123
ViscoclastiCity. 179
Vortex Asakcs. stratified. 177
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Wakes
ship and filivs. 64
tratified. 177
vortex. 1771in. 177
turbulence
Warfare etectronic. 175
Wa%es
breakingz .53
extensional. 85
flexural. 85
inertial. 58
nmeanflow interactions. 58
steep. 53
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large array in space
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laser generation. 141
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